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INDIAN SUMMER.

Soft through the purple of the western hills,

Through veils of haze,—

Wherefrom this peace, this rest, which in me thrills,

Spirit of Autumn Days ?

* * * *

Where are the questionings of summer spent,

Or are they with my years
—lost memories,

Spirit of Sweet Content ?

* * * *

Enough to lie and listen as the day grows old

To melodies

From that near choir of voices manifold,—

Spirits of Gathered L,eaves.

T. S.J. .Jr., '04.
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2 THE CORNELL ERA

THE COLLEGE STUDENT IN PRACTICAL POLITICS.

I. THE CAMPAIGN FROM HEADQUARTERS.

A century and a half before the establishment of our govern

ment the colonists began to found our great colleges and uni

versities which, when Washington took the oath of office in 1788,

numbered a full score. Today these universities and colleges,
technical and professional schools exceed one thousand in

number, with nearly two hundred thousand students and gradu

ating annually nearly fifty thousand men equipped to take up

the important duties of business, professional life and of public
service. Time was, not so very long ago, when the college man

was held in more or less contempt by his envious fellow men,

when the so-called "literary feller" was scorned because he had

acquired a possession not held by the masses. That day is past.

Today the graduates of our classical, scientific and technical

schools are at the head of great business enterprises, immense

structural undertakings, and most significant of all, whether in

or out of the public service are directing national policy.
Shall the college man enter politics ? To this question politi

cal leaders give different answers. The ward boss, the leader of

the poorly educated and easily controlled lower classes, answers

in the negative, either fearing that the activity of the educated

man may thwart his schemes, expose his abuses, and even

destroy his leadership, or believing that the indifference of the

educated man may give him a longer lease of power. The

greater leaders, the men of national prominence, answer in the

affirmative, believing with President Roosevelt, "If a college
education means anything it means fitting a man for better

service than he could do without it. If it does not mean that it

means nothing : if he does not get that out of it, he gets less

then nothing out of it."

In recent years national leaders of both parties have wrestled
with this question, and they have finally come to believe in the
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college man. It was in 1892 that the leaders of the Republican

party met the question squarely and answered it effectively.
The activity of two thousand men in the University of Michigan,
who had formed a Republican Club, had aroused the students of

other colleges and inspired them to form similar organizations.
A score of clubs were organized, and the work of these enthusi

astic men came to the attention of the party chieftains. These

leaders, far sighted in their interpretation of that sturdy Ameri

canism that gives the American college man his life, energy and

efficiency, determined to form a national organization of college
men. They believed that the enthusiasm, the influence, and of

course the votes of college men would be of value to the country

and the party. They were convinced that to interest them in

the principles of the party, to engage them in the activity of the

campaign might be to gain them as partisans
—and partisanship

is only a method of patriotism. For these reasons Governor

William McKinley of Ohio, General Russell A. Alger of Michi

gan, and other leaders went to Ann Arbor, a great meeting was

held and the American Republican College League was formed.

In the campaign of that year over fifty clubs were organi

zed, representing over fifty thousand students and over twenty-

five thousand voters. The work was directed by the President,

stationed with the national committee, and the results justified
the effort and revealed the possibilities of the work. In the

campaign in 1896, Mr. McKinley, who had been identified with

forming the League, gave the work the hearty support of the

national committee. The organization was extended, one hun

dred clubs were formed, representing nearly one hundred thous

and students with fifty thousand voters. In the second McKinley

campaign, Senator Hanna actively interested the national

managers in the work of interesting and organizing the college

men, and in so doing gave the work a strong impetus. Again
the organization was extended, and the campaign closed with

active clubs in one hundred forty universities and colleges,

enrolling over one hundred thousand voters. The results in this

campaign were very significant. In Nebraska the votes of the

college men gave the party a United States Senator, and in

Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and other states, the college voters decided
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the fate of congressmen in doubtful districts. In addition to

these tangible results the effects of the interest aroused among

the thousands of college men can never be measured.

During these years the Democratic leaders had also been

active. In scores of colleges and universities Democratic clubs

were organized, the Democratic candidates addressed great audi

ences in the seats of the larger universities, and an aggressive

campaign was waged among the college first voters. But as

most of the larger colleges and universities are located in states

generally Republican, the Republican students have been in the

majority, and the college work of that party has been more

extended and successful.

The campaign of 1904 has been essentially a college men's

campaign. The President, college man and statesman, is the

foremost example of the successful college man in public life.

He has surrounded himself, both in his retention and personal

appointment of advisers, with college men, while thousands of

college graduates are in the departmental and diplomatic service.
The men in control at national headquarters are almost without

exception college men. It is not strange, then, that an unusual

appeal has been made to college men to give the present adminis
tration an endorsement that shall be pronounced and unmis

takable. In each headquarters a college bureau has been estab

lished, under the campaign managers. The work in the states

west of and south of Ohio is directed from Chicago ; the work

east of Ohio is directed from New York. The campaign closes

with two hundred club organizations, including one hundred

fifty thousand men and one hundred thousand voters.

The work of a campaign manager is fourfold : the canvass,
the clubs, the campaign, the voting. Weeks before the opening
of the college year active Republican students in each college
and university are found, the work outlined and methods formu
lated and adopted. Soon after the opening, student committees
are named and organized, and a non-partisan poll taken of all

voting students. This poll gives the campaign manager the

political preference, college address and home address of each
voter. These lists are then forwarded to the state committee
chairman of each state, in order that certificates for registration
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may be sent out. The men thus known to be Republicans are

now called together and a Republican club actively organized.
Constitutions are printed and distributed, representative men

interested in each college, and the organization perfected to do

effective work. The canvass completed and the clubs organized,
the real campaign begins. The men must be interested and

aroused, and every honorable and legitimate means employed to

induce the men to go home to vote. To this end meetings are

held, demonstrations arranged, and literature freely distributed.

Records are kept and daily reports made of men who intend to

go home to vote, or who are entitled to vote in the college town.

The political field is carefully studied, the situation in each

district closely followed, and not only is each voter persistently

urged to allow nothing to prevent his voting, especially in hard

fought districts, but all possible assistance is rendered him, and

the final result is that on election day tens of thousands of col

lege men are assuming the first duty of citizenship and volun

tarily repaying in part the debt of education.

"The man who is content to go through life owing his

Alma Mater for an education for which he has made no adequate
return is not true to the ideals of American citizenship. He is

in honor bound to make such return. He can make it in but

one way. He can return what he owes to his Alma Mater only

by making his Alma Mater proud of what he does in service to

his fellow men." To afford to the college man, while yet a

student, an opportunity to discharge this obligation, by interest

ing him in the practical problems whose solution demands

trained and liberal minds, is the purpose of the organized work of

college men. The result of the work to the college man is a

deeper interest in public affairs, a fuller appreciation of the duties

of citizenship, a larger share in the political rights to which he

is entitled, and a service rendered to this land of liberty and

popular government. George Leal Genung, 1905.

II. THE CAMPAIGN IN COLLEGE.

When a campaign orator visits a college town and speaks
before an audience made up largely of faculty and students, he
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rarely fails to begin with some reference to the sequestered and

academic character of college life, aloof from the stress and furore

of practical politics. Then, if bedlam has not by this time

broken loose in the gallery, he goes on to say that he is very

glad, etc., to come to this great center of thought and education,

where economic and political problems are deliberated upon

leisurely and scientifically, apart from considerations of partisan

ship or prejudice.
Of course all this is admirable sentiment and accords with

the traditions ; and, moreover, the orator's illusion, if he really

has one, does not last long. To continue in that vein for many

minutes would cause a few hundred leather-lunged undergradu

ates to burst forth in some rag-time ballad or to applaud and

cheer vigorously at the most awkward and unexpected places.

"College men want the issues served up hot and steaming,"

remarked a veteran campaigner to the writer this fall. "Gener

alities and platitudes break up a meeting ; you've got to meet

the boys on their own ground, and give them red-hot concrete

things.
' '

The speaker was a gentleman whose campaign ad

dresses fall few short of a thousand, and college audiences were

not at all a new experience to him. Of course he was right in

his estimate of the university attitude towards politics. Instead

of cloistered, academic conditions, quite the reverse prevails.
Professors are politicians and shape the counsels of their party ;

students take a practical and lively interest in the campaign.
Rather than a purely academic interest in the issues, partisan

feeling is rife and the presence of the politician is actively mani

fested. The zest and energy fostered by class politics are given

practical application in party politics, and little of the adroitness

and sagacity therein displayed seems to be lost by the transfer of

activities to the larger field.

The reasons for this political interest and activity among
the students are at least two-fold : first, the university offers to

the party managers a noteworthy number of votes ; secondly,
the average young man is rather fond of politics and public
affairs anyway, and the campaign work furnishes opportunity
for this predilection. At Cornell, for example, out of the total

number of students, 500 to 600 are voters. They are for the
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most part first voters, a select body of young men determining
for the first time their political affiliations, young men who will

be leaders in the thought and activities of their respective com

munities soon after leaving college. Their votes have thus both

a present and a potential value. Their votes are worth while

now, and their influence is worth looking after for the future.

The university thus becomes an unusually attractive field for

making political recruits.

Political work in the university centers around and in the

party clubs. Here at Cornell there are three organizations of

this sort, Democratic, Republican and Prohibition. The latter

can hardly be classed with the other two, as its member

ship is much smaller and includes some not in affiliation with the

Prohibition party. Its organization continues throughout each

year with frequent meetings, often devoted to social enjoyment.

The club also conducts oratorical and debate contests among its

members, and sends a representative to state and national com

petitions with orators from other college clubs. It is, therefore,

quite different from the regular party clubs.

The activity, if not the life, of the Republican and Demo

cratic clubs is confined to the vicinity of campaign time. The

periods of greatest activity are of course presidential election

years, next coming the state elections, the clubs being still less

active in "off years." Both clubs have been organized and

energetically at work in every presidential campaign since the

university was founded. Almost without exception this has

been true in state elections. In other years, the clubs have

sometimes done little more than elect officers and thus perpetuate

the organization.
The clubs usually reorganize in the spring preceding the fall

campaign. The officers are the usual ones, president, vice-presi

dent, secretary and treasurer, distributed among the classes and

colleges as well as may be, and an order of succession usually

established, leading from secretary to president. The latter

officer appoints an executive committee, made up of as repre

sentative men as possible, and the organization is ready for the

fray, the first essential usually being a dispensation from state
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headquarters. With the sinews of war thus provided, active

work begins.
The main function of the club is in connection with getting

the voting students home to register and vote. A canvass is

made by the club, and the name and home address of every

student belonging to that political party is ascertained. The

club is thus able to be practically sure of several hundred,

votes. Then follows correspondence with the county committee

chairmen for the various communities from which the voters

come. The question put to these chairmen is simply : "Has

your committee funds which it cares to use to bring so-and-so

and so-and-so, voters in your county, home to register and vote ?"

It may be that the students in question reside in rural districts,

where personal registration is not required, so that only a trip
home to vote is needed.

Those students who can afford to pay their own fare are

asked and urged to do so, but where their circumstances will

not permit the club endeavors to get financial help for them as

above indicated. A thorough system of certificates prevents
frauds on either the club, the committee, or the railroad com

pany which grants a special rate for the trip. Close assembly
districts have been in several cases decided by votes thus sent

home from Cornell. Committee chairmen in close districts, or

counties anxious to roll up a heavy plurality as a matter of pride,
rarely fail to send for all their men.

This, of course, is the real hard, practical work of the club,
which justifies both its existence and the attention it receives

from the party managers. Its life and activity by no means end

here, however. There is more that is spectacular and exciting
and fun-producing. Each club usually holds several meetings
during the fall, sometimes addressed by students or local speak
ers, and occasionally by an orator of note, sent on by the state

committee. Then there are parades and noise and firecrackers
and red fire, all of which tend to create enthusiasm and drive the

doubtful into the "bandwagon,
"

as is intended by the astute

manager.

Whenever meetings of note are held in the city, the clubs
are much in evidence, as escorts, marching columns, noise-pro-
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ducers, enthusiasm-dispensers, or in any other capacity in which

the party leaders can utilize several hundred lusty, ardent young

partisans. When a presidential candidate visits Ithaca, as

frequently occurs, these demonstrations besides being picturesque
and stirring assume wide importance. Usually they command

attention throughout the country, for there is always "some

thing doing" and generally plenty of it. Memorable for these

characteristics were the visits of Messrs. Bryan and Roosevelt to

Ithaca in 1900.

These diversities give coloring and interest to the work of

the club, create enthusiasm galore, and furnish opportunity for

a great deal of fun coupled with effective party politics. They

create a background, or perhaps a relaxation, from the real

work of the club, and give an outlet for the spirit of good-natured

rivalry and contention between the respective organizations.
William L. Ransom, '05.

•ivCt^M'tdW'liMX'W/M'l.lllliUfliCU

SANCTIFICATION.

Like the holier spirit of a pilgrim

Newly risen from the shrine,

So thrilled my soul with deeper passion
When first my lips met thine.

T. E. H.
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THE REHABILITATION OF OLD JOHN.

Along the barren New England beach toiled Old John, the

hermit, bare-footed, and burdened with the weight of his morn

ing's clams. Long, uncombed black hair streamed about his

gaunt cheeks, half hiding his eyes, and contrasting strangely

with the premature gray of his grizzled moustache and uneven

beard ; while a dirty, weather-worn felt hat emphasized the grim
wretchedness of his whole aspect. Occasionally he stopped and

gazed out on the sound where the sails of a few creeping schoon

ers relieved a twenty-mile expanse of sunlit white-caps ; then he

shuffled mechanically on toward his hut, muttering gruffly with

bent head.

The hut was small, ramshackle, and dingy. Not even on

this warm day could that living emblem of peace and content

ment,
—

a yellow cur basking on the door-stone,—have inspired

any chance passer-by with disregard for the more eloquent testi

mony of a broken-down pipe in the roof and a devastated wood

pile. At best, the habitation was a mere hovel.

Old John paused again on the door-step to stare back at a

noisy trolley-car coasting along the outskirts of Midford, a half

mile inland, and sighed deeply.
"Sixteen year ago this Fourth of July," he philosophized,

gloomily depositing his clams. Thereat he drew a soiled tintype
from his table drawer and sat wearily down to meditate.

Sixteen years ago, on a bench under the big park elm dur

ing the afternoon celebration in Midford, a girl had jilted him.
Him f Jack Davis, rather.

Old John, the hermit, grinned queerly as he regarded the

tintype which represented his former self uncomfortably reclin

ing against the picture man's scenery fence with his arm resting
gingerly behind Miss Caroline Bell's shoulders. His leathery
face grew red and he put the picture hastily away.

"All for bein' drunk once!" he soliloquized with eyes on

the floor. At the hoarse falsetto quaver in his voice he trembled,
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startled at the unwonted emphasis of his own utterance. Then

he repeated the words in his customary mumbling tone of

finality :

"All for bein' drunk once."

Inwardly, he knew better. Sixteen years ago, under the

elm, Miss Bell had capriciously cast off Mr. Davis, not because

he had been in a trying condition on the eve of the ever-glorious

Fourth, but because he had flatly refused to promise not to get
into the same humiliating state at some indefinite future date.

Mr. Davis, furthermore, had informed Miss Bell that because a

man had been injudicious once it did not at all follow that he

had lost irrevocably his powers of common discretion. Lastly
he had added that he did not believe in promises anyway.

The unhappy expression of Old John, the hermit, deepened
as he recalled the next remark in this memorable conversation.

"Jack," the girl had said with a significant glance from her

moist, brown eyes, "if you don't believe in promises, I guess
mine haven't counted."

Then she had left him.

And he? Oh, he had taken her seriously and blundered

about on a fishing smack for a year till the men's petty interests

had wearied him. Then, coming out on the shore to live in

morbid solitude "away from folks," he had gradually changed
into Old John, the hermit, indifferent to a snug principal which

could render him well-to-do in town, indifferent to everything

except his fishing. In short, he had been a plain fool.

On this anniversary morning when sun and cloud and sea

and coast were all harmoniously blended into a great friendly

smile of Nature, Old John for the first time felt the full measure

of his folly, and bowed his shaggy head in anguish. Outside

the tide lapped faintly on the sand ; but there was no other

sound to interrupt the melancholy tenor of his thought. After

many minutes, he tottered stiffly to his feet impelled by a

strange new resolve.

He washed the sand from his clams and steamed a few for

dinner. Then he swept the floor of the little cabin and rear

ranged its litter into a clumsy show of order. Next, after con

siderable effort, he effected the removal of his beard, and finally
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succeeded in putting on a suit of old-fashioned store clothes.

The deliberate care which he gave to his personal appearance

clearly betokened the singular purpose by which he was dom

inated. He was going to town. Old John, the hermit, was

going to town to hear again, near at hand, the sounds of Inde

pendence Day jubilation, to gaze once more on the village square

with its big elm tree.

Yet, in the act of closing the shanty door, he wavered.

Somehow this trip to town did not seem right. He felt worried

and insecure. Again he turned, before taking the unfamiliar

path which led toward that mysterious, new electric line, and

eyed his solitary domicile with reluctant longing.

"Sixteen year ago this Fourth o' July," mused Old John,

slouching onward. Midford must have changed ; its people
must have changed ; and Carrie—Carrie Bell—she too must

have changed.
The last thought, singularly new to him, occupied his mind

so completely, all of the way, that even the dreaded exhilaration

of his first car ride was lost. He had long been a satisfied

Crusoe. To-day he was a returning Rip Van Winkle, vaguely

longing for a glimpse of some familiar face.

Of familiar faces, however, he saw few ; and none of his

bygone acquaintances recognized him, save that the urchins who

had tramped by his hut on fishing excursions stared at him as

he passed and wondered at his changed appearance. Evidently
the shave and the store-clothes had effected a marvelous

transformation.

He walked clumsily on up the street, consciously trying to

correct the heedless, shuffling gait which had grown habitual,
and covertly viewing the strange new buildings. Yet gradually
old associations thronged upon him until unconsciously his

heart thrilled with the joy of a worn traveller once more safe at

home. Away from the old hut with its rickety stove-pipe and
yellow dog, Old John, the hermit, was no longer himself. Small

boys jostled him as they would a middle-aged seaman newly
landed ; but they did not hoot at or ridicule him, perhaps because
he gave them such slight attention.
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After hours of undirected wandering, he found himself at

nightfall, worn out, in the vicinity ofthe village park.
The green itself had not changed. Old Revolutionary can

non still flanked its outskirts ; and on the knoll in its center men

were preparing to honor the same battered artillery with up-to-
date fireworks of untold power and splendor. Not far off stood

the elm, and beneath it rested the selfsame, rusty iron bench

where Carrie and he, long ago, had sat out the twilight of just
such a summer day.

Through the groups of strolling citizens he made his way

slowly to this seat and sat down, half-dazed. The softness of

the night, the spirit of liveliness and jollity in the air, and above

all, the general familiarity of it all, awakened within him a

peculiar warmth. Still he was lonely, unutterably lonely.

How long he might have remained in this state of gloomy

revery is uncertain, for the swish of the first rocket leaping into

the dark suddenly recalled his surroundings, and in the brief

silence which followed the appreciative answering outburst of

Midford' s youthful rabble, he caught the conversation of two

passing women.

"What were you saying when that thing went off?", one of

them said.

The answer came even more distinctly than the question
—

"They say Carrie Bell has got some new idea into her head

about going west to live, and nobody can reason it out of her."

Another explosion of Midford' s pyrotechnics cut off the

expression of surprise which followed.

For several minutes the occupant of the bench looked at the

display passively. Finally, however, he got to his feet, and

hardly knowing why, wandered unsteadily down the familiar

side street graced by his old sweetheart's home. Before the

wooden gate he paused with bare head, for a last, farewell gaze

at the figure of the woman who sat patiently sewing by a lamp

within.

Then, quite instinctively, miserable Old John, recluse of

many seasons, pulled open the gate, stumbled confusedly up the

little path and knocked awkwardly at the door.

G. W. Graves, '05.
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BY THE IDLER—AND OTHERS.

"I had rather have ajool to make me merry than

experience to make me sad /"

A SHATTERED ROMANCE.

She liked Him immensely and He liked Her equally well.

It was delightfully romantic out on the bluff on the banks of

the calm flowing Hudson amidst all the thousand and one soft

influences of a summer night.

We must not too severely blame these two young people,
who liked each other very much indeed, if they sat a little more

closely than conventionality required, if perchance His arm stole

gently round Her waist and Her head sank lightly on His

shoulder. It was really a pretty picture that the searchlight of

the passing steamer threw into bold outline and it was very rude

ofthe passangers to laugh at the startled pair. Still, when Her

Mother asked if they had enjoyed the evening on the bluff they
answered "Yes" with great unanimity.

Next day He stayed to dinner. They had a visitor that day,
Cousin Charles, just up from New York where he had landed

that morning from the night boat. The advent of Cousin

Charles was fateful.

"It is a delightful sail down the river these summer nights,"
said he in the course of the table talk ; "Most of the passengers
sat up till long after midnight watching the play of the search

light upon the river banks. There were some beautiful effects

and one very funny scene, when the light swung around just in
time to catch a couple spooning on the bluff. You should have
heard us laugh."

"Indeed" said Her Mother.
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"It must have been funny; please pass the olives," said

She.

"Have you ever read 'The Crisis?'
"

said He.

"And now I think of it," continued Cousin Charles, "that

bluff just below the house is the very place we saw them."

"In-de-ed," said Her Mother.

"Wi-will you please excuse me," said She.

"Damn !" said He. G. F F.

Thejool bewails the sorrows oj life when misjortunes happen ;

the wise man cherishes more deeply its pleasures.

Poring over his Omar the other evening after safely weather

ing the storms of registration day, the Idler was more strongly
than ever impressed by the wonderful universality of the old

Persian bard in whose broad philosophy seems to be encompassed
all the wisdom of aeons past and ages yet to come. Perhaps it

was the magic of his beloved red wine that enabled him to span

the bridge of centuries and think the thinks that will ne'er grow

old ; perhaps
—but anyhow, it is truly marvelous how with the

mere change of a word here and there he may be brought into

the Here and Now and be truly one of us. For example, could

any weary "frosh" at close of registration day, give more

intense, more adequate expression to his overwrought feelings
than Omar does—with alterations—-thus :

We are no other than a moving row

Of trembling neophytes that come and go

Beneath the ogre eyed lantern, held

At noonday by the Master of the Show.

Impotent pieces of the game he plays,
'Pon Campus walks on Registration Days,

Hither and thither moved, each one obeys
And in the keeper's hand his passport lays.

Nor one a question makes of ayes and noes,

Winding the tape of red
—ah, woe of woes !

For He that guards this Garden of the Gods,

He knows it all, about
—

he knows
—HE KNOWS !
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A "frosh" sent us these, apparently mistaking us either for

the Delphian Oracle or the New York Journal. A sophomore

kindly volunteered to act at the receiving end of the "quiz"

section. The Idler disclaims entire responsibility, but will never

theless be glad to refer other queries to the same authority.

(i) "On entering the registrar's presence is it proper to

tip the hat?"

No ; tip the registrar.

(2) "What is the correct evening dress for a student ?"

Slippers and a bathrobe.

(3) "What ought I to do when a co-ed smiles at me?"

Grin and bear it.

(4) "How should a gentleman act when a man behind an

unbrella runs into him ?"

Send stamped envelope for sealed reply.

(5) "What am I to do when my landlady fails to keep my

room above 400 F. and says she will sue me if I attempt to

leave?"

Poor boy, your case is a hard one and like many others

you will suffer much. However, if all other means fail try this :

Pull down the shades of your room, close the doors and blow out

the light ; then, casting aside all other thoughts concentrate

your cerebrations upon the miserable injustice of it all. As you

begin to get warm under the collar focus your entire attention

upon the immediate region of your spinal ganglia. If you suc

ceed in becoming completely obsessed by the idea of warmth in

the sub-cortical centers you will shortly be gratified to feel signs
of violent agitation in your temperature convolutions, accom

panied by the establishment of new neural connections and the
almost simultaneous excitation of a motor response. Down

through the efferent nerve channels radiating like the antennae
of a June Bug from the reflex centers lodged within the sacred
confines of your vertebral column warm emanations will softly
steal and myriads of tiny thought fragments, neurologically
translated, will reverberate through your yet plastic system
Thus stimulated you will rise and pace the floor, and in from
three to five minutes your little frame will be so excessively cozy
that you will be tempted to open the window to cool off This is
a strenuous remedy, but it has never been known to fail Its
use, however, is advised only at bedtime, as the reaction often
produces a cold sweat ; and since sick excuses are no longer the
fashion rhinitis has lost all its charm.
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McKANEISM AT CORNELL.

To the Editor of the Era :

As a resident of this community and an observer of under

graduate life I have had occasion to note the tendencies now

manifest in the conduct of class politics and am constrained to

call attention to certain evils in the system now prevailing.

The most obvious need of remedy, as shown in the recent

senior election, lies in the method of naming the election com

mittee and in the delegation of its powers. At present the ten

dency in class politics seems to be running parallel to that ob

servable in college athletics generally
—the desire to

'

'win out'
'

is becoming of more force than the love of fair play and real

sportsmanship. Cornell with a wide reputation as a democratic,

a truly American university, should in its undergraduate life

stand for democracy in the fullest and broadest sense of the term ;

but the tendency at present is apparently in the opposite direc

tion. A highly cultivated intellect unless accompanied and

guided by equally high ideals of justice is worse than useless,

and if these are not fostered by the institutions now in vogue, as

they certainly are not in the present system of conducting class

elections, the interests of Cornell, no less than the interests of

every man in Cornell, subject to the influences of the present

system, demand a change.

What would we think as residents of a community, for in

stance, if a few men were to get together, nominate a ticket, ap

portion among themselves the chief offices of a city, make out a

form of ballot, erect a voting booth and then inform the citizens

generally that election time had come, and if they desired to vote

they might do so ? Yet here in the University practices fully as

absurd as this exist, The election board under the present sys

tem has as much power, and more. It can call for nominations

as suits its fancy, it can decide who shall vote and who shall not,

it can name the tax which must be paid before a ballot can be

cast, it controls the counting of the ballots ; in short, the party

placed in power at any one election has almost perfect ability to

perpetuate its control. It may be and is argued that in the ab-
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sence. of any constitutional prohibition, the exercise
of such func

tions is the privilege of the election committee, and in case the

class constitution is dropped by the wayside as a superfluous
an

noyance, as seems recently to have been the case, there certainly

can be no question as to the authority of the election committee

to arrogate to itself all the power it can make use of. For one

party thus completely to control elections would not for a mo

ment be tolerated in American politics ; "McKaneism" as the

corruption suggested by uni-partisan election committees, is

commonly designated, has long since been relegated to the past.

And aside from the question of equity, is there not as much rea

son in the light of the observed results of such a system in party

politics, to dread the consequences of similar practices in our class

elections, for certainly no sane man will say that human nature

is noticeably different among University undergraduates than

elsewhere ?

The control of the election, as part of the spoils of victory,

is an inherent evil in our system of class politics. The election

committee should be formed just prior to election and should be

composed of an equal number of representatives from each ele

ment in a class desiring to put a ticket in the field. This would

give each faction an equality of opportunity, would give time for

the publication of an official class list, and would obviate the ne

cessity if not the opportunity of reliance upon the questionable
asseverations of partisan heelers that this or that man is or is not a

bona fidemember of the class, and therefore eligible or not eligible
to vote. And unless a vicious system of inequality is to arise,
some such method of choosing election committees and conduct

ing class elections must be substituted for the present system,
the pernicious tendencies of which are already so apparent as to

give ground for apprehension for the future. These questions
are advanced for consideration in no spirit other than that

which desires to see furthered the interests of Cornell, which are
that a spirit of democracy and justice shall dominate her under

graduate life and shall leave its impress upon the men who, going
forth into the duties and responsibilities of citizenship in a nation
the keynote of whose life is democracy, will acknowledge her as

their Alma Mater.
Alumnus.
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It might be well for the University to establish a standing

fund, to reimburse "needy" local correspondents of sensational

papers for money lost through refraining from sending out

"stories" which reflect on the good name and standing of the

University.
>fC >{< >fC *T"

Elsewhere in this issue, under the caption, "McKaneism at

Cornell," we publish a communication relative to the conduct of

class elections which seems to merit no little attention. In this

connection it might be stated that communications in suitable

form bearing on matters of general interest will be given consid

eration. All such articles, however, must be signed, although

upon request names will not
be used.

>K * * *

It is with great pleasure that we print at the beginning of

this issue a bit of verse by Mr. Thomas S. Jones, Jr., '04, who

has been a frequent and valued contributor to the Era. Since
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his graduation last June Mr. Jones has achieved considerable

success in a literary way and besides having had his work ac

cepted by several of the leading magazines, is shortly
to have a

volume of poems issued by the Folk Lore Publishing Co. under

the title "The Path o' Dreams."

•% * * *

Last spring the Era urged the establishment
of a committee

of advice to students in the College of Arts and Sciences which

should aid incoming students in the selection of courses. To

test the extent of the demand for such advice Dean Willcox

during registration week offered to consult with students as to

their work and it is gratifying to note that nearly one hundred

students, principally freshman of course, took advantage of the

offer. It is not unlikely, therefore, that next year the plan will

be amplified and outline courses arranged, a step which will go

far in doing away with the marked disadvantages and evils of

the unrestricted elective system.

There is, moreover, urgent need for a more compact organi
zation of the various departments such as would insure a system

atic gradation of courses and avoid the overlapping which so

retards progressive study. Active steps of reorganization are

understood to be contemplated and it is not improbable that

when the new Arts building is ready for occupancy it will open its

doors to a completely unified and efficient college.

* >K * *

Following a well established precedent the Era appears
somewhat late ; but, greatly as we regret the untoward circum

stances which compelled the delay, we realize that apologies are
useless and will therefore be content simply to ask the indulgence
of our readers to this extent.

For a new cover design we are indebted to Mr. W. G.

Burwell,
'

08, whose work will lend no little attractiveness to the

magazine. Other changes will be noted, in all of which the aim
has been to relieve the Era of stiffness and pedanticism. Most

important of these is the introduction of verse and stories "in

lighter vein" in a separate department, the essentially serious
and literary character of the magazine being thus unimpaired
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An exchange department has been reinstituted and will be in

charge of Mr. Gaylord Willis Graves. The University column

has been merged into the editorial department, in which Messrs.

William Lynn Ransom and Hugh Price Henry will act as

associate editors.

Contributions from undergraduates and alumni are solicited,
in any and all departments, and all who write or would like to

write are urged to submit their efforts. Competition to member

ship on the board is open to both men and women and as there

are several places shortly to be filled, there ought to be ample
incentive to earnest efforts.

* * * *

As the gridiron season of 1904 draws to a close, undergradu
ate interest shifts from the present to the future. The position
of the 1904 eleven of Cornell has been pretty definitely deter

mined. The team is better than its immediate predecessors.
Coach Warner has gone a long ways towards putting the Red

and White back to the rank which it occupied late in the 'go's.
Cornell again has one of the best teams in the East. A good

showing against the champion Quakers might give us a better

place than ever before, notwithstanding the defeat by Princeton.

That West Point, conquerors of Yale, could make only one first

down against the eleven which, a week before, Cornell had

rushed for a total of 210 yards, shows that Captain Lynah has a

powerful combination on the offense.

The prospects for 1905 promise even better things. In

selecting the members of this year's Varsity squad, it seems as

though Coach Warner has been building for the future. Halli

day, Lynah, Smith and Hackstaff are the only Varsity men who

will be lost by graduation, and a possibility exists that Halliday

will be available another year. Wilder, Furman, Dann, Downs,

Costello, Forgy, Bird, Rice, Schoelkopf, Martinez, Wolheim,

will all be available next fall, barring the happening of the unex

pected. And the number of freshmen on the squad is also

matter for comment. Cook, Oderkirk, Martin, Van Orman,

Goodspeed, Booth, Birmingham, Gibson, Cox and Davis are the

best known. All of these men will improve with experience

and gain weight with maturity. The nucleus of the 1905 team
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will be unusually strong and experienced. The return ofMcAl

lister and Newman, the promised advent of Simmons and Hoar,

giant linemen, and the added opportunities for athletic develop
ment and football practice afforded by the new athletic field on

the hill and the new system in the University gymnasium, are

among the bright indications for the autumn of 1905.

For the first time in several years, Cornell is to have the

opportunity of playing in a championship game. The contest

with the University of Pennsylvania at Philadelphia Thanksgiv

ing Day will in the opinion of the best observers, determine the

gridiron championship for 1904. Victory over Cornell is abso

lutely essential to the Quakers, if they would claim the trophy.
Defeat at the hands of Cornell would place the Red and White

in second or third place in the season's rating. Every student,

therefore, should save up his dimes and pennies for the journey
to Quaker-town the night before Thanksgiving.
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CONTEMPORARY COLLEGE LITERATURE.

SONG AT TWILIGHT.

Veiled in the mists of the twilight time

When the crescent moon is low,
Dim as the dream of a fleeting rhyme

Come visions of long ago
—

And voices, faint as a distant chime

That peals in the afterglow,

Call through the dusk, and they bring to me

The fields by the river shore,

Where the iris flung its fragrance free

The dew bedecked meadows o'er,

Where I wander again, dear heart, with thee

Through the days that are no more.

Dear little maiden, the day is done,

And the swallow seeks its nest ;

The lengthening shadows, one by one,

Stretch far from the dark'ning West ;

But dreams fade not with the fading sun,

Nor die when the world's at rest.

—

J. , in University of Virginia Magazine.

?$• yf. >$. yf.

An article of special interest to Cornellians is that by Dr.

David Starr Jordan, "Concerning Universities," which appears

in the opening issue of the Stanford Sequoia. Referring to a

commentary of the late Dr. Fiske published thirty-five years

ago, comparing the prospects of Cornell with those of th e splen

didly equipped University of Berlin, the writer points out that

the distance between these two institutions is by no means so

great as it at first seemed.
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Dr. Jordan concludes some very complimentary observations

on the progress of his former
Alma Mater with a new and more

hopeful application of the query which Prof. Fiske almost

sarcastically penned in the shadow of Cornell's first obstacles :

"Who bets on the Empire State !"

>K % >K *

One of the most tasty of the Era's exchanges is the White

and Gold, published by the women of Mills College, California.

Not only is the cover design and general make-up most artistic,

but the contents show that in literary talent and appreciation

the Western colleges are well to the front. The Nassau "Lit"

has already passed the half-century mark, and bids fair to give
suitable expression to much of Princeton's best talent for genera

tions to come. The opening number of the Smith College

Monthly is filled, as usual, with good literature, both prose and

poetry, and may well continue to serve as an ideal for other

college publications.
*^ ^** *1^ *^

The following from the Lafayette Touchstone is food for

thought :

"It seems strange that high school papers generally far sur

pass college magazines in effort at least, and too often in matter.

May the Muse of Letters forbid that the sometimes crude, but

always earnest effusions of the former, sink into the tasteless,

supercilious perfection (?) of the latter."

* * * *

Advocates of evolution have still a field for missionary
effort ; in the following case unpromising, to be sure, yet none
the less fertile :

The Humpt-up Monkey
Sat in a tree.

He fell by Darwinian Theory ;

And all the King's asses,
And some so-called men,

Are trying to change
To the monkey again.

— Yale Record.



BOOK REVIEWS

Balance, the Fundamental Verity. By Orlando J. Smith, Hough
ton Mifflin & Co., New York.

Were it not that the arguments of the author are so ably
and amply met by numerous scholarly critics we would be

tempted to devote considerable space to a discussion of the ideas

advanced by Mr. Orlando J. Smith, author of "Eternalism," in

his new volume entitled "Balance, the Fundamental Verity,"

although indeed neither his hypothesis nor his attempted demon

stration demand critical analysis.
Mr. Smith, in common with so many of the writers of the

day, seizes upon an observed mode of action in the physical

world, and attempts to enlarge it into a basic principle not only

of the physical, but of the moral cosmos. Out of the physical

theory of compensation the writer seeks to weave a theory of

immortality, for, though his method is indirect, the establish

ment of this doctrine is manifestly the main thesis of the book.

For his scheme of argument, as well as an incisive criticism of it

we quote Mr. W. H. Mallock, author of "Is Life Worth Liv

ing," who says, "His law of balance being, on his own admis

sion, convertible into a law of justice only by means of the

doctrine that the human soul is immortal, his doctrine of its

immortality is an assumption, no less than is the doctrine of its

freedom, and the manner in which he attempts to show that this

is not the case illustrates perhaps more clearly than anything

else the kind of defect by which much of his reasoning is

vitiated.
' '

Among the score or more of critical reviews constituting the

appendix, and in fact serving to make the volume valuable to

every student of modern philosophy, is a strong reply by Pro

fessor McGilvary, of this university, to whom the author, in an

appended answer to his critics devotes considerable attention.

^C 5jN 2f£ *^
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The United States. A History of Three Centuries. By William

Estabrook Chancellor and Fletcher Willis Hughes. G. P.

Putnam's Sons, New York.

No brief review can begin to do justice to this monumental

work which in comprehensiveness, thoroughness, and historical

accuracy promises to excel any history of our country yet pro

duced, an expectation justified a priori by the fact of its author

ship. The first volume of the series, which has just come from

the press, covers the colonization period from 1607 to 1697, and

is divided into four parts,
—

population, war, industry and civili

zation—a scheme which will be followed throughout, thus giv

ing a continuous narative of each element of national develop
ment from 1607 until 1904, when the United States stands almost

supreme among the world powers. The value of the work is

greatly enhanced by the many diagrams and maps with which

the text is supplemented. The remaining nine volumes will be

issued at intervals of from three to four months and each is

designed to serve as a complete history of the period which it

covers.

* % * >H

"Sequil." By Henry A. Shute. The Everett Press Co.,
Boston.

By all who have read "The Real Diary of a Real Boy"—and
who hasn't—the "Sequil," described as "Things whitch ain't
finished" in the former volume, will be welcomed with open
arms. The boy is even more real than ever, his days are even

oftener "brite and fair" and it is with deep regret that one leaves
him when, as he says, "school begins today, gosh."

* * * *

Essays by Lord Macaulay, and Tales and Poems of Edgar Allan
Poe. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York.

With covers of blue and gold, deckle edge leaves, quaint
illustrations-in short, a most distinctive and dainty format
these miniature sets are gems of the binder's and printer's art
and quite apart from the literature between their covers would
grace any library.
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Health, Strength and Power. By Dr. Dudley H. Sargent. H.

M. Caldwell Co., New York.

No other recommendation is needed for this book other than

that it is written by Dr. Sargent and is an exposition of the

system of physical culture which has brought the director of the

Hemenway Gymnasium at Harvard into the forefront of physical
culturists. Dr. Sargent's system of training without apparatus
is minutely explained and illustrated from life. The book is

equally valuable to the athlete, the broken-down brain worker

and the teacher of physical culture.

* * # *

Secret History of Today. By Allen Upward. G. P. Putman's

Sons, New York, $1.00.

Neither history nor literature, but for entertaining power

almost equal to Nick Carter or the Arabian Nights.

yf yf yf yf

fiujitsu Combat Tricks. By H. Irving Hancock. G. P.

Putnam's Sons, New York.

For one wishing to become proficient in the art of self de

fence this book written by an authority on physical training, is

invaluable. It is, moreover, entertaingly written, its many

illustrations from life making it unusually instructive.

* # * *

Thc Queen's Progress. By Prof. Felix E. Schelling. Houghton,
Mifflin & Co., Boston. $2.50.

An exceedingly vivid, not to say unique series of short

sketches descriptive largely of the "Progresses of Queen Eliza

beth," reminding one not a little of the "Little Journeys," an

impression heightened by the decidedly "a la Roycroftie" ap

pearance of the volume. It will rank as one of the gems of the

year.

The De Monarchia of Dante Alighieri. By Miss Aurelia Henry.

Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston. $1.25.
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An admirable and fully annotated translation of Dante's

famous essay on government, hitherto inaccessable to the

general reader.
^K *^ *"Jw *k*

Books received— The Gateway Series of English Texts—Macbeth ;

Idylls of the King; DeCoverley Papers; Macanlay' s Essay
on Milton; Coleridge's Ancient Mariner; Milton's Minor

Poems. Edited by Henry Van Dyke. American Book Com

pany, New York.

yf yf yf yf

King Richard the Third. Edited by W. J. Rolfe. American

Book Company, New York.

* * * *

Practical Measurements in Magnetism and Electricity. By George
A. Hoadley. American Book Company, New York.

yf yf yf yf

Greek Prose Composition. Edited by Edward H. Spieker, Ph.D.
American Book Company.

yf yf yf ijf

Text Book of General Physics. By Joseph S. Ames. American

Book Company.

In content and typography one of the best text books on

physical science yet issued.
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INTERRUPTED OBLIVION

The opiate coolness of the Summer night,

Drowsy with perfume from the far, flowered meads

Of isles seen hazily athwart the sea;

The wind wafts grateful, as in fading light

I bend among my grasses, flowers and weeds,

Digging root-room, cool, dark and damp, to be

For this young cypress, which this day I tore

From 'mongst his fellows on the windy height,

To age with me in quiet friendship by my door.

The shriek of delving metal grazing stone !

Such is not meet in young roots' feeding ground.

But hold ! no vulgar granite thou, for such

Ne'er took the gracious form which is thine own,

Nor bore the mystic charm which wraps thee round.

A marble head with every tenderest touch,

Unravaged still by Time's devouring tooth,

Save for that doubly rich and mellow tone

Which tells how aged thou art in thine eternal youth.
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My hands seem too profane to lay upon

Thee, relict of some purer, vanished age.

Diana's chaster self perchance thou art,

Or laughing Venus throbbing on and on

To fire my blood after thine hermitage,

Or nearer men, and dearer to my heart,

Of some fair Attic maid to memory lost

Thou art, in deathless beauty, charming on

The cold memorial her faded fame to boast.

Up from thy drowsy couch of jealous earth

I draw thee genlty from thy slumbers deep*,

Thine eyes, which stare the years to scorn; awake

With all th' accumulated light and mirth

Of dreamless, undisturbed, and age-long sleep.
Am I the fated one whose touch shall wake

The flush which sleeps beneath thy features wan?

Laughter ne'er lived before. Here is its birth

On those full, parted lips which it doth tremble on.

Thine ear, Apollo's nun, across which roves

Thy wind-tossed hair, still listens to the hum

Of Bacchic songs; or chant of Cybele
As it doth steal and swell from distant groves,

Firing the night with mad delirium;
Or pleading love-song tuned alone to thee ;

Or joyous nuptial chant, perchance thine own—

O Bridegroom where are thou?—with joys and loves

Likes hers, one could not die, would be immortal grown.

What is thy tale no bard now lives to sing.
Perhaps some lover, ages since forgot,
Mourning his dead love, thy fair counterpart,
Seeking in bitter grief for peace, did bring
Thee in his flight to this secluded spot,
Made thee his idol, o'er thee wept his heart,
Finding his solace in a marble bust.
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Perchance it is his arms which 'round thee cling,
Now long since crumbled to companionable dust.

Sleep on, like Death, with never waking more,

Secure from years and desecrating eyes.

No more shall sacrilegious fingers tear

Thee rudely hence, nor vulgar gloat thee o'er

In dingy halls. I, only, shall thee prize,

Unseen, yet near me, as I found thee there.

This be thy shrine, where cypress roots shall hold

Thee in their guard, and safely watch thee o'er,

While undiscovered lands are peopled and grow old.

F. H. Peters, '06

ON ROMANIAN LITERATURE*

Art is not an independent factor in social development. Eco

nomic conditions, geographical situation, history and racial origin
are all factors which help to make up the emotional and aesthetic

characteristics of a nation.

Art, like all other human manifestations, follows a heirarchical

line in the order of the mental development of the human race; at

first indefinite, emotional, vague, then slowly differentiating and

becoming more specific, until finally it reaches the stage when every

art is a power in itself, an independent means of expression.

Though my introduction has been rather lengthy, I shall not

be willing to leave it until I have mentioned what appears to me

important in the understanding of the literature of a foreign land.

The power of hereditary appreciation is not to be found in the

*NoTE : The spelling frequently used,
"

Roumania," is incorrect. It

originated from the French
"

Roumaine," which is so spelled to distinguish
it from the Italian

"

Romaine."
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foreign student of the literature of any natioin ; the student of Ro

manian literature needs a much greater preparation than does a Ro

manian in order to fully understand and appreciate it.

In a few words the history of the Romanian people can well

be told by saying that they came from many nationalities, have lived

their life between charming mountains and the legendary Danube;

and, dwelling in a country whose richness has attracted the atten

tion of many invaders, they have always been struggling to defend

the land, the ancestral grave and the national tongue and customs.

Under these conditions the art of the nation was reduced to a plain

tive, emotional, dissatisfied form, mingling poetry with music in a

way as "to tell to heaven the sufferings of the earth."

The space offered by a university magazine is very small and

unfitted for the detailed discussion of the literature of a nation; and

I shall therefore touch only slightly on the different literary activ

ities of Romania.

The folk-lore is the oldest, if not the most characteristic liter

ature we have. Its songs are adapted to all the stages and phases
of life. There are songs of sorrow as well as of joy. There are wed

ding songs and burial songs, mournings of the mother for her dead

son and cries of the despairing woman for her lost lover. All of

this music is full of sad longing for peace, rest, home, happiness;
all of the rhyme filled with kindly thought, voluntary resignation and

almost sickly sensibility.

Many lovers of popular songs and sympathizers with the feel

ings of the simple have collected these treasures of art. Among them

I will mention only two—Carmen Sylva, a great lover and excellent

interpreter of the emotional Romanian peasant, and well known to the
American reader ; and Vasile Alexandri, who has collected most of
the poems into two large volumes, giving the work great value by
his own interpretations and permissable additions.

From the popular song we shall pass to the real literature,
or rather, the creations of individual writers. Every man who has
written and whose works were read by the people has left his mark
on Romanian literature ; but despite the risk of being incomplete
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I shall be able to mention only a few names and these with but

slight interpretation.

Among the older writers, those who first moulded the language
into literary form, I will mention only two, loan Eliade and

Gheorghe Lazar. Later on come Bolinteneany, Beldiceanu, Alexan-

dri and others who formed what was the rennaissance in our liter

ature as well as in our political institutions. This was at the time of

the French revolution and general European reform. Their works

are full of new and invigorating thought; their language is warm

and strong, their ideals high and patriotic.

With Mihail Eminescu begins another phase in our modern

literary activity ; a new influence is again felt : philosophy has

found its way into the emotional nature of the poet. Schopenhauer-

ian pessimism finds its highest expression in verse, so strong, so

sweet, so compelling, that the entire current of literature is changed.

Eminescu has something of the morbid conscience of Poe strength

ened by a philosopher's convincing power of thought. His satires

are full of convincing cynicism, his sonnets full oif music. He also

wrote a novel which is to this day a puzzle to the critics as well as

a delight to the reader. In this novel more than in any other of his

works the influence of Poe is felt.

Another poet of note is Alexadru Vlahuta, a colleague and

follower of Eminescu. I should have said that most of the writers

I am to mention are poets, not because I like the poets better but

merely because we have so little good prose, or, as the saying goes :

"Every Romanian is a poet." Vlahuta, then, is a poet, and a very

talented one. He has not changed the current of his art, nor has he

surpassed his predecessor in actual poetical sensibility; but he has

changed the philosophy, the attitude to life and women. The woman

"bete a manger de l'herbe" disappears, giving place to a new and

better heroine, with clearer mind and purer heart. The ideal woman

in art or literature representing much of the real power and possi

bilities of a nation, the transition marked by Vlahuta and his con

temporaries is of great importance.
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A word about the language used by these poets. In the sixties

the influence of French literature was most felt. The young gener

ation, sent to Paris to study, came back filled with pride in their

Roman ancestry and began to adjust the national tongue in such a

manner as would best evince their admiration of its origin. Words

of Slavic origin were replaced by French and Latin ones, giving the

language a form unnatural, if not ridiculous. The struggle between

the adherents of the old national speech with the help of Titu Maior-

escu, one the one side, and the exponents of the new current, on the

other, resulted in the establishment of a more or less new tongue,

not much different from the old one, but more harmonious, more

scientific, and better adapted to the needs of modern thought and

feeling.

Another important influence in Romanian art and literature

was exerted by the Socialistic movement, initiated by loan Nadejde,
Mille Bacalbasha and Sofia Nadejde. This coterie of thinkers pub
lished a magazine called "Contemporanul," (Contemporary Review)
in which the most advanced ideas in science and literature were

given expression. The works of many advanced European thinkers

were translated, the new theories most intelligently discussed and

criticised.

From this time on our writers have constantly felt the influ

ence of new continental ideas and have diverted somewhat from

the national tendency toward song and dream. The naturalistic and

naturistic schools of France, the psychological novel, the true life

of the stage, were no more sacrificed to prejudice, custom or dog
ma, though the ancestral sensibility did not lose its very character
istic national traits. I. I. Caragiale begins to supply the stage with

strong, original comedies, and attempts, most successfully, a psycho
logical drama, which may be ranked with the masterpieces of the
continent. Caragiale is the true founder of the national drama ; he is

also, unfortunately, its only real champion.
Prose has not kept pace with the poetical production. Whether

this has been due to the taste of the readers or to the higher develop
ment necessary to the growth of good prose I am not ready to say

•
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but if the latter be true, we have not waited in vain. The younger

writers have already reached a method of expression which will in

time be more emotional, more interpretative, more real than the

verse. The best representative of modern prose is Trajan Demetres-

cu, and I shall venture a line on his art.

His writings are mostly short and of the kind that he so justly
calls poems in prose. He marks the transitional stage between

rhyme and straight prose—a natural step in the evolution of our

literature. His mode of expression is forceful, short, almost mus

ical. His power of picturing does not need the ear to help the senti

ment: the words are so well placed as to impart the musical im

pression through sight, if I may so speak. Beethoven lost his hear

ing at forty, but still composed, though he never heard his compo

sitions played. Music had become graphic in Beethoven, and in that

way was the expression of sound through sign. Demetrescu needed

not to write poetry ; he knew how to find it in his reader.

The influence of the literatures of France and Germany will

not find expression in Romania until the development of the popu

lar taste shall have reached the stage necessary for the appreciation
of the higher and more complex emotions. The reader is a part of the

literature that he reads, and without him the writer is impotent,

helpless or too early for his time.

Many have written in the Romanian language and many more

will write; but much is left to the good will of the people who, I

hope, will not be long in finding their prophets—the painters of

their lives, their passions, their ideals.

Charles Aronovici, 'oj

The following sketches by Demetrescu are typicay of modern

Romanian prose:

IMPRESSIONS.

The sky is full of fleecy clouds, like white islands traveling in

space. Nothing gives a greater desire to wander out into the world

than do those beautiful clouds of summer. I look at them as one in

sane, who contemplates visions in his own mind. I should like to

speak, to sing, to weep, to laugh ; but there is someone missing—I
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know not who ;
—someone who would listen to me, look at me, un

derstand me, love me.

Nothing is left for me to do, but to isolate myself into myself,

to meditate ;
—how I fear my own thoughts !

It is a pain that I would call : "The solitude of the soul." In the

world I never have this feeling; in the heart of nature it always
comes to me.

Surely in the human soul there is a depth of love that is kept

pure for another soul ; a love which is clearer, more ideal than any

man can give to himself ; and still, when we find the soul for which

we cherish this feeling, our soul remains alone.

This solitude is probably one of the great causes for human sad

ness. Some die of it, others become sceptics and haters of mankind,

as the youth of to-day shows,—a youth pale, sensitive, without en

thusiasm.

But why the need of uniting our soul with another, why try to

leave our solitude?

Is it not fear of death that instinctively dominates us ? The idea

of extinction, of final end is probably the reason for that need, to

live in the memory of another being.
While these thoughts were passing through my mind, the sun

was coloring the water with a tinge of silver, as if it would combine

the harmony of rays with the music of the wave.

And I know not why,—I wept.

IN THE MENAGERIE.

Caged ! A captive vulture, the king of heights, stands on an iron

bar, looking down, humiliated, drowsy. A thoughtless boy mocking
ly thrusts a stick into the cage to annoy him. He remains indiffer
ent like a sceptical philosopher.

A splendid, grave, old lion, with head lying on his forefeet,
appears to dream. Now and then he lifts his eyes and looks at the

inquisitve bystanders : looks at them with a calm, cold melancholy
—and sighs.

A lion sighing!
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In an adjoining cage a panther lies sphinx-like with eyes of sav

age beauty. Is she saddened by reveries of solitude, by the desire

for the wilderness which she will nevermore see?

A timid goat looks on with naivet, apparently without think

ing of anything. Her eyes rest on the children who stop to caress

her. The flachnetta* plays a waltz.

What mockery! to play songs of gladness to prisoners, to ex

iles, to the dead.

THE CALL

Out of the myriad winds

Out of the tossing sea

Out of the leaping flames

Out of the star-deeps free

From the mines, the air, or the great still sky

Comes a hurrying, throbbing, yearning cry.

Leaping the ocean wide

Recking nor space nor time

Stemming the man full tide

Unknowing of place or clime

From the East and the South and the North and West

For those the loudest whom loveth it best.

All that there is to do

All that there is to be

All of the worlds to conquer
—

The soul of the great May-Be

Yearns for the birth and the doing and being

Restlessly cries to a world all unseeing.

C. E. MacGill, '04

*A hand organ.
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IN THE LAND OF THE CZAR

The morning mail brought to me one of the familiar poorly

mimeographed and half-readable fly-leaves signed by the seal of the

revolutionary council. It announced a street demonstration for 3

o'clock that day. The university had been closed for several weeks;

arrests were being made nightly. The news could not surprise us,

but it made our hearts thrill with anxiety as to what the outcome

of the day might be. How many more victims were to be sacrificed

to the inconquerable spirit of liberty?

The streets were full of patrolmen and groups of soldiers who

"happened" to be passing by. Notices were posted on all the corners

—their purport a prohibition by the general-governor against hold

ing any meeting or stopping for conversation in any part of the city.
The authorities had received the proclamation.

A large crowd of people gathered on the main street shortly
before 3 o'clock : everybody wished to see the show. The crowd be

haved very much as any crowd waiting for a free entertainment

or the coming of a circus would behave. Girls flirted with their es

corts ; women carried on their gossip ; men stared idly at the crowd.

The clock struck three. A handful of people, some thirty or so,

gathered in the middle of the street. A red banner was produced
and lifted high up in the air. Somebody started a song, the song of

the "big-stick," that well known revolutionary air. Fifty or more

by-standers joined the singers. The chorus began to move along.
Some of the onlookers seemed to be disappointed, some appeared
pleased, others looked worried and anxious. Slowly the "demonstra
tion" moved on. The sounds of the song of liberty were scarcely au

dible from the noise around.

Suddenly the gates of several adjoining garrets opened wide
—and a wild cavalcade of cossacks galloped into the crowd. They
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did not care on whom their horses trod. They used their whips right
and left on singers and by-standers indiscriminately. The women

screamed loudly. The crowd began rapidly to disperse. The heroic

horsemen still used their refined weapons. A man fell down uncon

scious under the feet of a rearing horse. A girl's ear was torn off

by the stroke of a whip. The picture became that of a massacre. The

remainder of the crowd, those who did not succeed in escaping,
were surrounded by the cossacks and driven like cattle to the po

lice-station, where most of them, men and women indiscriminately,
were put under arrest, to be tried—sometimes, to be imprisoned or

deported—always .

Such is the famous student-riot, the last step of a long ferment

ing revolt, the final outbreak of a suppressed protest, the only event,

a story of which gets into the press and reaches the outside world to

make the citizens of free countries shrug their shoulders with sur

prise or with disgust, sometimes with contempt.

What leads up to such a scene as this ? What are the abnormal

conditions which bring about such a tragic end and climax?

There is no compulsory education in Russia. On the contrary,

there is compulsory illiteracy and ignorance for the great majority
of the people. The number of primary schools established by the gov
ernment is grossly inadequate to the needs of the 130,000,000 popu

lation. Private schools can be started only with an official sanction,

and only very few individuals are considered by the authorities to

be reliable enough to be entrusted with a school. Teaching without

permission ranks high in the category of political offenses. The total

expenses of the department of education amounts approximately to

$9,000,000 per annum, which figure compares favorably with the

$100,000,000 expended on the court and the $150,000,000 of the

people's money devoted yearly to the maintenance of a standing

army.

The number of more advanced schools is, perhaps, comparative

ly more adequate. These schools are called gymnasia and are strict

ly scholastic institutions in which the fortunate ones among the

people have the privilege of studying Greek and Latin for nine
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years of their lives. Gymnasium graduates are qualified to enter

the universities. There are nine universities in Russia. They are

situated in about the nine largest cities of the empire: St. Peters

burg, Moscow, Kiev, Charkov, Odessa, Warsaw, Karau, Dorpat

and Pomsk. There is no such thing as a college-town in Russia, a

town of which the student body is the center and the university the

main attraction. The number of students in a university varies from

three thousand to five thousand, and the total number of students

must be about 40,000. This number does not include the students

of several technical institutions which have recently been established

by the Minister of Finance.

A regular Russian university consists of four faculties, medi

cine, jurisprudence, history and philosophy, and natural science. The

courses of study in all the faculties are prescribed from the first year

to the last. The term of instruction is four years for all the other

faculties and five for medicine. When the universities are in opera

tion the instruction is fair and more liberal than one would expect.
This is one of the paradoxes of Russian life. The stu

dents are taught advanced social science and economics and

are prohibited from having any social life. This is the first influence

which breeds discontent and resentment in the student body.
There are no athletics in a Russian university, no clubs, no de

bating, no class officers or class politics, no college-spirit. "What is
there left of a university life ?" asks the American student. Nothing
—in the sense it is understood in this country. There could not be :

for social life, social intercourse is an essential requisite, and no

sorts of meetings or assemblies are permitted to be held by Russian
students.

The great body of Russion students may roughly be divided
into two classes: (1) those who do nothing but work, and (2) those
who do anything but work. The first class is perhaps the more num
erous. The students of this class are poor people who have to work
their way through the university. It was a hard task for them to sret
to the university and they try to get all they can out of the oppor-
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tunities of study afforded by the institution. Practically the only way

of earning a living open to a Russian student is tutoring gymnasium

boys. There always are several gymnasia in a university town, and

the students try to live by teaching the gymnasium boys. No other

occupation is there possible as any kind of manual labor is looked

down upon by the students as well as by society. The pay for tutor

ing is very low, about $7.50 a month, for from one and a half to two

hours' work a day, so that it takes a large portion of the student's

time to earn his expenses. The wealthier students belong to the

easy-going class. They have a good time drinking, gambling and

dissipating.

Such is the general picture of a Russian university.

The contrast with American colleges is so great that it

hardly needs any comment. I leave it to the reader to

imagine an institution of the above description and shall

myself proceed to say a few words of the only social activity
in existence in the Russian universities—the revolutionary activ

ity. A gross misconception is current in this country regarding the

nature of the Russian revolutionist. He is called a nihilist, an anar

chist, and imagined as a sort of a vile, half-insane fanatic. Nothing

can be less true and more unjust than this conception as a result of

which a people struggling for liberty and independence is deprived

of the sympathy of the citizens of this republic which a century

since itself fought for and attained both.

There are no nihilists among the revolutionists. It is true, there

was a nihilistic trend of thought in Russia in the third quarter of

the nineteenth century, but this purely theoretical movement was

not connected with the revolution and has long since died away.

There are practically no anarchists among the revolutionists,

Prince Krapotkin being the only noted exception, and he is a man

of science and not the kind of anarchist against whom the public

feeling is aroused. Count Tolstoi is an anarchist, but he has nothing

to do with the revolutionary movement.

The great majority of the revolutionists are more or less under

the influence of the German social-democratic party, but even this
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socialistic tendency is by no means universal and is not the main

spring of the revolutionary movement. The revolutionists are at one

in opposing absolute monarchy and despotic bureaucracy. Beyond

that—they do not agree among themselves, nor do they need to as

the time to take the next step has not as yet arrived.

The main work of the revolutionary council consists in spread

ing illegal literature disclosing the horrors of the administration,

and in educating the working men so as to make them understand

what their own interests are. The great bulk of the work of the revo

lutionists is the work of education, the work of peace. Only on rare

occasions do they resort to violence; yet only the latter cases are

made known to the world. In every university there is a strictly

secret branch of the revolutionary council. The members of the

council do the same work as the revolutionists outside and at the

same time try to develop the spirit of independence among the stu

dents by publications sent out to them at great risk. The council

never consists of more than ten men, all of whom are experienced

leaders and whose identity is kept secret very effectively. They do

not risk their lives for nothing. The overwhelming majority of stu

dents do not know who they are and are influenced only through
the medium of the fly-leaf.

These fly-leaves often call a meeting to discuss the existing af

fairs and to demand the rights of free speech and association for

the members of the student body. The more liberal and fearless

of the students come to the meeting. The speakers of the meeting
and all those present whose names the spies succeed in ascertaining
are arrested the following night. Another larger meeting is called.

More arrests follow. A strike is declared. No student who sympa
thizes with his comrades is supposed to attend any lectures until

his arrested friends are released. This splits the student body : about

two-thirds of the students keep away, about one-third, consisting of

people connected with the government either through parentage or

through pecuniary help given by the university, persists in going to

the lectures. The "strikers" try to prevent the "scabs" from study
ing. No violence is used, but the air in the rooms is vitiated by strong
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chemicals and persuasion is attempted. Conflicts are not common.

Troops are called by the authorities to prevent the interference with

the lectures. All the students not appearing on a certain date are de

clared expelled. The university is closed. All the universities in the

country strike in sympathy and are closed in turn. Hundreds of

night searches, of arrests and of removals to Siberia are made. As

a final act the council announces a street demonstration : a bunch of

unarmed students on a fixed day is to parade through the streets with

red banners, singing revolutionary songs. The university being

closed this is the ony way they can make public their protest against

the outrageous conduct of the government. The demonstration some

times ends in nothing but a procession. The students don't know

what to do and go home. But, as a rule, the government is absurd

enough to prevent this course of events. It sends out drunken cos

sacks on horseback to disperse the crowd. These wild savages are in

structed to use their whips indiscriminately, and scenes like the one

described occur. Provoked by such treatment all the students in the

country demonstrate their protests. Workingmen occasionally take

part in the processions. The universities remain closed for months.

Hundreds of the best among the Russian youth are imprisoned,

sent to Siberia, compelled to enlist in the army. (The loyalty of such

soldiers can hardly be overestimated).

The question will naturally be asked: What is the motive for

all this sacrifice of youth and energy ? Who benefits by all this suff

ering? Is the country's fate at all influenced by the self-annihilation

of this handful of young men?—My only answer is that I don't

know. It may be that all this effort is lost forever, it may be that the

seed thrown out by the few will influence the many. I don't know

whether the action of the students is wise, I don't know whether it

is justifiable, but I do know that as long as young men will be emo

tional, as long as there remains a single student in Russia who

feels not only for himself, but also for his like, and as long as the

condition of affairs remains as it is now—so long will student riots
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persist and destroy the lives of many youthful enthusiasts
—whose

only misfortune is that they were born in Russia.

E. G. Goldenweiser, '04

THE GENESIS OF ONE CORNELLIAN

"I'm—dead—sick—of—it!" The words came moodily, half-in-

audibly from Ratchford's lips. They seemed jerked out of him by a

peculiar despondency. And, sinking back in the rickety Morris

chair for which he paid extra per week, the boy gazed stupidly at

the wall-paper.

Not that the wall-paper offered any attraction ; like all else in

the room, it could but add to a fellow's glumness. A couch with a

nondescript cover, a few chairs notable only for the varying degrees
of discomfort they held out, a desk scratched, polished, rescratched

and repolished through many generations of students, a stiff-looking

book-case with stiffer-looking curtains, and beyond a vista of a four-

by-six bed-room—it was the typical Huestis street suite.

Without the window the prospect was even less inviting. One

brown toned the landscape ; the shades, as Ratchford idly noted, ran

from the brownish yellow of trampled mud to the yellowish brown

and reddish brown of the clay slope near Catherine street. The

trees just stood across like helpless specters forced to groan forever

beneath a beating rain. No living thing was in sight ; even the oc

casional rain-coated student slopping laboriously along seemed to

have vanished.

"I'm—dead—sick—of—it !" The tone was somewhat louder,
the depression more pronounced.

In a gloomily meditative fashion Ratchford reviewed his dreams.

They had been foolish—he could not but admit that. Two long
months as freshman had convinced him. The happy friendships
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he had expected to form, the "enlivening chaff" older men had fond

ly told of, the interest he had innocently supposed all students felt

in their University work, were no longer a potential reality. Most

facts had been bad enough
—the poorly-cooked food, the dismal suite,

the punning and suggestive joking which among his coarser-grained
fellow-freshmen and the upper-classmen in the rooms below seem

ed to pass for wit.

So far, notwithstanding, one thing had brightened the dull

grinding of routine-study, eating and sleeping. There had been the

football field !

They had made a good deal of him, more than They usually

did of freshmen ; They had told him he had a good chance of making

the freshman team against Pennsy ; They had noticed him on the

street and the Campus. What they had not told him was immaterial.

At least, until the spraining of his ankle in a scrimmage on a frost-

covered field, it had been immaterial. Now it stood out clearly be

fore him ; he could almost read it on the wall. They had not been

interested in him. They had been watching a certain figure, height
six feet, weight one hundred and seventy pounds, general constitu

tion very good.

He wondered bitterly why he had not seen this before, why

such open flattery had blinded his eyes. Well—he drew a long

breath—it had ! Now, with a sprained ankle, a hopeless day, a se

vere attack of the "blues," his eyes were open. And what they saw

was cruel.

The dusk outside induced him to snap open his watch. Five-thir

ty
—an hour to wait before a distasteful dinner should be brought up

by the little freshman he had rather disdained. And yet
—(through

three long days the little freshman had been his sole visitor.

There was the point that had opened his eyes. They had not

even inquired for him. With his ankle sprained four days previous

to the Pennsy game, "L .B. Ratchford, height six feet, weight one

hundred and seventy, general constitution very good" was an item

of no moment.
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Suddenly a distant jangling (we reluctantly sacrifice art to

truth) struck in upon his revery. And with the sound came a half-

vague recollection of a story heard a week earlier, the story of a

woman who had endured much and given up much for a University

almost a failure.

In a second the whole truth had flashed upon him. If They had

been wrong, so had he ; if They had numbered and ticketed him as a

prize bull at a dog-show, he had fought for popularity and a "C."

A half-smile played about his mouth. "It—might—be—worse."

he murmured. T. J. E.

MORE MUNCHAUSEN

Unbridled imagination may do infinite harm. When fiction is

plainly labelled "fiction," it may be very interesting and wholesome

reading, but when it masquerades as fact, there is instant need for

a danger signal. Thus imaginative stories of happenings in college

are all right when incorporated in a Brady story or a "Frank Merri-

well at Yale" novelette ; but when set forth in a "special" to an out-

of-town paper or in a letter to relatives or friends at home, this free

play of the fancy may have its serious features.

This time we desire to speak of "imagination" as manifested

in the writing of letters home from college. As to the duty of news

paper correspondents to refrain from sending out stories harmful

to the University, much has been said, perhaps too much. We say

"perhaps too much," for we have observed that in times of stress

and crisis, there has been estrangement and reciprocal resentment

between the correspondents and the University. The newspaper men

have been made out as unconscionable villains, seeking to do what

harm they could do to the University and city, whereas in point of

fact they were only mild-mannered young men, striving to serve their

paper well and thereby honorably to earn their way through a col-
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lege course. Resentment of this hostile attitude of the community

has led to acts bordering on retribution, and thus matters have mov

ed from bad to worse. We are frank to express our belief that such

a condition is a mistake and a menace, and that there should always

be the closest friendship and co-operation between the university au

thorities and the out-of-town correspondents. That either should feel

that the other is savagely striving to do some harm is a mistaken

view, and a great deal of progress will have been made when both

come to see this and act accordingly.

But the intention was to speak of the letters written home by

undergraduates. Has it occurred to you that these weekly letters may
be the medium of as great misrepresentation and harm as are the

sensational specials of press correspondents ?

The following letter recently received by a local correspond
ent from the editor of a daily paper in a large Eastern city will serve

to illustrate:

Nov. 23, 1904.

My dear Mr. :—

A young man of this city who is a freshman at Cornell has

been writing home some wonderful stories to his grandparents.
These narratives of college adventure and experience have caused

the good people much alarm, and they have appealed to us to find

out whether these things are permitted at other universities, as

well as at Cornell. They do not want their grandson to stay at

such an institution.

For instance, the young man informed them that a short time

ago the sophomore class kidnapped five hundred members of the

freshman class, boxed each one in a crate, and shipped him to some

distant part of New York State : and that these freshmen were re

leased at their respective destinations, penniless and without means

of identification, and compelled to make their way back to Ithaca as

best they could. Some of them had to tramp long distances overland,

begging their way from door to door, and arrived in Ithaca in a very
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dilapidated condition. The young man further reported that as a

result the matter was taken up by the faculty and one thousand

members of the sophomore class were expelled without a hearing.

Of course, I see plainly that the young man has been drawing

largely upon his imaginaton, but I have been unable to persuade his

worthy relatives that such is the case, and they want something more

than my assurance on the point. I would be glad if you would write

me the exact facts as to any recent happenings that may have been

the basis of these stories, that we may do what we can to quiet and

dispel the anxiety of the old folks.

Very truly yours,

Managing Editor.

Many persons who would not lie will exaggerate. Persons who

shout loudest against press correspondents who stretch facts

as a matter of business see no harm in stretching facts in order to

make a letter interesting. They clo not stop to consider what may be

the effect of the letter at home. It is written in an easy, self-confident

mood, but it goes to those who may be lonely and anxious because

of the absence of their boy at college. Every line is scanned care

fully, perhaps read a number of times. It is read by interested and

admiring relatives and neighbors, and the contents are retailed

throughout the community by all the members of the family.

Even when the facts stated are true, the effect may be harmful.

The atmosphere in which the letter is read is vastly different from

that in which it is written. Here it is dashed off in the enthusiasm

of some underclass rivalry, carried on in perfect good nature, al

though with great vigor and spirit. When chronicled in the letter,

the good-nature, the fun, the wholesomeness of it all has been omit

ted, and only the tension, the excitement, the adventure is narrated.

The elements of danger are emphasized ; the conflicts and clashes, not

the good-fellowship.
And when the facts are exaggerated, the effect is far worse.

The temptation to make a letter interesting, graphic, etc., is strong.
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The young man likes to tell of "big doings," and perhaps even to

cause a little anxiety in the parental breast. The result of this

thoughtless conduct is the currency of stories which prejudice par

ents, sisters, teachers, against the University, injure its good name,

and unfavorably affect the attendance.

We have heard of harmful stories that have had their origin
in just this way, chronicles of battles between students and cordons

of Ithaca policemen, sieges and assaults on barricaded buildings,

wild rushes at midnight on dark streets where deep gorges yawn

nearby. Last year one freshman wrote home a thrilling tale of being
handcuffed to a post in a down-town cellar and kept on bread and

water for a whole week. Two years ago a freshman told how revolv

ers were fired in an encounter between underclassmen in the rear of

the Lyceum at the time of the freshman banquet, the figment of fact

being the discharge of several revolvers as a pre-arranged signal.
One young man, now a senior, solemnly told his sister ond mother,.

during their visit in Ithaca, that it was the custom of fraternity

members to lower their initiates down into the gorges, by means of

a rope under the arms, and then swing the helpless men back and

forth like pendulums ; that therefore fraternity initiations were

commonly called "swings."

To the "wise," those who know the conditions in Ithaca and

the atmosphere of our undergraduate life, that sort of thing seems

absurd and preposterous ; but it cannot be claimed that it is harm

less. Often the contents of letters home find their way into public

print, as well as into neighborhood gossip, and the harm is thus

further increased.

The appended reply made by the local student-correspondent

to the letter above cited sets a commendable example :

Ithaca, N. Y., Dec. 5, 1904.

Dear sir :—

Replying to your communication of the 23rd inst. regarding the

kidnapping of five hundred members of the freshman class and the
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consequent expulsion of one thousand sophomores responsible for

the affair, would say that the idea is on its very face an entire ab

surdity; furthermore, that upon a complete investigation of the

matter, I find absolutely no evidence on which could be based even

the semblance of such an occurrence. I interviewed the president of

the freshman class ; he said that there had not been enough sopho

mores in Cornell University in forty years to kidnap five hundred

freshmen ; I interviewed the president of the sophomore class ; he

said that the only case of kidnapping he had heard of occurred fully

eight weeks ago when a Philadelphia freshman fell asleep in an

English class. I interviewed the freight agents of the several lines

running into Ithaca and learned that they do not possess facilities

for handling any such amount of perishable goods. One agent stated,

furthermore, that the tariff rates allow the transportation of hogs,
mules or other cattle only, a category in which freshmen could be

classed only by the exercise of the wildest imagination.
If these facts are not sufficient to dispel the anxiety of the

young man's grandparents, I might say in all seriousness that I

brought the matter to the attention of President Schurman and that

he denounced the story as a "monstrous absurdity" and added that

"there is not a single iota of truth in it and the one who manufac
tured it was either a fool or a madman." The only common sense

revealed in the story comes from the fact that if any hazing had oc

curred it would have been followed by the immediate expulsion of

those responsible for it. President Schurman in his annual address

stated that a ban had been declared on hazing, which he defined

as "any interference with the personal liberty of a student," and

that even attempts at hazing would be punished by immediate ex

pulsion.

Very truly yours,

N. B. Honesty, if its own, is not its only reward. The consci

entious editor in this case put a premium on it ; ergo, the conscien
tious correspondent wears a pair of new shoes.

X. Y. Z.
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A FRIEND

When darkness mourns the close of day—

When the last harsh word has passed away,

When labors end,

Some one to share the waning glow,
Some one to sympathize and know !

Oh, then, a friend!

A friend when others mock and sneer,

A friend, serene and kindly, near

His aid to lend—

When hopes are blasted by the frost

Of keen neglect
—and all seems lost,

Oh, then, a friend!

And oh, a friend when millions see

Their leader, mighty, rise in me

And proud knees bend,—

Oh then in that stupendous hour

A hand to save from lust of power,

Oh, then, a friend ! A. A. F., '05.
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BY THE IDLER-AND OTHERS

I met a toadstool in the wood

Extremely round and neat;

The toad was out but without a doubt

This is his country-seat.

THE EMERGENCY RECIPE

Johnson sat down to think it over. Experience had taught frm

that if he only thought long enough, he would hit upon some way

to get his breakfast. As usual, on rainy Sunday mornings, he had

overslept and the breakfast hour had passed. He knew that his

Saturday night jollification had emptied his pockets. "And then," he

sighed, rubbing his forehead, "I owe every body in the house and

my credit at the 'dog' is on probation."
"Ah!" he cried, jumping up "I have it, I shall not starve!"

From a lower desk drawer he drew forth an old Sunday newspaper

supplement and calmly turned to the "emergency recipes."

"Gateaux au Gratin," he read, "cream together one cupful of

powdered sugar and a half a cupful of butter ; add the yolks of six

eggs beaten thick and smooth, three cupfuls of flour sifted through
a teaspoonful of mixed spices, and half a glass of rose water. Stir

well and pound out on a pastry board covered with flour—
"

he

paused for breath, then continued, "roll into a sheet about a quartei

of an inch thick and cut in tiny cakes one inch in diameter. Lay in

buttered pans and bake in a moderate oven for five minutes. When

cold spread the surface of each cake with the following, which

should have been prepared beforehand. Juice of two oranges, two

lemons, one-half pint each of pineapple, red raspberry and straw

berry and grape juice, with just a little whiskey (on to three "fing
ers" to suit the taste). Boil slowly for half an hour, strain and chill

over night. Spread this evenly over each little cake !"

"How little," he murmured, "do we students realize the value

of these emergency recipes." H. P., 'o6.
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ST. JAMES COUNTY WEATHER

"Yes," said True—what's in a name !—"we do have some fear

ful and wonderful weather out in St. James County. The wind, for

instance, is something terrific. Why, just before I left we had a gale
that blew the artesian wells right out of the ground and they were

never afterward good for anything but flag-poles."
We groaned.

"And the fog, too," continued he, "I never saw anything like

it. My uncle one day was shingling a barn when one of those heavy

fogs rolled up suddenly, and, by George, he shingled three feM off

the roof right onto the fog before he knew it."

We made some further demonstration of disapproval which he

dodged, and went on :

"But the dry weather is really the worst of all. Last summer

we had an awful drought. Everything dried up. The apple-trees

bore nothing but dried apples and the grapes were all raisins, and

the passengers on the river steamer complained to the company be

cause the paddle-wheels of the boat raised such a dust that they

couldn't see the scenery."

There is a limit to human patience. At this point we suppressed
True with great vigor and numerous sofa pillows, and shut off all

further description of the vagaries of St. James County weather.

G. F. F.

THE FABLE OF THE WILLY FRESHMAN, THE

RAINBOW DRINK AND THE START

LING ALTERATION

Once there was a Freshman—a Nice, Willy Freshman who

Went Three time to Church on Sunday and Parted his Carefully-

Plastered Hair in the Middle. He had Cherubic Cheeks and Large,

Innocent, Brown Eyes, and Many Dainty Neckties. His Long

Handle was Archibald. Mother Murmured, "Archie, Dear." His

Father, who Had Been Up to Snuff, Wondered.
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To sweatered Sophomores Archibald was an Eye-Sore; at

the Barnes Hall Tea-parties he was In Vogue. He Gabbled in Rhap

sodic Tones of Devoting his Life, and Monthly gave Green Bills for

the Many-Wived and Anthropophagous. Worst of all, he Sneered

at Theodore and Invested in Whipped Cream Chocolate. Moreover,

he Left The Room whenever a Queer Story was Told.

This was the Final Feather. And theWicked Sophomores Be

gan to Shake their Gray Matter.

One Night they asked him to Go to the Dutch. They would

have Club Sandwiches and Temperance Tumblers ; but they would

Need him for a Trocha between Themselves and The Red Devil.

Archbald wept Salty Tears of Joy.

They all had Hot Lemonades. Archibald felt a Buoyant Sen

sation; it was Real Naughty, he mused, to Suck through a Straw.

Then the Whiskey-Shover (who had been tipped) asked Very

Gravely and Very Respectfully if the Young Gentlemen had Heard

Of the New Colored Compound Carbonated Mineral Water. It was

Beautiful to Look At and Entirely Harmless.

They Never Had.

So the N. C. C. C. M. W. came on in Thimble-High Glasses.

It was Entrancing
—Adorable—a Quintessenced Rainbow. It Re

minded "Archie Dear" of the Kaleidoscope he Used to Play With.

It was Just About the Third Sip that the Startling Alteration

got in a Knock-out Blow ; it Materialized as a Wild-west Whoop.
Then Archibald Saw and Did Things ; but Details would be Griev

ous. Only—it is Still Rumored (for Archibald was a Polyglot Cram

mer) that all up State he Insisted upon Singing: "Je non Suis

Drunke." And "Archie Dear" had his Beauty Sleep in the Place

for Weary Wayfarers ; while Papa Smiled as he Settled a Tremen

dous Dun. Also, in the Cold Gray Dawn, Archibald had to Cringe
before a Stout Professor whom he had Rudely Assaulted in the

Solar Plexus.

Moral : If you are Bent upon Imbibing Pousse Cafe, Break in

on Sherry Flip.
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The Era takes pleasure in announcing the election of Mr.

William T. Burwell, Jr., as a member of the board of editors.

* * * *

The Cornellian board is to be commended for its action in con

tinuing the literary feature of the annual which was renewed by last

year's board and it is to be hoped that sufficient interest will be

shown in the department to make it a success and insure its perman

ency.
* * * »

The resignation of Professor Harris J. Ryan, head of the de

partment of electrical engineering, who goes to join the large Cor

nell contingent on the Pacific Coast, not merely deprives the Uni

versity of a valued instructor and renowned experimenter, but also

forces anew the persistent question: Why this exodus? Have the

Eastern institutions for technical education become mere training

schools for the great universites of the far West ? Some consolation

for the loss of a number of able professors, it is true, is to be found
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in the results that are being achieved by Cornell's "importation"

from Leland Stanford, Director Albert W. Smith. But again we

ask: Why this exodus?

# * * *

Later class presidents will do well to emulate the example of Har

old J. Richardson, '05, and Charles H. Tuck, '06, the upper class

executives, in appointing their recent opponents at the election to im

portant positions on honorary committees. Amenities of this sort

tend to take the sting out of defeat, and to promote straight-forward

spirited, cleanly conducted contests for class offices. We believe that

that kind of contests are wholesome and desirable, and we also ap

prove the spirit which prompts the generous recognition of unsuc

cessful rivals. It is also due to Messrs. Richardson and Tuck to state

that, on the whole, they succeeded most creditably in making up their

committees on a representative basis, regardless of factions or differ

ences in the election. A commendable step, too, was the granting to

the young women of the University representation on both the Class-

Day committee and the Cap and Gown committee.

* * * *

The 1905 Class-book Committee placed itself on the right side
of the fence when it recommended to the Class of 1906 that here

after the editor-in-chief, business manager and artistic editor of the

senior book should be chosen by competition, and that recommen

dations to the junior president, respecting the other places on the

board of editors, should be made on the basis of work done in the

competition. The adoption of this plan would eliminate another of

the important class committees from the list of choice political pat

ronage of successful candidates for the junior presidency, and pro
mote that merit basis which always means good service. The Era

has long been urging that these important committees, like the

Class Book, Junior Smoker, Class Day, and the like, should be de

termined either by competition or by popular election. The latter

plan works well in the choice of the Cornellian editors. If the com-
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petitive system is tried for the Class-Book, we shall have opportun

ity to compare the merits of the two systems, either of which is a

vast improvement c>n the old patronage basis.

The Era has the temerity to dissent tentatively from the recom

mendation of a number of football experts, that the distance Which

an eleven should be required to gain in order 4;o make the first down

should be increased to ten yards. The grounds on which they urge

a change, however, seem well taken. The season just closed saw

marked development in the "battering ram" theory of football. Mass

play was used almost exclusively in the championship games. The

runner usually gained a yard or two or three per down, and all the

spectators saw was a crouching group of men who suddenly sprang

toward a common point, and then heaped up. The observer in the

stands rarely had an idea who carried the ball. Individual merit was

obscured by the mass principle. It always took eleven men to ad

vance the ball, and the individual was powerless. Hurley of Har

vard, Rice of Cornell, Metzenthin of Coluumbia, are conspicuous

examples of brilliant players whose ground-gaining ability was re

duced almost to nil by the new style of play. They were usually

smothered as soon as they started. Only the coaches with players of

great beef and brawn could develop the "human battering ram" that

won championship games. To double the number of yards required
for first down would probably have one of two results: (i) making
the game a punting duel; or (2) making necessary further develop

ment of the "battering ram," and putting still more of a premium
on the Hogans, Cooneys, and Piekarskis. Neither would be a satis

factory result. The aim should be to eliminate the "battering ram"

style of play by making the formation impossible. Still further re

stricting the number of men who may be within a given area back of

center in the scrimmage formation, or possibly a requirement that

any man called back of the line to run with the ball should go at

least five yards to the right or left before attempting to go ahead,

might tend to make play more open, and to put a premium on the

brilliant running, interfering, dodging, tackling, and the like, for

which football spectators are so hungry.
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OUR CONTEMPORARIES

CRY OF THE HOMELANDS.

Oh, give me the touch of a western wind,

And the beat of the western sun,

With the long, white way in the dawn of day,

And the journey just begun.

Oh, give me the song of a western wind,

And a sail on a western sea,

With my own home door on a western shore,

And the dusk for company.

—The Harvard Monthly.
* * »

..
*

CONCERNING FACULTY-STUDENT FELLOWSHIP.

Is the gap of formality between faculty and students in our

large colleges widening? To this question and the problem which

it presents the Vassar Miscellany devotes an extensive editorial, lam

enting the all too apparent fact that association between faculty
and students is now for the most part solely intellectual, and raising>
the query : "Is an educator's mission fulfilled after he has provided
a certain amount of intellectual stimulus to the pupil?" Without

losing sight of the obstacles to close intercourse, imposed by the in

creasing size of modern institutions, the writer replies by referring
to the broader, moral implication of college training, and the high

advantages which have accrued to such students as have enjoyed

personal contact with their professors.
At Cornell, it must be admitted, much closer familiarity between

faculty and students is highly to be desired, especially in the non

technical courses where there is little necessity for detailed supervis
ion, and where the lecture method prevails. But notwithstanding this

fact, there still exists—thanks to the good spirit of certain of the

"powers"—no small amount of faculty-student fellowship. And, so
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long as this shows no further evidence of decline, it cannot be said of
Cornell as of other universities, even when her present halls shall

have made way for statelier structures, that the old Socratic con

geniality is entirely a thing of the past.
* * * *

TOMORROW.

Some day, we know, new winds shall blow,

The old song ring again,,
And pain of yore grow joy the more

Nor all our hope fall vain.

Oh, road is long and heart is strong,

And far our fate's to win.

Somewhere shall wait the rainbow gate

And truth o' dreams begin.

Farewell, and hail, the sunrise trail

Across new lands away!
On that lost fight thank God for night,

We win another day.—A. N. P., in the Stanford Sequoia.
* * * *

HEROES AND HERO-WORSHIP IN COLLEGE.

In an excellent essay under the above title published in the

Williams Literary Monthly, Mr. William Smith Pettit comments

on the diversity between those elements of character which go to

make a man conspicuous in college and the qualities which make

him a success in later life. The prominence often accorded the ath

lete irrespective of his personality, the special tendency of college
men to praise a fellow student indiscriminately in case he is "popu

lar," and the lack of appreciation shown for many strong, retiring

lives, are cited as illustrations of the factors which artificially in

fluence College Hero Worship.

The justice of such a criticism, fairly qualified as this is, can

hardly be challenged. By way of inference, however, it might be add

ed that the very fact that college standards are not in all respects

true ones should stimulate rather than discourage those whose at

tainments may go unnoticed and unrewarded during college years.



BOOK REVIEWS

The Path o' Dreams. By Thomas S. Jones Jr. Richard D. Bad

ger, The Gorham Press, Boston, $1.00.

Simple little songs of the soul, dream fancies—call them what

you will, there is something indefinitely, indefinably sweet about

these verses that fills one with a sense of peace and restfulness. They

carry no particular message ; rather they are no more than moods so

subtle though simple in expression, yet delightfully full of color,

that one shares them without effort. They are indeed so straight

forward, so sincere, so rich with feeling, as to be a distinct relief

from the palpably artificial products that nowadays pass current

for good verse. Several of the verses were published in the Era

and many of our readers will no doubt be glad to get them in col

lected form.

* * * *

School Chemistry, By Elroy M. Avery. American Book Com

pany. $1.00.

An exceptionally good text book designed especially for secon

dary schools, but valuable to the general reader by reason of the

attention given to the practical applicaton of chemistry in everyday
life.

♦ * * *

Brief German Course, By C. F. Kayser and F. Monteser, Am
erican Book Company. $1.20.

An introductory German Course based on the recommendation

of the College Entrance Board.

* * * *

A History Syllabus for Secondary Schools. D. C. Heath & Co.

$1.20.

This syllabus is the work of a special committee of the New

England History Teachers' Association and outlines the four years'
course recommended by the American Historical Association. Should

be in the hands of every history teacher.
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BY THE FIRESIDE

In the middle land 'twixt thought and sleep,
Give me a fire-place broad and deep,

Room for the flame to laugh and leap ;

No music, book or other light,

Just the glow which drives to flight
The closely pressing cold and night

—

Some treasured friend, perhaps, if he

With hallowed soul keep fealty
To silence and to dream with me,

While from the hearth's broad, ruddy vent

Are silken, drowsy heat waves sent

Like rose-leaves with warm sunshine blent.

Then while the winds with tight walls strain,

And snow-flakes pat the window pane

Dream cycles swiftly wax and wane,

'Till the midnight minutes creep,

And the last red flickers leap
—

And only ashes welcome Sleep.
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WHY THE ELEPHANT WASN'T MISSED

Helen and I were alone in the library. The fact that we were

atone shows the "stand-in" I had with the family. On the hearth

glimmered the embers of our Christmas Eve fire.

"Why don't you say 'good-night'?" queried she.

"Because I am not going just yet," said I.

"Tom, if it were anyone but you I should begin to suspect you

of being sentimental."

Now that was the first time the word "sentimental" had ever

come up between us. If I am at all to blame for events which devel

oped later I must nevertheless contend that in this case, as in the

Snake Scene in the Garden, the original sin was with the woman.

Helen and I were chums. We had grown up through childhood to

gether. In those old days I had often pulled slivers out of her little

fingers, and she had often stood on tiptoes to get some irritating

speck out of my eye. In all this there had been sturdy comradeship
but never a thought of murky sentiment. In these later days our do

ings following quite another school of expression, but the ground-
rules of our relationship remained unchanged. Helen was home on

her vacation from Tufts, where she was studying medicine. I was

reading law in my father's office in Boston and had accepted her

invitation for a holiday visit.

"Tom, if it were anyone but you I should begin to suspect you

of being sentmental."

"In that case I shall retire at once," said I, rising, and bowing
in mock chivalry.

As I crossed over to the stairway the telephone rang and, with

the freedom of a privileged guest, I picked up the receiver. A thin

voice cracked in my ear. "Hello—the doctor there— (some incoher

ent shouting at the other end)—other in town."
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"What is it?" asked Helen, stepping up.

"I can't just make out. Someone wants a doctor. Is there a doc

tor here—near here ?"

"No. Its the wrong number probably. Let me take it. Hello—the

doctor?—No—No, you've got
—No-o—oh yes

—

yes
—

alright—yes
—

I'll go right over. Good-bye. Oh Tom, there's someone sick and Dr.

Jones is out of town and there's no one else they can get and it's a

hurry-up call and I've got to go at once."

"You? Why you can't go," said I sharply. "Its snowing a young
blizzard outside; and besides, you're not a doctor yet; and besides,

your mother
—

"

"Tom—I'm going. They need me. And you've got to help—

father is away. There's a lantern in the back vestibule. Bring Dum

and Dee around to the side door as quickly as you can. I'll fix moth

er. 'And besides'," she mimicked from the stairway, "they called me

'Doctor'—me— 'Doctor Burgess !' Hurry, please, Tom," and she

was off.

There was nothing for it. Helen was impetuous and she was

strong. She rushed about like a cyclone and people flew after her to

do her bidding. So now, I, picking myself up from the edge of this

passing whirlwind and reaching for hat, coat and driving gloves,
I dashed out to the barn. Dum and Dee were Helen's own team—

"literary remains" of her Alice, as she called them. "You Tweedle

at them and they'll both run," she had once explained. "Contrari

wise," I had added, "if you don't Tweedle they won't either of them

run," and I remember she looked pleased when I said it. While these

recollections were passing through my mind I had harnessed the

horses to the sleigh, fastened the lantern to the dashboard and was

mentally cursing the galvanic personality which before now I had

always admired. I knew she would win over her mother, who had

nothing but approval for her daughter's conduct of life. The side-

door opened and a girlish form, wrapped in boots and furs, ran

down the steps and jumped in beside me. My whip swished through

the air. "Which way?" I asked.
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"Across the railroad tracks," said she in an assumed and per

emptory tone. Then the girl in her came to the surface ; and, as we

rushed along, a scudding blot on the world of white, she spoke in

my ear, "Tom, I'll let you in on a terrible secret if you'll promise

not to tell."

"I promise," said I.

"Hope to die ?" said she.

"Hope to die," said I.'

"Well, its this. You know I haven't any real medicine case, and

—and—," the full soft voice quavered a little, "and—one's profes

sional dignity really does require it, you know, requires something

of the sort, you know."

"Yes," said I encouragingly, "Yes, of course."

"Well, as I was rushing out of the house I saw a little make-

believe suit-case on the hall table and I—I—."

"Of course," said I, "it's here."

"Yes," said she, "it's here."

Silence for a few moments from the furs on my left. Some dis

tance ahead I saw the lights of the railroad-crossing.

"That isn't all, Tom," said the voice.

"No-o?" persuasively.

"No. It belongs to little Marjory, and I know what's in it."

"What is in it, Helen?" I asked.

"Two big oranges and a Noah's Ark," said she, and again her

soft, full voice quavered as if she knew not whether to cry or laugh.

"Cross the tracks and turn to the right. Its the second house down

the road." Helen was herself again—firm, strong, masterful.

I think it was my surprise at the varied modulations in her

voice which revealed to me then, for the first time, the wonderful

breadth of her nature. In the few minutes of silence that followed

a million thoughts rushed in upon me. I thought of Helen the im

pervious, the energetic, the leader of her classmates, and I thought
of Helen the girlish, the playful, the devotee of Alice. How typical
were her actions tonight. How symbolic the medicine case and the

Noah's Ark !
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"Tom—you're driving past the house!"

"A bad drift," I lied, "I had to go 'round it."

I jumped out and assisted Helen up the ramshackle steps. Then

I went back to blanket the horses. When I entered the house I found

Helen bending over the sick-bed. A little old woman cluttered up to

meet me with a "Good avenin' sor. Give me yer things an' go over be

the foyer an' warm yerself. It's the ould mon hisself what's done-up

entoirely."

"Not so bad as that, I hope," said I. "How long has he been

sick?"

What she answered, or whether she answered at all, I shall

never know. My eyes were on Helen, who was moving swiftly but

quietly around the room. "Is there anything I can do, Helen," I

asked.

"No, thank you, Tom. There isn't much to do."

So I stood around, moving out of her way whenever she came

near, and feeling like an empty freight car on a busy city street. For

the time being I was side-tracked and I watched with open-mouthed
admiration the clean-cut precision of her movements. She threw

a shawl over the railing at the head of the bed to keep off any

draughts. She opened a window across the room, just enough to

make ventilation. She held her skirts away from the little red-hot

stove with one hand, while with the other she stirred vigorously

something in a big iron pot. Presently she took a large spoon and

dipped out a dishful of something brown and steaming.

"His appetite seems to be all right," said I knowingly.

"It's not for his appetite," said Helen, half-smiling in her effort

to frown upon me.

"What is it for?" I asked.

"It's for—for—it's a poultice," said she.

All this time the little old woman—"Mrs. Haggerty" Helen

called her—was thumping up and down in the room overhead. The

screams of first one and then two children smote upon my ears. It

was as if one alarm clock had set off another. And presently the two

set off a third. Some imp of my lower nature was awakened by this
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uproar and I stepped to the bedside of the sick man. "How many

children have you," I asked, mercilessly.

"Three," came the husky voice from the pillow.

"I think I hear them all," said I.

Helen turned upon me sharply. But just at that moment there

was a scuffling on the stairway and into the room burst Mrs. Hag

gerty, flushed and angry, and three little Haggertys in much-soiled

night-dresses. "Th' Saints presarve us," puffed the old woman, "but

divil a thing can I do with thim little brats a-yellin' at the top of

they's loongs."
The yells went up in a grand finale of unlimited crescendo.

"Oh—Tom?" came a voice from across the room—a voice

whose full tones bespoke a refinement in sharp contrast with the

squalid surroundings—"My medicine case
—on the floor there—over

by the window."

I caught the gleam of inspiration in her eyes, but my wireless

station did not catch, any message.

"It's just the thing. You know, stupid
—those things in it—give

them to the children."

"What—oh yes
—the oranges?"

"No—everything."

Behold me then—a promising young barrister—seated cross-

legged on the rag carpeted floor !—three hungry urchins climbing
over my newly pressed clothes !—dozens of little sticky fingers hang

ing onto my erstwhile immaculate collar!—orange-juice overflowing
from three little mouths and dripping merrily all around ! Just as I

had divided the last three little sections and deposited them in the

three little orifices around me, I looked up into the eyes of Helen.

The expression in those gray-blue eyes was one which I had never

seen in any eyes before.

"That was sweet of you," she said as I arose. "Now let's show

them the animals."

"Show them to the animals would be more like it," said I.

Six big, brown eyes followed her across the room. I should

have said "eight" for my own are brown also. When she produced
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the Noah's Ark she was fairly mobbed by the children. The room

was filled with their pipings and crowings of delight. Six eagle
brown eyes were upon the animals in an instant—two had changed
their position. I feared that the noise of the children would annoy

the sick man and I looked questioningly over at him. Helen saw the

look and her expression thanked me for it. "It will do him good,"
she said. "He's been thinking too much about his troubles."

"Faith an' that's what I'm a-tellin' him al' the toime," inter

rupted she of the rotund figure.
"Al' th' toime," came a feeble echo from the bed.

And then, as we began to put on our wraps, the good old soul

poured out her "God bless yes" and her "Saints presarve yes" until

Helen had to fairly shout in her ears that the old man would be

better in the morning and she'd send some one else around to see

him then.

Coming out we found that the storm had ended. No moon was

shining, but the world was lighted by the stars and the snow. Before

I had unhitched the horses Helen was in the sleigh and wrapped in

her robe. I climbed in beside her just in time to hear Mrs. Haggerty

shouting from the steps, "God bless ye. Ye've made this a happy

Chrismus fer us. Ye hov that. May the Saints presarve ye an' may

ye niver want for nothin' while yez hov ache ither."

I waved my free hand to the door that slammed behind her as

she cluttered back into the house. "Helen," I asked, "did you hear

what Mrs. Haggerty said?"

"What—about the Noah's Ark?"

"No—about us."

"Yes, I did hear."

"And what do you think about it, Helen?"

"I think—this," said she, and she held up something before me.

I looked, and in her hand, outlined against the starry sky, I saw the

figure of a tiny elephant.

"Now who's sentimental !" said I, "but by all that's strange and

wonderful—look here !" and I held up before her—the other ele

phant.
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"The mate!" she gasped.

"Mates," said I; and then, "Helen—Helen please."

"Tom !"

"Helen."

"I'm glad you took that one," said she. "Because they won't

miss the one I took."

"Contrariwise, I'm glad you took that one 'cause now they

won't miss the one I took."

"But Tom?"

"Yes."

"That other which you just took—that will be missed and I

hardly think you should have done it."

"Contrariwise," said I, "if you'll take one they won't either of

them be missed." —E. M. Slocombe, '04.
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ALMA MATER*

Far above Cayuga's waters,
With its waves of blue,

Stands our noble Alma Mater,

Glorious to view.

CHORUS.

Sentry-like o'er lake and valley
Towers her regal form,

Watch and ward forever keeping,

Braving time and storm.

CHORUS.

Here by flood and foaming torrent,

Gorge and rocky dell,

Pledge we faith and homage ever,

To our loved Cornell.

CHORUS.

^Adapted from the version of the Alma Mater made by A. C. Weeks, '72,
one of the original joint authors of the song as is now sung.
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EXPERIENCES OF AN
"
UNKNOWN

I am an "unknown"—yes, and likely so to remain, should the

editorial conspiracy every budding aspirant believes in his heart to

exist, continue to disdain my Mss. What is an unknown? Contrary

to expectation, he or she, as the case may declare, need not by any

means be one who has never seen his stuff in the magazines, (I refer

of course, to the magazines ranking from Ainslce's down) ; other

wise, these experiences would offer barren reading. He may very

well have seen his name fifty or a hundred times appended to some

title or other on the "contents" page of a minor periodical. Indeed,

though here the writer's knowledge becomes theoretical, he may have

attained to a certain, if limited income.

But this paper was not designed as a treatise on the art (a
word of many meanings) of magazine-writing; there are of those

hundreds and to spare. Every advertising column in the smaller "lit

erary journals" is full of their glittering attraction—a glitter be it

added, that should recall an ancient proverb. What I purpose is the

recording of sundry sad and true occurrences.

Here also in the beginning it must be remarked that I am not

talking to the vernal poet or the class essayist. Essays and verses

by unknown (not necessarily inexperienced) authors seldom, if ever,

get published. And then they are never paid for. The youthful
Lamb or Agnes Repplier—the college Browning or Florence Wilk

inson—are very sure to strike but a monotone, that of hopefully
sending forth and inevitably receiving back envelopes cruelly in

dorsed in the upper left hand corner The Literary Whirl or Magnus'
Monthly. The short-story producer has some chance.

Chronologically my "experiences" begin with a short story
(need I specify a love story) dashed off at the ripe age of seventeen,
and boldly mailed to the leading newspaper of the species a western

town claiming a hundred thousand inhabitants supports. My maiden
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effort was, you comment, of course rejected. No, my dear reader, it

was not! In all its fearful crudity it appeared. Not till long after

wards did I truly comprehend why. At the moment I foolishly—But

wouldn't you have fancied the same?

It was on my return from my Sophomore year at college that

the "why" developed. For divers pressing reasons, and secure in the

memory of that other perpetration, I sent to the same newspaper a

tale, much the first's superior both technically and really. College

professors to the contrary, there is between those adjectives a pro

found difference—the cleft, to my way of thinking, between Harp

er's and McClure's. To my surprise I heard nothing from my inven

tion; nor did it shine forth in the Sunday supplement. As I knew

the editor conversationally, I ventured to call.

Long before this, naturally, I had learned that merit may be

the least of many things weighed in the editorial balance. But what

I this time gleaned was (if you will pardon the phrase) a "crush

er." Let us pass over the introduction.

I (timid and still, despite a kind welcome, very ill at ease)—

"You have read it?"

The E. (comfortably)—"Oh, yes. And it's really clever."

I (foolishly)—"Then why not use it?"

The E. (smilingly)—"Why, Mr. ,
we get all our stuff

from an Eastern syndicate."

I (boldly)—"But a long time (it was two years!) ago you

printed something of mine much worse !"

The E. (apparently puzzled)—"Let's see—you're a Sophomore

at ,
aren't you?"

I_"Yes."

The E. (deliberately)—"Well, you see, you were just out of

high school then."

No more of that grievous interview need be transcribed. My

first essay had seen light because—"it pleased the townspeople to

see a graduate produce semi-printable stuff." That night I felt

very black and bitter toward a kindly old gentleman.
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To return, however, to my earlier crossing of lances with edit

ors. Aside from my so-ingloriously-accepted story, I offered noth

ing farther until I had been some months in college. Then I wrote,

revised, and re-revised, a la a well-known Handbook, a semi-ro

mantic tale of the Antarctic. (Why do young writers persist in lay

ing their scenes in spots they have never visited?) Audaciously—

at the time I would have penned naturally—I sent it to a great

magazine. Some months earlier they had published a fantastic nar

rative of the frozen North, why should they not now print one of

the frigid South?

In the immutable nature of things, as one of my dearly-loved

professors would say, the Ms. came back. Were that all to tell, I

should not record this adventure. But, alas ! this was my first at

tempt to employ a pseudonym. Even yet at the remembrance my

cheeks grow red.

A number of my scribbling friends have tried pseudonyms
(women prefer noms de plumes) from a feeling, half shyness, half
a curious vanity. My reason was more unhappy. Among my rela

tions-by-marriage I count a very successful writer of "books of the

hour ;" it was under a notice of kinship with her that I, shrewdly,
as I conjectured, chose to send my tale ; in other words, at the close

of an outrageously long letter to the editor (a personage who sel

dom glances at unapproved Ms.) I gave as the final portion of my

pen-name her maiden family-name.

For three weeks came no word; and in my ignorance I judged
the tale as good as accepted. Then one afternoon (thank the patron
deity of amateurs my room-mate was out) a knock sounded on my
study door. A Freshman whom I had never seen held out a pack
age, blurting forth, "Is this yours? It came to me by mistake, I

guess."

The Freshman gone, my shame-smitten self grasped the truth
The pen-written Ms. had been opened, the letter thrown aside and
after a hasty glance at the beginning and completing paragraph'
had signified its impossibility, the story jammed into another

s

en-
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velope and re-addressed. In the re-addressing lay the tragedy.

Signed on the final page with that accursed pseudonym, to that it

had been returned. And that, wretchedly enough, had been the real

name of a student !

For many months, as might be surmised, I ventured no more

pseudonyms, and my Mss. unerringly flew homeward to their right

ful roost. When I again did employ a pen-name, it was upon re

quest !

I come now to my first acceptance
—

though not publication.

Throughout my Freshman and Sophomore years I had been writing

zealously and fruitlessly ; my monthly stamp account was prodigious.

Then one day, by careful consideration of the needs of a certain

Chicago periodical, I built up a story of the variety risque.

A week passed
—two weeks. And then I was electrified by an

offer—well, sufficient to pay my car-fare half across the continent.

Surely, here was wealth and fame ! But payment, the editor added,

far down his page, was contingent upon publication—and publica

tion six months ahead.

I do not know that I was proud of this story; I should not

willingly have chosen the woman-who-married-the-wrong-man type.

I preferred the weird and grotesque. But I had somewhere seen

"Accommodate yourself to the magazine you aim at." I confess, too,

I believed my tale as daringly close to certain things of Daudet and

Maupassant as an American could go ; it was, my memory inclines

to say, a trifle more bold than the average
—a merit or defect, how

ever, due more to its inartistic crudeness than to its rivalry of Zola.

Zola.

In the interim between acceptance and publication I actually

sold another story
—of which more hereafter. But with the coming

of my Junior registration arrived, most unexpectedly, a second let

ter from the Social Side. It was long, and, as I read, I nearly gasp

ed. The munificent offer was repeated. In exchange, would I how

ever, "kindly consent to the editor's making certain alterations—

better still, would I make them myself? My facile pen, etc." No—
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the changes were not of style or the softening of unpleasant scenes.

The gingerly-worded proposal hinted that I make over my tale into

as nearly obscene form as possible !

I have said that meanwhile I sold another story. It was to a

very minor and badly-printed Maine periodical. The publishers were

offering "to subscribers only" monthly prizes of "ten, five and two

dollars each." In despair I mailed a Ms. I had been peddling in vain

ever since the Black Cat had in my Freshman year refused it ; it was

the one the newspaper editor had styled "really clever."

I never heard from it directly; insignificant periodicals, such

as the Happy Hearth, generally retain all Mss. and confiscate the

return postage. But, on ripping open their paper one day, I discov

ered my story, "winner of the second prize." The liars ! "this story

has been written especially for the Happy Hearth." And I had sent

it to them as a very last resort.

I am bound to say the Happy Hearth genus pays much more

scrupulously than certain better-known periodicals. Payment, in my

case, was, indeed, two months after publication, and then in stamps !

But that is nothing! And, as I later learned, first prizes come in

cash.

A very paltry success ! Well, perhaps ! And I wasn't over vain

of it. But I have since gleaned from the Happy Hearth's editor that

more than one from my University, and not all students, has rap

ped at his sanctum in unfulfilled hope !

I have mentioned that this same story had first been offered

in a Boston prize competition. Of that competition I can say noth

ing; the Black Cat stands on a height whose foothills even I only

once attained. Of competitions farther down I have gathered some

curious facts.

Shortly after my gaining a regular footing with the Happy

Hearth, it brought out a really fair series of "hypnotic" stories ; at

least, its circulation soared into the thousands. Another periodical,

far removed from Maine, and much more carefully edited, got wind

of this. Result—I confess I do not understand how or why I was
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selected—a letter from this latter firm to me, flatteringly remark

ing that "of all the contributors to their esteemed contemporary, I

appeared the one best fitted to write the first story in a series they

projected." So far, so good. But said series were widely proclaimed
as a "prize series"—the monthly $20.00 to be given to the subscrib

er (note that) who should send in the best story! Perhaps the sec

ond month the prize was duly awarded through competition ; of

that I have no knowledge.

Two more narratives of the very minor periodical, and I shall

step a bit upward. One relates to my second employment of a pseu
donym ; the other ! ! !

I had written several stories—the recompense materializing in

subscriptions— fnr ^ Southern week!v. All had appeared within a

year. The publishers, I judge, concluded my name was figuring on

the title page altogether too often ; in any event, my next "romance"

(the weekly produced each issue one romance, one business tale, one

love story, one uncanny, preferably foreign concoction, and six

unassorted narratives) I was requested to sign with another name!

I shuddered. Suppose some one of that name should see the Glori

ous Georgia! But I yielded.

The pseudonym experience was rather ludicrous ; the "other"

warranted all the exclamation marks in the printer's establishment. It

is seldom an "Unknown," after his dreams of sudden fame have tak

en to themselves wings, scribbles for his own amusement ; personally,
when I do that, I relegate my Mss. to a locked drawer which shall

bring me posthumous fame. In general, too, it is discouraging to add,

each tiny magazine in the Literary Inferno has its own standard of

acceptance ; what is one editor's meat is emphatically another's

poison. When, accordingly, (as often happens), a new editor is

seated on the throne, new courtiers profit.

Enough, however, of generalization. For three years I had con

tributed "tales of the horrible" to the New Evangel. I turned them

out (Oh, shades of my early ambitions!) as a mill does flour. Then

one day a particularly gruesome thing for which I had hoped added

reward, was returned. Worst of all, the New Evangel accompanied

my Ms. with a printed "We deeply regret, etc."
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I promptly expostulated.

The answer was concise.

"Dear Mr. :

"The present management of the New Evangel does not ap

prove of the style of your former contributions. Something less sen

sational would, perhaps, be suitable."

For a time I hesitated. "Tales of the horrible" were for me

much easier than milk-and-water sentiment. Still, the New Evangel

was, in college slang, a "cinch." In the end I despatched a mildly

inane love story over which I was forced to spend hours of toil.

Two months later it, a'lso, to my profound rage, came home.

"Dear Mr. :

"You must see that "Aileen's Affairs" is far below your

usual work. Our readers demand the stirring and weird. Have you

nothing on hand?"

The New Evangel had again changed editors !

With periodicals of high reputation an "Unknown" has, of

course, little to do. An occasional personal letter from a puissant ed

itor is all I have come to expect. But with magazines just below the

second class, say periodicals, not quite the rank of Munsey, I have

had two odd adventures.

I had often heard of "editorial stealing;" yet no one I met

seemed to grasp the exact content of the term. In fact, I should

not in the one case like to assert that a plot of mine had been stolen.

There are, one cannot deny, coincidences.

The magazine I have reference to had been for some months

"considering" (a word that covers fully as many sins as charity)
a Ms. of mine. I had had from them two letters, one complimentar-

ily vague, the other more businesslike, and suggesting a novel twist

in the plot. "Under such circumstances your Ms. would be avail

able." With the second letter was inclosed the Ms.

Time passed. My rewritten Ms. was again in the Unique's
hands. Then one morning the mail suddenly carried me my Ms. No

word, no sign accompanied it ; nothing save that detestable printed
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"The Unique regrets," which every amateur has no doubt vicious

ly torn. Yet within three months under a caption often on the

Unique's cover, appeared "A Game of Cut-Throat." It was the plot
of my story plus the novel twist. It is also true the new version was

the cleverer.

The second instance I cite was a case of "steal," pure and sim-<

pie. Comparatively prominent as the periodical is, and unlikely as

their stooping to such methods is, I refuse to believe that any one

wrote, at the same time, paragraph for paragraph, the story I am

informed "must have been lost in the mail." The Happy Hearth may

not be on the same literary level as the Brilliant. But the the Happy

Hearth's policy is approximately honest. Stamps are preferable—to

not even credit.

—The "Unknown."

WHERE THE BLUEBELLS GREW

Did you ever run away? Not you in the short trousers, with

hair clipped tight to your round little head, you doubtless did often,

so often that the interviews with father in the woodshed ceased to

have any terrors in store; but you in a pink gingham dress and

brown holland pinafore, you with your flaxen hair smoothly braided

in two silken plaits and tied with pink ribbons, did you ever run

away?

Ah yes, I thought so. You remember it well, don't you, how

you besought Bridget for bread and butter and ginger cookies, a

lot of them, because you knew deep down in your beating heart

that you were going a long, long way, and it might be days before

you got back? Bridget was good-natured that day, and thought you
were going to have a tea party, so she fiWed your basket quite full

enough for a month, with care, you thought, as you surveyed the

store. Then you crept upstairs with your hoard, choosing the back
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stairs, of course, so mother might not hear, and ask bothersome

questions. You felt some compunctions on the whole about leaving

mother in this way, and had uncomfortable visions of her, crying in

the nursery, with father trying to comfort her. But you forgot all

that when you reached the nursery, and saw the flowers in the gar

den and felt the soft breeze that came straight from the rose bushes.

You tiptoed softly over to where Gustava was waiting with her

coat and hat on, all ready to start, picked her up carefully, so she

might not cry out and call people's attention to you. She never had

done so, to be sure, but father always said it was the unexpected

that happened, so you never felt quite safe. Gustava was certainly

bigger than baby brother, and he was quite apt to make a noise

when you picked him up.

You heard mother call Bridget into the sitting-room, and you

knew the morning conference about dinner was in session. Your

heart beat so that you were sure mother would hear it downstairs,

but you plucked up courage, and with Gustava on one arm and the

basket on the other, crept down the shadowy back stairs. They

were so dark at the bottom where the turn came. What if the little

brown gnome who lived down there should steal your cookies ? He

didn't, you gained the outer air in safety, as the book said, and stole

silently through the garden, till you gained the shelter of the hedge.
Now you felt came the crucial time. You could be seen so plainly

against its thick, dark background. If you could only reach the hole.

You didn't dare try the gate, 'cause it squeaked. At last the hole.

You bent down and pushed Gustava and the basket carefully

through, then scrambled through yourself.

You were in the great beautiful silent orchard that rose grand
ly terrace on terrace, up the side of the mountain to the old pas

ture. You loved to go up to the top of the orchard with mother, and
see the little town spread out at your feet, with the cunning little

river winding in and out. Once or twice you even went up into the

pasture a little way, for it was not used much now, but you never

went as far as the other side where the great sweeps of forest be

gan that went clear on ever so far, perhaps right into Heaven. If

they did, you would find out today, and then you would know all
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about it as mother did. Perhaps you would see grandmother. Moth

er said she was in Heaven now, and you would like to see grand
mother again and have her tell you stories, just as she used to when

you sat in her lap at bedtime.

On you climbed. The terraces were steep and the grass slippery.
Sometimes you fell and got long green stains on your pinafore.

Once one appeared on Gustava's white dress. You promptly sat

down and spanked her for mussing up her clean frock so. You

were a trifle cross by now, for the day was very warm, and the

orchard had been famed for a hundred years for its great size.

When you fell and scratched your knee on a gnarled old root, you

cried, just a little, but you jumped up again right away, and

climbed more valiantly than ever.

You had never been in this part of the orchard before. You

heard the tinkle of a brook off at the right somewhere, and it made

you thirsty. You remembered the tin cup at the bottom of the bas

ket, and at once started off along the terrace for the sound. It led

you down a steep bank into a regular fairy dell, all carpeted with

moss, wonderful deep soft moss, like a tiny forest itself, with en

trancing copper-colored and creamy white mushrooms in a thick

fringe on the edge of the brook, that laughed and danced and skip

ped along over the stones and pebbles just as you did when you were

going to a party. Such a happy little brook it was.

So wonderful was this dell that the brook made three tiny

twistings before it left the hollow, and in the middle bend was a

fairy island, all moss like the dell, with a cluster of bluebells just
in the centre. You knew what it was in a moment, and you peered
down at it very cautiously, holding on to a big alder. It was the place
where the fairy queen held her court. You easily recognized it, as

places one is looking for are ever known. You sat down opposite

in a place where a clump of alders formed a sort of bower, put Gus

tava carefully to sleep, and breathed sighs of deep contentment. It

must be dinner time, you meditated, for the basket was very tempt*

ing. You filled up your cup, ate your lunch slowly, and then fell to

wishing the fairy queen would show herself to you, just for a mom*
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ute. Perhaps if you kept very still and didn't move for a long, long

time, she would forget you were there

The buzz of the insects faded away, rose again and once more

faded. Then you began to hear tiny silver bells, and you saw the

bluebells slowly waving to and fro. There was a soft whirring noise

in the air, and at first you thought it was snowing, such a cloud of

tiny white flakes came floating through the air, lighting all around

you,—on the island, by your, side, everywhere. Gradually you real

ized that they were the fairies, and in your delight you had almost

jumped up to see them better, but you remembered in time and

kept very still. There, under the bluebells, was a tiny throne, all of

glass, hung with white rose leaves, and on it sat the loveliest little

fairy of all. Her robe was of the palest yellow rose-leaves, and won

derful lace of cobwebs, and her mantle was of royal red holly-hock

petals. A train of attendants with fans of ivy leaves and delicate

ferns stood around her, sheltering her tiny form from the slightest

breeze. The ladies and gentlemen of her court, all in the most fas

cinating costumes of flower and leaf, trimmed with silvery spider-

web lace and dewdrop diamonds, flitted here and there, engaged

in low conversation. What would you not have given to hear what

they said, for you often wondered what fairies talked about and

how their voices sounded. Many fairies were still coming on their

humming bird steeds, dismounting and tying their charges with

grape vine tendrils to the alder twigs, then advancing with consum

mate grace to pay their respects to the queen.

Suddenly the queen gave a signal, a tiny silver trumpet sound

ed, and the throng scampered furiously to one side. You looked

wonderingly to learn the cause of the commotion, and saw a strange

company approaching. First came six bullfrogs stepping with state

ly dignity, and swelling with the importance of their position. After

them came a second company of tree-toads, in orderly ranks, their

flutes carefully carried in readiness. This was, however, the end

of the orderly part of the procession. After them came a miscellan

eous crowd of insects, katydids, crickets, grasshoppers, locusts, all

huddled together and all trying to be first, leaping, hopping, jump
ing, scrambling over each other in a most disorderly manner, ap-
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parently each trying to be first in line. The frogs and the toads

walked solemnly up to the throne, bowed low in a most peculiar

manner, owing to the corpulency of their figures. But the insects

behaved in a disgraceful way. Scarely one made his bow in a prop

er manner, so quickly was he shoved aside by an impatient neigh
bor. You looked with severely disapproving eyes at such rudeness,

for you were a well brought up young person, and knew what good
manners were.

When this ceremony was over, the strange company ranged

themselves at one side, while you watched breathlessly to see what

was going to happen.

You soon knew. The queen waved her glittering sceptre, and

immediately there arose the strangest noise that you had ever

heard. It was caused evidently by that most remarkable company,

and was intended for music, for as soon as it began the fairies at

once fell to dancing with the heartiest good-will. You wondered

what your music teacher would say to the time they kept, but you
could not consider that subject long, for your interest in the dancers

themselves. They were whirling dizzily about, some in an attempt

at keeping time, but more at their own sweet will, avoiding collis-

sions by gracefully flying into the air for a moment. The grasshop

pers and locusts scraped their violins furiously, the tree-toads piped

industriously, while the bullfrogs boomed forth a ponderous bass.

It was too absurdly funny, and in spite of yourself you began to

laugh. Try as you would to stop, you could not, but laughed harder

and harder, till the tears came to your eyes, and you could hardly
see the fairy dancers

"Mildred, Mil-drefd, Mil—dred. Where are you, dear?"

It was mother's voice calling you from the garden. The fairies

vanished so quickly that you jumped up, rubbing your eyes in as

tonishment. The voice came again, and you picked up Gustava and

the lunch basket, wondering just how you were to get down. Then

you saw a dim little path at the side of the brook, and slowly you

began to descend. You thought a bit regretfully of the pasture and

the great, dark, dreamy woods. They would have to wait for an-
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other time. Anyway, you had found the place where the fairy queen

held her court, and that was a good deal.

You were in the garden before you knew it, feeling a vague

surprise that it should be so near coming down and so far going up.

There in the garden, looking at the rosebushes, you found mother

and father. You ran eagerly up to them and poured forth your tale.

"It was in a little brook, mother, with lovely things all around,

little baby toadstools, an' firms an' moss, an' a big, big bush just
nice to sit under, an' a little island in the brook, where the bluebells

grew."

"A little island in the brook, where the bluebells grew," echoed

mother, then she looked at father in such a queer way. "Robert, I
believe she has found—" "Our dreamland," said father, "I believe

she has."

Then he put his arms around mother and kissed her, not once
but as many as six times, you were sure. Then they stood with their
arms around each other, and looked at you, while you felt vastly un

comfortable, and wondered what it was all about.

—C. E. MacGill, '04.
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BY THE IDLER--AND OTHERS

A CATASTROPHE

"There's too much snow on the ice," he said,
As down with a crash they came ;

And he wonders now why she cuts him dead-

Though Snow was the maiden's name !

Speaking of ice, a year ago the Idler urged that we have an ice

carnival during Junior week, that our fair guests might carry away

still more decided impressions of their contact with Cornell life than

is afforded by a mere week of dances, dramas, drives and delicat-

tessen,
—for Beebe Lake in the dear old winter time is a very inte

gral part of Cornell life. The Idler suggested that the band be there

to discourse sweet strains to whose time the merry, merry skaters

might swing in serpentine sinuosity o'er the frozen waves. And now

it is to be ! This, yea and more too ! We are to have, not alone an

ice carnival that will put Quebec's famous efforts in the shade, but a

regular Winter Spring Day—night, rather, a night that will be made

hideous with the noise of skate and frolic. There will be "stunts" and

Japanese lanterns, coffee and sandwiches, fancy figures and an en

trance fee ; the swish of the swift toboggan will mingle with the me

lodious mirth of merry masqueraders, the frenzied fifing of the music

mongers will blend with the mystic murmur of the groaning ice. And

above all, for a few short hours one can ask a loidy for the next skate

without feeling that he is butting in or dreading that he will be un

able to butt out gracefully. It is enough ! Let it be so ; and may our

guests depart with e'en fonder memories of this famous school of

learning far above Cayuga's shore.
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MY BERLIN DIALECT

The long summer twilight of Switzerland was just waning and

the moon well up in the sky, when I stepped from the compartment

of a railway carriage in Zug. Tired from the trip, dry and dusty, I

looked around for a berth for the night. The hotels did not look in

viting—so primitive after Zurich. So I marched along the street

leading from the station toward a hotel with gardens, an agreeable

place to eat at all events.

The hotel was small but clean—the hostess overzealous to ful

fill my orders. After I had inspected the large square room with old

fashioned furniture, its candles and basins, I returned to the res

taurant below to satisfy Mr. Hunger, that ever present companion
in all one's travels.

She was a jolly looking little person, the waitress. Her large
round face seemed to beam, the great blue frank eyes always smil

ing. She moved briskly, showing a pretty little ankle just below the

short black skirt. A trim little figure in her black bodice, with lace

sleeves, reaching only to the elbow, revealing the graceful contour

and pink clean skin of her arm. When you smiled, she returned it

affably. You want to speak with her now, don't you? Well, so

would anyone. Be assured in this case, I was anyone
—but anyone

was uncertain of his German.

A pert little miss she was
—the landlord's daughter, in fact.

Conversation was difficult, however. She spoke as it had grown on

her tongue
—that abominable Swiss dialect. High German is bad

enough and when you find them speaking the wrong way in Berlin,
and another wrong way in Munich and another in Stuttgart, it is

far, far worse. You wonder why you ever learned at all. But when

you reach Switzerland it is worse, worse, worst and you wonder

why on earth they ever taught you the right way. In reality the

Swiss have become accustomed to be misunderstood by native Ger

mans. So I worried along with the winsome Swiss maid ; but finally
almost in despair, I remarked in my broken German:

"Do you know, Fraulein that here in Switzerland they speak a

terrible dialect?"

'Oh, yes," she responded, quite unabashed, "and in every canton

it's different. But do you know, sir, you also speak a dialect—do

you come from Berlin?" Q. B. Y. '04.
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The Cornell Countryman is to be felicitated upon the note

worthy success it has achieved in its two short years of existence. It

fills a real need in the College of Agriculture by keeping professors,
alumni and undergraduates in close touch with one another and

with the latest developments in the field of scientific husbandry. As

an evidence of prosperity, the management has recently issued a

handsome calendar the cover of which bears a fine portrait of Direct

or Bailey.

* * * *

We commend the purpose of the present under-classes at Cor

nell that each class shall pay its debts from year to year, and avoid

the reckless accumulation of debts which necessitates a policy of re

pudiation or a high class tax in the senior year. It is a long step

towards putting the fiscal affairs of the classes on a business basis.

The change, of course, means that the committees will have to give

up buying expensive "fobs" for themselves. It means that the com-

mitteees will no longer vie with each other as to the size of their

respective contributions to the treasury of the athletic association;
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but it also means that each class will come into its senior year in

good shape financially, and that its class tax can be levied for some

purpose of lasting benefit to the University.

* * * *

While opposed to the establishment of too many clubs at Cor

nell on the ground that such organizations tend to disintegration

of the undergraduate body, the Era takes this opportunity to say a

word in behalf of a club—the Cornell Cosmopolitan Olub—

which, as its name implies, is rather a step in the opposite direction.

Any organization which is or aims to be a Cornell club, which opens

its membership to all Cornellians and tends to broaden rather than

restrict one's associations, is deserving of all the support that can be

given it, even more so when it is designed to further acquaintance

and fellowship among the men of all nations. Upon the success of

the venture at Cornell depends the establishment of other branches

of what is planned to be an international organization of cosmopolit
an clubs, and while the club's prospects are thus far very encourag

ing, much depends on the interest taken by the American students

who can in this way show that the failure on their part to initiate

such a movement was not due to indifference toward the students

from other lands.

% * * -X-

The manner in which four of the leading coaches of college
oarsmen have recently put their heads together, so to speak, indicates

perhaps more than has yet been given out. As soon as James Wray, a

professional scullsman of note, was appointed coach of the Harvard

crews, Andrew O'Dea of Wisconsin came East to Cambridge, con

ferring enroute with Coach Courtney of Cornell and Coach Ten

Eyck of Syracuse. Mr. Wray and Mr. O'Dea were old time friends

at Cambridge, and the appointment of the former as the Harvard

coach may lead to radical changes in intercollegiate aquatics. The

aquatic relations between Cornell nd Harvard are certain to be

stronger and closer as time passes, and no one would be surprised to

see the Ithacans row on the Charles River in a Junior Regatta be

fore many years, and Harvard breaking away from the Thames to
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row at Poughkeepsie. To bring Harvard, and so Yale, to the Hud

son ought to be the aim and effort of every lover of oarsmanship
and intercollegiate aquatics. The present trend of events would

seem to point to the consummation of such an effort.

* * * *

As was intimated in the Era at the time, the clamor in the

Philadelphia newspapers about ill feeling between Cornell and the

University of Pennsylvania was even worse than typical "hot air."

Nothing had occurred to cause the slightest resentment on the part
of either institution, and equally unfounded were the statements that

this was the last year that Pennsylvania and Cornell would meet in

a Thanksgiving Day football game. All the "loud talk" proves to be

only an effort, probably deliberate, on the part of the athletic man

agers at Pennsylvania to stir up anger and resentment towards Cor

nell, among the Quaker eleven to the end that it should play as vigor
ous a game as possible against the R.ed and White. And the reason

why they sought an aggressive game against Cornell was not at all

a desire to overwhelm and "rub it in" on the Ithacans, but simply
that Pennsylvania's claims to the intercollegiate championship de

pended on a good showing in the final game of the year. The friend

ship of the two great universities was, according to some standards,

too valuable to be used for so temporary a purpose ; but the incident

is closed, and Cornell has only hearty congratulations for Pennsyl

vania, with no recriminations, upon the proud rank which the Quak
ers achieved in the football world, after so long a period of reverse

and discouragement.
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OUR CONTEMPORARIES

STORM.

A bleak, white night,

A wind-swept plain,

And overhead a moonlit glory blurred by threatened rain.

Through rifted clouds

The wind-bright stars

Peer wavering down like wild-eyed captives through their

prison bars.

A high, blind wind

Twixt earth and sky,

That thrashes at the clouds and demon-wise rides by.

—Marda Kendrick Smith, 1905, in Vassar Miscellany.

« * « *

PROFESSOR DURAND ON COLLEGE ATHLETICS.

Under the head, "Athletics at Stanford University" in the De

cember Raven, Prof. Durand, defines, unconsciously perhaps, the

latest standpoint of Cornell,—an attitude well exemplified in the

workings of our revised gymnasium system He says :

"The sad shortcoming of modern college athletics lies in the

relatively small number which are stimulated to active personal par

ticipation. In a sense we have not passed beyond the stage where

college athletics are looked on as an activity which is to be under

taken and carried forward solely by the Varsity' teams, and the av

erage student feels little responsibility in the matter beyond some

financial support and the aid of his voice as a "rooter" on the bleach

ers at the games. This is a serious mistake, and we may hope that

future years may bring a change of attitude on the part of the stu

dent body at large. It will perhaps always be true that the athletic
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reputation of a college, as determined by so-called representative

games, will be upheld by teams, admission to which will be reached

only as the result of sharp competition and long, faithful training,
but there should surely be ways of stimulating more useful athletic

activity than the use of the lungs on the bleachers. In essence ath

letics is not an end in itself, and it is not an activity which should be

farmed out entirely to be done by the 'varsity' teams in behalf of the

entire institution. It should be a part of the pleasure, and even duty,
of each student to take intelligently such physical exercise as may

best tend to conserve his physical powers, and to take part in such

games as may serve to confirm and develop his promptings toward

quick, clean aggressiveness in dealing with those who are momentar

ily opposed to him, and combined with the highest sentiments of

honor, generosity and fairness of dealing with those whose interests

may be superficially opposed to his own ; and all of this as a training

for a similar attitude in contact with many of the problems which he

will meet later in taking up his part of the world's work. Toward all

these good ends athletics may and should contribute in its way, and

not until such exercise takes its place as one of the training forces

of an educational institution, making for manliness to the student

body at large, will it have reached the fuller measure of its poten

tial usefulness."

* * * *

Exuberance may be more pardonable than the mode of its ex

pression. Witness this outburst from the December Red and Blue :

What a joyous Thanksgiving for Pennsylvania ! The champion

ship turkey never tasted so delicious before. The Harvard sauce

flavored with essence of Columbia smacks of a Brown savor that

will never be forgotten. Then the Cornell dressing, with a little La

fayette on the side, makes the dish incomparable, save for the Indian

meal, which is added for the sake of completeness. Our football

chefs certainly have the knack of serving a most palatable Thanks

giving dinner. Ever since the twenty-fourth of September they have

carefully watched the ingredients and not a combination has even

slipped off the gridiron, save our worthy Quaker neighbor, Swarth

more. Here's to another joyous feast in Nineteen Five !"
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THE OLD LOVE AND THE NEW.

A sigh, dear heart, for the old love ;

The world is dull and gray,

Dead is the summer bloom, and dead

The love of yesterday.

All through the land the Winter's voice

Intones a requiem drear

For two who hand in hand pass out,

The old love and the year.

A song, dear heart, for the new love;

Before us lies the way

Through fields bedight in red and gold,

And all the world is gay.

For us the woodland choristers

In antiphons rejoice.

"New love I bring," the Summer calls

With gladness in her voice.

A sigh, dear heart, for the old love,

We cherished long ago;

A song, dear heart, for the new love

Born in the summer glow.
But tell me, maidens, who can say

Which is the false or true,

The Winter or the Summer love,

The old love or the new?

—University of Virginia Magazine.

* * * *

WHY NOT HERE?

The English Department of Columbia has granted students

opportunity to substitute in place of a limited number of themes,

special competitive short stories for the Monthly; and, quite inde

pendently, other college publications have been requesting similar
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consideration for magazine work. In the Era's opinion the Minnesota

Magazine accurately sums up the situation:

"If the magazine is a worthy institution, if it serves the Uni

versity's interests, it seems only just that it should be recognized by

the faculty and the editors recompensed for their work by University
credits."

# * * *

CONCEIT.

My lady's eyes are dells where Cupid hides—

Thus far I write, then pause and sadly sigh ;

For 'mid the dim dream faces hovering nigh,
I see the Bard of Avon ; soft he chides

—

'Ah, lad, what use? I penned that very line

Of some fair maid who, centuries ago,

Lived, loved, and loving died ; dost thou not know ?

The perfect sonnets of the world are mine.'

What use ? Ah, Mighty Bard, what use to love,

Since, long ago, when earth and sky were young,

Venus and Bacchus kissed?—Yet men still love;

The sweetest song perchance, has not been sung.

Thy maid was not one-half so fair as mine,

Why should the perfect sonnets all be thine ?

—E. D. B. in Harvard Advocate.



BOOK REVIEWS

Poetry as a Representative Art. By George Lansing Raymond,
L. H. D., Professor of Aesthetics in Princeton University. G. P.

Putnam's Sons, New York. $1.75.

Rhythm and Harmony, together with Music as a Representat
ive Art. Same.

These two volumes, both of which are revised editions of essays

originally published some years ago, are part of a series of seven

volumes unfolding the general subject of comparative aesthetics,

beginning with an essay on the theory of Art and aiming to cover

exhaustively the whole field. Professor Raymond has handled what

at best is an exceedingly difficult subject with remarkable success,

and while his treatment is necessarily technical, he has invested his

essays with a charm and interest that render doubly instructive his

comprehensive exposition of art criticism and interpretation.
The author bases his theories on the fundamental assumption

that there are absolute standards of excellence in art upon which

scientific and simple systems can be built up, and one is safe in say

ing, despite the criticisms that he is trying "to formulate ideas and

qualities not reducible to formulae," Professor Raymond has suc

ceeded admirably in weaving the intricacies of art expression into

a systematic whole.

* * * *

Eighty Four. A song by Henry P. DeForrest, '84, dedicated to

his class. This is a rollicking Cornell song, set to the air of the Brit

ish Grenadiers.

* * # *

Donald and Golden Days. Two songs by Dr. W. Rhys-Herbert.

J. Fisher & Bro., New York. 60c and 50c.
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WHAT'S TH' USE O' TALKIN'?

I aint got much to say about fraternities,

Th' discussion's waxin' warm without me ;

I'll let the people talk whose own concern it is—

There's sure enough o' them—an' I don't doubt the

"Frats" '11 get discussed an' cussed an' re-discussed, and then

Th' cyclone '11 pass over an' things '11 quiet down agen.

I aint got much to say about fraternities,

'F I did some folks 'ud say mean things about me.

O' course I has opinions, sir; but, durn it, it

It any use to climb a roof an' shout the

Evil tidin's, tell the sins of other sinners—when

Things won't be changed a single whit, sir, when you climb down

agen?

I aint got much to say about fraternities ;

'F I had I'd say it an' step down an' out. The

Proper way, 's I'm 'a comin' more to learn it, is

To have idees, but lest some folks 'ud flout thee,

Not to speak 'em 'bove a whisper
—to jes' keep still, cuz then,

They won't be no ruffled plumage t' smooth down smooth agen.

I aint got much to say about fraternities,

I aint got time to talk—it takes about the

Most o' my time a keepin' track whose turn it is

To call the other feller names an' scout the

Things he sez, an' goodness, what's th' use o' talkin, when

It'll jes' be so much longer till things quiets down agen?
—/. A. K
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FRATERNITIES AT CORNELL: THEIR RELA

TION TO THE UNIVERSITY

Owing to the recent widespread discussion of fraternities,

the editors of the Era were prompted to offer the pages of the

magazine for the publication of a symposium of ideas on the sub

ject and in the order that the discussion might tend to be of practical

value the request was made that the articles bear either directly or

by implication upon this central question: How does our present

fraternity system benefit or injure the University? and how may the

benefit be increased or the injury lessened?

From the articles received—which, it might be said, were hard

ly as numerous as the importance of the problem deserves,—the fol

lowing were selected as representative of the various points of view

adopted- The Era, being in no sense a party to the discussion,

assumes no responsibility for the sentiments expressed; but if any

thing of value comes from the discussion our purpose will have

been achieved. It is to be somewhat regretted that the writers in

pointing out evils in the fraternity system have not devoted more

attention to the possible means of remedy, without which the dis

cussion is liable to prove of negative value; and we shall be glad,
therefore, to give space subsequently to communications bearing
more directly on the problem of betterment, of increasing the beni-

ficial and lessening the detrimental features of the system.
—The

Editors.

THE POWER OF FRATERNITIES FOR GOOD

Present-day critics of fraternities will do well to keep in mind

their long history, in the case of the oldest, of more than three-

fourths of a century, and to regard them in the light not so much

of a necessary evil as of a survival of the fittest. The fraternities

were organized partly, it may be, in consequence of the "joining"
propensities of youth; but chiefly, as the sequel clearly shows, in
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response to a demand for some institution which should furnish ad

ditional means of culture, a reminder of the ties of friendship and

brotherhood, and an outlet for the general social activities of the

students. That the fraternities supply these needs, if not always in

an ideal way, will doubtless be allowed by all who consider them

fairly and without prejudice.
Since the fraternities thus fill a real gap in the college com

munity, and since, in most places at least, nothing else has been

found to take their place, it may be taken for granted that their con

tinued existence is as certain as most things in this world. They
have won toleration, if not positive favor, from most faculties ; and

they have on their rolls many thousands of alumni, among whom

are found very few opponents indeed to such organizations. In

discussing fraternities to-day, therefore, it will be well to reflect with

satisfaction upon the undoubted good that is in them, and to try to

find a remedy or antidote for any evils that may be incident to them.

Among the good features of the fraternity system to which re

cent discussions have called attention, one of the most important, it

seems to me, is the influence exerted by the older members upon the

younger. Among the best fraternities this influence is almost always
for the good, and so strong is it that in many cases it exceeds that

of parents. An illustration of this came to my notice only recently :

a young man who had been rapidly developing a case of alcoholism

was so effectually restrained by his fraternity mates that for several

weeks he has now been a total abstainer. It is a remarkable father

who could thus keep a son in the straight path of virtue. But in

speaking of this matter I had in mind not so much the merely re

straining influence which prevents low indulgence as the higher in

fluence which the ideals of the alumnus or older member exert on

the younger member, in or after college days. So powerful are such

influences that fraternities well nigh justify their existence on this

ground alone.

With reference to the effect of fraternities on the college, two

things must be kept in mind. First, whatever is good for the student

is good for the college. Any society which helps to improve the life

of the student without interfering with his collegiate duties or pam-
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pering him is ultimately a factor workng for the good of the college.

Secondly, the welfare of the college is in a sense identical with the

welfare of the fraternity chapter. It is therefore short-sighted to

place loyalty to the latter on a higher plane than loyalty to the form

er ; and I fancy this is well enough understood among thoughtful

fraternity men. Rightly conducted, therefore, it is hard to see how

fraternities can be otherwise than a good thing for the college. If we

turn now from this a priori line of reflection to the actual facts, we

must certainly admit that representative members of the leading

fraternities are certainly among the most loyal supporters of Alma

Mater, both before and after graduation.

What, now, of the evils of the college fraternity? For like all

other human institutions it must obviously have imperfections. Un

doubtedly some members rapidly develop a latent snobbishness and

a totally unwarranted "exclusiveness." Also the tendency to ex

cessive clannishness sometimes shown can hardly be consonant with

that spirit of democracy which we in America believe to be the ulti

mate achievement of civilization. Here at Cornell, however, I am

inclined to think that the worst features of our life, for which fra

ternities are to some extent responsible, are these : First, the ten

dency to spend altogether more money than the paternal pocket-
book will warrant, and to form in college luxurious habits of living
which cannot be kept up. This is well illustrated by the Junior
Promenade, the expense of attending which in proper style has

enormously increased in recent years. Secondly, corruption in col

lege politics, not only in class elections but also in some other places.
The ease with which combinations can be formed furnishes so

strong a temptation to use this means of securing coveted offices

and honors, that it is little wonder that college men wink at the

doubtful ethics of these practices. To illustrate, it has been alleged
that even debating interests are not entirely free from fraternity

"politics."
I speak of these matters, be it remembered, not by way of con

demning the fraternities. Doubtless such conditions might continue
if these organizations were wiped out to-morrow. But let me reiter

ate that the fraternities are potent for good ; and their compact or-
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ganization will make it all the easier for them to remedy such unfor

tunate conditions. I shall be disappointed if the present wide dis

cussion of the whole question does not result in an effort on the part

of the fraternities, which can at least act as leaders, to improve the

conditions I have referred to. Fraternity men can do much to ele

vate the standard of college honor, in examinations, in the "civic"

life of the University, in the matter of temperance. This standard

it is well known, is at present all too low. The college should be a

place where a man will come into such contact with high ethical

standards and withal such ideals of the truly simple life—the life

free from "bluffing" and hypocrisy
—that he will never afterward

be content with any inferior ways of living and views of life. The

prominence of fraternities in our academic life makes them a great

power. Let them rise to. their opportunity and exert in the moral

sphere that influence they now wield more especially in the social life

of the University.
—C. S. N.

BROADER SYMPATHY THROUGH WIDER

ASSOCIATIONS

A discussion of our fraternity system will be of little or no

value unless it brings out some new information upon the subject,

or discovers some new and valuable conclusions based upon the

existing knowledge. Whether the present discussion is of value, is

therefore not ascertainable at present writing.

The present discussion seems to be aimed at the fraternity in

its relation to the university, and especially its social relation. At

the start, we may assume the opinion to be general that the fraternity
has succeeded as well as could be hoped for, in filling the need which

caused its existence. We all hope that one day Cornell will have

dormitories ; when that day comes there may be reason for departure
from the present system.

There is one point which I have not seen touched upon. It is

the custom of fraternities to urge their undergraduates to enter into

the various activities of the University. If they have a freshman

who can sing, they make him try for the glee club, etc. This is

highly commendable and results in giving those concerned more of
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the true universitv outlook and spirit ; if all fraternity men engaged

in some activity which brought them into contact with those outside

of their particular house, there would be no call for the present dis

cussion.

This brings me to the one question which may be answered to

some practical advantage in this discussion. Is there any way of

bringing the fraternity man more in touch with the university as a

whole ? I consider this question to be of vital importance. For look

at the freshmen who enters a fraternity immediately upon his arrival

at Cornell. Unless, as I have pointed out above, he enters into some

activity which will bring him into contact with outside men,

both men of other fraternities and those of no fraternity, he is

hindered from developing into the ideal breadth of view. Without

being aware of it, he is losing something which every citizen of a

republic needs, the association with men who have been brought up
in an atmosphere different from its own.

I hope to see this question successfully answered. In trying to

solve it myself, I have been able to find but one solution; namely,
to postpone the pledging of freshmen until at least the close of their

freshman year. Let us consider for a moment just what this would

accomplish. A year's life outside the fraternity would result in the

formation of friendships irrespective of fraternities, friendships with

men of other fraternities and of none. The opportunity offered for

rushing by more than one fraternity would increase the circle of his

friends throughout the university. These friendships, lasting after

he has joined one of the fraternities, would increase the fellowship

among the different fraternities, a serious want at present.

Further, allowing the freshman to meet his fellow-students as

man to man simply, for a year, would remove any lack of sympathy
existing among fraternity and non-fraternity men. You will not find

men who have joined fraternities in their sophomore year or later

charged with this lack of sympathy. Wherever it appears, I believe

it to be due to the present lack of opportunity offered the freshman

in a fraternity for rubbing up against men outside of his small set.

This plan would also, in my opinion, yield other advantages to

the individuals affected and also the fraternities; however, as this
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discussion is confined to the university point of view, they may be

omitted.

In considering this problem, therefore, I believe there is this one

question which can be considered with profit; and I further believe

that the measure proposed is worth considering as a solution of that

question. 1905-

THE "SYSTEM" IS A SOURCE OF HARM

The letters recently appearing in the "Sun" and the open dis

cussion now to appear in your columns, lead me to express a few

ideas along somewhat different lines than have been previously

suggested.
It has been my good fortune to visit some thirteen different col

leges in our country in all of which there exists a full quota of

fraternities. An experience as wide as this has given me an oppor

tunity for comparison which I think some of the recent writers on

fraternities have not had, and in consequence it has appeared to me

that some of their criticisms are unjust in the light of existing con

ditions in other colleges.
Let me mention several observations. Many New England

colleges with a higher percentage of fraternity men present a more

flagrant example of usurpation of powers along all lines by cliques
than is exhibited here. At Harvard, where snobbishness goes hand

in hand with class societies, we have an example of such influence

over athletics. Without doubt Mr. Courtney and Mr. Colson can

give vivid examples of what has occured there along these lines.

Fraternities at Yale were forced through faculty influence, to elect

no men until they had become juniors, so unbeneficial was the old

system to college spirit. Princeton, with its "clubs" is noted for its

unfair treatment of underclassmen in the natural courtesies due

men among men. These are only flagrant examples.

Are we able to put on ourselves the same condemnation? Most

decidely—no. I do not wish to condemn fraternities or societies,

but I hold from the start that conditions at Cornell are no worse and

for the most part better than will be found elsewhere. I have never

seen in any college a fairer treatment of all men than at Cornell.
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More courtesies are extended on all sides here than you will see any

where else in the east. Some large universities in the west are our

only rivals in this particular.

In any community like ours there is bound to be a getting to

gether of congenial men
—call some of these groups fraternities if

you will. It is a natural result of natural causes and until something

better comes into existence these organizations are going to stay.

The selection of men is founded on well formed practical lines and

though many of our best men are not members, there is in most

cases a substantial reason on both sides for the fact.

The good fraternities do at Cornell far overbalances the harm

they accomplish. In university activities fraternity men are ambiti

ous for honors and positions and they work for them and are

trained and pushed by their upperclassmen to take leadership. The

same privileges are open to all. While the election of varsity cap

tains is very free from political influence, yet the "system" which

elects varsity managers and some other officers is doing more harm

than both fraternities and independents. I refer to several societies

which have come into existence in the last half dozen years whose

chief aim seems to be an "inner circle" to "run things." While they

may choose good men and get them into office, their motives are

selfish and unfair. Recent criticism should be laid at these clubs

rather than at the fraternities. What there is of snobbishness here

should be blamed to the man who is a snob and not to the fraternity
of which he may be a member.

At Cornell the Greek Letter Societies choose to have secret or

ganizations and there can be no practical reason for wishing their

secrets to be made public.

Fraternities are not "charitable organizations" or societies for

the moral and social uplifting of mankind, yet in their own way they
do much of both.

Let suggestions be offered for bettering evil conditions, but let

condemnation fall in the right place and may it fail where no better

plan is suggested. "Post-Graduate."
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DORMITORIES ARE TO BE DESIRED

That there is much to be desired in the way of improvement in
our present fraternity system cannot easily be denied by anyone who

has followed either side of the recent discussion. The suggestion
that the presence of dormitories would counteract to some extent

any tendency now making for a lack of democracy is likewise un

deniably warranted. Yet the simple fact remains: We haven't the

dormitories.

Is not the only alternative remedy for these conditions to be

found in the practice of several of our leading sister colleges where

students are not admitted to fraternities before their Junior year?
Two years are not a long period for a man to spend in demonstrat

ing his fitness to represent any reliable organization ; and in learning
his relation as a single individual to the University as a whole—not

too long a time in short for him to spend in acquiring the independ
ence on which he must build in later life.

Thus it seems that any system prohibiting underclassmen from

becoming fraternity members, would result alike in a higher fra

ternity standard and a better university spirit. Let us first have a

Cornellian, and after that a Cornellian and, if you please, a fraternity
man

—not that the two are now incompatible, but because this order

of development and only this appears practical and safe. —G/05.

EXCLUSION OF UNDER CLASSMEN MIGHT HAVE

GOOD RESULTS

Before attempting to discuss any shortcomings of the present

fraternity system or suggest any means of remedy, I wish to em

phasize one thing, namely, that the fraternity system is here and it's

here to stay, which logically leads to the conclusion that in principle

at least, it is a good thing. But that some features of it are detrimen

tal to the university can not, it seems to me, be denied, however far

one may grant its benefits extend. I have in mind especially the fact

which many of the older and more thoughtful fraternity men admit,

that fraternity spirit often develops at the sacrifice of the true college

spirit, that the fraternity man, in other words, becomes "exclusive."
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This is most marked among the freshman initiates, which sug

gests a very natural explanation, as does the fact that when men

go into the fraternities after two or three years in college, this

attitude is almost entirely absent. The man—or more often, boy—

who is taken in almost as soon as he reaches Ithaca, or even after he

has been here a year, has not had time to develop a genuine college

Spirit_it takes a year or two for it to "soak in." On the other hand,

however, before he has had time to form any general acquaintance

ships, he is showered with attention by a small circle of men repres

enting a definite social group and the almost inevitable result is that

he immediately develops a spirit which, however different is that of

his older fraternity brothers, is thoroughly restrictive and bound

for a time at least to overshadow the wider and more fundamental

college loyalty which his Alma Mater rightfully demands of him.

A remedy for this would, in my opinion, be found in the adop

tion of a custom by which men should not be "rushed" until they

had been in college at least one, and preferably, two years. By this

time a deep college loyalty has been developed and there is little, if

any danger that fraternity spirit will do other than strengthen it.

Moreover, the basis of selection by the fraternities would tend more

and more to be the qualities and achievements of a man as he has

displayed them in college and the detriment which the fraternity now

too often suffers through the admission of men before they have had

a chance to show the personal, individual qualifications which en

title them to membership would thus largely be done away with.

If one or two fraternities here at Cornell adopted this plan, it is

not difficult to believe that in the course of a very few years they
would have gained such a high and well deserved prestige that the

others would be compelled to follow, while the ultimate result might
be expected to be that the great power for good which the fraternities

by their very nature are capable of exerting toward the university
would be far more fully realized than now. With the fraternity sys

tem conducted on such a basis the majority of the evils now attribut

ed to it would undoubtedly soon disappear. Senior.
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COLLEGE ORGANIZATION WOULD MAKE FOR

DEMOCRACY

The existence of fraternities such as we have here at Cornell

is the natural outcome of social conditions. It is true the man in the

individual can demand and achieve consideration here in America

quicker than in any of the old countries. But while a man who has

obtained culture, success and money
—if it so pleases you

—

may
—

and can here in this university—overstep social barriers confidently,

yet the advancement of individuals does not do away with the

existence of those barriers. Men who have lived in certain classes

of society and thus have developed certain views of life, governed by
the amount of money which they are able to spend in the pursuit
of such ideals, naturally prefer the society of people in the same

category, except they are men with a greater breadth of thought.
Thus men who have lived in a less prosperous atmosphere, who have

probably had for a time borne the mental jokes of others, naturally
must find themselves first, before they can impress themselves upon

others.

Flere we have two classes of people at both extremes of our

university society. Both work or should work—to achieve the best

success—toward the emergence of the individual. Here appears one

detriment of fraternity life for the freshman and sophomore. He

has too few grindstones on which to grind himself. He becomes

wrapped up in his few friends, as an impulsive young man of his

age naturally will—and loses sight of that greatest of all culture

media in the university, that living laboratory composed of over

three thousand distinct specimens of humanity. On the other hand

the non-fraternity man at the other extreme dissipates a great deal

of energy by attempts to buck up against conditions single-handed.
I want it borne in mind that I refuse to consider one line of people,

namely, those who have not developed that quality of a cultivated

mind which looks first and judges afterward, those who judge a

man by the conditions which surround him. These I do not class

among men of good breeding, as I would like to consider all

university men. Man is gregarious and will fraternize. It is well
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that he does, for in unity lies power. But any fraternization which

has no other aim but social enjoyment from selfish motives has no

place in the university. I deny the moral right of existence to any

organization without definite ideals, to any organization which does

not work as a body toward something which will raise the social

status of mankind.

If fraternities as a body support snobbishness and narrow

minded action, those fraternities must be beaten by organization of

the independents, eradicating those fraternities from the government

of student activities. However I do not believe that this

is entirely so, nor that it would be the best remedy. But

I do believe that there is enough good material as well inside as out

side of the fraternities to represent the organized student activities

jointly. To obtain such an end and to bring about peace, where

no war ought to exist, I would propose that the presidents of the

four classes, in whom I have perfect confidence, together with the

president of the university pick out a committee of two from each

class to propose a system of government of all such affairs as

class management, arrangement of large enterprises like balls,

smokers etc., the basis of which should be representation of each col

lege in the university, provided by the representative organization of

that college. This would not only divide honors better but strength
en the organization and esprit de corps of the individual colleges.
A system on such a basis would bring us back to the free democratic

status, for which Cornell university has always been known-

C. B., '06.

BENEFICIAL THROUGH STIMULATING EFFORT

AMONG MEMBERS

In the minds of many people the fraternity serves to provide a

pleasanter social life for its members than they would otherwise

enjoy. The benefits derived from membership in fraternities are

therefore regarded as social and limited to the years spent in col

lege. If this were true, if the chief benefits from fraternities were

social, and if the advantages were limited to undergraduate days,
so that fraternities were organizations for securing the greatest
happiness for their members with no regard to men outside, then it
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would not be strange that opposition arose and criticism waxed

bitter. But such is not the truth about fraternities.

Granted that fraterniies do bring greater enjoyment socially

to their members during their years at college, yet they have a

higher and nobler aim, and give benefits that are far more lasting
than the fleeting pleasures of college days. The highest aim of a

fraternity is to develop men of strong character, united by common

ties, bound by common interests, inspired by common ideals. To its

members a fraternity gives an added incentive to put forth their best

efforts in all that they undertake, to develop their talents and abilities,

to strive ever for the better name and greater glory of the organiza
tion. In its influence for efficient and honest effort to excel, a

fraternity is of inestimable benefit to its members. Many men at Cor

nell have been led to interest themselves in university activities, to

strive for athletic teams, to win honors in scholarship, to make the

most of every opportunity, by the desire to gain honors for the fra

ternity. These men often owe to the fraternity as much for the

results of their work, as to any other influence.

But in serving the fraternity, and making its demands para

mount lies too often an easy road to injustice to others. In seeking

honors for the fraternity other interests are neglected, other men

are disregarded, and in living solely for the one group, men lose

sight of other considerations. One of the causes of the present dis

content at Cornell is the fact that too often men are measured not

by real worth and merit but by what they have done for a fraternity

or what they can do. Fraternity men seek to monopolize opportun

ities for honors and positions, making competition merely a rivalry

between fraternity men rather than a fair and free strife open to

all and decided by the survival of the fittest. The seeking of honors

and building up of men for the credit of a fraternity is commendable

so long as no injustice is done to others, so long as men outside are

respected and their rights regarded.

Present conditions will be greatly remedied if no effort is made

to keep non-fraternity men from winning distinction, but if fra

ternity men seek for honors side by side with non-fraternity men,
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keeping in mind that they are in a very true sense brothers in the

University, and sons of Alma Mater.
—

I9°S-

THE TEST COMES IN AFTER YEARS

Throughout the discussion of the fraternity system, so far as I

have observed it, the idea has seemed to be dominant that the in

fluence of the fraternity upon the university is an immediate one,

definable directly and entirely by the institutions and sentiments it

fosters during college days. This idea seems to prevail equally

among the critics and supporters of the fraternity. The fact that the

after life of the men it has helped to mold is the ultimate and only

real test of any institution of undergraduate life, both as regards the

individual and his Alma Mater, has been almost entirely ignored.

To emphasize this point let me quote the words of President Roose

velt,* which I trust may not be thought entirely foreign to the

present discussion :

"That college graduate is but a poor creature who does not feel

when he has left college that he has received something for which

he owes a return. What he thus owes he can as a rule pay only by
the way he bears himself throughout life. It is but occasionally that

a college graduate can do much outright for his Alma Mater; he

can best repay her by living a life that will reflect credit upon her,

by so carrying himself as a citizen that men shall see that the years

spent in training him have not been wasted.

"The educated man is entitled to no special privilege, save the

inestimable privilege of trying to show that his education enables

him to take the lead in striving to guide his fellows aright in the

difficult task which is set to us of the twentieth century. The prob
lems before us today are very complex and are widely different from

those which the men of Washington's generation had to face; but
we can overcome them surely, and we can overcome them only, if we

approach them in the spirit which Washington and Washington's
great supporters brought to bear upon the problems of the day—the

spirit of sanity and of courage, the spirit which combines hard com

mon sense with the loftiest idealism."

*From his speech at the University of Pennsylvania, Feb. 22, 1905.
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TO WILLIAM MORRIS

Brave, gifted man! who from a heart that loved

The poor, the weak, the crushed in Life's cruel fight,

Didst dare to stand for what thou deemedst right

And strike at tyrant power with hand ungloved !

What though it turn to thee a face unmoved,

And, waving arm, doomed to oblivion's night

The whole fair throng of hopes and fancies bright

That Truth's own touch-stone some day will have proved?

In that far noon when, girt in armor rare

The "brotherhood of man" shall spring full-born

From heav'n to earth, to wrest from palsied hands

A power misused, what need thou reck or care

A laureate's lost crown, a pedant's scorn,

Thou, that hast needed a torn world's demands -
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A JEWEL OF THE INCAS

"—And tell him I—tell him, my child, I forgive him. Tell him

I know, yes, that I knew ; tell him I knew he would go ; he did his

best, my child,—you are his child too,
—he was powerless, he could

not help it ; but, oh, my son, it was hard, it was hard ; I bore it for

your sake, I have lived for you, my son, yet soon you will be gone

from me too. Promise me, child, promise me you will tell him I

know and I forgive."

The pale mistiness of a tropical twilight lent its shadowy mys

tery to a strange scene. In the corner of a little chamber where its

light least penetrated a woman lay dying, and kneeling beside her on

the floor a child was beginning to learn the sorrow that is life.

Fever and unhappiness had combined to take the smoothness from

her dark cheeks, but even now, with body and spirit in the agony

of death, she was still beautiful. And as she lay, her head resting

upon a hand half hidden in the jet masses of her hair, her eyes

straining with supplication and dread, her face was reflected in the

tawny features of the child whose dark, dreamy eyes grew large
with fear and wonder as she spoke. The child lisped the words, and

his clenched fists showed that they were searing themselves into his

memory. Then as the woman fell back upon the pillow and turned

her face away, great scalding tears filled his eyes and his little frame

shook with choking sobs.

There was greater calmness in her tone when she spoke again.
"But let me tell you of him. He is big and broad," she spread out

her hands weakly, "and he is fair ; his eyes are blue, child, like the

sky, and his hair is that of the alpaca, and his cheeks are rosy like

the clouds when the great Sun-God has sunk to rest behind the

mountains. You will find him, child ; you will go into^ the lands of

the North where the people are all fair like him, but you will find

him: it is so decreed. Until then you will not know yourself, nor
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your mother, nor your father; I need not tell you, for you could

not understand, but when you are grown into manhood you may re

call some of your dying mother's words. I will tell you a little:

you will be taken care of when I am gone, and bye and bye you

will go across the great sea ; you will travel in foreign countries and

people will wonder at the things you do, even as the Indians have

marvelled at your mother's prophecies. You will learn to read the

signs of the heavens and you will know the lives of those whom you

meet, and—
"

the woman's breath was coming convulsively, her

face was flushing with excitement, her eyes peering into the gath

ering darkness seemed to be reading from its depths the pages of

the future,—"and you will meet him, your father,
—he will wear a

ring, it is of gold, gold set with the sacred ruby from the Sun-face in

the Coricancha, the image of the great Sun-God in the heavens—

and he will give it to you, and then, then you will know, and he—

it is for him I weep, my son,
—tell him I forgive him—no, no, there

is nothing to forgive—I loved him, even as I love you now. Kiss me,

child—
"

the boy raised his frightened, brown face to his mother's,
—"and wear this always ;" she unclasped from her throat a curious

gold chain in which a solitary emerald gleamed, and placed it about

his neck," it is the badge of noble blood—the amulet of an

Inca's bride."

When the child lifted his head from the cold form of his mother

the shadows were gone; the smiling face of the great Sun-God

greeted him above the crystal mountains.

"Pshaw, man, there's nothing in it; for heaven's sake don't let

the silly prattle of that miserable African weigh on your mind.

Come, cheer up, look at this view."

From a seat a hundred feet above the scurrying crowds that,

seen from above looked like pygmies, the speaker, an intelligent

looking, well dressed man somewhat past middle age cast his eyes

over a magnificent sight. Almost directly above him rose the towers

and minarets of an Oriental village and he could hear faintly the din

of the narrow streets in which the sombre garb of the European was
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indiscriminately mixed with the bright colors of the natives ;

beyond these rose a fairyland of great white buildings gleaming in

the sunlight; broad courts surrounded them, and threading here

and there, through green trees and beneath arched bridges, were

canals and lagoons of still, blue water. Past all these lay the white-

capped surface of a vast lake, merging finally into the deep blue of

the sky. Letting his gaze rove in another direction he saw dull,

brown prairies lose themselves in a maze of indistinctness, and in

still another a great sea of buildings, growing dimmer and darker

with distance, at length fading from sight beneath a black canopy

of smoke. It was the poesy of the East and the prose of the West

placed one within the other. But while he was contemplating with

keen pleasure the beauty of the scene, his companion sat with head

bowed, in gloomy meditation.

When at length he spoke it was in a troubled tone. "Hasbrouck,

you think I am a fool on this subject, and I cannot blame you in the

least ; indeed I wish I could make myself believe likewise. Yet I

think I can change your opinion, even to the point of justifying my

apparent weakness." He paused, and his eye wandered to where, far

below, lay the bit of Orient transplanted into the heart of Western

civilization. "I know how you felt when you stepped into the open

air again after listening to the strange words of that gypsy queen

or prophetess ; your mind for the moment was in the land of mys

tery, you were under the spell of your surroundings, you forgot
yourself and the age in which you were living; but it was new to

you, and when you saw the bright sun again, these crowds of people
whose thoughts are only on the matter-of-fact present, you sud

denly resumed your rightful place among them, and, after a brief

moment when you were oppressed by some vague sense of uncan-

niness, the very incongruity of the impression caused it to be quick
ly overshadowed by the mere commonness of the present reality.
Then you laughed at yourself for the folly of having for even an

instant fallen under the spell of this bizarre mysticism. And it is

only in this that we differ : I cannot shake off these influences, and

because I cannot you brand me a fool."
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Hasbrouck smiled. "You certainly have described my feelings
with remarkable accuracy, yet I can hardly agree with your ex

planation. It is not the incongruity but the hypocrisy of these things
that makes them fail to influence me." Then more jocosely: "Really,

Henry, had I dreamed you would take it so seriously I would never

have induced you to have your fortune told."

"You did not induce me ; I could not help it—I had to."

"You had to !" Llasbrouck was becoming mystified.

"Yes, I had to ; and if you care to listen to a rather long story

and one that may indicate to you a disordered brain, I will under

take to tell you why. What I shall say has until now been a zealous

ly guarded secret with me, but I feel that I owe it to myself, if not

to you, to share with you my knowledge, if such it may be called.

I shall only ask you to reserve your judgment until I am through."

The other nodding his assent he continued. "You know I was

born in India, that land of occultism and mystery, and the years I

spent in its peculiar religious atmosphere were possibly a foundation

for my present mental condition. It seems that at my birth my

horoscope was taken by a native priest, a man widely famed for his

wisdom, with whom my father had come into almost intimate con

tact while stationed on the frontier. Of course I knew nothing of

this until I had gained some years, and then what I heard had no

other effect on me than to make me mildly curious. He forecast

among other things that I would on reaching manhood go to the

lands of my forefathers, meaning of course, England, and thence I

would travel in various wild lands, delving into the mysteries of the

earth and gaining wealth and position. Commonplace enough this

all seems, I admit. It was perfectly natural that my father should

send me back to England to school, no less so that I should travel

afterward, having inherited the means and the inclination; and as

for delving into the mysteries of the earth and gaining wealth and

position, they are at best only general statements, yet if there is

anything in it at all, my profession of mining engineer has shown

the meaning of the former to have been more specific. But this

was not all. I was to be attacked by an illness that would bring me
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near to the grave and later my life would be saved by the face of a

beautiful woman—you see I was promised plenty of excitement.

This was all I happened to learn of the prophecy, but it was quite

enough in view of what afterward transpired.

"While on one of my first commissions in Africa I was attack

ed by malarial fever to which I nearly succumbed, and not long

afterward while on a rather precarious expedition I was captured

by savages and condemned to die, my life being spared by what

seems nothing less than a miracle to me. I carried in my pocket a

picture of the charming danseuse, Mile. C. ,who, you may recall,

was the talk of all Europe a quarter of a century ago; and her

ravishing beauty made such an impression on the chief that he

not only released me but actually treated me with honor.

"These events, strange as they were and still more strangely

foretold, did not fail to arouse my interest, causing me even to look

forward expectantly to what was to happen next. Well, it came soon

enough. I was sent by a group of London capitalists to spend a

couple of years in Peru looking into mining conditions there, and

in the course of my investigations I came into contact with one of

the most beautiful women it had—or has—ever been my lot to meet.

The circumstances attending our early acquaintance it is unneces

sary to state, enough to say that I immediately fell head over heels

in love with her—I was only twenty-five then—and proceeded to

woo her in the rather ardent fashion that the situation permitted.
And strangely enough the girl seemed to view my coming and love

making as a matter of course, indeed returning all my lavish affec

tion ; and the result was that we were married, a rather simple native

ceremony being performed.

"No ! wait until the end," he interposed quickly, as Hasbrouck's

growing astonishment started to frame itself into words, "You

promised to defer your opinions."

"From this time followed what I may safely call the happiest
period of my life ; my very existence was wrapped around that girl,
—I might better call her woman—she was both. Her beauty was a

source of constant delight and wonderment to me. She was a Cas-
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tilian type, yet possessing the dreaminess of the women of the East,
and her figure combined with the lithe grace of the native the lux

urious bloom of the Orient; in short, she was one of those wild

children of Nature upon whom that beneficent mother seems often

to lavish her choicest bounties. What her ancestry was I did not

seek to learn—if not noble she was not to blame for it—but inci

dentally I happened to know that though having Spanish blood in

her veins she was held in great reverence by the natives, in fact

seemed to occupy a high, isolated position. But her attractiveness

to me was something far deeper than the mere physical; there

seemed to be a charm more subtle that enthralled me ; there was an

undefinable something about her that quickened in me a love that

was almost sympathy. She seemed happy—in harmony with Nature,

the song of the mountain torrent and the carol of a sunbeam were

alike sweetest music to her, but behind all else there lay in her eyes

an expression of dumb, sad submission, as if the voice of an un

kind fate had whispered in her ear.

"And an unkind fate it must have been, for it was not long
until I was informed of the sudden death of my father, which made

it imperative for me to return to England to take possession of the

estate : and now I have come to a part of my story which it hurts

me to tell you. From the moment I learned that I must return to

England I began to devise some way of doing so without taking my

fair inamorata ; an uncontrollable impulse to leave her possessed

me, and in my own justification I began to conjure up all sorts of

things which would tend to excuse my act of faithlessness. I per

suaded myself that I was bound by no marriage ties, inasmuch as no

Christian ceremony had been performed and the girl was a heathen,

as we know the word. What god or gods she worshipped I do not

know, unless it was the Sun-God of the ancient Peruvians, but who

ever they were they were good gods, for her creed seemed only to

be good and kind ; and if one is such, what matters it in whom he

peronsifies the virtues? I will not weary you, however, with all the

fantastic imaginings with which my frailty sought to fortify it

self ; enough that they were numerous.
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"It took some time for me to wind up my affairs, which I

did as quietly as possible, but at last the day came, when, as I had

told her, it would be necessary for me to go to a seacoast town for a

fortnight. I shall never forget that parting: to this day I can feel

that agony of those few moments. It was a struggle of love, of

duty, of honor, on the one hand, against what ?
—against an irrestist-

ible impulse, yes, against destiny. As I held her in my arms for the

last time I tried not to act strangely, but at the thought that I was

leaving her forever, all my blind, passionate love for her suddenly
asserted itself and I kissed her again and again, madly, despairingly.
She pushed men gently away and I saw in her eyes a look, not of

surprise but of compasion, as if she read in my face the anguish
that was consuming my heart. Then she did a strange thing: from

a chain which lay about her throat she unclasped a heavy gold ring
set with a ruby that seemed to glow like living fire when the sun

light fell upon it, and slipping it on my finger said : "Wear it—

always ; it will guard you." And before I was able to speak she had

turned away and with a gesture bid me go. When I turned to take

a last look at the place I was leaving forever, she was standing
motionless as a statue, her hands extended toward the great red

setting sun.

"Several months later, after I had become comfortably estab

lished in my estate, albeit overwhelmed with repentance and re

morse for what I had done, I came accidentally into the possession
of knowledge which strongly influenced, perhaps has even blighted
the remainder of my life. Among some of my father's private papers
I discovered an unimposing document bearing on the outside no

title, yet which proved to be the forecast of my life, concerning all

I knew of which I told you a few moments ago. Naturally curious

to read it, though of course putting little credence in any pretense
of divination, I went over it rather sceptically until I reached a

passage which stunned me with its significance. Stripped of its

metaphors (none of which, however, had any tendency toward

ambiguity), it bluntly stated that I would, while still a young man,

go into a tropical land where I would marry a beautiful maiden of
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noble lineage, whose 'loveliness is that of the sunbeam' and whose

'heart is like the cloudless sky;' and that when a summons came I

would leave her forever—I cannot say 'desert her,' for, Hasbrouck,

as God is my witness, I love her to this day.

"You can imagine the tremendous effect these words had upon

me, I immediately seized upon them not only as an explanation of

my unnatural action, but as exculpation for it, yet at the same time

there was awakened in me a morbid desire to probe to the bottom

the mysteries of which they were such tangible evidence. This

preternatural element so suddenly infused into my life had the effect

of transforming my really indolent apathy regarding spiritual mat

ters into a zeal that bordered on fanaticism ; but the result has been

that now, after years of thought and investigation, I find myself still

peering into impenetrable darkness. Naturally very conservative I

set out to prove that I was the victim of coincidences, despite the

fact that the opposite view was an only mitigation for the bitter re

morse which I suffered ; but always there was something to baffle

me, something that seemed to be just beyond my reach, yet which

was always drawing me on, until the sickening sense of my own

impotency has made me feel ready to yield to the inevitable and to

grant that there is a higher will against which it is useless to strug

gle. You do not know, nay, you cannot even imagine what it means

to feel that you are being governed by an irresistible force, sug

gesting, prompting, compelling, becoming more insistent as you at

tempt to contend against it, yet with an influence so subtle that not

knowing its existence you do not realize that it does exist. Like an

unseen hand it has led me whither I would or no, it has taken me

into all corners of the globe, it has impelled me to delve into the

mysticism of every land in an unquenchable thirst for knowledge

for which it cannot be other than hopeless to seek. You know what

my life has been, yet not knowing with unswerving conformity it

has followed the words of that prophecy, you cannot have conceived

the finality embodied in the strange forecast to which we have just

listened.

"You noticed how the woman's eyes flashed as she saw this
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ring? And what did she say?— 'You are of the chosen ones,' point

ing to this jewel." Creighton's eyes rested thoughtfully on the ruby
which was glowing from his finger with the richness of red wine,

then he continued with almost fierce animation. "It will come to

pass, Hasbrouck ; it will come to pass as sure as night follows day ;

that woman did not speak at random. Did you notice how she paus

ed as if reluctant to say more? I told her to go on
—I would to

heaven I had not. You recall her words— 'Fate is not unkind to

you
—

you have yet a few years until your child shall find you. He

will search for you over all the earth, and he will bear a message

to you from the one who loved you, and when the setting' sun be

hind you gleams in your face he will find you ; but in that moment

the light will fade from your eyes and his voice will be that of a

stranger to you' My God, Hasbrouck, those are deep words. What

is their import ? 'My child,'—what child ?—I am not a father. 'When

the setting sun behind me gleams in my face,'—what riddle is it?

There were almost the same words in the other prophecy, and their

mystery is unfathomable. But time will tell; as it is written so it

shall come to pass."

Overwhelmed with emotion the man buried his face in his

hands and wept. His companion, deeply moved by the remarkable

story he had heard, even stunned by some of its disclosures, sat

with fixed eyes, seeing nothing.

A slight jar brought them to their senses; they started like per
sons suddenly awakened from a strange dream, and rising, stepped
out into the midst of the dense, ever changing stream of humanity
that thronged the famous Midway Plaisance.

***********

The month of August in the year 1900 will be remembered

along the Great Lakes as a season of delightful alternations of show
er and sunshine in which Nature did not go to the usual extremes

that mark her summer caprice in this latitude, as a result of which

the numerous northern resorts and watering places were filled to

overflowing, and in those especially where opportunity was given
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the visitor for study as well as recreation great interest and en

thusiasm were manifested.

It was at one of the best known and most popular of these

miniature Meccas that on a beautiful Friday afternoon toward the

latter part of the month Henry Creighton found himself contemplat

ing a most charming scene with a feeling of indefinable yet quite
actual uneasiness. He had aged considerably in the last few years ;

indeed his figure was still erect, but his colorless wrinkling skin

and snow white hair spoke eloquently of the burden he had borne.

Since listening to the fatal and mystifying words of the Egyptian

prophetess he had been waiting, almost longing for the hour when

the strange adventure which might be called his life should be

ended; and as the years had passed he had felt the moment ap

proaching nearer and nearer, he had been conscious that the meshes

of fate were drawing closer about him, surely, relentlessly, until

today they seemed to be twining around his throat,—the very air

seemed tremulous with foreboding.

Throwing away the unlighted cigar which he had been nerv

ously chewing, he descended from the hotel veranda and joined the

procession which was moving slowly in chatting grops of twos and

threes toward the large open-air auditorium where at half past four

Mr. Clifford Wyvell, the celebrated English psychologist, was to

give an exhibition.

Uncommon interest attached to Mr. Wyvell's appearance on

this occasion, partly because he had not been heard here before,

largely by reason of the wonderful psychological feats he per

formed, but principally, beyond doubt, on account of the remark

able romance attached to his life. While it was in no sense an ad

vertisement, for Mr. Wyvell had no need of stooping to that, a few

remarks on this subject generally accompanied an announcement

of his appearance. He was said to have been discovered as an or

phan by a Mr. and Mrs. Wyvell, English missionaries in South

America, who had adopted him and brought him up in England.

They had never been able to find the slightest clue to his lineage,

other than what little he could describe his mother, who had told
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him on her deathbed that he would meet his father in a foreign land :

and it was largely in hope of doing so that he was traveling so ex

tensively. Curiously enough, however, Henry Cleighton had heard

nothing of this, but as was his daily habit had not failed to attend

the afternoon entertainment.

When the lecturer stepped upon the platform a few moments

late, the lively hum of conversation instantly ceased as the audience

beheld a dark, slightly-built, nervous young man of perhaps thirty

years gravely bowing to them ; then their pent-up enthusiasm burst

into a thunder of applause. Speaking nervously, yet easily, the psy

chologist introduced his subject in a few graceful words, explain

ing what he would attempt to do, namely to describe such persons

scenes and incidents as would be suggested to his mind through

holding in his finger tips articles preferably jewelry, taken from

among his hearers.

A number of articles were proffered, and for half an hour the

hundreds who filled the hall were held in close attention as he des

cribed with marvelous fidelity in most cases, though at times only

vaguely and indefinitely, as he had said he should probably do, ow

ing to the fact that his powers were at best scarcely beginning to

be developed, characters, places and events concerning even whose

existence he had no previous knowledge, in one case offering furth

er assistance in finding a long lost son to a mother whose tears at

tested the genuineness of his performance. Many were moved to

tears by this little incident and a murmur of applause swept through
the hall when the psychologist himself was seen to be deeply af

fected. From this moment he had the sympathy of his entire audi

ence, which now bestowed its closest attention upon him. When he

took from an attendant another article, a ring, there was intent si

lence. He was seen to start as his eyes fell upon it; then, taking it

in his finger tips, his arm extended in front of and slightly above his

head, he closed his eyes and stood for a few moments motionless.

Soon he began to speak in a broken monotone, oblivious to every

thing save the impressions that were flooding his mind.

"I see a magnificent chamber of white marble; it is dazzling
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in its splendor; through an opening in its walls the sun darts fiery
shafts upon its golden cornices ;it is filled with the glitter of pol
ished metals; I see the sparkle of diamonds, the flash of emeralds,.

the rich lustre of rubies ; there is a great face on the wall, the face

of an idol; the sun shines full upon it, it is radiant with light, its

countless gems reflect in dazzling colors the brilliancy of the sun.

I see black robed priests—I see—there is confusion, and tumult—

now darkness. Time seems to be passing; I am oppressed with a

sense of inky blackness, of interminable stillness, of awful solitude;

there are damp, cold stones—of a vault, perhaps,—they speak of

death. No! there is light, the radiancy of life. I see a beautiful

warm upland luxuriant with bright flowers and vegetation—they

seem to be of the tropics
—there are great white-crowned mountains

in the distance—
"

Suddenly his body was seen to recoil as if from an invisible

blow ; at the same instant he placed his left hand to his temples and

took a sharply indrawn breath ; then in rapid, inspired tones he went

on :"I see a beautiful young woman with fathomless eyes, dark, sad,

yearning, like the depths of a starry sky; her hair is silken in its

lustre—it is black as the shadows of a chasm; her face is that of

the Madonna. She is alone—no, there comes another, a young man.

He is broad shouldered and strong, he has the blue eyes of the

Anglo-Saxon. They love one another, they are happy, life is like a

cloudless day to them—but the shadow of night is approaching.

They are parted, he is going out of her life forever—I see her

kneeling on the earth, pitiful, desolate, her face lightd by the red

glow of the setting sun."

He stopped, and almost simultaneously a shaft of light shot

beneath the low roof of the open building and illumined his features,

it shimmered on his black hair, it glowed from his olive skin, it

gleamed from between his parted lips, it transfigured his face.

The vast audience was spellbound, a sea of white, eager faces were

strained toward him, seeing nothing save the transcendent radiance

of his features. The silence was ominous in its intensity.
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Suddenly it was broken ; from somewhere in the rear a hoarse,

fearful whisper quivered in the air : "See ! the light ! the light !"

A few turned to see a white haired old man standing in the aisle

and pointing a shaking finger toward the stage. Yes, there was a

light
—first a flash, then a ruddy flare, it grew into a roseate glow,

it reddened, it became a tiny ball of crimson fire, glittering, flam

ing, flashing, scintillating, a reflection of the huge, fiery orb gleam

ing full upon it from the western horizon.

"My mother!—My—father I—At last!" It was another voice,

a voice thrilling in the intensity of its emotion. There was a streak

of red light as the hand of the speaker fell to his side ; he opened
his eyes

—

they were filled with tears. Then a weird, wild laugh
broke the tense stillness. An old man was tottering toward him

muttering incoherent phrases :—"My child—her child—ha, ha—I

saw it—the light faded—it was the setting sun—ha, ha, I knew."

The prophecy had been fulfilled, and even as it said, from the eyes

of Henry Creighton the light had faded. —T. E. H.
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The Era takes pleasure in announcing the election of Messrs.

Frederic Halleck Peters, '06, George Gleason Bogert, '06, and

George Leal Genung, '05, as members of the Board. Mr. Bogert
will take the place of Mr. J. C. Tracy, resigned, as assistant bus

iness manager.
* * * *

We wish to call attention to the fact that there are several

places to be filled before the end of the year from among the junior

and succeeding classes, and the chances for making the board are

unusually good. Elections are made on the basis of work done and

ability displayed, and are made as soon as a competitor has given

evidence of what he can do. We would therefore, impress upon

candidates the desirability of submitting as much work as they can

and at the earliest possible date. The competition is open to all un

dergraduates in the University. Further information and sugges

tions may be obtained from W. W. Gail, at 420 Eddy, in regard to

the competition in both the literary and business departments.
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The Varsity basketball five is playing in hard luck, but the men

have the right spirit, and we venture the prediction that long before

the close of the intercollegiate season, the team will make a showing
of which the university will be proud.

* * * *

Whether Cornell will be as phenomenally successful in debating
this year as last cannot yet be predicted, but certainly debating is

coming to occupy a much more prominent and respected place in

University activities. That added prestige should pave the way

for greater successes, inasmuch as the new regime means more and

better material competing for teams, and the stronger the com

petition, the better the work done and the stronger the teams picked.

* * * #

The baseball outlook is good, and for that favorable prospect

every undergraduate is genuinely grateful. In many respects, Cor

nell's recent record on the diamond has been the most irritating tally

that we have had to keep. Coach Warner seems to have started the

preliminary practice with the right spirit, and the complete con

fidence of the men. As the material available is better than he had

at the outset in football, results may reasonably be hoped for. Some

interesting comparisons may be afforded this year by the fact that

Hugh Jennings, '04, now of the Baltimore bar, is under contract to

coach the Princeton Tigers, Cornell's principal rival.

* * * *

Undoubtedly the most significant event connected with the grad
ual reorganization

—or better, perhaps, organization of the College of

Arts and Sciences, which has been in progress for two or three

years past, is the recently announced supplementation of the require
ments for the A. B. degree. The change will undoubtedly meet with

no little opposition, as every innovation does, from hasty and unin

formed critics ; indeed, an unfortunate example has already been

shown by the recent editorial in the Daily Sun which, ignoring the

mature and deliberate consideration which the plan received before

final adoption, attributes to it shortcomings which it neither poss

esses nor can be reasonably expected to develop-
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Substantially the only change is that eight terms of residence are

required for graduation, the number of hours required remaining the

same. A student entering from a fitting school will not be credited

with more than one term of residence, while work in two summer

sessions aggregating twelve hours is to be required for a term's

credit. The other requirements and conditions named are in essence

no different from those which now prevail.

As to the disadvantages of the plan, The Daily Sun asks if Cor

nell can afford the decrease in Arts which is certain to follow the

adoption of so stringent a rule ? Now we might ask in reply : Does

Harvard suffer because her entrance requirements are high? If it

is going to result in better individual work and in greater value at

taching to the A. B. degree, most certainly we can afford any

temporary decrease which might ensue. But such a result is hardly

probable ; in the opinion of the Era the change will probably be in a

contrary direction. A few might indeed be tempted to go to other

institutions where by putting in three years at high pressure they

could obtain a degree, but of how much greater moment is it to the

University that the degree it gives is a guarantee of four years of

consistent effort? Under the new rule, however, a student by taking

two summer sessions may graduate in three years, which is a more

desirable method than that of inordinate cramming for hours.

The Sun calls attention to the arbitrariness of the rule that

credit should not be given for attendance at a single summer. But

no such rule exists—full credit in hours for single summer sessions

will be granted, just as now, the only difference being that no credit

will be given in terms. Finally, the criticism is made by inference

that the new rules will tend to force all students down to the same

level of achievement, but we fail to see the force of the argument.

The plan is aimed at the opposite effort. The mediocre student at

tempting to get through in a given time will no longer be actuated

by a mad desire to get "hours," his way will be more leisurely and

withal more profitable. The ambitious and capable student will

likewise be freed from this same bogie and will pursue his work with

a higher end in view. The point is subtle, yet it may confidently
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hoped that the change will mean an increase of interest as the motive

for effort, and a growing emphasis upon education as a thing of cul

ture and utility rather than study as a necessary evil in the way of

120 hours and a sheepskin. Whether any such benefits will accrue

may perhaps be doubted, but in view of the standing of those who

formulated and adopted the new requirements, one is entirely unwar

ranted in condemning it almost offhand as a step backward. But

in this connection we would ask: Now that it will have no effect

upon the length of his course why should not the exceptionally cap

able student be permitted to take more than eighteen hours if he

wishes? Indeed, granting that the theory on which the change has

been made is correct, why should not this limitation be entirely re

moved ?
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REPENTANCE

Take thou this rose I lay upon thy breast,

Perchance its fragrance may invade thy rest

And through Lethean leagues of Death go speeding
On balmy quest, that it may cling to thee,

Mute messenger for thy forgiveness pleading—

Oh God ! the wrong which I have done thee !

Thou didst love roses blossomed in the wind

As once thou didst love me before I sinned,

Perchance this wayside flower laid on the altar

Of thy discarded beauty, may implore

More eloquently than these lips which falter

O'er words they should have said long years before.

I wonder if thou wilt with soft caress

This blossom's soul to thy soul's bosom press

All smiling—or wilt sadly say, "Twere fitter

That he should suffer yet a little," while with slow

Grave gesture thou dost cast it down. How bitter

The thought that I may never living know. —F. H. P., 'o6.
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III.

Block Week. A room littered with books and notes. A green-

shaded lamp. A pot half full of cold, excruciatingly bitter coffee.

A wet towel with grisly hedges of hair outlining its folds. A book

and some thin strips of paper covered with cabalistic characters.

An exam in a course known to the "wise" as a good thing to

keep away from, a paper fully up to the expectations of the vic

tims.

The "prof" shook his head in bewilderment, and the occasional

futility of exams as a test of knowledge was borne in upon him as

he helplessly recorded 90 to the credit of the stupidest and most

careless man in the class—John Helm.

IV.

The "Red Room" in Sage—that spot whose roseate glow re

flected from the warm tints of wall and sofa, is much beloved by
the youth Cornellian. Mildred and Jack, secure by the unwritten

law that has consecrated the Red Room to the exclusive use of those

fortunate enough to get there first, were having their first long talk

since Junior Week. As college youth are wont, at that season, they

compared marks, and discussed the standings of their friends in

the large, impersonal tone that a comfortable feeling of being se

curely registered, gives.

"How lovely, Jack, for you to get 90 in that awful course. I'm

as proud as anything of you."

"Jiminy, but it was a close squeak. If I hadn't been well pre

pared I wouldn't have landed a condition even. Lucky old Mummy
doesn't believe in proctors, or there wouldn't a fellow pull through."

"I'm so glad you were well prepared, Jack, but of course you

woud be."

"Well I guess ! Say, Jim 'n me evolved the slickest schema yet
this year. I don't believe Mummy would have known what they
were if he'd found one. Regular shorthand to him, but plain as day
to us. All his plaguy little catches put up ready to be fired back
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on demand. I gave him a regular hash of all his previous conver

sation ! See. Ain't they cute ? If only one could know all the dodges
when one's a frosh, what a lot of time one could save."

Mildred's eyes opened wide with horror as Jack drew from :his

pocket some bits of paper, and carefully explained the "system"

upon which they were concocted. At a pause in the flow of his ex

planation, she managed to gasp out:

"Jack, what do you mean by them?"

Her lover grinned cheerfully. "A pass, I guess, Milly. That's

what most of us poor duffers mean by them. All the boys have

them in some shape or other, but the grads, and one or two heavy

grinds like Falk. We'd all bust up without them, sure."

Mildred's lips trembled, then tightened in a thin resolute line.

Her brain whirled confusedly at the terrible warfare within. Hon

or, truth, were at war with love, and the struggle must be to the

death. Her love for Jack, this new-found joy that meant so much

to her, had seemed to be the rounding out, the completion of the

scheme o-f existence, according to her philosophy, this was pitted

in mortal combat against every principle of her life. All she had

ever counted sacred and vital in life rose up against her lover's sin.

"A cheat, a liar—lack I" The words burned into her brain. She

spoke thickly, hardly would her lips obey the mandate of her will

to utter them.

"Jack—they are cribs."

"Why yes, I suppose so." Jack wriggled a bit.

"Isn't cribbing wrong, Jack?"

"Oh maybe, sometimes. I don't pretend to go into the philoso

phy of the thing. It's all right in Mummy's case, anyway. He makes

his exams so beastly hard you have to; and then he won't have a

proctor around
—it's a regular invitation to crib."

"Jack, it isn't square, it isn't honorable to do such things. I

wish, oh I wish you hadn't done it."
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"Sorry, Milly, but I'd never have passed if I hadn't, and I need

every hour' I can get. Don't feel hurt over it. It's all right, you

know. Every one, even the prof, knows about it."

"But if they caught you, they'd punish you, wouldn't they?"

"Whatever is up, Milly? I s'pose they would."

"You'd lose your degree."

"Yes, but they won't find it out. Don't worry, sweetheart.

Come, let's talk about something pleasanter. Hackett's coming next

week, and I've two dandy seats. He plays
—

"

"Jack!"

It was almost a cry, so sharp, so agonized was the voice that

interrupted him. Fie stared at his betrothed in frank astonishment.

"Jack, you've done a dishonest thing."

"Mildred! Why dear little girl, it isn't so serious. 'Tisn't a

question of honor at all, sweetheart."

"Can't you see it? Oh, its wrong, its wicked. You'd have your

degree under false pretenses."

Jack winced. "Say, Milly, I'm no worse than the other fellows.

They all do it. Don't come down so hard. I'm no worse than any of

them."

"Nor any better, Jack, I'm afraid you'll—have to—take—this—

back."

There was a lump in her throat, as she spoke, but she pulled

off her engagement ring bravely, and gave it to him. She stood up,

very white and haggard. Suddenly she stopped, put her hands on

his shoulders and kissed him. "Goodbye—Jack—goodbye."

She went out unsteadily, and sought the near refuge of the

south stairs, whence she crept to her room. Hour after hour, tear

less, silent, she lay on her bed, unheeding the frightened appeals of

her roommate. By morning she regained her self-control. Though

the sun would not shine again, though she walked through a valley

of flaming fire, yet
—life must be lived—somehow. A. H.
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MAXIMS

From the French of La Rochefoucauld.

I. What we consider our virtues is often only the resultant

of different activities and interests which chance or our vocation

may produce; and it is not always by reason of bravery and virtue

that men are brave and women pure.

25. It requires greater qualities to endure good fortune than

bad.

29. The evil which we do does not bring us as much persecu

tion and hatred as do our good qualities.

31. If we didn't have any faults of our own we would not

take so much pleasure in pointing them out in others.

44. Strength and weakness of mind are misnomers; they are

only the condition of the bodily organs.

67. Good grace is to the body what good taste is to the mind.

69. If there is a love pure and free from mixture with our

other passions, it is that which is hidden in the depths of the heart

and which we do not know.

78. Love of justice is, in most men, only the fear of suffering

injustice.

83. What men have called friendship is only a social relation,

a reciprocity of interests, an exchange of courtesies; it is, finally

only a business alliance in which self love is always seeking to gain

something.

93. Old men like to give good advice in order to console

themselves for not being able to set a bad example.

102. The mind is always the dupe of the heart.

no. Nothing is so freely given as advice.
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138. One prefers to speak ill of himself rather than not to

speak of himself at all.

149. The refusal of praises is a desire to be praised twice.

168. Hope, however deceiving, at least serves to bring us to

the end of life by a pleasant road.

216. Perfect courage is the doing without witnesses what one

could do with the public as a witness.

245. It is a sign of great cleverness to be able to conceal one's

cleverness.

271. Youth is a continual intoxication: it is the fever of reas

on.

327. We confess our little faults only to give the impression
that we have no great ones.

380. Good fortune makes our virtues and vices visible as light
makes objects visible in space.

409. Many times we would be ashamed of our good deeds if

the world saw what motives gave rise to them.

417. In love, the first to recover, always recovers best.

473. However rare is true love, it is not so rare as true friend

ship. F. B. C, '06.
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THE NATURE OF NAUGHTINESS

Dickie Parker came disconsolately across the veranda, dang

ling his best sail-boat carelessly in one chubby hand while he wiped
thte perspiration from his brow with a muddy handkerchief grasped

tightly in the other. He slid into an arm chair near the hammock

where his elder sister sat sewing, and rocked rapidly to and fro

with the nervous abandon of youth.
Sister regarded him inquiringly over her embroidery.

"Really, Richard," she remarked after a moment's cool scrut

iny, "you look sulky. What is the matter?"

The child gazed at her appealingly. I don't know," he replied

simply.

"If you don't know," advanced Sister glibly, "I'm sure I can't

help you."

Thereupon she resumed her work with composure character

istic of the Levite who "passed by on the other side," and left her

small brother to his problems.

As a matter of fact, Richard did know the cause of his trouble,

though it is extremely doubtful if he could have told. He had fallen

desperately in love with his sister's chum (a girl at least fifteen

years his senior), who had been visiting the family, and it was the

departure of that lady on an early train, which had—bluntly speak

ing—broken him all up. Under such disheartening circumstances

it was only natural that lonely boat-sailing in the pools of the neigh

boring brook should not be conducive to the forgetfulness of sor

row.

He moved fretfully out of the big rocker and retired to the

farthest corner of the veranda where he snivelled softly, his head

buried in the bosom of a large Vassar pillow. For several minutes

his sister stitched on regardlessly. Finally, however, she condescend

ed to rise from the hammock and approach him.
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"Richard," she proclaimed with calm dignity, "we have had

enough of this continual complaining. Do run off and find some

thing to do !"

The mourner lifted his dirty little visage in utter hopelessness.

"What can I do?" he asked.

Then meeting only a glance of supreme impatience, he rose

slowly up from his shrine of sorrow and dejectedly strolled around

the house.

On the kitchen door-step Richard meditated for a full ten min

utes. The best lady he had ever known had gone far away without

even waving him a good-bye from the car window. Nobody would

sail boat with him. Sister couldn't understand him. And to cap the

climax of woe, he was hungry.

There was no inviting silk sofa cushion on the back steps, and

even had there been, crying was no longer a fit expression for the

complex of Richard's emotions. Consequently he did not cry. More

over despair had embittered him.

At length, he left the steps and clambered desperately up to

the roof of the stable, where a painter was plying his brush in the

forenoon sun. Here he watched the work in sorrowful contented-

ness, from a dizzy vantage point near the weather-vane until a sud

den call rang up from below.

On the back walk shading her eyes anxiously in his direction,
stood his mother.

"Richard, you'll fall !" she moaned, "come down at once."

Richard edged comfortably against the weather-vane.

"Richard," again called his mother, "come down !"

Richard remained motionless.

"Richard!"—the voice had the unmistakable voice of finality.
"You must come down or your father will

"

At this point Richard came, consistently mopping up paint in
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his descent. Yet thus far the fires of rebellion and dissatisfaction

had been only smouldering.

Fifteen minutes later a forlorn being emerged stealthily from the

nursery and, carrying in his arms the sum total of all his most valued

worldly possessions, covertly repaired to the familiar brook. On the

wall at its brink he deposited his burden, and then began the fulfill

ment of the most reckless scheme of his life. This scheme can best

be described in the simple phrase—suicide by proxy.

The victim of circumstance gazed stoically at the ripples for

an appropriate interval, then picked up his beloved cloth dog and

dropped it into the water. In the same manner, he disposed of a

spangled elephant, a rabbit, and a much-cherished rubber goat.

Santa Claus, Janus-featured and benignantly unimpeachable, alone

remained.

The destruction of Santa Claus, however, was not to be ef

fected, for at this crisis Mrs. Parker's voice once more vibrated

shrilly from the piazza in accents of keen material solicitude:

"Richard, aren't you coming to lunch?"

Lunch I Oh the suggestiveness of the word! In spite of his ut

ter misery Richard was moved.

On nearing the house, still absently holding to his last charge,

he encountered his father who was coming up the walk ; and in

response to that gentleman's affable salutation, sheepishly raised

his eyes.

"Pa," presently reported Dickie with a rare combination of

reflection and forethought, "I'm 'fraid something is going to hap

pen when you see ma."

Mr. Parker paused in the act of mounting the steps and re

garded his offspring curiously.

Whereupon, Richard perceived the need of more adequate ex

planation, and, with the frankness of a small Washington, added

four words from the depths of his perturbed heart,—

"Things don't go right." G. W. G.
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THE ENCHANTED FORESTS

Loneliness is so sweet that oft I take

The moon-lit path between the glooming trees,

Deep thro' the wood wrapt in night's fantasies,

When only forest faeries are awake

Because the world is still. Then to forsake

My couch and find a recompense in these

Undreamed of dreams—how fresh the dewy breeze,

How soft and black the shadows round the lake.

But for a moment and the world is mine,

The forests and the sweep of silver mere—

I am a part of every mid-night thing,
Their kin. I stop and drink the anodyne

Of all the perfume of the hills and hear,

The while, far faery wings low winnowing.
T. S. /./04.
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AN INVOLUNTARY IMPERSONATION

"Just a word with you, my friend," said a sleek-looking, keen

eyed man who stood at the door of the cheap New York restaurant

where I had dined.

Now, it happened that I had just been reflecting that I should

like to have a word with anyone who would give me work and re

lieve my financial distress. I, therefore, gave a ready ear to this

sharp-visaged fellow in hopes that such might be his purpose. The

man was not entirely a stranger to me for I had often noticed him

at this same place before. Indeed we seemed to possess a natural

attraction for one another, for more than once I had caught him

staring at me and I must confess that I had been pleased by his

intelligent face.

"You must pardon me," he said, "but I inadvertently over

heard a portion of your conversation with the cashier to-day and

from it I gained that you are in search of work. I am looking for a

young man to do a little work for me. I like your looks and possibly

we can strike a bargain. I am the New York agent for Mr. Julius

Roland. He is at present in Paris with his family. His home is

New York, but of late he has spent much of his time abroad. Now,

Mr. Roland has asked me to send him several articles which are

of some importance to him, but of no particular value to anyone

else. I find that it will be impossible to send these things across the

ocean safely without an attendant. Mr. Roland especially desires

that his terrier, "Sky," of whom the children are very fond, be

well cared for on the voyage. The other things
—well, no matter—

the substance of it all is that I want a man who will see to the safe

transportation of these articles and the dog. Of course I should re

quire references. If you are satisfactorily recommended, I will give

you fifty dollars and pay your expenses both going and returning.

How does that suit you?"
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The tone of the speech was business-like. The proposition was

a strange one, I thought, yet for me desirable. The sharp eyes of

the man seemed to read my thoughts for he at once remarked,

"I see that you like the idea. I know that it is unusual. But this

world is full of strange things, and often we have to resort to un

usual methods to accomplish our ends."

It seemed to me that he almost chuckled as he uttered this last

remark.

"When could you call to make the necessary arrangements and

to show me your references?"

The man seemed to take it for granted that I had accepted, yet

I had not said a word. However, thinking there could be no harm

i: . investigating the plan further, I promised to call at nine next

morning.

I spent the rest of the day in gathering references. With the aid

of a few friends I got together three recommendations. Though

they were not particularly valuable, I hoped they would serve. And

they did. Mr. Lanford, as my employer called himself, accepted
them with scarcely a glance. It was then arranged that I should

start for Havre on the following Monday.

I must not fail to mention here an incident which I considered

at that time as merely perculiar, but for which I now understand

the reason. After all the arrangements for the voyage has been

completed, as I thought, Mr. Lanford added that he should be com

pelled to place one other condition upon me.

"The man whom you and I serve," said he, "is a man of pe

culiar ideas. I shall not attempt to explain his purposes. It is

enough to say that he has expressed in his orders the desire that

the person who performs this service for him shall have at least

one qualification, namely, that he shall wear a moustache. As I said,
I do not attempt to explain his purposes. Now, my dear young

man, it is very evident that, if you are to follow out Mr. Roland's

orders, which of course you must, some artificial means must be

resorted to. I therefore request that you make use of this excellent
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little device." So saying he handed me a remarkably real looking
false moustache which completely changed my appearance.

I was so thunderstruck by the absurdity of this order that I

found no words with which to protest. Furthermore I had no par

ticular objections to a moustache, false or real, if, by wearing it, I

could earn fifty dollars and obtain a trip to Europe. So I readily

consented.

On the following Monday afternoon I received from Mr. Lan

ford a return passage to Havre and fifty dollars. He laughingly
remarked that he might not be in the city when I returned so I

had best take the money now. The expression on Lanford's face as

he saw me off on the "Granada," I shall never forget. As I stepped

aboard he bade me good-bye with a look of great pleasure, almost

triumph, on his face. I mistook that expression then for a cordial

farewell. I now know that it meant more than that.

My voyage was uneventful. I made the acquaintance soon after

leaving port, of two gentlemen who claimed to be British physic
ians returning from a trip to America. These Englishmen became

apparently very fond of me and we spent much time together.

I remember one night as I was enjoying a stroll in the cool

sea air on deck, I passed two men bent close together at the rail

and in earnest conversation. I thought I recognized my British

friends. "It would be better to sieze him now," whispered one.

"Not at all," replied his companion. I attached no significance to

those words then. Little did I imagine what they presaged for me.

When at last we sighted the dim outline of France, I was

heartily glad, and when later we made fast to* the wharf at Havre,

I was among the first to disembark. My two British friends who

had said they were going to spend a few days in France, were just

ahead of me.

As I stepped from the gangplank, I was astonished to feel my

self caught roughly by the shoulders, and, before I could resist, my

hands were bound tightly with handcuffs.
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In vain did I remonstrate that I was innocent of any crime.

In vain did I exert all the power I could summon. I was jostled

along to a cab and packed in between two men whom I soon dis

covered to be none other than my two British physicians, so-called.

My protests, pleas and threats were alike useless. The Englishmen

sat like two deaf-mutes, but never released their hold on me.

A few minutes later I was rushed through the dark, gloomy

gates of a prison and thrust into a close cell. Of how long I remain

ed there I have no accurate idea. My rage and indignation made

minutes seem days.

This was the result of my pleasure trip to France, thought I.

This was French treatment of an American citizen. To all my pro

tests the attendants answered with cold smiles. For many days I

languished in that cold cell, my brain dulled by this sudden and

inexplicable misfortune. But one morning at last there came a party

of officials. I was examined from head to foot and questioned on

every subject. And then to my great relief word came that a great

mistake had been made. My British friends begged a thousand par

dons and I was released. All my efforts to draw an explanation from

the supposed English physicians, the police, or anyone else were un

availing. I returned to America in a rage and totally unable to solve

the mystery.

My later attempts to' gain information were likewise fruitless,

and it is probable that I should never have known the meaning of

my adventure but for an accident. Almost exactly a year after my

trip to Europe I read the following paragraph in a newspaper:

"Jim Darrell, alias Martin James, one of the cleverest crooks

in New York, was captured to-day at Detroit, Mich. Darrell has

eluded the police for the past year. Shortly after his murder of an

Italian in the Bowery a year ago, the police were positive that he

boarded the steamer 'Granada' for Europe. He was followed by
detectives and captured when he landed at Havre. Upon measure

ment and search, however, it was discovered that the man arrested

was not the real Darrell ,but one who very closely resembled him.
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The resemblance was so close that only the strictest measurements

told the difference. The man arrested at Havre was found to be

wearing a false moustache. Despite this and other suspicious cir

cumstances he was released. The police now believe that this man

was a friend or brother of the real Darrell and that he took ad

vantage of his resemblance to the convict to put the authorities off

the scent and thus give Darrell sufficient time to escape."
The only difference between this statement and the truth was

that I was not a friend or brother of Darrell, but had been tricked

into an involuntary impersonation of him. G. G. B., '06.
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BY THE IDLER-AND OTHERS

AND THEY CAST THE BREAD UPON

THE WATERS

They were shipwrecked.

They were members of Neptune Lodge, No. 13, of Federated

Order of Union Sailors, too.

Starving, they had drawn lots.

One of their number was prepared to sacrifice himself that the

others might live. Suddenly a box of Uneedas floated by. Think of

it: crackers wrapped in water-proof paper.

"Saved:" wept the prospective victim.

They fished out the box and dragged it aboard. But what of

that gentle reader, what of that?

"Bah," they cried aloud, "we'll none of it. It has no union label

on it."

And straightway they turned cannibals. H. P., '06.

A RAILWAY EPISODE

The Junior glanced idly up from his magazine. When he turn

ed to it again, it was because he didn't wish to stare the girl en

tirely out of countenance.

She made an attractive picture, as she stood beside the radiator

in the dreary Elmira station that bleak March morning. Her

smooth brown hair, grey eyes and neat brown suit and hat suited

his critical taste perfectly. Moreover, she had long lashes and an

adorable dimple, two points to which the Junior, like most of his

kind, was not insensible. She was almost his Ideal Girl.
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Though a flirtatious maiden would have noticed the Junior at

once, so evidently was he bored by his wait, and so clearly looking
for amusement; the "Brown Girl," as he had mentally styled her,

paid no more attention to him than she would if the "C" on his

cap stood for the Elmira Reformatory!
"Ye gods," he murmured to himself, "that pin of hers shows

that she's an Elmira college girl, and my favorite cousin goes there.

If she only knew her! Probably she does. What an opening for a

conversation, if I only dared butt in! But she'd never stand for it

I'm sure. Opportunity, like a woman, must be embraced to be ap

preciated: but what can you do without the opportunity?

Turning again to his magazine, he started a story which proved

quite engrossing, tho' he could not resist an occasional glance from

its pages at the girl. The climax of his story was fast approaching

when his train rolled in.

The Junior was the last to board the train. He found but two

empty seats, one about half way down, beside the Brown Girl, and

the other near the farther end, beside a dirty Italian day laborer.

He moved slowly down the aisle. As he came to the seat in

front of her, their eyes met : hers dropped demurely, but not before

he had caught one glance, shy, not really inviting, yet by no means

forbidding, from those grey ones that seemed even sweeter at sec

ond sight.

He stopped, shifted his suit case from one hand to the other,

thought of his unfinished story, and strode rapidly to the rear of

the car, where he spent the rest of his homeward journey absorbed

in the magazine.
And yet there are those who say that Cornell men are lacking

in true literary appreciation. H. W. G., '06.

THE ITHACA LANDLADY

The Ithaca (landlady is what mathematicians might call an ar

bitrary variable, and as such cannot be entirely reduced to any one

general equation. There are certain characteristics, however, which
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are common to the great majority of the class, and in this paper

we shall endeavor to set forth the? most important of these charac

teristics.

In general, the Ithaca landlady is a woman of high character,

and uncertain, though not inappreciable, age. She is frequently a

widow, with an eminently widowy sigh, and a firm consciousness

of her own respectability. Her whole appearance is characterized

by a "general flavor of mild decay," which she somehow manages

to communicate to the carpets and furniture of her rooms. She is

always suave and affable in the extreme, and as easily drawn out

as an accordion.

Perhaps her most distinctive characteristic, however, is that

"inquiring mind" which educators value so highly. Terence makes

one of his characters say, "I am a man, and nothing that concerns a

man is alien to me." While it would be profitless to speculate
whether any of the Ithaca landladies is a reincarnation of this char

acter, yet it is certain that they endorse his sentiment with all their

hearts, particularly as applied to their co-ed boarders and roomers.

In order the better to fit her for the carrying out of this lofty
Terentian precept, Providence has gifted the Ithaca landlady with a

cat-like tread, which she never suffers to lapse through disuse; and

just at the most interesting part of a private conversation, if you

listen intently, you are sure to hear her gentle footsteps—the creak

ing of the stairs, or the rustle of her dress as she passes your door,

intent upon some household service.

It is as housekeeper, however, that she shines most lustrously.
Here, surely, none can excel her; here she reigns supreme, out

shining all lesser luminaries as the sun outshines the moon. She

has an unerring instinct for clean towels; if perchance you leave

two towels on your washstand, she is sure to seek out the one

which is less soiled, and carry it off to the wash, to be made even

whiter than before. In oleaning your lamp, she shows her disdain

for the plain, symmetrically trimmed wick which inferior minds

prefer; her inborn sense of beauty is never satisfied unless the upper
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surface of the wick is scalloped and curved in any one of a thous

and beauteous and fantastic designs. Similarly, the delectable per

fume and irridescent colors of a thin film of oil have a strange fas

cination for her, and she is duly careful lest by a too liberal use of

the polishing cloth she should deprive her roomers of a like de

light. She sweeps as seldom as possible, knowing that the dust

which a less thoughtful housekeeper might raise would be very

injurious to your clothes and books. She never overheats the rooms,

for fear of drying the air, and thus ruining your furniture. She re

frains from overlighting the halls, lest the glare should dazzle eyes

already weakened by a too liberal use of the midnight oil.

She is careful to leave the waste-basket unemptied as long as

possible, since by undue haste she might throw out something you

wanted to keep. When she does empty the basket, however, she sifts

it over carefully, examining all letters to make sure they contain

nothing which may have escaped your notice, and perchance sympa

thizing with you over your father's last pronunciamento on the mon

ey question. And its choicest treasures, in the way of old magazines

and the like, are sure to adorn her sitting room table for months.

But why carry the enumeration farther? We all know her and

admire her qualities, and realize that she is the most tenderly

thoughtful being that eons of cosmic evolution have succeeded in

producing. Without her, life would be a dreary waste indeed.

M., '04.
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What this year's Varsity nine will do when it comes to cross

bats with Princeton and Pennsylvania, cannot be predicted before

the men begin to perform on an out-of-door diamond; but "on

paper" Captain Welch's men look measurably like "the goods."
Welch, Preston, Rice, Brown, Braman, Champaign, ought to be

considerably steadier and stronger than heretofore, and to constitute

the nucleus of a much more versatile and experienced combination

than represented Cornell last year. Heilman at shortstop gives
promise of being a star, and a much more reliable man than has

filled that position in recent years. For the other materials the avail

able material is good. The possible weakness will be in the pitcher's
box. The loss of Lefebore probably means that we shall have no

more pitcher's battles, for that was the kind in which the "Kid"

took delight; but with sharp fielding in support, Umstad, Martin,

Deschon, Furman or McCarthy ought to hold their own with the

best college twirlers. It will be matter for surprise if this quintet
does not prove strong and reliable.
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The Era's intimation that Harvard and Cornell would row on

the Charles river before the close of the present college year is sub

stantiated by the announcement made by President Irvine of the

Athletic Council. It will be remembered that the Era said that

such a race was probable, weeks before any announcement was

made at either Ithaca or Cambridge. Everyone is glad the Cornell

oarsmen are to return the courtesy of the Crimson's visits to Lake

Cayuga. It is true, the prospect of developing an eight that will de

feat the Cambridge Varsity over a course less than two miles in

length, does not seem particularly bright. Harvard oarsmen were on

the water early in March, weeks before the ice in the Inlet permit
ted Coach Courtney's pupils to take the first splash. The outcome of

the race is by no means as important as its effects in binding closer

the relations between Harvard and Cornell. The next step, and one

that every true sportsman looks forward to, is a decision on the part

of Harvard to join Cornell and the rest in the great regatta at

Poughkeepsie, thus virtually compelling Yale to pursue the same

course. The Memorial Day race at Boston will indirectly go a long

way toward bringing all the great universities together in the an

nual contest on the Hudson.

* * * *

Well, in 1905, Cornell has had 'to hand over to Columbia the

championship of the Triangular Debating League, which was won

by victories over both Pennsylvania and Columbia last year. This

year was the first under the new league system of three debates on

the same night and the same question, each institution putting in

the field an affirmative and a negative team, and the fortunes of

debate gave to the New Yorkers a decision over both Cornell and

Pennsylvania. Cornell retained second place in the league by defeat

ing Pennsylvania at Ithaca, and the Quakers, hitherto the most

feared of Cornell's rivals in debate, are left smarting under a double

defeat, one the second in successiion administered by Cornell and

the other the first ever received from Columbia.

The new scheme of conducting intercollegiate debates proved
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an unqualified success, and no changes were suggested at the an

nual meeting March n. All three universities regard it as almost

the ideal method of trying out the real abilities of the men of the

respective institutions, and to constitute a great advance over all

previous systems. That this optimism is not confined to Cornell,

Columbia and Pennsylvania is shown by the reported intention of

the Harvard-Yale-Princeton league, the Dartmouth-Brown-Will-

iams combination, and one or two western leagues, to adopt the

plan for next year. The ultimate step may be some arrangement

whereby the champion in one league meets the champion in one or

two other leagues, but it was the unanimous opinion at the recent

meeting of the C-P-C league that the time has not yet come for

such a further step. Undoubtedly the framers of the new plan have

rendered an immense service to the intellectual forms of under

graduate activity; and if it is true, as Justice Goodrich intimated

at the local debate banquet, the pendulum is swinging back from

exclusive emphasis on ahletics and physical prowess, towards great
er attention to the intellectual phase, the new plan is doing and will

do much to promote that most commendable movement.

Cornell has no reason to be disappointed or dissatisfied over

the debate results of the present year. To win three Varsity debates

out of four, in the first two years of undergraduate management of

debating, must be a satisfactory record, and indeed, any year in

which we triumph over Pennsylvania in debate, must be reckoned

with the years of signal success. For the first time since 1898, Cor

nell is now one ahead in the series with Pennsylvania. Two success

ive defeats have been followed by two successive victories. The

Columbia series is again tied. Somehow it seems that each institu

tion can win only in alternate years, and the home team always
wins in the Columbia series. That has always been the result

against Columbia, although the record with Pennsylvania is wholly
different. Cornell has never been able to win in New York, and Co

lumbia has been similarly unfortunate in Ithaca. Columbia's double

victory this year was due to the superior age, experience and ora-
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torical ability of her representatives. In number of experienced de

baters she far excelled both her opponents, and this advantage
availed to bring her the championship.

Next year Columbia will come to Ithaca, and if past precedents
are sustained, Cornell will thereafter be one ahead with Columbia.

If a strong and experienced combination is dispatched to Philadel

phia, the records give support to the hope of a victory there, which

would give us a lead of two over the Quakers. At most, they can

only tie the series, and come to Ithaca in 1907 to give us an oppor

tunity to regain the lead.

Cornell suffers considerably in loss of veteran material. Ran

som, who has led the three winning teams of the past two years;,

Neff, who has acted as coach for two years; Richardson of this.

year's team against Pennsylvania; Halpin, who spoke against Co

lumbia; Genung, alternate against Pennsylvania; will be lost by

graduation. Davis, the splendid leader against Columbia this year;.

Tibbetts, who was on the winning team against Pennsylvania last

year; Bogert and Holliday, of this years' Columbia team; Tuck,.

first speaker against Pennsylvania March 10; together with Free,

Kennedy, Roig, Stutz, Nasmyth, Gillett, Cook, and several others

of promise and experience, will be available for teams. The stand

ing which Cornell has won by her debate work will not be lost, and

the record of victory will be continued.
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OUR CONTEMPORARIES

A cat sedebat on our fence

As laeta as could be;

Her vox surgebat to the skies

Canebat merrily.

My clamor was of no avail,

Though dare did I cry ;

Conspexit me with mild reproof,

And winked her alter eye.

Quite vainly jeci boots, a lamp,

Some bottles and a book;

Ergo, I seized my pistol, et

My aim cum cura took.

I had six shots, dixi, "Ye gods,

May I that felts kill."

Quamquam I took six of her lives

The other three sang still.

The felis sang with major vim

Tho' man's aim was true;

Conatus sum putare quid

In tonitru I'd do.

A scheme advenit to my head,

Scivi 'twould make her wince,

I sang! Et then the hostis fled,

Non earn vidi since.

"On Thursday night January 19, a crew mass meeting was

held in Crouse college. Nearly a thousand students were on hand.

Coach James Ten Eyck was there; and last but not least the men

who placed the Orange 'first on the finish line' at Poughkeepsie last

June were there in 'all their glory,'—dressed for the water. The
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rowing machines had been placed on the platform, with them the

freshman and varsity crews with their respective coxswains illus

trated the various strokes ending up with the one in which Ten Eyck
and Syracuse believes. * * * *"

The above clipping from the Syracuse University Herald would

indicate that last summer's victory has been gradually developing
our neighbor's love for tableaux. The next entertainment in this

series will probably display the shell with its laurel-crowned occu

pants peacefully resting on the bosom of the swimming tank with a

make-believe Poughkeepsie bridge in the background. Well, breth

ren, be happy while you may
—we don't begrudge you one short

year of jubilation.
# * * *

MORNING

The wondrous fields lie open to the dawn,

Awake, awake!

The bending hills throw off their cloaks,

The low winds rustle in the oaks

And kiss to life the silent lake.

Awake, awake!

God and day are at your door,

Awake !

The first light trembles to its dawn,

Awake, awake!

The first song quivers in the leaves,

The first call echoes from the eaves,

The first wing dips into the lake.

Awake, awake!

The low waves call you from the shore—

Awake !

Hermann Hagedorn, Jr., in Harvard Advocate.
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A history of the Yale chapter of Phi Beta Kappa soon to be

published will show a total of 1343 living members. According to

this record about one-half of the Phi Beta Kappa men take up law

and one-fourth enter the ministry.

• # * *

The Harvard Monthly for March contains a defensive article

on "The Game of Football" by T. D. Sloan along with "Objections
to Football" reprinted from President Eliot's report. The old ar

guments pro and con on moral, mental, and physical grounds are

thus made to stand out with unusual clearness. President Eliott

ascribes the evils of football to the four following sources: "(1)
Immoderate desire to win intercollegiate games; (2) the frequent
collisions in masses which make foul play invisible; (3) the profit

from violations of rules; (4) the misleading assimilation of the

game to war as regards its strategy and its ethics."

To an unprejudiced reader the debate must yet seem hopeless.
Meantime hundreds of lusty youths will revel in the joys of the

game and tens of thousands of all ages will gladly give up time,.

money and lung power to see the sport.



BOOK REVIEWS

Selections from Browning's Dramas. Edited by Prof. Arlo

Bates, D. C. ; Heath & Co., Boston, $0.60.

Webster's The White Devil and the Duchess of Malfy. Ed

ited by Prof. Martin W. Sampson ; same.

Selections from Coleridge. Edited by A. J. George; same.

These three volumes are among the first to appear in the

Belles Lettres Series of English classics which when completed
will comprise some two hundred volumes of uniform size and bind

ing presenting the most significant works of English literature from

its beginning to the present. The series promises to be in many

ways an advance on anything of the sort heretofore attempted, par

ticularly in editorship, the several sections being each in charge of

probably the foremost scholar of the day in the subject, while among
the editors of the single volumes are to be found the leading names

in this country and England. Extreme care is being shown in the

choosing of the texts, which are to be unexpurgated, the primary

purpose of the volumes being literature for literature's sake. The

general aim of the series is further exemplified by the valuable in

troductions, annotations, and biblography, supplemented where

necessary by a complete glossary. The publishers are to be congrat

ulated upon the success which the few volumes already issued

promise for the series. It will easily take front rank among stand

ard editions of English literature.

* * # •

The Prize to the Hardy. By Alice Winter; The Bobbs-Merrill

Co., Indianapolis.
A valuable addition to the romantic literature of the great

Northwest is this thrilling story of frontier life in the early eight
ies. The background of the tale is new and novel—the Swedish set

tlements of Minnesota and North Dakota, and full advantage is
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taken of the opportunity which it affords for a picturesque and viv

id as well as historical narrative.

The most interesting character in the story is Nicholas Wind

sor, a Maine Yankee, who makes a fortune in the lumber camps,

and around him and his half-breed daughter the plot centers. The

prize
—the daughter, of course

—is finally won by a hardy young

Easterner to whom the reader after following him through a series

of adventures and deeds of self-sacrifice, is quite willing to concede

the honor. The central incident in the story
—a terrible forest fire

through which a daring engineer runs an express at breakneck

speed
—

appears to have been founded on an actual happening, and

in many other ways, notably by the names of places and the deline

ation of the principal characters, indication is given that the author

drew largely from real life, all of which lends added interest to a

novel which as mere romance is thoroughy entertaining from cover

to cover.

* * * *

De Profundis. By Oscar Wilde; G. P. Putnam's Sons, New

York, $1.25.

Noteworthy as were Wilde's previous contributions to the lit

erary art of the last quarter century, none will be more esteemed in

the years to come than this chain of meditations penned while the

author was a prisoner in Reading Gaol. In many respects the work

resembles the Confessions of DeQuincey ; it is the outpouring of the

soul of a genius toward the society which he had defied and outrag-

ed. Without having read "De Profundis" one can never understand

the strange nature of this man of anomalies, nor can accord him

the sympathetic appreciation which after all he deserves. As liter

ature the work is a masterpiece ; as the sincere, unrestricted express

ion of the man himself it commands attention and respect. The un

fortunate author makes no attempt to defend himself : he simply ex

plains himself; he asks not for sympathy, but for understanding,
and one can not read his message without achieving a new concep

tion of him and incidentally of the meaning of charity.
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The Hygiene of the Schoolroom. By William E. Barry, M.

D. ; Silver Burdette & Co., New York.

Gratifying evidence of the growing importance which educat

ors are attaching to the problem of the physical well being of the

pupil is afforded by the reception accorded the first edition of this

work which is now issued in revised form. The work is essentially
for teachers and school governing boards and is thorouoghly prac

tical, thereby filling a need which too many writers heretofore have

attempted to supply with theory.
The text covers every point which can possibly have a bearing

upon the pupil's health, from the selection of sites for school build

ings to matters of diet, corporal punishment, the treatment of de-

fecives, ect., added value being given to the scientific, but not tech

nical discussion by numerous illustrations.

*

* * * *

Miss Civilization. By Richard Harding Davis ; Charles Scrib

ner's Sons, New York, $ 0.50 net.

"Miss Civilization" as she appears in a dainty little volume is

an even more fascinating heroine than when she first appeared
some months ago in Collier's Weekly. This little one act comedy
with its novel and exciting incidents and its sparkling wit affords

a half hour of delightful reading while the ease with which it can

be staged recommends it to amateur Thespians. We should like to

see one of the local dramatic organizations produce it in the near

future.
* * * *

An Introductory Physiology and Hygiene. By H. W. Conn,

Ph. D. ; Silver, Burdette & Co., New York, $0.36.

The great success of Professor Conn's Elementary Physiology

and Hygiene would in the absence of anything else amply recom

mend this new text-book which is designed as introductory to the

former volume. The book is for use in the primary grades and is

written with careful regard to the child's ability to understand as

well as his need of being interested. It is an ideal text for beginners.
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The Classics and Modern Training. By Sidney G. Ashmore,

L. H. D.; G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York, $1.25.

In a series of five addresses an attempt is made to emphasize

the educational value of the ancient languages—particularly Greek.

The author concedes in his preface that he is advocating what is

at present a losing cause, and while there is much to praise in his

work, it is highly improbable that it can avail greatly against the

present marked trend toward utilitarianism in education.
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ON THE LIBRARY SEAT

Oh, come, thou sharer of my days and dreams,

I know a seat where we two shall repair,

Ere day recedes from valleys and from streams,

And dreary night comes on, and thou not there.

Oh, come once more ! Night lingers in his lair,

The sunset land is waiting in the West—

And we shall steal away from toilsome care

As oft of old upon this stone to rest.

'Twas built by two, so runs the legend's tale,

WTho here have sat in sorrow and in joy

And watched the rainbow of the day grow pale.

And night his purple fold on fold employ.

Oh, if their gladness ever knew alloy,

If they like us have turned apart with tears

Afraid the too-full moment to enjoy,

And knew the bliss of these exquisite fears.

Then greet we them within our sunset land

The golden city on the darkling hills,

And all whose bark is wafted to our strand,

Where Beauty's speech the voiceless need fulfills,

But see ! The night is striding o'er the hills

The city fades, this hour soon will end,

And we must journey back to earth and ills—

Yet seem I still in heaven, oh, my Friend !

C. H. C, 'o6..
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THE SAINT SIMONIAN ARCHIVES

Count Claude Henri de Saint Simon, who has given his name

to the famous sect that flourished for a season during the early days

of the reign of Louis Philippe, belonged to the family of the cele

brated Duke de Saint Simon, author of the well known memoirs

which throw so much light on the court life of France during the

eighteenth century. The count was a soldier as well as a writer and

philosopher. He served in the new world under General de Bouille,

who successfully defended the French Antilles against the English,

and he fought under Washington during the Revolution. In 1872

in the West Indies, he was taken prisoner with de Grasse by the

English. After devoting his attention for many years to philosoph
ical and economic studies, he turned to the consideration of social

questions. Among his works which had the most influence on the

future Saint Simonians are "The Manufacturers' Catechism," pub
lished in 1824, and "The New Christianity," which appeared in the

following year.

The Saint Simonians, whose leader, "Father" Enfantin, finally
became remarkable in more ways than one, far outstripped, in many

directions, the theories and ideas promulgated by him who gave his

name to the new religion. Many persons felt that the chief aim of

these neophites was to strike the imagination of the public by the

peculiarity of their costume, their odd manners and a course of

daily life which appeared very singular, to use a mild term, in 1832,
in which year the sect was at its apogee. Enfantin especially erred

in this respect. Physically, he was a fine specimen of a man. Women

could not resist his charm of manner and speech. His morals were

not all that might have been expected from a sort of Father Confes

sor, and it was the loose ideas on marriage, in which he was particu

larly loose, that finally put an end to his experiment for "the regen-
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eration of humanity." Many portraits of Enfantin exist, most of

them dated 1832. One of the best is by Grevedon, the most distin

guished lithographer of Louis Philippe's time, whose work was com

pletely overlooked for years but which is now much sought after by
amateurs.

There was unquestionably a tendency among the Saint Sim

onians, begun and encouraged by Enfantin himself, to advertise

themselves. For this purpose they had recourse especially to illus

trations. Many of these drawings come from the Saint Simonians

themselves, while others are due to the clever caricaturists of the

time. A series of "Images d'Epinal" groups "the works of Menil-

montant" according to "the Saint Simonian Capacities." Thus, one

group is busy over a washtub engaged in cleaning the soiled linen ;

a half dozen others are working in the kitchen, while a third body

is gardening, the leader of this group being the father of Rosa Bon-

heur. Some of the figures represented are those of men who after

wards became conspicuous in various walks of French life. We are

reminded of our own Brook Farm, which came into existence a few

years after this Paris experiment. The humorists quickly seized upon

the subject, and issued a picture on similar lines entitled "Occupa

tions of the Saint Simonian Ladies according to their Capacities."

The artist shows us a Saint Simonian repast where the men are

touching glasses with the women in a most familiar manner. In an

other rectangle, a Saint Simonian dame is perched high up on a roof

which she is repairing, while in another, a female lawyer
—the artist

anticipated by nearly three quarters of a century what is the case

to-day in France—is addressing the jury with a winged cupid in her

right hand.

These clever monks, several of whom were men-of-letters, had

recourse to typography to explain their religious creed to the curious.

The types were used very ingeniously for this purpose. Thus, the

Infinite Being is made the starting point of their typographical de

monstration, and thence the eye is led to Love, Religion, Antagon-
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ism in the Past, Universal Co-operation in the Future and thus on

to the complete and final Revelation of God.

There are drawings depicting all the principal customs of the

the Menilmontant retreat, then as spacious as it is now mean and

contracted. On the lawn, surrounded by the faithful and a large

number of invited guests from the best circles of Paris, a neophite is

seen discarding the ordinary dress of the world and donning the

peculiar costume, half civilian, half military, of the Saint Simonians

—a short blue tight-fitting frock coat, without a collar, a waist

coat fastened behind with hooks and eyes, white trousers, and a

broad black leather belt fastened with a brass buckle. Rumor has

it that this costume was invented by Raymond Bonheur, who was

the David of this little religious empire.

All these things and much else besides concerning the Saint Si

monians are to be found in the archives of the sect thrown open to

the public a few years ago in the Arsenal Library of Paris. The

bringing together of these scattered materials is chiefly due to the

late M. Laurent de 1' Ardeche, one of the earliest and most earnest

Saint Simonians, who, in 1853, became attached to the Arsenal as

Assistant Librarian and who, later, was placed at the head of the

great collection, which is second only to the National Library, and

surpasses it in some departments and special subjects. A good ac

count of these Saint Simonian papers, or, to speak more exactly,
the papers and books of Enfantin, can be found in the interesting

volume of M. Sebastien Charlety, "Histoire du Saint Simonisme,"

published as a thesis in 1876 and "crowned" by the French Academy.

In 1864, Enfantin informed the French Government that he

had sent to the Arsenal Library his books and manuscripts, stipu

lating that they were to be placed in a separate room and were not

to be made public until a lapse of thirty years. The fact is that two

rooms have been provided for them, or more correctly, a room and

a dark closet. When you go up the main staircase of the library,

you perceive over one of the doors on the first landing : "Salle En

fantin." Within is a space about as large as a New York "hall bed-
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room," where, in ordinary book shelves, is the private library of

Enfantin. Here, too, are some oil portraits and busts of well known

Saint Simonians—Enfantin himself, she who was the mother of his

son; Lambert, once the learned head of the Cairo Polythenic

School; Isaac Pereire, the founder of the powerful Franco-Jewish

banking family of that name ; Certes Dufeur, a leading Lyons manu

facturer, etc. This cramped up room is left in sad disorder, the fur

niture covered with dust, some of the pictures unhung, and a gen

eral condition of neglect pervading everything. How a great public
institution can so treat a curious and really valuable cdllection, a

gift, let it be remarked, passes comprehensioin. The afternoon I last

visited it, the elegantly dressed grandson of Isaac Periere steamed

up to the library in a smart motor-car to make the preliminary ai-

rangements for the study of the part played by his progenitor in the

Saint Simonian movement. This young man has even asked to be

attached to the staff of the Arsenal in order to have easier access

to the collection. It is to be hoped that he will spend a few hundred

francs from his large fortune in furbishing up this unkempt reposit

ory.

Another amelioration would be the bringing into the Salle En

fantin the most valuable portion of the Saint Simonian archives,

which are kept in quite another part of the sprawling edifice, in a

sort of a dark closet, in one corner of which is a wash-basin where

the employees clean their hands and leave their umbrellas in bad

weather. Here again one is astonished at the slovenly, direspectful

manner in which this gift is treated. This course is all the more

incomprehensible as the collection is being continually increased by

additions sent in by the descendants of the first Saint Simonians who

promised Enfantin to will their papers to the Arsenal. For example, a

son of one of the faithful has several manuscript volumes of the "Doc

trines" which he preciously guards in an oaken chest, bound with

iron bands and locked, and placed on top of his office safe. This re

vering spirit may think twice before confiding these papers to the

Arsenal administration. There are still many Saint Simonian docu-
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ments in French private families, where they ought to remain, per

haps, till the Salle Enfantin is really ready to receive them.

These things are done better in Vienna, where exists a private

library brought together by the Austrian admirers of Saint Simon,

of which Dr. Pappenheim is the soul. This little circle buys up all

the Saint Simonian books, documents or letters which come into the

market and the collection is becoming richer and richer every day. It

is highly probable that if Enfantin could have foreseen what was to

happen in Paris and Vienna, his books and manuscripts would have

taken the road to the Austrian capital and we would have had a new

and striking example of a remarkable man not being a prophet in his

own country.

This neglect on the part of the Arsenal authorities even takes

on a niggardly form on occasion. I refer to the fashion in which the

catalogue of the manuscript archives was printed. In 1884, the now

venerable—he is nearly eighty years old—M. Eugene Muller, a

writer of talent, prepared a catalogue of the printed portion of the

Saint Simonian collection, and in 1904, after a labor of seven

years, the same thing was done for the manuscript portion of the

archives, not less than 60,000 separate papers being entered. But,
in the first place, permit me to say a word about the author of this

catalogue, M. Henry D'Allemagne, the learned bibliophile who was

in America last summer as one of the French members of the St.

Louis Jury.

M. D'Allemagne is a graduate of the Ecole des Chartes and

has been connected with the Arsenal Library for the past sixteen

years. He has travelled very widely in Europe and Asia, having vis

ited Khiva, Persian Khorassan and been thrice in Russian Turkes

tan. During these journeys he collected many bibelots with which

he has furnished in oriental style several rooms in his artistic Paris

home. As an author of uncommon books, M. D'Allemagne is not less

notable. In 1891 he issued a large quarto of 800 pages on the "His

tory of Illumination" and treated the same subject in the official re

ports of the International Exhibition of 1900. Then came a "History
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of Playthings," a quarto of 320 pages, "Sports and Games of

Skill," a quarto of 300 pages, and "Recreations and Pastimes," also

a quarto to 320 pages. This last book, though printed, has not yet

been published. At the present moment M. D'Allemagne is giving the

final touches to a very important volume of six or seven hundred

pages on the "History of Card Games," which will contain a hun

dred colored plates and 200 or more in black and white. When

this book is off his hands, the busy author wrill take up "The Life

and Labors of the Saint Simonians," for which he has already pre

pared a large mass of material and for which his labor on the cata

logue of the archives has been very useful if it did not, in fact,

suggest the book.

When M. D'Allemagne's manuscript of the catalogue was ready

for the public printer, the administration of the Arsenal Library,

desiring to economize a few hundred francs, decided to suppress the

alphabetical order of the work and this modest little pamphlet now

gives simply the contents of each case of manuscripts. So when the

searcher wishes to consult the letters of any Saint Simonian or of

any one of their many correspondents scattered over Europe and

America, he is forced to look through the whole pamphlet from be

ginning to end, running the weary eye over paragraphs and para

graphs of closely printed proper names. Some American library would

be well inspired if it requested M. D'Allemagne to sell—he would

probably be more likely to give
—the original manuscript, which is a

full and intelligible list of all the curious treasures of these scores of

cases, where, I may add, the names and letters of more than one

American appear.

This American side of Saint Simonianism presents an inter

est that may not be fully appreciated on our side of the Atlantic.

Let me give one other notable and final example of this. M. Prud-

hommeaux, the excellent secretary of the Nimes Association de la

Paix par le Droit, and author of an able work entitled "Pacification

and Co-operation," was in America last year as a delegate to the Bos-

toon International Peace Congress. But what connects this fact with
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the subject of this letter is that he was given a "mission" by the

Minister of Public Instruction, which enabled him to complete

his study, on which he has been engaged for two years, of the

"Traces of Saint Simonianism in the United States." This work

will be made M. Prudhommeaux's thesis for the doctorate of let

ters, and its publication will be probably attended with consider

able curiosity by students in our country of sociological questions.

But M. D'Allemagne and M. Prudhommeaux are not alone en

gaged on studies of Saint Simonianism. An indefatigable young

woman of education, Mile. Sakellarides, has been ransacking for

the last two or three years these Arsenal papers. "I was preparing
a thesis for the doctorate of letters on Alfred de Vigny," she said

to me one day as we sat in the working-room of the library, "when

I was led to look more closely into Saint Simonianism and its in

fluence on the philosophic thought of the nineteenth century. Though
this influence has been many times pointed out, it has never been

supported by positive proof. It was for the purpose of finding these

proofs that I began a careful examination of the Enfantin Papers.
But I soon found that I must limit my vast subject and so I am

now giving the final touches to my book, the 'Influence of the

Saint Simonian Doctrine on the Social Evolution of Romantic

ism.'
"

Perhaps I should now give a more detailed description of these

Saint Simonian archives. M. D'Allemagne has divided the manu

scripts into four grand classes according to their form and the nature

of their subject. The first division is composed wholly of registers,
or volumes of bound MSS. The shrewd "Father" Enfantin had a

way of keeping his disciples busy around a big table where they
copied documents of various kinds relating to Saint Simonian mat

ters. These form a large portion of the contents of the registers.
Then there are several volumes of letters, gummed into the regis
ters. Here belong nine volumes of correspondence concerning the

Globe, the official organ of the Saint Simonians ; and five volumes

of correspondence relating to the Algerian Scientific Commission.

This body was appointed by King Louis Philippe to study the re-
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sources of the newly conquered African possessions, and the fact

that Enfantin was associated with it shows the prominence of this

"encombrante personnalite," as he has been styled,and is an early

example of the important part which the Saint Simonians, dispersed

by force, afterwards took in active affairs. To Enfantin was confid

ed the work of the Commission pertaining to ethnographical ques

tions. When he was imprisoned in Sainte Pelagie, after the trial

of 1832, Enfantin drew a picture of his cell, giving each piece of

furniture and a row of books arranged methodically on a shelf.

The titles of these books are distinctly visible in the drawing. There

is a set of the Globe, the Napoleonic Code, the works of Francoeur,

the mathematician, of Corneille, etc. Several bound volumes of the

Saint Simonian archives, the registers mentioned above, stand on

this shelf. Enfantin has cunningly dated some of these registers
so that it would appear as though their contents were written dur

ing his imprisonment. He wished to give the impression of being

busily engaged in the good work while behind the bars. But the diff

erent and varied chirography of these volumes proves that they were

produced by his diciples during the Menilmontant period.

This division comprises furthermore seven volumes of letters

written by Saint Simonians, eight more written by them after their

dispersion, coming down to the year 1845, nve given up to the

book-keeping of the sect, and a number devoted to the fundamental

doctrines of Saint Simonianism, such as the Book of Instructions,

The Grand Book of the Doctrine, etc.,—all these in manuscript form

and in different chirography, and all bound in the big registers but

without observing any systematic classification. M. D'Allemagne

has brought order out of this chaos, especially in his original manu

script-catalogue.

The second grand division comprises the private papers of the

family of Enfantin, some of them going back to the end of the

eighteenth century. They include a number of legal documents, a

biography of Enfantin, his passport to London, his insurance policy,

his father's funeral bills, an account of household expenses
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from 1850 to 1857, and a list of his works. Perhaps the most

curious portion of these papers is the letters addressed to Enfantin

by his son and this son's mother. The son, who was born out of

wedlock, was for many years one of the inspectors of the Paris, Lyons

Mediterranean Railway Company, his father being a member of the

Board of Directors. He died a few years ago without issue. The

mother was a life-long companion of Enfantin, but notwithstanding

this forty years of intimacy, the union was not always an ideal one.

In this division will also be found some 3,500 letters addressed by

Enfantin to various persons, filling eighteen cases. This whole di

vision consists of thirty-two cases containing 5,991 separate docu

ments. Enfantin appears to have corresponded with about all the

leading men and women of the time, though it is well known that

his letters were not always welcome. Thus, I have noticed letters

addressed, among others, to Edgar Quinet, the Duke d'Aumale,

Victor Hugo, Lamartine, Louis Philippe, Pelletan, father of the

recent Minister of Marine, Marshal Bugeaud, etc. But it is only
fair to add that among the hundreds of letters received by Enfan

tin many came from such celebrities as Sainte-Beuve, Cuvillier-

Fleury, Carnot, father of the future President, Alphonse de Roths

child, Berlioz, Heine, Emile Ollivier, George Sand, whose letter is

addressed "to the Saint Simonian family," Guizot, the Duke of

Orleans, Blanqui, Louis Napoleon, Victor Hugo, Maxime Du Camp
and Felician David, who joined the sect when he was but twenty-

one and became its official musician. One of the cases is filled chiefly
with Saint Simonian poetry, drawings, songs and music. One of

these documents is entitled "Prospectus of the Melodies composed
at Menilmontant by Felician David."

The third division is reserved for the correspondence which the

Saint Simonians exchanged between themselves. It is by far the

most important part of the archives, filling 1 14 cases holding nearly
18,000 documents.

The fourth and last division, to which has been given the title

"Saint Simonian Papers Properly So-Called," is confined principal
ly to the dogma itself of the new religion. Here are to be found
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nearly 6,000 documents. The Saint Simonians were not simply a

religious sect. They were always rather worldly and, when their

convent life was suddenly brought to an end in the early thirties,

displayed marked aptitudes and much liking for all sorts of busi

ness and scientific enterprises. After his imprisonment and libera

tion, Enfantin went with some of his faithful followers to the orient.

Thus, not less than a dozen cases in these archives, containing

over 1,600 documents, make it possible to reconstitute the history

of the damming of the Nile in connection with what eventually

proved to be the useless work of supplying water to the dried-up canal

of the Pharaos. The Saint Simonians have ever claimed the credit of

giving M. deLesseps the idea of the Suez Canal. However that may

be, it is unquestionably true that their work in this field was very im

portant and ante-dated that of M. de Lesseps's engineers. Several

cases in these archives are devoted to the Suez Canal and cover a

period extending from 1847 to J^55- Though their proposed plan
was judged impracticable, they nevertheless offered one which in

spired confidence in some quarters and there is still before the

French courts a claim against the Suez Canal Company by the

heirs of one of these engineers, Negoelli. But it must be admitted

that the opinion commonly held is that M. de Lesseps in no way util

ized the labor of the Saint Simonians.

The documents relating to the other enterprises with which

Enfantin and his diciples were connected follow in the arrange

ment of the archives, immediately after the cases containing the

papers about Suez. There are 16 cases, embracing nearly 2,000 docu

ments, devoted to the Algerian Scientific Commission, already men

tioned, to the railway from Paris to Marseilles, etc. These are fol

lowed by papers bearing on that Utopia, the last of Enfantin's

fantastic conceptions, the Credit Intellectuel, a sort of bank whose

capital was to be the future intellectual products of the Saint Si

monians. Next we have six cases filled with scientific and literary

fragments of the Saint Simonians in general.

From what has been said, it will be seen that the deep im

pression which Saint Simonianism made has not disappeared.
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Quite the contrary. I had a striking proof of this only a few days

ago. I had long ago had on my list of things to see, a visit to the old

Saint Simonian home on the heights of Menilmontant. It was a steep

climb up to 145 rue de Menilmontant. The narrow country road

of 1830 is now a busy, populous paved street, lined on both

sides with houses, poor in construction and appearance.

Finally, you reach, on the left, a rough plaster wall,

which so crowds onto the roadway, that there is

scarcely any sidewalk. It is the old line of the road before it be

came a wider city street. So it must disappear in the not distant

future. Then the rather picturesque original frontage of the Saint

Simonian retreat will be no more. The noticeable gate-way must

go with it. The court, which is still just as it was in the days of En

fantin, will then be narrowed. The main building, parallel to the

street, and forming the rear boundary of the court, is exteriorly

to-day as it was when it housed these "intellectual monks." But I

looked in vain for "the big room," around whose long table the

"Father" used to keep his diciples busy producing the manuscripts

which, as we have seen, now fill more than one of the Arsenal

registers. The concierge, "the widow Pietrie," whose father pur

chased the property from the order when it was broken up, is very lo

quacious and tells many lively stories of that time. She takes you into

her own little abode, once the sacred chapel, the plaster columns flank

ing the doorway betokening its ecclesiastical origin. It is evident that

the row of lindens must have stood there under Louis Philippe,
when they lined the avenue which led to the extensive grounds
in the rear,

—

11,000 square meters, Mme. Veuve Pietrie assures

me. But the end of this avenue and the rear of these grounds have

been cut off abruptly by the Passage des Saint Simonians, a name

which you may not find in Baedeker's list of Paris streets, but

which exists nevertheless. It is a fairly wide lane, with straggling
houses on either side, destined perhaps some day to become a tho

roughfare worthy of this great city. So the Saint Simonians will at

least live on in the street nomenclature of the French capital, what

ever happens to their religious and social doctrines, and teachings,
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and, if we are to believe Mme. Pietrie, whose insistance may, how

ever, prove that her wish is simply father to the statement, the

sons and daughters of the early Saint Simonians are now negotiat

ing with her for the purchase of the old site with the intention of

turning it into a sort of museum ; which shows that the sect is still

fresh in the memory of a choice body of French citizens however

forgotten and neglected it may be by the officials of the Arsenal

Library.
—Theodore Stanton, '76,

VESPERS

The incense slow uprises by the altar high and white ;

Unnumbered twinkling tapers fill the lofty nave with light ;

The heaven-speaking organ forth its fragrant music pours ;

In fear and love and reverence the worshipper adores.

Louis W. Fehr, '07.
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A PLACE BY THE FIRE

I stood, irresolute, shuffling my feet among the dead leaves.

I always did enjoy the warmth and crackle of maple leaves—they

seem all akin to a good fire. But when even a rollicking blaze would

be powerless to loosen the chill cramp of the heart, the narrowing
of the limits of the soul, which we call home-sickness—mockery of a

name when one has no home to go to or to dream over—the maple
leaves failed to hearten me. I glanced from them to my clothes, in

adequate to the season and drabby to the eye, thence to the frozen-

rutted road, beyond which a grove of hickories and beaches fringed
the bleak edge of a little hill. Through the veil of their naked branch

es stretched the November sunset, monotonously cold and yellow, a

most melancholy thing. The wind, too, was in a rasping mood,

tugging at my cap, pricking my ears and the bare wrists above my

pocketed hands, and raising a pretty ado among the fallen leaves.

The view down the bare, brown slopes; the cold; and the

falling darkness put no new heart into me, and I looked longingly
back at the house. Such a pretty, cosy, little nest it was, with its low,

curving, dormered roof, its substantial chimney, breathing forth its

spark-infested smoke for the winds to dally with ; its bit of sheltered

porch, and the ruddy light of an unseen fire tinting the tiny panes to

the tones of fine stained glass. I snatched myself from the verge of

envy, but could not forbear staring at the ruddy windows.

It was such a little thing I wanted most that nightfall—a

place by the fire. I longed for it with all the yearning of my seven

senses. I was tired, hungry, and cold. All day I had tramped from

town to town, from mill to mill, in search of employment, finding
none—only unsympathetic words. There was not even standing room

in the labor market. This disappointment was weighted with the

unexpected news that my patented silk-bobbin, from which I had
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blown so many splendid bubbles, was of no practical value. I was

penniless
—absolutely a beggar. I longed for food and light and

Rind words—above all for a place by the fire. A place by the fire!

The longing half-turned my brain and I repeated the phrase over

and over again, "A place by the fire ! A place by the fire !" till the

words lost their meaning, became a musical jargon which fascinated

me. You may laugh if you will, but you would not if ever you have

been in such a condition—cold, tired, hungry, penniless, homeless,

and friendless, and all that could cheer you so tantalizingly near,

probably awaiting only the asking. But I was proud. I had never

begged in my life, not even for a place by the fire. It was absurd—a

strong, healthy, young man, a good mechanic, descended to such

depths. I was forced to a short dry laugh, but vou may be sure there

was no mirth in it.

Decision was slow of growth. I looked at the house and hesi

tated to beg from strangers. I looked down the road and hesitated

to go on, for it was four miles to the nearest village and six to

Granton. As I stood there, all a-shiver, my thoughts ran awTay with

me to Granton and the meadow there by the woods. It was a year

gone since I had crouched in the little hollow there on the windward

side of a glorious bonfire of old fence rails. We were roasting apples
and chestnuts—Letitia and I—and watching bright day dreams drift

spark-wise out of the flame and spark-wise vanish in the dusk.

There was no saint in my theology fit to match halos with Letitia

and Letitia knew it or ought to have known it, although I never put

my prayers to words. What a foolish little quarrel it was ! And I

had not heard of her since! I wondered if the ashes of that fire

would be sbill in the little hollow, and if she would go with me to

look at them, and perhaps help me build a new fire and begin all over

again. But here was I, a-cold and alone, with not even a match to

start me a cheering blaze.

The wind heightened and there were snowflakes in it. I

glanced once more at my poor clothes and rebelled against the

thought of begging, even for a moment's comfort. I looked back to
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the house. It reminded me of a woman I know whose soul is too

big for her body, so warm, so clear, that it beams like sunlight from

her glance, softens the music of her tongue, vibrates through her

hand-clasp, and lingers forever in the memory of those whom she

has chanced to meet. The house seemed so like her, overflowing with

joy and comfort and so irresistibly impelling that I had no more

power over myself than a bit of steel has before a magnet. I deter

mined to beg—but only for a place by the fire.

My boots crunched the gravel walk, pounded thrice on wood,
—one on the step and twice on the little porch,

—and my chilled

knuckles dealt a lame rat-a-tat on the door panel. My heart pounded

painfully—for I was new to such business. There was a sound as of

some tin dish ringing on iron, a quick scurry of steps, and the door

was pulled open, pouring forth a perfect tantalism of good smells

of cookery, a surge of caressing warmth, and a flood of light which

dazzled me for the instant. But there was something else which

dazzled me, a vision in fluttering blue and white, framed in fire

light, and holding the door open while it peered into the dusk. We

are all the time reading in the Big Black Book that when one of

those old saints or sinners saw an angel or a holy ghost he ducked

to cover. That was precisely what I did. I dodged back into the

shadow and sought to scrape up sense enough to meet the event. How

the devil did Letitia chance to be here? What was I going to do

about it ? When I considered my poverty and my poor rags I had an

impulse to leap the porch rail and flee ; but when I thought of my

errand, the warm kitchen, and Letitia, I was tempted irresistibly to

stay. I had an impulse even to sieze her, and hold her close, while I

explained—with many sweet interpolations—the whole matter, but
when I considered calmly that it was entirely her fault, I decided

grimly that I would not utter a syllable beyond the needs of my
character of beggar, and that she could do just as she pleased about

righting the injury. I would merely ask for a place by the fire.

"Please—" I began, with a little jerk in my voice.

"Well ?" There is a melody in her voice, and I listened to it
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as one would harken to a song. I waited
—half expecting an echo.

"I am a beggar," I explained, solemnly. I was still in the

shadow and my voice was husky.

"Oh, really?" She gave a charming little jump, and looked at

me with distrust. "Not a really true one?"

"A novice," I admitted, apologetically. "I would like a place1

by the fire. I am cold."

She looked at me doubtfully for a moment, then drew back

as she pulled the door wider open. "Come in," she said, and as I

stepped into the light, she gave me not the faintest token of recog

nition, beyond a faint flush which reddened and died the same in

stant. She scampered over to a big rocker, dragged it close by the

stove, motioned me into it, and without a word flitted to the table

to her interrupted pie-building. There was a dab of flour

on her cheek—some would say it lodged there purposely to make

her rosiness more evident, and a berrystain on the fluffy apron which

fluttered when she moved. Although I had been longing for an hour

for a good fire, I paid not the slightest heed to it. That is the way

with us mortals—when we get what we have been yearning for, we

do not pause to enjoy it, but desire the next thing.

No, I did not care much for the fire. I preferred to watch

Letitia as she darted here and yon like a swallow. She dropped a bit

of dough on the moulding board, pounded it, patted it, rolled it, pull
ed it, rolled it thinner, made a few swoops and jabs with her knife,

and behold— a most absurd floral decoration in the middle of the

top story of the future pie, tossed it on top of a little red pool of

berries, squeezed down the edges with a few vigorous pinches, set

the whole structure twirling on the tips of the fingers of her left

hand while her right hand chased a knife along the rim to prune off

unsymmetrical superfluities, and completed the decoration with a

circle of fork prints on the very bulwarks. This marvel she slammed

into the oven, at the same time hauling forth the last tardy loaf of

a numerous bread family already steaming on the pantry shelf.

This brown rascal she shook out of his pan, greased him carefully,
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and set him by the rest of his kin. This process wafted such tantaliz

ing odors to my nostrils, and so set my mouth a-watering that I

could not restrain a hungry sniff and an all but audible licking of

my chops. Such an unconscious appeal would have moved the stern

est angel
—and it did. She scampered into the pantry, broke off a

good quarter of a more elderly loaf, buttered it liberally and offered

it to me in silence. I accepted it, proudly humble. "I have already

dined supremely, ma'am," I protested, even as I bit ravenously into

the fragrant crust. This was true though the dinner was a memory

several days since. "But I eat to your good health !"

"If you care to wait you may have supper with the rest as

soon as pop and mom come." She was already chopping the hash

with swift, precise, vigorous strokes. Letitia never made a languorous

gesture in her life. She was as energetic as a stiff breeze ; but there

was grace in her energy. And she was so immaculate—like a rose

bud in the clean and rested dawn. I could not refrain from spinning
a (little daydream with a cottage of our own where Letitia would be

always bustling about like an animated sun-beam. But with a sud

den chill I remembered my penniless condition and dropped into

despondency. "You are charitable, very charitable," I murmured be

tween mouthfuls, "but I see that it is merely a whim, that you are

naturally cruel hearted." I made bold to sieze her hand under the

pretense of studying the lines but she snatched it away hurriedly
and went on preparing the supper. "Isn't that so ?" I persisted.

She laughed gaily. Her laughter was pure melody and I was

silent to listen. "Well, perhaps I am more charitable than usual.

You see I have been reading the finest story about a girl who was

landed on an island full of savages with a lot of trunks full of

trousers and testaments. You needn't laugh, it isnt' funny and she

really was charitable. But the story isn't finished yet and the mail

carrier hasn't come today." She looked very unhappy over it.

"I don't believe in those globe-trotting missionaries," I cried.

"You just stay here and do home missionary work. Now I know a

poor devil of a fellow—
"

I sighed profoundly—"who really needs

/
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a special missionary about your size"—Letitia is five feet two and

pilump enough to look shorter—"to look after him all the time. Were

you looking for such a position?"
She blushed hotly—I love to watch her blush, she does it so

prettily—but her reply was left unsaid for the door was flung open,

a bundle of mail tossed onto the floor, and a man's gruff voice, ex

plaining why he was so late, trailed away into the darkness.

"Fley ! You !" I called, running after him, "where's the mail

for James Miller, Hampton Roads?" It is a folly of mine to demand

mail of every carrier or post-office I run across. With much grumb
ling and fumbling of his cart he actually did produce such a letter

and, yielding it to me with reluctance, whipped on up the road.

I tore open the letter as I walked back and read it by the

light of the kitchen lamp. It seemed incredible, a very miracle. I

could not comprehend it. I read it again, then again, and a fourth

time. At last I understood. Had I been a less calm man I would

have shouted, would have bellowed forth my good fortune, would

have siezed Letitia and danced with her up and down the narrow

floor. But I am a calm man and am not given to be garrulous. I

stared at the room, at the stove all crackling and cheery, at the loaves

of bread, at Letitia—they were all perfect and all harmonious.

"Letitia," said I, slowly, "do you think your father would

object if I built a house just like this one?"

"Of course not. Why?" She stared at me in wonder.

"Letitia,"—I was no longer a beggar and could say "Letitia"

—"do you think we could get another stove like that?"

"I guess you could. How funny!" She had the hash now in

the frying pan and was stirring it with altogether unnecessary vigor

and attention. The curve of her cheek was so rosy as she stood there

in the firelight that I could not forebear stealing up behind her and

kissing it. It was warm with the fire but a warmer surge swept it at

the touch of my lips.

"How dare you! A beggar!" she cried, but I felt that her

anger was not genuine."
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"Yes, a beggar still," I answered. "I want a bit of sunshine

like you to light up the new house I spoke about. Will you?"

But she did not answer. She flung open the oven door and

pulled out the poor, neglected pie, its floral decoration all scorched

and withered.

"Now just see what you've done!" she cried, almost weeping.

"WTill you?" I repeated, ignoring the pie's interruption.

"What has changed you so?" she parried. "When you came

you were as gloomy and meek as a quiet, winter's dusk and now—
"

she paused in evident quest of a simile.

"When I came I knew I couldn't ask you but now there's the

possibility of all heaven before me. I wras really a beggar then, but

now my patent has sold for enough to start on. Will you help me?"

She cocked her head as if listening. "There come mom and

pop and supper isn't ready ! You will have to help me set table."

Just as if supper were of the slightest consequence at such a moment.

I was growing impatient—she was so provoking. "For the

last time !" I cried "Shall I build the house and make a place by the

fire for you, or not ?" She merely looked at me mockingly. I picked
up my cap and opened the door. She slid behind the shelter of the

table and called me back with a little cry. She tilted her head prettily,
flushed like a rising flame, and said slowly, "Wait! Perhaps I will

tell you after supper."

F. H. Peters, '06.

LITERATURE THAT LIVES

Action is either the result of practical necessity and thought
or the outcome of aesthetic inspiration. Sculpture, painting, literature
—each is the result of social intercourse, the reaching out for the

sympathetic understanding of our joys and sorrows, for a help in

the bearing of what our inner nature reveals to us, which solitude

and silence would not develop. In speaking of Brand, one of his

strongest poems, Ibsen said, 'Brand came almost as the result of
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something I lived through I felt it necessary to free myself

through poetic form from something which I had inwardly done

with." And if literature is the result of social intercourse, if the art

of letters is a reaching out for sympathy and understanding, if it

produces action by creating emotions, its aim and function must be

to so shape and regulate our emotions as to bring them into the

channel most useful to us and to the social body in which we live.

As I look through the pages of ancient literature, and read

the books upon wrhich the everlasting dust has not yet fallen, the

thought it irresistible that all living literature must deal with life

and its problems. Aeschylus, Homer, Sophocles, Dante, Boccaccio,

Shakespeare, Leopardi, Byron, Shelley, Musset, Victor Hugo,

Goethe, all have dealt with the human soul, all were expounders of

individual or social evils, all were teachers and prophets of an indi

vidual or social good.

Dante seeks happiness in faith; Shelley inspires the masses

with a sentiment of freedom and right, showing that the world and

man were perfect till man himself "brought death into the world

and all our woes ;" Shakespeare, the most lasting and true of poets,

is immortal not only because of his artistic power but because in him

Ave find problems and thoughts about life which most intimately

and most strongly touch us. Hamlet is a masterpiece not because

of its poetical strength, but because of what it is to the thinking

world. Who knows of anything more often quoted than Hamlet's

mlonologue; who has read or heard Hamlet without having the

echo "to be or not to be" come back again and again to him? Faust,

the philosopher, the man who has lived and endured, will live,

not ithe pessimistic lover; and Goethe's name will be dear to the

world, not for what he has enjoyed and seen in the world but for

what he has thought and the essence of which he has given to us in

a form that is at once grand and lasting.

Is not Don Quixote a work that has lived not though its

splendid humor but because it is the strongest criticism of a type

of men and social classes that have for ages parasitized society?
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Have the names of Aristophanes, Juvenal, Erasmus
from Rotterdam,

Rabelais, Moliere, Swift, Voltaire, Gogol-have all these names

remained with us because of their unsurpassable wit or because
their

satire has for centuries burned into the living flesh of society and

helped to raise the standard of our admiration and with it the indi

vidual and social ideals? In the midst of the most amusing pages of

Gogol one can never get rid of the feeling of contempt for the

rotted foundations of Russian autocracy. And who can laugh at

Moliere's heroes without a saddening thought of the absurdities

supported by conventional society?

Whether all that these literary giants have defended was

right or wrong will remain for later generations to select and de

cide, but as far as we can see, their names would not have reached

a next generation were it not for the influence they have had upon

the thought of the times. We shall not, however, want to be under

stood to say that the ideals of great writers are always good or useful

to society, nor would we think for a moment that all great artists

have had a definite, conscious idea to defend. Not because of its

truths has Leopardi's pessimism reached posterity, but because

it dealt with ideas and feelings that were most directly and most

strongly problems of life. This again shows the hunger that human^

ity has for what deals with life and its purpose, and with all the talk

of art for art's sake, and the impossibility of reconciling art with use

fulness, one thing remains true—that unless a work satisfies a moral,

intellectual or emotional need, it will never outlive its creator.

Literature therefore must have an underlying, practical ten

dency which should not only be true to the tendency of the social

bodies, but must also comply with the scientific truths as known by

the greatest advocates of science and philosophy of the time. Liter

ature is science, philosophy, and more than both of these human

powers, it is the selection of what is grand and inspiring in our

knowledge of the universe. Literature should produce the emotions

which when turned into actions should accord not only with the

immediate necessity of the individual, but with the great truths of all
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sciences and their tendencies. The writer of literature must

not only be aesthetic and scientific, but he must also be prophetic and

truthfully prophetic,—never allowing an inspiration without a pur

pose, an action without a social good. ,

We all know the dangers of wrong admiration, wrong emo

tions ; the fiction therefore which brings these sentiments into prom

inence must be so used as to accomplish a good.
The ideals of literature must be practical and inspiring of

"joys of action" that will carry humanity to a higher goal and the

individual towards a purer, higher, stronger life. Art must kindle

in us self confidence and joys that will make us spend the surplus
of our energies in actions that will reach us and those belonging to

the social organism in which we live, in a way that will increase

the pleasures of our own lives, and of those about us.

Of all social factors, art is the one which most clearly, most

strongly and most truthfully should spread among the people the

essential truths of life and social progress, and through the emo

tion created by it, uplift the ideals as well as further the practical

progress of society. The greater progress in human society is there

fore the result not only of immediate and evident necessity, the state*

of knowledge of the time, the philosophic and most generally ac

cepted truths, but also, and perhaps most strongly, of the most

powerful emotions inspired by an art most true, most prophetic,
most practically ideal.

Actions of great social importance, actions least immediately

practical, require not only a correct and profound knowledge of

human experience, not only a love for truth, but also a high socio-

psychic development which can only be brought about by the constant

influence of an art that has so well known how to select and arrange

the essence of human needs and manifestations as to make the sacri

fice for social good the greatest joy of life.

As I look into the volumes of modern literature I find that

"poetry is more philosophical than history," as Aristotle said, and

the men who today bear the laurels of great artists, are those who
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have solved or tried to solve problems of life, the men who know and

feel and express for the masses what lies deep within them and is

at once startling and vital.

Ibsen, this great poet of the future, is a most conspicuous

example of a writer who though often technical and local, has passed

the borders of his country and by his art strong and true has shown

us many social evils, saying only what the poet can say and leaving
unsaid what the reader of the present or future generations will

read and think for himself.

Ibsen stands for nobility, the nobility that will make every

man in the land a "nobleman." In 1870 Ibsen wrote to G. Brandes the

following words : "The state must go ! That will be the revolution

which will find me on its side. Undermine the idea of state, set up

in its place spontaneous action and the idea that spiritual relation

ship is the only thing that makes for unity, and you will start the

elements of liberty which will be something worth possessing." And

this is the underlying philosophy of the master's work, a philoso

phy which is new, perhaps too early, but the future generations will

not be late in grasping these truths and making of them the guid
ance of their individual and social life. Ibsen feels the "yoke" of old

ideas and beliefs, and in Ghosts, he puts the following words into

the mouth of Mrs. Alving: "I almost think that we are all of us

ghosts, Pastor Manders. It is not only what we have inherited from

our fathers and mothers that walks in us—it is all sorts of dead

ideas and lifeless old beliefs and so forth. They have no vitality,
but they cling to us all the same, and we can't get rid of them. When

ever I take up a newspaper I see ghosts gliding between the lines.

There must be ghosts all the country over, as thick as the sand of

the sea."

Such is Ibsen—a critic, a prophet, a poet, a philosopher, a

man. He aches for his fellow man and tries to see into the dim future

through his power to analyse the present.

"Why am I to keep alive? Why am I to do anything? Has

life any meaning and if so what is it?" Such are the questions that
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the genial Tolstoi asks himself, and with a love inextinguishable

a critical eye most piercing, he studies and discusses human life,

making his art only a means of revealing to> us truths deeper, more

essential than pure beauty.

But let us take a man who is just gaining his fame, who has

just started a most brilliant and lasting career, Maxim Gorki. "You

will agree with me," he says, "that the duty of literature is to aid

man in understanding himself, to raise his faith in himself, to de

velop his longing for truth ; to combat what is bad in men, to find

what is good in them, and to wake up in their souls shame, anger,

courage
—to do everything, in short, to render men strong in a noble

sense of the word and capable of inspiring their lives with a holy

spirit of beauty Well, let us try
—perhaps imagination will

help a man to rise above the earth and find his true place on it, which

he has lost

"Confess you don't know how to represent life, so that your

pictures of it shall provoke in a man a redemptive spirit of shame

and a burning desire to create new forms of life Can you

accelerate the pulsation of life? Can you inspire it with energy as

others have done? Oh, for a man, firm and loving, with a burning

heart and a powerful, all-embracing mind. In the stuffy atmosphere

of shameful silence, his prophetic words would resound like the

tocsin, and perhaps the mean souls of living dead would shiver !"

This ideal set forth by a writer of Gorki's genius is not only

significant but marks the trend of thought that is becoming part

of the world's sense of beauty. I do not fear to say that all living

works must help mankind to think better, feel stronger, raise its

ideals and thus aid in shaping the future of humanity.

Tolstoi with his strong, styleless art, the sensitive Maupassant,

the great, mystical Dostojewsky, the over-truthful Zola, the philo

sophic, ever-living Goethe, the scientific Bourget, all have thought,

and known and wrought, trying to solve the problem of life and so

ciety, inspiring humanity with the joy of action that is high, un

selfish, strengthening and freeing of the inner soul.
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The shivering leaves, the dying sunsets, the fields of clover,.

the restful hills will forever be sung, and the slongs will undoubtedly

resound in our hearts and souls; but in all great art our sense of

beauty will be used only as a means of bringing us nearer and

nearer to the knowledge of the best, the highest, the purest.

Charles Aronovici, '05.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE JUNIOR "FEED"

On first thought one might suppose that the proposed Junior

"Feed" committee has a simple task of little import further than

arranging for an informal class function. But there is something

more subtle, more significant in it, than may appear at first sight.

The members of 1906 have nearly completed their third year in

college. But one short year is left; yet how little true unity there

is in the class. How many fellows, themselves on the outside of

everything, believe that every function is planned either with in

different neglect of them or with intentional oversight. Many of them

have unfortunately been placed in unattractive surroundings, and

yet their college spirit is as keen,—one may well say, keener, than

that of others who have been more fortunate. Class functions and

University affairs have been planned in such a way that their ex

pense has prevented many of the most loyal of the undergraduate

body from attending. Those who must be careful about their ex

penses see the growing tendency to increase the cost of attending
all these functions. Men with plenty of means forget about the others.

But when their attention is called to it they will be most ready to

come half-way. If it were simply a personal matter, there would

be no right to complain; but it has ceased to be a personal matter,
—it is now a University problem, and in it lies the beginning of a

trouble which menaces seriously the spirit of the student body.
There is no room at democratic Cornell for a spirit based on finan-
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cial or social distinctions. Our Alma Mater is broad enough to in

clude all under her care and to offer to all equal opportunities.
The main object of the Junior "Feed" is to cultivate as far

as possible that democratic spirit in the class. Instead of a costly

banquet, it is to be a comparatively inexpensive "feed." No form

ality of any kind is to be tolerated. Nineteen-six is going to get

together, as free from cliques and distinctions as it did at its first

Huestis street rush or its Freshman banquet. It proposes to show

to the University and succeeding classes that a class after three

years in college still retains its original feeling of unity and common

class interest. Retaining this spirit, a class can do almost unlimited

good in promoting University interests—for instance, in athletics.

Let even one class act as a unit, filled with the proper enthusiasm

for the crews and the teams, then a long step is taken toward de

veloping and making permanent that spirit so much to be desired—

the spirit that brings victory. Every clique and separate crowd will

forget its own little ambitions and all will work, must work to

gether. Then in every effort that the athlete makes, he will feel

that the fellows—all of them—are right with him heart and soul.

So let every member of the Class of 1906 feel it his duty to

attend the "feed." Let him forget all else but that he is a member

of the class of 1906, that his class must leave its impress for good
and improvement upon University affairs. Come for a good time

as fellows and to work, each one, for the University. The success

of this affair means the establishment of a worthy precedent for

succeeding classes. Each member of the class should attend and

thus be a factor in that success. Surely no evening could be better

spent. C. H. T., '06.
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Attention was recently called to the fact that only a com

paratively small proportion of the Senior class has evinced any in

tention of contributing to the payment, of class debts or to the fund

for a class memorial. This is doubly deplorable in view of the fact

that the class is called upon to pay a much lower per capita tax than

has any other Senior class in the last few years, while the sum fixed

by the committee, furthermore, includes a substantial contribution

to the proposed class memorial. It is the duty of every Senior to

pay his class tax and in the present instance it should be a privilege
to show that the praiseworthy efforts of the class officers to make

it as low as possible, are appreciated.

* * * *

The remarkable success of the baseball team is one of the

most gratifying events in our recent athletic history and if it con

tinues, as there is every reason to expect it will, there is little doubt

that the (long waning interest in the game will be rearoused, a change
which will mean not a little to the welfare of Cornell athletics. Be-
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yond question this year's nine is the best that has represented the

University in years ; there is a better spirit in the squad and a larger

number of men is out daily. A good share in these results must be

credited to the changed methods of coaching; but if the objects for

which the sport is fostered
—not alone the developing of a team that

wins games, but the participation of a larger number of students in

athletics, a more general interest in the game and the drawing of

a larger number of men to the University—are to be achieved,

further modifications of the system hitherto prevailing are necessary.

In the first place, there is often a feeling that the se

lection of the team for the Southern trip is practically synonymous

with naming the men who will constitute the 'Varsity for the re

mainder of the season. That the impression has a legitimate basis

a study of the facts in recent years will show. This is indeed a per

fectly natural thing, for not only are the men who make the trip

those who show up best in indoor practice, but they gain added indi

vidual advantage by reason both of the practice afforded and the

fact that they return with the prestige of being regular members of

the team. But it is absurd to suppose that in a University of his

size here wTill be found each year a group of at the most thirteen men

including the extra pitchers and catchers who are so markedly su

perior to all the remaining candidates that none of the latter merits

a trial in 'Varsity games, at least in those in which victory seems

assured. Recent dispatches from Harvard state that at least four

positions on the team are now being hotly contested for, which un

doubtedly means that in practice and in regular games different

men are being tried. Such has seldom been the case here in some

time, but it would seem that in many ways material advantage would

be gained if in this way more encouragement and chance were given
the men who do not make the Southern trip.

The ends to be achieved, however, could in large part be

secured by the arrangement of a better schedule for the second

team. The baseball management is deserving of no little commenda

tion for its efforts in this direction and it seems as if concerted effort
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by all interested ought to overcome the present opposition by those

in authority. The chief objection, as we understand it, is that it takes

too many men away from their studies, but the fact remains that a

first-class schedule could easily be arranged which by taking the

men away on Saturday afternoons only, would not materially in

terfere with University work, while, on the other hand it would

be financially advantageous and would undoubtedly draw more men

from the nearby preparatory schools. At Princeton, the second team

is regularly known as the "Nassaus" and plays many games. Why
not designate the second team here the "Ezras" and at once reward

their efforts and increase the University's athletic prestige ?

* * * *

Anent the recent discussion in the Daily Sun regarding the

slight and ever decreasing interest here in literary efforts, especially
as shown in the degree of support accorded the Era, the following
extract from an editorial in the Vassar Miscellany may be of inter

est. Speaking of the extent to which Vassar undergraduates take

advantage of the opportunity which the magazine affords for them

to address an audience thoroughly in sympathy with them and

doubly willing to lend ready attention because of its personal interest

in the writer, the writer says : "But as a matter of fact the persons

who yield to the temptation and embrace this chance from month

to month are sadly limited in number, and at the same time the

Miscellany has hurled at it the reproach of failing to represent the

college as it should." This seems to bear out the view that the Era

is subject not to a local but to a general tendency toward disinterest

in literary matters by undergraduates in general as well as toward

belittling what is done by those who attempt to publish a literary
magazine. One might add that the Miscellany is beyond question
one of the best college magazines in the country.



BOOK REVIEWS

The Iconoclasts, a Book of Dramatists. By James Huneker. Charles

Scribner's Sons, New York.

This work is a valuable contribution of American criticism

to the literature of the world. It is written in the spirit of one who

loves the literature wdth which he deals and will appeal strongly

to all of broad literary tastes. In the book one finds not only the

masterly power of the critic, but the inspiration that the author has

derived from the masterpieces of dramatic art. Mr. Huneker's an

alyses of the great dramatists are synthetical as well as analytical

and we would commend the reading of his work even before one

reads the works he criticises. There is very little quotation and his

short discussions are so written that they not only satisfy the passing

curiosity of the every-day reader, but lend an added interest to the

originals. It is not too much to say that if one is not already familiar

with the great dramatists, this volume will incite one to make their

intimate acquaintance.

* * * *

Lady Penelope. By Morley Roberts. Illustrated by Arthur William

Brown. L. C. Page & Co., Boston. $1.50.

Scarcely more rapidly does Lady Penelope dash over the

hills of England in her racing-car than one is carried along by the

fascination of this exciting and altogether novel romance. The in

genuity of the plot and the cleverness with which one's immediate

curiosity as to the final outcome is whetted until at last appeased

by an altogether unexpected climax would indeed be sufficient to

commend the book, but more than this it is a remarkably intimate

and skilful portrayal of modern English society—one that minces

no words in getting at the heart of it. The half-concealed satire

which runs through the story gives added flavor.
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The plot, in brief, is this : Lady Penelope, a young woman of

wholly original ideas, whose chief hobby is ideals and chief burden,

suitors, inculcates some of the former into some of the latter with

such success that when she finally succumbs to Cupid's shafts under

extremely peculiar circumstances, a half dozen men hasten to an

nounce themselves as her husband. Out of this complex and alto

gether amusing situation harmony is finally evolved and Penelope,
of course, emerges, so to speak, intact. Her husband turns out to be

—but it will repay anyone to find out for himself.

* ♦ * *

The Physical Culture Life. By H. Irving Hancock. G. P. Putnam's

Sons, New York. $1.25.
In the midst of all the discussion of physical culture it is a

pleasure to pick up a volume that is at once thorough and practical.
Such is this volume, written by a man whose previous contributions
to the literature of bodily training have made him an acknowledged
authority. For one who wishes to understand the real aims and

methods of the physical culture movement as well as put them to

practical use, we recommend this book. It is a plain, practical expo
sition of the laws of health and the methods by which good health

can be secured and preserved.
* * * *

The following books have been received, some of which will

be reviewed later:

L. C. Page & Company—

The Return. By Alice MacGowan and Grace MacGowan

Cooke.

The Black Barque. By T. Jenkins Hains.

G. P. Putnam's Sons—

The Romance of Victor Hugo and Juliette Drouet. By Henry
Wellington Wack.

The Coming of Parliament; by L. Cecil Jane.
J. Dewar & Co.—

The Rubaiyat of the Twentieth Century and the Song of the-
Stars. By ccCalchas."
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WOODFORD ORATIONS

SOCIALISM: WHAT DOES IT OFFER?*

Night falls over the great city. In a palatial mansion on

Fifth Avenue, surrounded by all that untold riches can secure, a happy

family sits down to the evening meal. Priceless rugs, rich tapes

tries, beautiful paintings : everywhere is luxury and splendor. No

want remains unsatisfied. Joy and comfort abound.
—Night falls over

the great city. On the East Side, in a squalid tenement whose

patched windows look out upon misery and wretchedness, a mothey

and her children kneel beside a cot on which lies the wan and

wasted form of the dead. The room is chill and bare. No fire, no

food, no helping friend. Behind them years of privation and want.

Around them, squalor and misery. Before them, utter hopelessness.

These are the logical extremes to which our society has led

us. These are the conditions which breed the spirit of social struggle.

A few years ago, Mark Hanna ventured to predict that the next

great political battle in this country would involve the question of

Socialism; and he wras greeted as a false prophet. To-day we not

only see, but we feel and we live the truth of his prediction. We are

part of an international movement of the wage-working against the

*Awarded the Woodford Oratorical Prize of a one hundred dollar medal.

Both matter and manner of presentation are taken into consideration by the

judges.
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employing class. Although neither class has awakened yet to a full

consciousness of this moment, still on every hand are manifestations

of its advance, and the conflict seems imminent. This awakening

process has come through the wiping out of what we are pleased

to call the middle merchant class, the small producer, who for cen

turies has straddled the line between employer and employed, his

sympathies divided, his interests now those of the laborer, now

those of a capitalist. But with the later growth of capitalism, the

field has been gradually cleared. Each time that capital concentrates

a number of small independent industries into one great industry,
a corresponding proportion of small producers is thrown from the

employing into the wage-working class, and the line of demarkation

is more plainly drawn. This process has brought with it another inter

esting result. With the enlarging of the field of labor, and the nar

rowing of the field of capital, a constantly increasing body of wage-
workers is made to depend upon a constantly decreasing body of

capitalist employers. That is, the employing class possessees more,

the laboring class less of the total wealth of the sources of produc
tion each succeeding year. Unequal as is the distribution of wealth

already, the inevitable progress is toward a still greater inequality;
and exclusive private ownership of the means of employment will

plunge society into economic slavery.

Such a condition is intolerable ; a reaction is certain. Wealth

must be widely diffused, and there are but two feasible means for

its accomplishment. Either it will be by popular confiscation, which
amounts to practically open revolution, or it will be by the operation
of political and economic forces, a peaceful evolution. Our choice

must lie with one or the other of these movements. This, in brief,
is the situation in which the world finds itself in the twentieth cen

tury. This is the problem which must be solved,—the most vital

question confronting the civilized world. Towards its solution what

has Socialism to offer?

The first striking feature of the Socialistic program, that
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which sounds the keynote of the modern scientific Socialism, is its

recognition of the fact that this is not a petty class quarrel, but a

political and economic struggle, to be carried on peacefully and in

telligently. Where we might expect to see a demand for immediate

and revolutionary changes, we find in Socialism only a determined

effort to secure gradual reforms, principal among which are, munici

pal home rule; the complete education of children and their free

dom from the workshop; and government ownership and control

of the means of transportation, communication and exchange. A

careful examination of these propositions will show us just where

we agree and disagree with the immediate ends of Socialism.

The fight for municipal home rule is universal, and its suc

cess is everywhere growing. To-day the American citizen rides to

his work each morning on the municipal street car, stopping on

his way to pay his municipal water-tax. In the afternoon, he meets

his children coming home from the municipal school, takes them

first to the municipal library, and later to the municipal park to

enjoy a band concert furnished by municipal funds. They all stroll

home under the municipal electric lights, and after dinner the citizen

whiles the evening away with a book, reading by the aid of munici

pal gas. Surely we have no quarrel with municipal home rule? And

yet, each of these institutions just mentioned is essentially Social

istic.

As to the complete education of the children and their free

dom from the workshop, we are all agreed. Yet how many little

children are forced to enter the field of labor to-day in spite of the

prohibitive laws that cover the pages of our statute books?

Government ownership and control of the means of trans

portation, communication and exchange has lately become the ques

tion of the hour. It is no longer scoffed at as a hopeless Socialistic

dream, but has drawn supporters from all parties and from all

walks of life. Those persons who condemn such a proposition as

impracticable and unjust, as destructive of private enterprise, often
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point with pride to the postal system as the most efficient public-

service institution in the world. Yet why should a government con

trol only the mail service when the railroads, telephones, telegraph

and express are but slight variations
of the same species ? If the one

is a government institution, the others by their very nature should

also be government institutions.

These, we understand, are the immediate ends that Social

ism seeks to accomplish. True, Socialism does not stop with this,

but looks on through the years to the time when the government

shall control all of the great industrial instruments of production.

What will be the attitude of society on this question only time can

tell. As yet, however, we are not ready for it and any discussion

of it can be little more than speculation. What we must do, however,

is to determine just where each of us stands to-day regarding these

economic questions ; a question which may ultimately involve the ecor

nomic freedom of the civilized world. A century ago, France faced

this same problem, and ere a solution wras reached the streets of

France ran red with human blood. But this is the twentieth century,

a century of humanity ; a century of enlightenment. Let

us, therefore, in our reason, forget any blind aversion

aroused by the name and consider only what Socialism offers. We

cannot afford to refuse reasonable consideration to any movement

which offers a possible solution to this solution problem. The Social

ist movement aims at a release from economic slavery through a

peaceful political organization and reform. It would mould public

opinion, not with the iron mace, but with intelligent discusson. It

would express that opinion, not through the medium of revolt, but

by intelligent use of the ballot. It would humanize the state by mak

ing it an instrument in the hands of all for the welfare of all. It

aims not only at economic and political freedom, but at economic

and political equality. Regarding this desire, DeTocqueville says :—

"Democratic communities have a natural taste for freedom;

left to themselves, they will seek to cherish it, and will view every
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privation of it with regret. But for equality, their passion is ardent,

insatiable, insistent, invincible. They will endure poverty, servitude,

pauperism, but they will not endure aristocracy."
The new scientific Socialism, which strives for the same

things for which we are striving, is the only political movement

aiming directly at a solution of this vital question of release from

capitalism ; is the only movement that is purely democratic, and has

for its purpose the formation of a purely democratic society. It does

not ask for blind support. It asks merely for an intelligent hearing,
for intelligent study, and for intelligent criticism. To fight for it,

we must understand it; to support it, we must understand it. The

thoughtful man wall come to a consideration of its aims and ideals1

with an unprejudiced mind, ready to accept what is good, equally
ready to reject what is bad; and when he has made his social plat
form, he will stand firm in the righteousness of his cause, regard
less of the name by which it is called, conscious only that it is the

cause of a free civilization.

—Robert Paid Butler.

INDUSTRIAL OPPORTUNITY*

Shortly after the Civil War, a noted Englishman who had

retired from public life, spent several years in study of industrial

conditions in the United States. "Your hour of crisis has not yet

come," said he on several occasions. "When your vast public do

main has been exhausted, when corporate industry has everywhere

taken the place of individual industry, when the average worker

has a choice only between renting an unprofitable farm and hiring

out to an industrial corporation, then will come the time when your

ideals of industrial opportunity for every man, will be put to the

supreme test."

*Awarded honorable mention.
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Now I think we all recognize how soon that prophecy has

become fact. Politically, the individual was never before so power

ful; industrially, the rewards of exceptional genius were never so

great ; but in no modern time has the man of ordinary ability and

little or no capital found himself face to face with so dark a pros

pect. If that seems too strong a statement, consider what constitutes

industrial opportunity. Is it the chance to work forever for some

body else, to remain always a mere employee? That is the kind of

opportunity the Russian autocrat gives the peasant; the kind the

master gives the slave. The Anglo-Saxon idea of opportunity has

ever been participation in the ownership and management of in

dustry, the reasonable hope and prospect before every worker, that

some day, by industry, thrift and saving, he shall lift himself out

of the ranks of the employed, and go into business for himself.

This has been the American ideal, and until a few years ago

just that sort of opportunity was before every wage-earner in the

land.

A generation ago, industries were located in the towns and

villages. Each community had its little group of shops and factories

that made it prosperous. Employer and employee lived on the same

street, attended the same church, belonged to the same lodge, touch

ed elbows at a hundred points of common sympathy and interest.

Every worker felt a certain individual independence and dominion.

He was the master of his trade ; he owned the tools with which

he worked ; if he did not get along well with one employer he could

go on to the next town, and there find congenial employment at

his trade. And no man was doomed to remain an employee, for a

little thrift and saving made the man at the bench to-day a part

owner of the enterprise on the morrow. It was an age of indi

vidual opportunity, individual ownership of industry, and these

were the conditions which made American wage-earners the most

efficient, prosperous and self-reliant in the world.

But the last quarter century has brought a radical change
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in the management of industry, and likewise in the opportunities
of the worker. We have seen the small enterprise sold out under

the auctioneer's hammer ; the notice of bankruptcy nailed to the

door of the small factory. The men who were proprietors in the

towns are now employees in the city. The worker no longer thinks

it possible to save enough to go into business for himself. The man

with a few thousand dollars no longer cares to start a shop or

factory. The individual as a proprietor of industry, the small enter

prise as the unit of competition, are fast disappearing; and instead

of workers ambitious for proprietorship, ours is becoming a nation

of men whose chief concern is to hold their jobs and live within

their incomes. The whole industrial fabric of to-day is builded on

dependence and subordination—a few men owning industry; the

many, the employees of the few. The individual may hope for pro

motion, for larger pay, but not for that independent proprietorship

which has been whip and spur to centuries of progress.

These are the fundamental changes that have made the in

dustrial problem a mount in our time. And the concern which candid

men feel is not mere anxiety about prices. The future of the indi

vidual, as the unit of industry, as a citizen, as a man, is on trial in

this country to-day. What may he hope for, strive for? What shall

be his opportunities, what the controlling motives of his life, in the

industrial regime of the future ? These are the paramount questions

to which the present generation must make answer.

In response to these questions, we often hear it said that

there is no use trying to fight economic laws : the industrial trust

has come to stay, no matter what the consequences to the individual.

Now it is undoubtedly true that large production brings many eco

nomic advantages ; but there are also disadvantages, and as the re

ports of investigating experts have so often shown, it is not these

legitimate advantages that have forced out the small producer. In

the oil fields of Pennsylvania and Kansas, it has been the corrupt

alliance between the Standard Oil Company and the railroads. In
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the case of the Beef Trust, it has been a monopoly of refrigerator

cars which has enabled the combine practically to exclude its com

petitors from the market. In the case of the Sugar Trust, the beet

sugar producers have been crushed because the trust was able to

adjust the tariff to suit its own selfish purposes. Take any instance

where the small producers have been forced out and a great monop

oly left in control, and you will find that fundamentally the cause

has been some unjust and unfair special advantage.

Who cannot recall, from his own experience, a story like

that so often told in our courts? A man has fifty or a hundred

thousand dollars which he desires to use to advantage and so

starts a factory. The enterprise proves successful, and in a little

while he enlarges his plant, and plans to extend his business.

Perhaps it is a whole town or city that has thus engaged in pros

perous manufacture. But there comes a time when the trust puts

on the thumb-screws. Rates are suddenly raised on all products

shipped by this manufacturer. He has difficulty in getting cars,

difficulty in getting coal, coke and other raw materials used in his

establishment. The higher cost of these materials, and the higher
rate from mill to market, make it impossible for him longer to

compete with the trust. He knows full well what is the trouble.

It is not that his rivals can produce more cheaply; it is that the

railroads are protecting the trust by robbing him. And so it is

that in a year or two from the time when he seemed so prosperous

and successful, he is a bankrupt, distracted, broken-down, his fac

tory idle, his workmen forced to seek employment elsewhere. This

is no imaginary picture. It is the familiar experience of thousands

who have ventured into productive enterprise.

Or, look at the problem from another viewpoint. During
the past twenty years the deposits in the banks have increased from

two billion dollars to upwards of seven times that sum. As this

surplus of capital has grown, the rate of interest has steadily fallen,

from seven and eight per cent, down to three or four or five. Yet
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on the other hand, the cost of the necessaries of life has advanced

until Mr. Robert Hunter says that in the United States there are

ten million people who are unable to buy enough food and clothing

to maintain a mere working efficiency; and at the same time the

annual profits reaped by the industrial corporations, controlling the

output of these necessaries, have risen as high as twenty, thirty

and even forty per cent. Let me ask you : why are men content to

keep their funds idle in the banks at three per cent, when indus

trial enterprise offers so large returns ? There can be but one answer :

that there is something in present-day economic conditions which

holds capital back from such investment, something which makes

men afraid to venture into independent industrial enterprise.

The task of restoring industrial opportunity, then, is the

bask of striking down private monopoly and special privilege in

every form. The small enterpriser is not afraid to compete with the

trust, if he is given a fair chance. The banks are filled with capital

eager for investment, given anything of fair opportunity. From the

oil fields of Kansas, the grain areas of the Northwest, the farms

of Texas, the shops of New England, comes the appeal of the small

producer, crying out against the monopoly power of the industrial

trust; demanding that the government shall do more than main

tain political equality; that it shall also use its influence for indus

trial opportunity. It is not enough that the law shall say to a man

that if another wrong him by tort or breach of contract, he shall

have a remedy; the law must also say to each man that if another

wrongs him by charging an unjust rate on one of these great public

highways, he shall have immediate and substantial relief. If we

permit the railroads to charge unjust rates; if our tariff or tax

laws are framed to favor some men at the expense of others ; if in

the making or enforcement of law, there is fear or favoritism, we

have closed the door of hope and opportunity on the individual, and

left it open only to the big corporation, which can buy its way to

special favors.
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This, then, is the real meaning Of the most significant phe

nomena of our time—the movement towards municipal ownership

of public utilities, more stringent supervision of public service cor

porations, and thorough regulation of the great essential monopolies.

The purpose is not a paternalistic centralization of governmental

power ; not a Socialistic stifling of private enterprise but on the con

trary, it is to restore economic competition, give larger play to

private enterprise, and take a step forward toward a larger indus

trial opportunity.
—William Lynn Ransom.

A PLEA FOR THE HIGHER INDIVIDUALISM

Lowell painted the true glory of America for all time when

he wrote of the fathers of the Republic and the institutions they

created,

"They founded deep and well,

Nor hoped to make a better man

Than long considering Nature will or can ....

They wasted not their brain in schemes

Of what man might be in some bubble sphere.
herein they were great

Beyond the incredulous lawgivers of yore,
That they conceived a deeper rooted State,

Of hardier growth, alive from rind to core,

By making man sole sponsor of himself."

A rugged Individualism has made us great ; we overflow in strength
and wealth and life. Our record in outward triumphs is glorious,
and yet there is much in our Individualism to make us pause and

think; aye, and blush. There is much that is true in the picture
that the Socialist draws. It is true that individual effort is often

a mad, unholy scramble for wealth, mere wealth, regardless of
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the rights of others ; that legislatures are defied, the general welfare

ignored, public morals derided ; that in the shop sometimes a merci

less greed prevails,—the sighs and the cries and the agonies of the

workers are drowned in the pitiless hum of machines. Wealth in

creases, but so does pauperism. Factories multiply, but so do tene

ments. The justice in each of us, Individualist as well as Socialist,

cries out for fair play among men; the humanity that dwells in

the meanest cries out for relief.

Whence shall that justice, whence shall that relief come? From

the State? Socialism offers a simple remedy
—"Make men work for

the State." What does this mean? Assuming that men can and

might work for the State, what does Socialism propose to do if

men will not work for the State? Read the bloody pages of the

French Revolution, see the drunken tribunals and the swaggering

committees, and find your answer. The bayonet, the sword, the

club; intimidation, coercion, despotism. Military despotism is the

pet device, the necessary consequence of Socialism, a tyranny worse

by far than the tyranny it is invoked to remove. If we must have

tyranny, by all means let the naturally strong and capable tyrannize.

Their energy means much to the world : if their rule is oppressive,

at least their activity is beneficial.

What then? Is there no way out? Is there no escape for the

great masses of men, from the tyranny of the State on the one

side and the tyranny of their fellows on the other? Yes, there is!

The Socialist's analysis of human nature is defective. He mutters

"All Individualism is selfishness." But is it? Is that alone Individual

ism that clings to the sweat-shop and to child-labor, to ill-ventilated

factories and poisonous mines, to long hours and grinding work?

Is that alone Individualism that cries with palsied avarice in the

din of the shop where lives are blighted and forfeited in the whirr

of wheel and the buzz of saw,

"I crave the law

The penalty and forfeit of my bond ?"
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Is that alone Individualism that in reaching to the Sun must keep

the light from the smaller plants? Is it a mad struggle that we

are engaged in, unreasoning, unyielding, unrelenting, in which the

poor and weak must pay an awful tribute, a tax on life itself? Is it

all gluttony on one side and misery and suffering on the other?

Are the leaders insatiate? Are they deaf to the cries of their fellow-

men? Is there no humanity among men?

Let us see men at their best, not always at their worst. What

shall we say of Robert Owen's Individualism when he of his own

accord declared that all the profits of his enterprise above five per

cent, "should be laid aside for the religious, educational and moral

improvement of the community at large?" What shall we say of

the Individualism of N. O. Nelson in our own country, who gives
to his workers all the profits above a small per cent., partly as

direct dividends, partly in the form of recreation and education?

What shall we say of this noble Norseman's Individualism that

operates a factory profitably and yet finds time and disposition, as

he says, "to bowl with the men, play with the children and listen to

the birds in the morning and the frogs and katydids at night?"
What shall we say of his Individualism that reaches down even unto

the children, taking those of the factory village to the city to see

the cars and buildings and the steamboats, and brings back those

of the city slums to breathe the fresh air and smell the flowers and

chase the butterflies?

The Owens and the Nelsons are exceptional, I grant you.

They are the heroic forms that rise majestically above the ordinary
men of their time. They are the grand characters who dedicate their

lives to a cause they believe to be noble and good and right. But are

kindness and sympthy unknown in business today? For every great

employer you show me who drives his men and never gives a sigh
for the children and women withering before his eyes, I can show

you ten who share profits, give pensions or provide comforts and

recreations for their workingmen. This is true benevolence in its
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most salutary form, not enforced by legislation, but voluntarily
introduced by the employers. It is simply the "human touch" in

industry. It is the Higher Individualism.

Here then is our answer to the Socialist. We must reject
his method, to create at once the rose full blooming by applying
a pressure from without that is artificial; but follow rather the

advice of the Individualist who urges us to plant the seed and

wait for the growth from within that alone is vital. In the Higher
Individualism budding in the present, concealing in its tight em

brace the Higher Individualism to flower in the future, lies the

vindication of our demand that the State shall keep its hands off

and let men alone and free. In that freedom we shall find relief.

The normal, developing man is a glorious reality. Let us censure

abuse wherever we find it, but let men have power to exercise and

above all, freedom to grow. Society need not fear its multi-million

aires ; they are its predestined benefactors. We have faith in men :

if some use oppressively their freshly-won power, the riper men

shall of their own accord be gentle in their strength, sober in the

exercise of their power, conscious of duties and responsibilities to

their fellowmen.

It is for us then to protest against the mad teachings of the

present that infuriate class against class and man against man, that

fill the minds of the many with false hopes, that urge them td

look to the State for relief against centralized control and monopo

listic abuse. It is for us to remind men in the impatience and petty

irritation of the moment, of the deeper truths and the more vital

forces of all time. But there is only one way to make that protest

heard and heeded. By not forgetting in our triumphs the brother

man who toils at our side ! By having as our ideal not the aggran

dizement of one, but the happiness of all! By counting that alone

success that rises and helps to rise and that alone life that lives

and helps to live ! By asserting the Higher Individualism, despising

mere greed, looking with scorn rather than with envy at the sole
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amassing of fortunes, shuddering at the barrenness of the selfish

life that repeats with agony at life's setting,—

"Dust unto dust !

And the days are closing in

To the rigid Winter.

Where is the peace we sought?

Where is now the golden harvest

We labored for,

When age has robbed us of the joy of taste ?

And toil has done to death the sense of rest?

Dust unto dust!

Ah, brother, is that the truth?

Or this?

Not what we gain but what we do.

Must the good plough-share rust because we feel

The harvest may be garnered by another?

The rose-leaves though they die enrich the earth

For flowers that are to come.

So be it, brother !"

—Abraham Abbey Freedlander.

CATHOLICISM AND THE STATE IN AMERICA

Absolute freedom of religious worship, that prime principle
of Americanism, was first practiced in America by the little Catholic

colony of Maryland and laid down as a principle in the year 1649.
From the birth of the nation until the present time the chil

dren of Catholicism have tried to do and have done their share

toward developing and preserving our country. Side by side with
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persons of every denomination did the supporters of that faith

struggle to nurse the colonies through their infancy; side by side

with persons of every denomination did they fight and die for the

preservation of the Union ; and intermingled indiscriminately with

numerous other unnamed heroes we find them marching in the rag

ged ranks of the Revolution, and dead and dying upon the fields of

bloody battle. If but the frozen tongue of Valley Forge could

speak ! If but the slaughtered heroes of the field of Gettysburg could

arise ,and Protestant, Catholic, Jew, Atheist, each proclaim his re

ligious views, who is there living, possessing an unprejudiced mind,

who would say that a man belonging to any particular religious

class could not be a loyal and a patriotic citizen ?

And yet with all our young nation's history within our

knowledge there are those among us who believe that the Roman

Catholic's first allegiance is to the Pope ; there are those among us

who believe that if occasion arose tomorrow the entire Catholic

population of our country would be arrayed upon the side of popery.

This impression is false. True it is that Catholics honor, respect,

revere the Sovereign Pontiff; true it is that in some matters they

obey him ; equally true it is that in order to command this obedience

he must act within well defined limits. His authority- extends to

matters of faith and morals. It goes no further.

If we should unfortunately be thrown into a war with any

foreign power and Rome should attempt to interfere, the healthy

American Catholic would utterly disregard the order, would throw

back the reply, "Rome within Rome's limits," and filled with a soul-

inflaming love of country would stiand forth against the world, a

defender of the country whose outstretched, defending arms receiv

ed and sheltered his ancestors, and to whose protection he is

anxious to entrust his progeny.

Look back to the year 1588 in England and there the fact

is manifest that the Roman Catholic's first allegiance is not to the

Pope but to his country. I need only mention the Spanish Armada
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to recall to your minds the circumstances prompting it. England
was under Protestant rule ; Spain was Catholic. Spain sailed for

England under the special benediction of the Pope and in the hope
that the Catholics of England would rise in her behalf. History tells

us that they did rise, but they rose for England ; they rose prompted

by their love for England ; they rose because their first allegiance
was to England. This was but one year after the execution of the

Catholic Queen of Scots, but a few years after the High Commis

sion Court had sent hundreds of Catholics to their graves, at a time

when persecutions were frequent and religious liberty suppressed.

I ask, if the Catholics of England were willing to fight and die

for her then and under those conditions, what would the American

Catholic do for his country to-day, for this country of liberty, equal

ity and equity.

Not only this opinion prevails but there is also extant among

the more enlightened and educated classes the suspicion that Rome

is silently working to make America her future political stronghold ;

that she sees in America fertile soil in whch to plant the political
seed ; a strong foundation upon which to re-erect her fallen power ;

that there is a quiet undercurrent of intrique permeating, as it were,

all the external workings of the Church: a grim, shapeless, phan
tom arising in the dim- distance; a scheme developing silently

through the great organization of the Church, from cardinal to

archbishop, from archbishop to bishop, from bishop to priest,
from priest to people. Such purpose is entirely foreign to the mind

of any American Catholic. And yet, in justice to those that hold

these views, it may be said that they base them upon what seems to

be reason. They say that the attitude of the Church toward the

school question excites their suspicion ; that there is some deep, dark

purpose besides the religious which prompts the maintenance of

separate schools. This may seem a reason, but what actually

prompts the Church to maintain the position which she does? She

upholds this position because she believes a religious education nee-
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essary to the complete development of every man. She does it in

order to preserve and perpetuate the faith. She does it because there

is no other suitable place in which to give the child a Christian

education. In the public schools of our country to-day there is no

religious training whatever. The Church believes "that the educa

tion in which religion is vitiated or non-existent is perilous ; be

lieves that there is no part of life, public or private, which can be

exempt from the duties of religion, nor is there any age when this

fact can be ignored less than during the period of youth when the

mind is fresh and exposed to so many fascinating causes of corrup

tion. She believes that so to organize the education of children

as to remove from it all points of contact with religion is to dry up

the very seeds of virtue and morality and to implant in their stead

in many instances, the cold and faithless views of the materialist."

This I say Catholics believe; and because they do believe it

they support separate schools in which to give their children, not

only a religious, but a secular education. It is purely a matter of

conscience, purely a matter of religious belief. In this liberal young

country of ours is not religious belief respected? Can men not act

in accord with their conscientious religious views and bear the bur

dens which the voice of conscience bids them bear, perform

their duties to humanity and God as they see those duties, without

having imputed to them false motives? Why not find rather the

actual motive underlying this attitude and recognize it, than reach

blindly out into the dark realm of conjecture and fall upon a suspicion

groundless and unfair? Look upon this attitude of Catholicism

toward education as a mistaken one if you will ; but do not, I ask

of you, impute to American Catholics the nursing of a design utter

ly incompatible with our conception of patriotism, a scheme more

base, an intrigue more obnoxious than is deserving of even mom

entary repose in the mind of any American citizen. Look upon the

maintenance of separate schools rather as it is, an honest work by

earnest people.
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As evidence of the fact that there is no intention other than

a religious one in the education of Catholic children, let us consider

the attitude of the Church toward the American Indian. From 1880

until 1900, under the contract system schools were maintained

by the government for educating and christianizing the Indian.

Not only the Roman Catholic but Protestants as well entered will

ingly into the work in the earnest endeavor to ameliorate the red

man's condition. In 1900 an act was passed which stopped all gov

ernment appropriations. Where sectarian schools had been estab

lished they were offered the alternative of selling to the government

or doing the best they could without government support. For the

most part sectarian schools were sold and the public school system

instituted. But Catholicism throughout the United States spoke out

in one accord to preserve their schools and to continue the christian

izing of America's first children ; and for the past three years has

been spending from two to three hundred thousand dollars a year

for this purpose.

The Church has absolutely nothing to gain from a material

or political point of view from this work among the Indians. Every

years she is sinking treasure and spending lives there only from the

highest motives of religion and philanthropy. She is extending the

benefits of civilization to a people who will one day perish from

the earth and leave behind them nothing save a memory. The Indian

to-day is not a voter. He takes no active political part. He is merely

the ward of the nation. What political design could the Church have

in educating him? She has none whatever. There is no undercurrent

of political intrigue in the movements of the Church ; there is no

motive other than a religious one back of the maintenance of sepa

rate schools. The same conception of right which prompts the

christianizing of the American Indian prompts the maintenance of

separate schools for white children. In both these works the Church

is prompted by the belief that a man's first duty is to his God;

she is prompted by the belief that beyond the grave there is another
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life for which a Christian education prepares man; she is prompted
by the belief that who does his duty to his God will likewise do his

duty to his country; she is prompted by the belief that if all men

perform their duty to both God and country, neither the faith

nor the nation shall ever perish from the earth.

—

Eugene Lawrence McCollum

THE DEBT OF HUMANITY TO THE ENGINEER

t
Every age has its master spirits—those heroic figures which

serve as a measure of their times. Antiquity had its kingdom-builders,
whose mighty dynasties crumbled to dust to leave only the shadow

of a great name. The Middle Ages brought forth the mail-clad

gallant, who hewed his way to glory through freebooting foes near

at hand or won a saintlier fame in his fight to wrest the Holy

Sepulchre from the defiling Saracen. But the first shot that sped

through the air at Crecy carried in its trail death to the adventurous

knight-errant and all his works. The Renaissance rang with the

enthusiasm of the seeker—the seeker to reclaim the heritage of the

past
—the seeker, too, to reach out after the undiscovered bounty

that was to form the dowry of the future. To-day there is no con

tinent of fabulous wealth to embolden a Columbus; no virgin

Pacific to greet the gaze of a far-faring and resolute Cortez. No,

the romance of to-day is none of this. The future will look back

upon ours as an age when the deeds of glory were the deeds of

peaceful endeavor. It will tell of an age whose dominant note

was industrial and civic progress
—whose greatest achievements

centered not in destructive warfare, but in startling and enduring

triumphs along the line of human usefulness, an age when little

things were made great by human skill and human effort. It will

tell of an era whose romance was not of fiction but of fact, not

of dreaming but of doing, not of conquest but of creation ; an era
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whose keynote is work, whose mission is progress, and whose hero

is the Engineer.

What in all tha/t marks this age as an age of progress is

the Engineer doing for humanity? His achievements extend from

ocean to ocean; they link continent to continent. They are the

great works that provide for the safety, the wealth and the advance

ment of nations. They limit war, they mold politics, they define

commerce. Everywhere has this genius for transforming altered

the face of the globe and harnessed the forces of Nature for man's

convenience. A mighty Niagara with a rush of waters so tremen-

duous that ten times the population of the United States could

hardly pump it back, is made to furnish power for a hundred indus

tries, scattered far and wide. Turbulent rivers are diverted to

further transportation or to impound waters for a thirsty city. Sani

tary engineering has eliminated plague and made existence in

crowded centers possible.

For the relief of impatient, thronging multitudes, vast sub

terranean passages have been burrowed under busy thoroughfares.
These twine their tortuous way in and out among the mighty under

pinning of those towering skeletons of steel that reach up to the very

clouds and thrust their foundations deep down a hundred feet

through quicksand to solid rock. Greatt arteries of trade and travel,

pulsating with the lifeblood of the nation, stretch forth in every

direction, encompassing the land as in a mesh. No barriers of Na

ture avail to balk their path. Her very obstacles are but the oppor

tunities of the Engineer. Broad rivers and yawning chasms are

spanned on slender webs that dangle in the thin air like spider
threads and yet are strong enough to sustain the impact of thund

ering trains. Huge mountains are pierced by tunnels often miles

from light to light ; or along their steep sides the train crawls pain
fully up its chiseled path where even the sure-footed chamois could

find no foothold. Out in those vast arid wastes we behold even now

this pioneer of civilization rearing structures to restrain the waters
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of every stream that they may be led hither and thither to make a

garden of a desert. Down on that sultry, fever-stricken Isthmus, a

project is under way that has fired the imagination of man for

three hundred years—the separation of two continents and the

union of two oceans. Yes, on every hand the triumphs of the En

gineer greet the eye
—miracles of bold design and daring construc

tion that were not dreamed of a century ago
—works of a magnitude

before which the wonted wonders of antiquity sink into insignifi
cance

The worth-while of all this can be appreciated only by

comparison. It was but yesterday that man eked out a selfish, seclud

ed existence in the little hamlet that gave him birth, toiling in the

fields for his food, fashioning his own crude tools with which to

rear a shelter above his head. His whole history was written in the

color of the narrow confines that were to him the center of the uni

verse. The insurmountable barriers of time and distance isolated

him from his fellow-men and in his bosom rankled the fear and

prejudice bred of ignorance. Then the infant world—a Hercules in

its cradle—awoke to feel its power and learned to use it. The rail

road supplanted the stage, the telegraph replaced the laggard post,

manufactured power was everywhere made to shoulder the burden

of work, leaving man free to direct and to devote as never before

his best energies to the higher things of life.

It was but little more than fifty years ago that a brave, far-

seeing patriot gave his life to arouse the interest of the nation in that

land of doubtful promise to which Lewis and Clark had laid claim

after months of hardship—the great Northwest. To-day hardly are

the tidings of a famine in far-off India flashed around the world

before the carloads of golden grain begin rolling down from that

great Northwest on their errand of mercy. All this is the work of

the Engineer. It is he that has provided that means of traversing

the globe with a regularity and a speed that brings all nations to

gether. At his magic touch are fading aw^ay the mists of fear and
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prejudice that have been so baneful and so fruitful in fostering

racial and sectional hostility. Yes, it is the Engineer who has replac

ed the sectional boundaries, based on race and prejudice, with the

natural boundaries of a living nationality
—he who has spread civil

ization to the farthest ends of the earth—he who has set man free to

work intelligently along the path of human destiny.

Yet how slight is the appreciation of the world ! Our war

riors, our statesmen, our writers—all of our avowed leaders of to

day
—

are enjoying, under the steady glare of the lime-light, the

comforts of the civilization the Engineer has wrought. He is on

the frontier in flannel shirt making the way straight or transforming

the desert; or else he is clinging hundreds of feet up in the air, or

groping his way in grewsome depths below—sweltering in the mud

and mire, or imperiling his life in fever-stricken climes. Through

stiffening cold or stifling heat, through storms and all manner of

hardship, the Engineer pushes unrelentingly on. No obstacles of

Nature, no discouragements, suffice to deter or excuse him from

his noble mission in service of mankind. His victories are magnifi

cent; but his battles being bloodless and his foes inanimate, they

reflect no glamour upon the tablets where fame writes. Breathless

humanity advances ever onward and upward over the stepping stonq

placed by the Engineer's skill and genius and daring, without giv

ing him a thought.

But is he without his reward? Ah, no! The joy of master

ing, the love of serving his fellowmen, the noble devotion of a

genius to his life-work—this is the reward of the Engineer. You

■call him the apostle of materialism! Why, that very love which

spurs him on and infuses an ideal into the everyday things of life

is the greatest foe to-day to that spirit of all-absorbing greed for

gain a selfish business world begets.

The debt of humanity to the Engineer? The man of science

has been termed the pilot of the ship of progress, ever in the mast-

top, scanning the dim horizon of the future and pointing out the
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way. The Engineer, then, is the ship's master—ever alert to heed

the warnings and to take full advantage thereof. Upon his willing,
able shoulders rests the direction of every detail so vital to the

safety of the ship, the health and comfort of the passengers. His is

the master-mind—his the master-work. As the world-ship moves on

with all humanity on board, and freighted with the cargo of the

present and the past, the master in calm or storm, in sunshine or

in mist, stands by his trust. If aught should go amiss—his be the

blame; if her course steers straight, if his untiring watchfulness

brings the good ship daily nearer the sought-for haven—his be the

glory and the praise.
—

Harry Franklin Porter.

THE POWER OF THE INDIVIDUAL: IS

IT DECLINING?

We hear it said nowadays that the power and influence of the

ordinary man is becoming insignificant. Pessimists assert that the

plain citizen amounts to little. The individual, they say, is a mere

automaton, obliterated in the mass, shorn of all importance. And

here is the problem which confronts us to-day: Is the individual

declining? Is the ordinary American becoming insignificant?

The gravity of the question is apparent. The American people
are now confronted by the most important problems since the Civil

War, and those problems demand for their solution a high order of

power and independence on the part of the citizen. If we are to

meet successfully the dangers of the trusts, of organized labor, of

political corruption, it will be only because the citizens of this coun

try show a spirit of individual effort that will throw off all apathy
and compel results. Therefore if the individual is becoming insig

nificant, if his influence is now of little weight, the matter is one for

serious concern, and one whose importance cannot easily be over-
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estimated. Let us see then in what direction the individual is mov

ing.

We should in the first place dispose of the idea that a

democracy, from the fact of being a democracy, dwarfs its citizens.

Some persons cling persistently to the opinion that a democratic

government makes the individual subside in the mass ; that it means

rather than a lifting up of the whole citizenship a pulling down of

the high to the level of the lowest, so that all individuality becomes

obliterated and the power and opportunity of the ordinary man is

reduced to a nullity.

We may grant that in an artistoeracy a few preferred indi

viduals may attain more importance than under a democracy. For

under the aristocracy you have a wealthy leisure class thriving at

the expense of the poor, oppressed commoner, who wallows in the

mire in order that his aristocratic brother may lead a free and

cultured life. But democracy furnishes a far different ideal. No

barriers are set by it to individual progress. The serf is raised from

his serfdom and pointed to the door of hope and opportunity. And

while the democracy may not furnish wave-crests so high as the

aristocracy, the general level of citizenship is far higher. In a

democracy the opportunity of the ordinary man to become a pow

erful factor is limited only by his own nature, and is many times

what it is under any other form of government yet devised.

What has been and is, the position of the individual in this

country? From the day of the foundation of our government, with

its cornerstone of individualism, an irresistible tendency has been

continually at work multiplying the ordinary man's power and im

portance. It is perhaps most clearly shown in the realm of public
affairs. There the cry for a hundred years has been for a more

complete trusting of the citizen. The referendum is coming more

and more into use as a solvent for all political problems. Municipal

ownership of public works by which the individual manages his own

public utilities is increasing on every hand. United States Senators
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in some states are already practically elected by the voters direct.

Popular nominations, f611owing Wisconsin, are but a short step
away. Every extension of popular authority speaks the growing
power and opportunity of the average individual.

Recall the power of the independent in politics to-day. Never
has his influence been so great. Once he was hooted at as a self-

seeker and a turncoat, unfit for decent society. To-day he is re

spectable and respected. It is now something of an honor to be an

independent. It is his vote the campaign managers work for, for

his vote determines the results of political controveries. Then, too,
the man within the party need not be the slave he was of yore. To

bolt a bad ticket is coming more and more to be a virtue. To get
on in politics now a man does not need to humble himself before

the boss. A good way to prosper politically is to fight the boss. The

opportunities of the individual are greater 'than ever before. What

he needs is to trust himself and make use of the opportunities that

greet him at every hand.

If any obliteration of the individual has been going on in this

country it is in the industrial field as a result of the consolidation of

capital and labor. For there have citizens been guilty of the great

est apathy. When a person joins a trade union or allies himself with

a combination of capitalists, the natural inclination is to subside,

to drift along with the current and to neglect his opportunities for

individual and independent action.

But if any person in industry or anywhere else does not

make himself count it is because of his own indifference. Organiza

tion with others with like ideas should not render a person impotent.

In fact, if organization is made a means and not an end, it is the

road to the individual's greatest strength. A single person can at

best have but a restricted influence. It is through associating with

others and impressing them with one's ideas that one can secure

great public results. In organization a person may surrender some

of his individual prerogatives, but like the savage coming under
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civilizaton, the freedom he loses in one direction is more than com

pensated for by gains of power in other directions. In organization

the individual may find his weakness or his strength. It all depends

upon whether he unites merely to let somebody else do his thinking,

or unites for purposes, to aid in the solution of particular prob

lems. Apathy and indifference may cause retrogression, but energy

and independence will raise him to his greatest power.

There is a story of a famous general who led his army

against a city. The city was protected by an imposing fort, and the

general's troops wTere awed into fear by the rows of bristling cannon

that stuck their ugly muzzles over the fortifications. The leader,

however, was undismayed. Resolving to take the town by storm,

he ordered a charge ; and when his soldiers had rushed to the top

of the hill, they found themselves unharmed ; for, lo ! the guns that

looked so fierce were mere wooden dummies.

A good many Americans to-day are frightened by dummy

cannon, and one of the dummy cannon is the idea that the indi

vidual no longer has opportunity and power. In what they have

thought to be the decline of the individual many persons have seen

all sorts of dreadful spooks and stalking forms. But let the indi

vidual take courage. This in all the history of mankind in his day.

Power is in his hand, and opportunity waits at his elbow as never

before. The only danger is that politically we shall fall into indiffer

ence and apathy; that industrially we shall yield to foolish fears.

With every citizen earnest and awake, many of our causes of fear

will turn out to be but terrorizing dummies. What we need is a vital

ized citizenship, more of the spirit of the fathers.

This should inspire every individual however humble with a

desire to do his part. Every man should think earnestly of the

questions of the day and impress his thoughts on his neighbors. We

should ask ourselves: Are we as independent human beings fear

lessly working out our nation's salvation? Or are we leaning back,

trusting to someone else to do the work for us? Let us do our
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share; let us be a factor in the life of the world; agitate, discuss,

work for the individual idea, dissipate in our neighborhood the

ordinary man's indifference and timidity. Our power as individuals

is greater than ever before ; greater opportunities await us at every

hand. The materials for the builder are here ; let us enter into the

work.

—Neal Dow Becker.
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The Era takes pleasure in announcing the election to mem

bership on the board of Messrs. Charles Henry Tuck, '06, and

Henry George Stutz, '07, the former as a member of the literary,
the latter, of the business department.

From the great interest which is being displayed in the inter

college ball games for the silver cup offered by the Deans of the

various colleges one is warranted in saying that no wiser or more

satisfactory plan could have been devised for m/aking interest

and participation in athletics more general among the students.

The Guilford prize for undergraduate English composition
was awarded this year to W. W. Gail, '05, for an essay entitled:

"The Recent Industrial Conflict in Colorado as Illustrative of Present-

day Tendencies in the United States in the Relations of Labor and
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Capital." President Schurman, in announcing the award, urged
that there be a larger competition for this prize, and it is to be hoped
that the present indications of a re-awakening of interest in literary
matters will so reflect itself.

* * * *

Following the custom of previous years we publish herewith

the orations delivered in competition for the General Stewart L.

Woodford prize in Oratory, consisting of a gold medal of the value

of $100. A unique feature of this year's stage, in contrast to previous
ones, was that four of the six orations were devoted to present-day
industrial problems, two of them—one of which won the medal, the

other being awarded honorable mention—inclining more or less'

toward a Socialistic viewpoint. The stage, as a whole, was quite on

a par with its predecessors, both in subject matter and delivery, in

the latter, however, the prevailing tendency away from the old

dramatic oratory being forcibly exhibited.

* * * *

In view of the discussion of the physical effects of special
ized athletics upon the permanent health of those who participate,
it is interesting to note that Cornell is making rapid progress towards

the idea of athletics or exercise for all students, and that oppor

tunity for abundant exercise and recreation will soon be afforded

for the weak as well as the strong, the frail as well as the rugged.

The tendency is certain to be away from the idea of aquatics for

twenty men on the 'Varsity and freshmen crews, or eleven men on

football team, or nine on a baseball team; and in the direction of

aquatics for hundreds, and baseball and football for everyone, to

gether with opportunity for less strenuous forms of athletic exercise.
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OUR CONTEMPORARIES

TRUE LITERARY SPIRIT IS LACKING

A review of recent exchanges reveals little of true worth.

There is the usual number of periodical poems portraying the season

(which other localities—with more of boldness than we of Ithaca

venture to display—characterize as Spring), the usual number of

attempted romances, and the usual quota of foreign tragedies. The

absence of true literary spirit is everywhere marked. In its stead,

there is manifested only the frantic zeal of the space-filling editor

and the reckless ambition of the space-filling competitor.
This deplorable condition is not new ; nor while college ideals

are what they are may we expect appreciable improvement. Yet, a

study of the better productions affords ground for hope. Here and

there a contributor has portrayed something beyond the incident,

something deeper than the plot, life behind an only casually inter

esting occurrence, or the divinity of Nature herself. These portrayals
constitute literature.

What though the sphere of college journalism is limited,
—

limited by the immature taste of the average student. No college

magazine is too humble a medium for the expressions of a writer

with an aim.

Even better than the more pretentious short stories which

too often inflict upon understanding readers the insult of the "moral

tag," the following unassuming bit of verse illustrates the point we

would emphasize:—-TO A CHILD

Little lad, we live you know,
In a land where puzzles grow,

And the Answer Country lies

Under sunny far off skies,
And the road is far to go.

Yet I think you'll find the way

Dear, to Answer Land some day.
Parker Sherwin, in Wisconsin Literary Magazine.



BOOK REVIEWS

The Black Barque. By T. Jenkins Hains. L. C. Page & Co.,
Boston. $1.50.

It is not too much to say of "The Black Barque" that it is

one of the most entertaining stories of the sea of which American

literature can boast. From cover to cover it abounds in exciting
incidents, written with a masterly hand, and one's interest, aroused

at the very outset when one encounters the bold young Yankee

seaman, Heywood, is kept at white-heat throughout. It is in this

that the real artistic skill of the book lies : each adventure which

this sturdy young giant, with a white heart beneath his rough ex

terior, figures—and they are numerous enough—impels one irre

sistibly to turn the page and follow him through the yet more ex

citing events which the tale promises.

Captain Hains, endowed with an inherited taste for the sea

and one which he has assiduously cultivated, has, however, done

more than write an entertaining sea story. He has penned an ac

curate and graphic picture of ship-life during the days of the

slave traffic and has in a sense added to the history of the early

years of the last century.
* * * *

The Romance of Victor Hugo and Juliette Drouet. By Henry

Wellington Wack. In troduction by Francois Coppee. G. P. Put

nam's Sons. $1.50.

With the appearance of this book a new and most vital chap*

ter is added to the world's knowledge of the great Frenchman.

Juliette Drouet was the Jean Armour of Hugo's life and there is

much in the story of the relations of these two gifted lovers that

reminds one of Burns and his bonnie Jean. The author has written
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an authentic and withal, an exceedingly vivid narrative of their

fifty-years' intimacy
—

a story, moreover, which cannot but add

greatly to ones' understanding of Hugo.

Additional interest and value attach to the work by reason

of an introduction by Francois Coppee who enjoyed Hugo's friend

ship during a long period and throws some interesting side-lights

on his character. The book is fully illustrated, an interesting feature

being a fac-simile copy of a four page letter to the poet from

Mile. Drouet.

* * * *

The Coming of Parliament. By L. Cecil Jane. G. P. Putnam's

Sons. New York. $1.35.

This volume covers three centuries of English History from

the Black Death to the Restoration, with special emphasis—as the

title indicates—upon its constitutional side, the development of

Parliament to an important place in the machinery of British gov

ernment.

* * * #

Return. By Alice MacGowan and Grace MacGowan Cooke. L. C.

Page & Co., Boston. $1.50.

"Return," like Miss MacGowan's "The Last Word/' is es*

sentially a love story ; but it is more than that—a love story that is

quite out of the stereotyped form, so much so, indeed, that one

wonders whether it does not add a new plot to the half-dozen that

are said to be possible. The heroine, Diana Chaters, is beyond ques

tion one of the most interesting and skilfully delineated characters

in recent novels; although, for that matter, every character in

the book is well and carefully drawn. The plot is laid in the Colon

ial city of Charles Town, S. C, in the early eighteenth century,
and contains much of historical value.
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THE SPINNER

I saw the spinner while she spun,
—

Ah many a day has since slipped by,—

The smiles that sped as she drew the thread,

Smiles of hope for the fabric done,

"A web the fairest under the sun,"

She said.

And you and I once long ago,

Though many a day has since slipped by,

Did we not weave and in truth believe

To plait a web of gold? Heigho,

She promised a cloth of ideals and lo,

We grieve.

But as she spins she sings to you,

Through all of the days that now slip by,—

"Have you yet seen aught of golden sheen

In fabric made of dreams-come-true?"

4 She smiles—the same—as she sings anew

•4 Life's threne.

x. .

T. S. /., Jr., '04.
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THE GIRL FROM BOSTON

"Here you are Barker, two you get."

With these words, the postmaster at Axton handed Charlie

Barker the mail for the Cornell Foresters. As he walked away, Bark

er took from the pack his two letters. Both were postmarked Ithaca.

On the blue envelope of one he recognized the familiar handwriting

of his mother : on the upper left hand corner of the other he noticed

the return address of the Director of the College of Forestry.

Turning into the mountain path that wound among the pines

and spruce, he tore open the blue letter. But as he read how his

mother had planned his Commencement his expression be came one

of deep vexation. A cousin, Ella from Boston, was to be his partner

at the Senior Ball, and the programs were all filled out.

"Descended from old Governor Bradford—a typical bunch

of Boston culture, no doubt," he confided to the trees. "And I had

planned to spend the night in Syracuse." As he remembered her,
the child face in the familiar album, she did not appeal strongly to

his sense of the beautiful. Even less so that she should be forced

upon him.

But the Senior Ball was not to end the ordeal. The next day a

tea party was scheduled, followed by a trip on the lake. The day
after a tally-ho ride to Taughannock. Three days of misery.

Angrily he put the unwelcome schedule back in the blue

envelope, and opened the letter from the Director. It ran as follows—

Dear Sir:

At the next annual meeting, Tuesday afternoon, June
1 8,. the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees of

the University will discuss the question of discontinuing
the College of Forestry. Your presence at that time is im

perative to speak against the proposition. The meeting is

announced for two o'clock. Come without fail.

Very truly yours,
—

—

, Director.
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Barker saw clearly the connection1 between the two letters.

The tnothet had evidently seefi the Director arid at her request he
he had rtiade such art urgent appeal—one which Bafker, ill view of

his relations with the Director, Could not possibly disregard. The

Ball would occur on the night of the Trustees' meeting. Not to go
to Ithaca would mean to be recreant to his duty; to go to Ithaca

would mean—the girl from Boston. How could he avoid the trap ?

He spent Sunday in a vain search for a solution. At last he turned

to his time tables. "I can go to Albany tomorrow," he said, "and
reach Ithaca on the Auburn road at one-thirty Tuesday. After the

meeting I can get the five-thirty at East Ithaca for Syracuse. Moth

er will need the whole family to help her "rope me in."

In triumph, he wired the Director : "Will be on hand Tuesday
as requested." And to his friends in Syracuse, "Expect me Tues

day night. Beef-steak dinner on me at the Yates."

Barker found the journey from Albany to Auburn as un

eventful as it was uninteresting. He divided his time between the

perusal of the morning papers and the preparation of his speech.
At Auburn he changed from the Central to the Lehigh. He took

a seat on the right of the car, and in a bad humor settled down for

the ride along the lake to Ithaca : the fact that he was near Ithaca

and had no speech prepared was enough to make him restless and

discontented. "That awkward, homely, Boston girl! She's to blame

for all this trouble!" he muttered gloomily.

Just before the train started, a handsome, athletic-looking

girl, stunningly gowned, entered the car and took a seat across the

aisle. "What a peach for the Senior Ball," he thought, gazing at

her until the rising blush on her cheeks brought him to his senses.

Then, with a sigh, he turned to the moving landscape, and again put

his mind on his speech. He began: I wonder how this lake shore

looked years ago, when the red man roamed in the forest. Here's

an example of the devastation of civilization. We Foresters have

to repair the damage done. In maintaining a College to train men

for this important work, the University renders a valuable—by jove,

she is an attractive girl!
—in these days of commercial enterprise
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nature needs some human force to help—the blue in her eyes just

matches that of the lake.—some human force to help keep the

ruthless devastation from—not even Hebe had so fair a cheek—we

need this Forestry School at Cornell to counteract the materialistic

influence of technical—she is just as different from the average

girl as a—surely the great state of New York should have one

college offering courses in Forestry to—
"

She is my ideal of a girl !

With this final speech forestry, speech—even the Senior Ball, fell

into the background. The young lady across the aisle changed her

seat to the one in front of him. She sat still for some time, quietly

looking out over the lake. Then she made an effort to raise the

windows It would not budge. As Barker leaned forward offering to

raise it, she thanked him with a smile. But, when he started to eulo

gize the scenery, he found that she had hung up the receiver.

"Next station, Ithaca. All change!" shouted the brakeman.

Soon the train backed in at the station where a large crowd was

gathered. Now for a dash to the University, thought Barker, mak

ing his way through the throng of Seniors greeting their friends.

As he started to run for the car he turned for one more look at his

ideal. He saw her leap into the fond embrace of—his mother.

Barker did not eat that beef-steak dinner in Syracuse: but

he paid for it. —G. L. Genung, 1905.
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THE STUDENT AND THE STRANGER

A Student and his Book reposed one summer day within

the shadow of a mighty oak, beside a crystal spring. Beyond the joy
of rediscovering in his Book, electrically expressed deep, inner

thoughts which he had deemed inexpressible, there awoke within him

a passionate yearning, a deep dissatisfaction no longer to be assuaged

by thrilling language ; for the Book, a being of a finer sense, sought
not to induce content.

Yet the want did not leave him when he closed the Book,

and, lying back, gazed upward at the dreamful sky. Pale, like a thin,

silver paring of herself, the phantom moon cut her invisible path

way among summer icebergs and snowy peaks. About him, in the

meadow, he felt the warm heat of unseen life. Above, the invisible,

the infinite ; around the invisible, the infinitesimal. Anguish, piercing,

unaccountable, took possession of him, anguish that made him cry

aloud : "To know that something lies beyond—to feel on every side

the wall—why, why these limitations?" And tears won by his pas

sion fell from his eyes and sank into the brown earth.

When he raised his head, a Stranger was standing before

him—a tall stranger with a peddler's pack upon hs back. Despite
his dusty coat and boots, a general air of sunshine ,of fresh breezes

and woodland freedom emanated from him. He unslung the box

from his shoulder, took off his dusty cap and beat it against his

knee; and, dropping down beside the running stream, dashed the

crystal water over face and neck, so that the sparkling drops clung
to his brown beard and hair and gave him the semblance of a vigor
ous young Proteus.

"You are not the first of men to mourn his limitations," he

said, settling back upon his pack, and regarding the student with a

friendly smile. "Yet may I ask what made you conscious of them

at this moment ?"

"Ah!" cried the Student mournfully, "when I gaze around
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and behold so m^ch that I cannot understand, |io\y can. I fail to

realize how small my comprehension is? This little spring, that

spropts in its sandy basin, moved by some force beneath that is

hidden to us, the mystery of growth that has transformed a slender

stalk like this into the mighty tree under which we lie, the power
that controls the planets in their orbits and interweaves the worlds,

the unseen life that teems even now before our eyes, must ever re

mind me how short is my vision. Think, think what man, could do if

he were born with complete knowledge. Think to what heights
humanity would rise represented by such a being !"

The Stranger made no answer. He had opened his box while

the Student was speaking, and taken put a. large, worn case. As the

Student ceased, glowing in the ardor of his thought, he pressed the

spring and revealed two lenses in their leathern couches. One of

these he lifted to his eye as if adjusting it and then handed it to the

Student*

"gee there," he said, briefly,
To tbe startled eye of the Student, the ground pn which he

lay seemed suddenly to have become a seething mass of life. Mill

ions of organisms crowded the small space covered by his lens, each

active in his own special sphere. His brain grew weary for the few

minutes that he watched.

Finally the Stranger laid the second lens in his hand. The

Student turned his gaze upon the heavens. An uncontrollable ery

of wonder burst from his lips. The worlds were whirling 'round him,
the measureless was an open book to him. Madly, entranced, he gaz

ed, his eye riveted to the magic bit of crystal, until the Stranger, with
a gentle touch took it from his unwilling hand. He fell back breath

less and closed his eyes.

The Stranger replaced the lenses carefully and closed his

box, then, turning to the Student said \

"If sight were limitless, you see what weariness life would

become. So it is with the eye of the mind. No, man is not yet ready
to contend with the infinite $nd the infinitesimal''
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He paused. Something of calm radiance shown on his sun

burnt face. He rose and slung his box over his shoulder, and set

his cap again upon his head. His voice was gentle; it, too, had a

touch of the infinite in it.

'The highest good of life is not knowledge, brother, It is at

tainment." —C. H. C, ?o6.

HERACLEITE REDIVIVUS

The soul! a broken word they conjure by,
The priests and pale-fac'd fools who fait'ring bar

The march of science, knowing that they are

Some worse than fools—the men who love a lie.

A God! a baneful shibboleth that high

On altar wrought of human bones, afar

And oold as Earth's own pallid sister star,

Doth sit and watch the thousand thousands die.

Immortal life! a dream both fair and foul,

A mask of beauty for a thing uncouth,

Yet never to be met with in Time's range.

Away with these ! away with robe and cowl !

Away with bended knee ! Would'st have the truth ?

Hear then and know, the only real is change.
—T. J. E.
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A "SNOB

The Ithaca station was crowded and noisy. Senior week was

over. Students tramped up and down, shouting and laughing.
Baggage men were hurriedly setting up trunks and getting ready
for the incoming train. Charles Durand stood a little aloof from the

others, with his sister who had been visiting him and getting a taste

of college life. They were talking quietly when some one hurried

along from behind and overturned Durand's suit-case, jostling ihe

owner at the same time.

"Confound that man," said he to his sister. "Thinks he's a

howling swell. Biggest snob I ever saw. Because he belongs to

the most exclusive frat here, he thinks he's above the plane of

ordinary mortals."

"Who is he?" inquired the girl with interest, for 3he had

caught a glimpse of an aristocratic face, a striking figure and im

maculate dress.

"Why, he is Mr. Theodore Van Renssalaer, a New York

swell, with blue-blood pedigree, tons of 'mon,' and all the rest.

Runs the Masque, leader of the Glee Club, etc. A snob of snobs,"
replied her brother.

The New York train came thundering in and bore away the

larger part of the crowd. As Durand and his sister were taking
their seats, Alice noticed Van, Renssalaer. She could not but ob
serve the supercilious air with which he saluted most of the men.

"How I hate a snob," she thought, and then forgot all about him.
The next day, many of the same people met on the ferry at

Jersey City. It was painfully hot. The sun's rays seemed pitiless;
the glare from the water was blinding. The train was late and
the passengers tired and ill-humored.

At one end of the boat stood a ragged little Italian girl,
clasping an old violin. She had evidently heen there since early
morning, and tbe results of her labor were scanty. Her drooping
mouth seemed to have forgotten how to smile; her mournful eyes
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had in them a look of complete weariness. Vainly was she trying
to attract tbe attention of the crowd. The slight weight of the violin

seemed to be a burden. She had scarce strength enough to finger
the instrument or to draw the bow. Dejected, discouraged, she

stood there a forlorn little slip of humanity, too utterly tired to

catch the favor of those about her, too disheartened to care.

A crowd of students stood near. One of them approached
her.

"Oh, say, Van," some one said, "leave the poor child alone.

Don't try jollying her."

Charlie and Alice Durand were standing not far away.

"Look there," muttered Charlie. "There's that Van Rens

salaer. Just like him. Going to have some fun out of that wretched

child."

"

The crowd watched him, as he spoke a few words to the

little creature. They saw the brightening face, the intelligent look,

the answering nod of the child. Then suddenly, a man's sweet high
tenor rang out, with a queer minor accompaniment of chords and

little trills.

"Oh say can you see

By the dawn's early light
What so proudly we hailed

At the morning's first beaming—
"

A hush fell over all. The little player was erect and alert;

her weariness was gone: her eyes shone. Skilfully she slipped from

one air to another, led by Van. As song followed song, tremendous

applause greeted them. Touched by the glimpse of that inner

nature which so few of them had seen, the Cornell men gathered
'round. They cheered, they shook his hand, and finally ended it all

with an enthusiastic Cornell yell for Van Renssalaer.

He pushed them all aside, and catching up his hat, passed

it through the crowd. Then, returning, he poured its shining con

tents into the little girl's lap.
As the boat drew to the landing, he returned to his friends

and they marched off, trolling gaily :
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"Oh! It's always fair weather when good fellows get to

gether—"
"A man's not always what he seems," said Durand.

M.

A SATURDAY NIGHT IN VIRGINIA

Wearied with the sense of solitude that had, since sunset,

hung over us like a cloud, Bullock and I strolled across the dusty

road to the little Virginia "general store." A confused hum of voic

es came from the long, one-storied frame building we were ap

proaching. Dilapidated as the old store appeared, it was, with the

possible exception of the narrow yellow railroad shed just opposite,
the most imposing structure in Hanover. Bright lights shone

through the greased paper that served for window panes. There,

at least, we thought to escape from the oppressive quiet of the hot

July evening and to rub shoulders for a time with our fellow-men.

As we climbed the rickety porch the mingled odors of chees

es, oils, new leather, and plug tobacco prepared us for the stifling

atmosphere within. The rays of a little kerosene lamp were struggling
to pierce the dense tobacco simoke. When we entered, the rough,

high-booted farmers were already preparing to drive away. Soon

there were left only the darkies awaiting their Saturday night
frolic. These latter unincumbered by shoes, hats or coats were

gathered in a noisy group about a long, worn counter termed "the

bar." Their shining black faces gleamed with life and merriment

as they shouted to "Marse Thomson" that "Dey reckoned dey'd
have their dram straight." "Marse Thomson" served out the bald

liquor with a skilfull hand. Before the war he had been possessor

of as fine a wine-cellar as there was in the state of Virginia. Now

he must receive dirty nickels from the hands of his former slaves.

Soon he announced "the bar's closed suh!" and the darkies, after a

little grumbling, filed out into the night.
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Their laughter, however, was in a short time ringing out

again as heartily as before. After a good deal of desultory bantering
and singing on the part of the loungers, a young fellow seated on

a flour barrel struck up on his mouth organ "A Hot Time." In

stantly every foot was in motion and every body was swaying to

the music. The ragged darkies waited in the moonlight in a circle

as though for the commencement of some important ceremony. At

last an old white-haired fellow sang out: "Whar dem rascals, Jim
an' Isaac?" At the words a couple of awkward young negroes

shambled from the circle and bashfully began to shuffle: their feet

to the music. "Yuh dun know I can't dance to-night, Uncle Dan'l,"

protested one sheepishly.

"Whar !Go on now, yuh black niggers !" yelled the old man.

As the exhortations of the audience increased the two lads

faced each other and began putting in steps that made "Uncle

Dan'l" roar with delight. Two more mouth-organs joined in and

everyone began to clap their hands. As the swing of the music got

into their veins, the two dancers leaped up and down, passed and

repassed and executed the most fantastic and unexpected motions.

The crowd applauded every new step improvised by either and the

rivalry between them grew strong. Their faces glistened. Their

bodies swayed perfectly to the strains of the rude music. The on

lookers yelled with pleasure. "Go it, honey!" "Now yuh got him,

Jim, chest him !" "Now yuh got him ! Kill him, Isaac !"

In the midst of this uproar the old darkey on the keg started

to swing back and forth. "Uncle Dan'l goin' to pat Juba !" shouted

a nearly naked youngster. Every eye was instantly directed towards

the old man. Even the panting dancers were, for the moment for

gotten. He began slowly to pat his head in time to the music—

then his stomach, his leg, his back, the sole of his foot. Soon he had

rapidly and with wonderful regularity combined these movements.

The circle of black faces and gleaming teeth, the nearly

frantic performers in the center, the strange old man going solemn

ly through his fantastic motions—all these, seen under the wan light
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of the summer moon, combined to produce an effect almost of

unreality.
Soon one of the dancers dropped out exhausted. Another

took his place. And so the whirl went on till far into' the night.
Indeed the moon was but a hazy circle in the south, when the tired

but happy merry-makers sought their cabins. —C. M. M.

THE PRAIRIE FIRE

The dusty, fevered air thrilled under the scorching noon day

sun, which hung in the heavens like a ball of fire. For days man

and beast had dragged about their toil with parched lips and swoll

en tongue and aching throat. Each hot breeze stifled and made the

suffocating heat unbearable. The green grass had died and its

place crisp, straw-colored tufts topped the dry earth. The brown

prairie stretched off toward the sky-line above the haze of which

the heavens glinted like polished steel.

"God save us from a prairy fire !" said McGinty, the patient
Irish boss at the Knife-and-Fork Ranch, to Thurston, his assistant.

And thanking Providence for his 900-foot weO and Rider-Erick-

son engine, he started out to sprinkle for the tenth time the small

area surrounding the ranch buildings.
Sunset came at last. But no insects sang. They had died long

ago. A hot wind sprang up. The red glare of the sunset, strange
to say, was reflected in the east. The sky grew brighter and bright
er. The pungent odor of distant smoke stung the nostrils.

McGinty got out his oil can and the palpitating engine puff
ed away at double speed. The horses whinnied in fear and the

mad cattle swayed now this way, now that. The sheep dog, with his

tail between his legs, slunk around after McGinty. One could al

most hear the thirsty ground suck up the stream of water played
over it.

The crimson brightness of the sky had changed to a blood

red. The smoke hung low like a fog and stung the eyes of the
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cowboys till involuntary tears trickled down their bronzed cheeks.

Suddenly in the east, Thurston spied an onrushing speck which

shone and grew brighter and brighter.
"An automobile," he cried. A few minutes later a great mot

or car shot into the damp enclosure. The women in the car were

pale and frightened. The chaffeur and his partner with grimly set

faces cast apprehensive glances behind them as they shouted to

Thurston the question: "Plow far is it to the Platte River?"

"Fifty miles," Thurston shouted in reply. "You'd better stay
here. If you break down, it's all up with you."

"I guess we'll chance it. You don't look any too safe," re

turned the chaffeur in a tense voice." And throwing on the power

again the chaffeur guided the great machine out of the enclosure

and sent it bowling over the dead grass.

In the next few minutes, farmers, their wagons loaded with

women and children and household goods and drawn by steaming
horses drove into the damp space with relieved faces. A moment

later the bounding fires leapt over the horizon and rushed raven

ously onward. The farmers and their sons were busy with their

buckets, but their downcast looks showed that they were thinking
of their own unprotected barns and homes. Olsen's farm buildings,
six miles away, stood black against a flaming background. A show

er of sparks went up. Olsen groaned. His great barns were in the

python-like embrace of the flames. The flames streamed to heaven,

but the furious fire dashed on. Soon the bucket brigade, blistered

by the heat, had to suspend their work and lie flat on the ground.

Nearer and nearer, faster and faster, with a savage, threatening

roar the hungry flames bore down upon them. With the speed of

the hurricane, with the glare of hell, the awful avalanche of fire

hurled itsdf on. All souls breathed a prayer, scared wild things

rushed among them and then the fire with an angry roar of disap

pointment divided and swept past. They were saved! But they lay

there gasping and choking on the damp earth and watched the

destroyer rush into the distance, while its roar sank to a whisper.

—Louis W. F&hr, '07.
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NOT A MISTAKE AFTER ALL

Millie was much given to dreaming, not alone by tempera

ment, but because the quiet life of the country was conducive to it.

This morning she was dreaming of her uncle in Honolulu and won

dering how he would look when he came on the visit his letter had

promised. The last time she had seen him (she was fifteen then)

he was little more than a boy
—a big boy with a pleasant offhand

way of making friends—a broad-shouldered, light-hearted boy who

was never sulky. Millie hated sulky people and she liked her uncle.

In olden times they had played rare rough games together
in which, thanks to his gallantry, she had always been the lion.

Now he was thirty, married and the principal of a large school.

She pulled her sleeves down over tanned arms and sighed.
Then she sighed again

—first in the memory of the jolly times they

had had ; then at the thought that he must be a dignified principal
and was

—married. Uncle John wouldn't be jolly any more. It was

so lonesome, too, out there in the country after leaving school. She

did wish something would happen.

* * *

Billy Baker, tall and broad-shouldered, bore some resemb

lance to Millie's Uncle John. Like Millie he had also been a dreamer

of dreams untiil he had entered this awful business. Since then he

had dreamed little. His dreams were all too sad. In fact he had gone

into business to escape them. His dreams were of the beautiful

young wife who was dead. In every unoccupied moment the vision

of her would reappear,
—seated at the piano—her white hands, hef

jet black hair, and the brown eyes that answered the spell of the

music.

That had been four years ago. Now that he was taking his

first long vacation, he found that the dream did not bring the sadness

and despondency of years gone by, but rather, a memory of the

happiness it had been—his wife and his home, the music and the
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comradeship. Speeding along over the iron rails to the home of a

country relation, he felt a longing for another such comradeship.
He had not written his friend to meet him at the station, so

he began leisurely to walk the three miles to his cousin's home.

It had been on just such a day that he first knew his young

wife. Just such fleecy clouds sought the eastern sky—just such a

lonesome west wind breathed the first hint of summer. He had

heard he play "Consolation." It was behind closed doors and shut

tered windows, yet it was the realest of introductions. From that

hour he had known her and loved her.

He could hear the playing now, so distinctly the memory

came to him—calm, slow and grand, as she had rendered it. Deeper
and deeper grew his dream, and still more real the music. He

could hear each chord played so deeply and tenderly. Suddenly
he heard it no longer. His dream broke off abruptly. A few rods

awray was a farm house, and the sound of a piano from within had

mingled wTith his revery. Though the house was unfamiliar to him,

half-unconsciously he started towTard it.

* * *

In the middle of her music Millie glanced out of the window

Her hands left the keys. "That looks like Uncle John," she ex

claimed. "But he wasn't to come till tomorrow. Why that is Uncle

John!" And rushing out of doors and down the path, she leaped

right into the arms of the approaching Billy.

"I'm so glad you've come," she cried.

She forgot the intervening years and how her uncle must

have changed. She forgot he was a dignfied principal. She forgot

about the wife. She only thought how well he looked—clasped

him over one shoulder and under one arm and put up her mouth

for a kiss.

Billy, the vision of his dream still in his mind, was dazed at

sight of a girlish form so like her—crowned by the same heavy

black hair, blessed with the same sparkling brown eyes ; bewitched

by the rosy, red lips, held up so invitingly to his, he kissed reality

into the prettiest dream he had ever dreamed.
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Of course she discovered her mistake and blushed, and ex

plained three times just how it was. But before the summer was

over, of course, they had decided that it was hardly a mistake after

aU.
—A. J. Thomas, '06.

VICTORY

Behold, th' admiring populace raise loud acclaim

To the conqueror, his restless steed astride :

Upborne upon that great, o'erwhelming tide

Of human praise, with joy-drunk ears, his name

He hears spread, from mouth to mouth, like unchecked flame

Thro' forests, fleeting on the mountain-side.

Who thinks or cares now when the waves subside?

Enough to-day for him the glowing fame!

But one stands there apart : the meanest mean

Give him no fav'ring glance : for him no loud

Sun-shadow praise in that enthralled crowd.

Tho' he has fought a battile,' too,—unseen—

With self—and gained a victory and clean

He is and happy, yea and proud—

—A.A.F.,'05.



BY THE IDLER--AND OTHERS

IF ONE WERE A GENIUS

If one were a genius, one might, heigh-ho!
Do hundreds of things one can't, you know,
Write books that around the earth should go
If one were a genius, one might, heigh-ho !

Sing songs one might, so tender and sweet

That all the world would fall at one's feet,
Paint pictures to please the greatest aesthete

That one in Parisian salons might meet.

Carve statues the Venus oi Milo to pair,
Out-thunder old Cicero, traverse the air.

Create a few diamonds—Aurora's strange glare

Explain by celestial theories rare.

If one were a genius, one might, heigh-ho!
Do these and a thousand more things, you know,
E'en though one isn't, it's pleasant to glow
With fancies if one only were, heigh-ho !

« ! ! f f tt

Having been informed that up on a blackboard in McGraw

was to be found a pointed dissertation in five languages, ancient

and modern, on the foolish follies of Spring Day, the Idler gladly
availed himself of a chance to get another point of view on the day
of days when dull care is thrown aside, studies all forgot and loose

change gladly parted with. He read: "Oh, Athletics, what crimes
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are committed in thy name!" then paused—it was enough. Sadly
he wended his way forth. A voice—a child's voice—made him

pause on the stairs. "Oh, mama," it said, "I want to see the monkey
house." "Daughter, you mustn't say 'monkey-house;' you should say

'apiary' !" "Oh, Culture," sighed the Idler, "what crimes are com

mitted in thy name !"

A TALK ILLUSTRATED

There is a great difference between precept and practice.
Which is a truism, but still worth repeating.

The doctor was a fisherman of long experience but unabated

enthusiasm. Seated in the stern of the boat while we slowly pulled
around the lake he wTas initiating us two youngsters in the mysteries
of trolling. He held the line in his hand, and "twiddled" it now and

then with the motion that makes the distant spoon flash and dart

beneath the water like a minnow. "You see,' he said, "there's a good
deal in that little motion. That's a trick you've got to learn. Then

you must be patient and not discouraged if you don't get a strike

every five minutes. And you've got to keep your nerve. That's really
the most important part of the business. Whatever happens don't

get excit
—

by the great jumping jellyfish, boys, pull like blazes,
I've got a hell of a strike !"

ONE WAY OUT OF IT

The Idler dropped into the barber shop the other day. He

has no great friendship for the barber, but he was in sore need of

getting a hair-cut—all of them, rather, to be more accurate, if less

English. The Idler has the excellent custom of shaving himself, a
habit developed partly through his nervous distaste of having his
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nose tweeked while the barber, with garrulous tongue and roving

eye, draws die blade at perilous angles, and partly through his firm

conviction that the barber had not yet forgotten his quondam sister-

industry of blood letting. The Idler also prefers his own particular
method of shampooing, and he is relieved from the necessity of

tonics and singeing by the fact that never had a hair of his head

departed unfelt and willingly.
"You're next," said the barber. The Idler drew forth a quarter

as he seated himself in the chair.

"Do you see that quarter?" The barber looked his appreci
ation. Tips are not common to1 every customer.

"That's every cent I've got," remarked the Idler regretfully.
"Now I'll tell you what I'll do. You take the quarter and give me

a hair-cut. Then if you feel in the proper missionary spirit you

can gve me anything else you think is absolutely necessary to my

cranial health—shampoo, singe, tonic, massage
—

you know what.

There's your quarter
—

go ahead."

The barber refrained from everything but the hair-cut and

silence.

ENGLISH AS SHE IS SPOKE

The Idler listened to a tale of woe the other day and was

properly sympathetic. A Sibley Senior was handed back a report

to be rewritten. "What's wrong with it?" he asked his instructor.

"

'Taint good English !" was the instructive response. And yet there

are those who criticise our engineers because they write English

"as she is spoke."
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With the publication of this issue the direction of the affairs

of the Era passes into the hands of the new board, with Mr. Charles

Henry Tuck, '06, as editor-in-chief and Mr. George Gleason Bogert,
'06, as business manager.

It is probable that the current number will be the last for

some time to come having the character of a purely literary maga

zine ; and it is not without regret that the present editors, after

earnest efforts to continue the magazine along the lines it has follow

ed in the past, realize that the attempt has been largely in vain.

On the other hand, it is our conviction, based on our own experience
and a knowledge of that of previous editors, that to attempt to carry
on at Cornell a magazine whose chief mission is the exposition of

undergraduate literary talent, and hope to make it a success either

in a business way or as an object of general University interest

and support, is at present an undertaking predoomed to failure.

In the first place there are comparatively few undergraduates
whose tastes turn to writing, and of these indisposition to donate
their productions to a local periodical removes many—as a rule the
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more talented writers—from the ranks alike of contributors and

competitors. In numerous other ways the actual number of available

contributors is limited to the extent that it is extremely difficult to

secure sufficient readable material to make up nine issues of a re

spectable-sized magazine. The result is that the contents of the col

lege literary publication do not represent in any high degree the

actual literary talent in the institution, and it conseauently loses the

support of those to whom its first appeal should rightfully be made.

In view of the constant accentuation of these unfortunate conditions,

which, though general, are especially marked here at Cornell, one

is forced to the belief that a radical change in the purpose of the Era

is demanded.

Such a change has already been announced in the plans of the

new board of editors. Though it will still serve as a medium for

the expression of undergraduate literary activity, and its pages

be open for matter of a purely literary nature, the controlling pur

pose of the Era will hereafter be to serve as a review of things Cor

nellian, an arena in which any and all topics, the full and free dis

cussion of wdiich may be of interest and value to the University,

may have such discussion. Contributions bearing on live University

topics will be solicited, not alone from undergraduates, but from

alumni and faculty members, several of the latter of whom have

already signified their willingness to write short articles. In brief,

the Era will attempt again to take its original place, not as a mere

passive receptacle for the display of literary ability—or as some

critics would have it, none-ability on the part of undergraduates,

but as a live exponent of Cornell, subserving in an active, practical

way the interests of the University community, students and faculty

alike, and directing, so far as possible, its thought on matters of

current and vital interest.

The need for an organ of such aim and function has been

fully realized by the retiring editors, and in the belief that the Era

should properly fill this place a beginning was made in that direc

tion ; and the results, slight though they were, gave ground for the
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hope that with such a purpose in view the Era will again attain its

righful prominence among our college publications. That it shall,

however, the co-operation and support of the college community as

a whole is urgently demanded ; and in the light of its proposed work,

to which the incoming editors will earnestly devote time and energy,

the retiring board urges and believes that such co-operation and

support will be given. More promise of this result is afforded by

the fact that the reduction of the subscription price, to one dollar

per year will bring the magazine within reach of all, and thus the

first step toward success
—

a large circle of readers—will be attained.

At the outset of what we confidently trust will prove the

beginning of a new and prosperous era, the retiring editors extend

best wishes to Mr. Tuck and his associates, regretting at the same

time that the present position of the magazine will add difficulty to

the task of rejuvenation.

* * * *

To the Editor of The Era :

Is not it a bit extraordinary that for the only course of study

given by the faculty of the college of law to members of the senior

class in special preparation for the state examinations for admission

to the bar, a special fee of twelve dollars is exacted by a faculty
member from those who have already paid the substantial tuition fee ?

X.
* * * ♦

The 1906 Cornellian board, profiting in many ways by the ex

perience of its predecessors, has issued a volume for which too

much credit can not be given. In general make-up and appearance

evidence of care and forethought is clearly shown. The binding is

especially secure and special pains have been taken to have at

tractive etching and tinting throughout. In the matter of dedication,

nothing could be more appropriate than that it should be dedicated

to Andrew Carnegie, to whom the University and the students owe

a debt of deepest gratitude for his timely assistance during the

epidemic.
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That there is no literary department, despite the attempt of
last years' board to revive it, is to be regretted ; but in view of the

slight competition for the prize offered, it was very wisely decided

to omit the department entirely. In point of illustrations the volume

is if anything ahead of its predecessors ; but despite the fact that it

contains over five hundred illustrations, of which two hundred are

photographs, the book is smaller and less unwieldy than that of last

year.
* * * *

At a recent meeting, the Era board elected Mr. Charles

Henry Tuck, '06, as editor-in-chief, Mr. George Gleason Bogert,
'06, business manager, and Mr. Henry George Stutz, '07, assistant

business manager, the other members of the board being Messrs.

Gaylord Willis Graves, '05, Frederick Halleck Peters, '06, and

William T. Burwell, jr., '08. No new members were elected to the

board it being deemed advisable to leave the competition among

underclassmen open until a better basis can be obtained for elec

tions. The plans of the incoming editors contemplate more elections

from the underclasses in order that members of the board may have

some training in the work before advancement to more responsible

positions ; and inview of the fact that this year's competition has in the

main been confined to upperclassmen, a further extension is desir

able. The retiring board extends its most sincere thanks both to

those members of the Senior class who have contributed to the

magazine this year without expectation of election and to the many

alumni who favored us with vailuable and timely articles. We would

bespeak on behalf of the new board the continued support of these

as well as other alumni in whose power it lies substantially to con

tribute to the value and success of the Era.

* * * *

On the same day that the baseball team was winning an un

precedented victory over Columbia in New York, Cornell's repre

sentative in the Central Oratorical League won first place in the

annual contest, this being the second time in nine years that the local

orator has been thus successful. An especially gratifying fact, in-
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dicative of the high standard of efficiency in public speaking that

has been developed by the Cornell Department of Oratory, is that

the superiority of Mr. McCollum was clear and unmistakable, and

that in the opinion of most of those who heard the contest, Cornell

had at least four or five other orators who could probably have been

likewise successful in the competition. It can fairly be claimed that

in debate and public speaking activity, Cornell is the foremost insti

tution in America. For this pre-eminence, the credit is largely due to

the present head of the department of oratory, James A. Winans,

and his gifted predecessor who so largely developed the ideals and

methods of the local department, Duncan Campbell Lee.

The recent contest was the last under the old Central Ora

torical League. The association is to be reorganized, and made more

representative of the best oratorical interests of the country. Co

lumbia, Pennsylvania, the University of Chicago, and Oberlin Uni

versity, were admitted to membership. West Virginia has withdrawn,

owing to her great distance from the other institutions in the League.
The new organization is along identical lines with the old, and its

contests will determine the intercollegiate oratorical championship
of the country, for none will dispute that the leading oratorical col

leges are those embraced in the new league. Inasmuch as Cornell

is inclined to put special emphasis on debating, rather than oratory,

it is undoubtedly fortunate that the University is to continue in this

important association, where an orator of the highest grade of abil

ity will be required each year to maintain a fair standing for Cor

nell in the annual competition. And with Cornell's chief athletic

rivals, Pennsylvania and Columbia, now members of the league, the

local interest therein will be greatly enhanced.

* -x- * *

For the most part the baseball team has sustained the ex

pectations of its friends. Certainly it has won for Cornell a better

place in intercollegiate baseball than the Red and White has en

joyed in recent years. The real cause for congratulation, however,
is not the number of games won—although victories over Princeton,

Columbia and Pennsylvania are no mean performance—but rather
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the demonstration that the "never-say-die" spirit which always marks

the work of Mr. Moakley 's proteges and usually distinguishes Cor

nell crews, is beginning to take hold in baseball. To fight a game

stubbornly to the finish and, to play to win even though comparison
of previous scores points to the probability of defeat—that is the

spirit that wins games; and that was the spirit whch sent the

Orange and Black trailing in the Percy Field mud, and achieved a

double victory over Columbia.

Outside of the pitching department, it cannot be said that the

nine is unusually strong. Other teams within the past five years

have been more accurate in their fielding and more consistent in

their batting. The work of the nine has been extremely ragged at

times, and far below championship standard. The reason for ex

traordinary success has been an unusually determined spirit. Cap
tain Welch and the popular "Cooney" Rice have instilled into the

men the fighting mettle that makes any nine men extremely dan

gerous on a college diamond. Frankly recognizing their own de

ficiencies in accurate fielding, the men have done their best, and

have refused to consider themselves beaten until the last man is

out in their half of the last inning. The exhibition in the Princeton

game will long live in Cornell history, not because of the brilliancy

of the fielding, but because of the vigor and determination with

which the contest was waged by both nines, from the first ball pitch

ed until the low out curve which Umstad clouted far into center

field, bringing in the winning run.

Coach Warner has accomplished much more than was ex

pected of him as a baseball coach. Under his tutelage, the men have

developed the esprit de corps which makes a winning combination.

If the kind fates and the faculty do not penalize the members -of

the 1905 team, Cornell will have on the diamond in 1906 a nine

that will win the intercollegiate champonship just as surely as the

"baseball schedule for that year is made out with a fair measure of

intelligence. And a championship nine will do a great deal for

Cornell in a number of ways.
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OUR CONTEMPORARIES

SEPARATION

Two tall ships lay in the offing,

Awaiting the turn of the tide.

With broad sails spread

In the twilight red

They rested side by side,

While the lingering sun went down >

Behind the silent town*

The fisherman saw in the dawning
That one had drifted away;

While the other stood,

As a mourner would,

Against the Eastern grey.

And the sea beat a sad refrain

To the moan of the wind and the rain.

Somewhere on the waste of ocean,

By headland or bight or bay,
In storm or calm,

By pine or palm,
In heaven's appointed day?

Those two may meet again,
But God knows where and when)

-^Qdell Shepard in Northwestern Magazine.

# * * *

The more common possibilities of parody are probably not

exhausted, but the consummation of impertinence in parody has

been fully achieved:—
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HIAWATHA UP.TQ-DATI

So he killed the noble Mudjekeewis;
With the skin he made him mittens.

Made them with fur side inside,
Made them with the skin side outside,
He to get the warm side inside,
Put the outside fur inside,
He to get the cool side outside,
Put the inside skin outside,
That's why he put the fur side inside,

Why he put the skin side outside,

Why he turned them inside outside.

—Ex

* * * *

"Cornell and Harvard have been getting closer and closer

together in matters athletic in the past year or so, Last spring Col

son, ex-Cornell coxswain, was chosen coach of the Harvard crews.

This year the chairman of the Harvard Athletic Committee is Pro

fessor White, a Cornell man. Through this last named gentleman
there has been a growing tendency at Cambridge to "take on" Cor

nell in all branches of Athletics, and a Cornell-Harvard football

match is not so remote as many persons believe. The recent change
from a Junior to a Varsity race between the crews of Harvard and

Cornell is but one of the many steps in the resumption of athletic

relations between tbe two universities,"

The above item, from a recent editorial in the Pennsylvania

Red and Blue may be regarded as an impartial statement of a ten

dency upon the continuous growth of which this University is

heartily to be congratulated. With every new year the gap of dissim

ilarity and misunderstanding which so long separated her from the

older colleges is being lessened, and athletics is perhaps the fore

most agency at work in cementing the new union.

Nevertheless it is not too late for a little added rejoicing over

the fact tha^ while the original Cornell independence still happily
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persists, sarcastic references to "that unique university," (our Alma

Mater), are no more heard.

The May issue of the Craftsman contains a brilliantly writ

ten character sketch of the Marquis Ito written by Rev. William

Ellis Griffis of this city, to be followed next month by a survey and

analysis of Modern Japan. The usual high standard of the Crafts

man is even excelled in this issue, the dozen or so of original ar

ticles which it contains being all of exceptional interest, to the lay

man as well as to the avowed apostles of modern fine art.

A LITTLE PATH

Out of the woods and through a field,

Then along by a stream where the grasses play,
There's a little path goes wandering on

Winds over the top of a hill and away.

It's only a grassy trail, that leads

Towards the distant land of the setting sun;

And he who will walk it must go alone,
For there's room on the path for only one.

And sometimes the way is straight and clear,
And sometimes in misty shadows lost;
But he who will seek is sure to find

That it's always there, when the vale is crossed.

And often I've followed that little path,
And climbed every hill-top, one by one,

But there's .always another crest to gain
Till you reach the land of the setting sun.

—■/. Howland Auchinchss in Yale "Lit."
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The most unique magazine that has recently graced the

exchange editor's table is the South China Collegian, published by
the Canton Christian College. It is printed in both Chinese and

English and in the character of its contents—the English portion
at least: we cannot vouch for the Chinese—compares favorably

with the average college publication in this country, while from

its size one may easily infer that interest in literary matters in this

Celestial institution is sufficient to make the editor's task an easy one.

BREAKIN' UP A COLD

(Eulexia Prize).

What's yer Ma do fer you when you got a cold?

I wuz wadin' with the rubber boots Jim sold

Me fer a dime 'n' my old pop-gun, too,

T'boot ; 'n' they want' ez good, you know, ez new-

Had holes in'em, 'n' cracks along the sole,

'N' water came in in sloughs 'n' wet my feet,

'N' I got cold, 'n 'had a headache, 'n' couldn't eat

My supper : 'n' Ma she said to Pa, "That boy's

Got fever." Wlien I ain't makin' lots of noise,

'N' ist sit still, she knows 'at I am sick ;

'N' then she felt my cheeks, 'n' put a brick

Into the oven, 'n' got the old tin pail

To soak my feet, 'n' says, "It'll never fail

To break a cold all up if you begin in time."

Gee, wan't that water crackin' hot !

It felt ist like needles wuz stickin' ev'ry spot,

All queer 'n' prickly-like, 'n' you ist bet

My feet wuz red ; 'n' high up ez they wuz wet

The veins stuck up like wiggly paths.

Ma says she don't dose
a boy by halves,

'N' I guess she don't ! 'N' she ist made me

Drink down a sizzlin 'cup o' ginger tea,
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TXT then there's needles pricklin 'in my throat j

'N' then some quineen powder, bitter ez gall;
Ist awful, awful bitter, 'n' that's all

The med'cine. Then I crawled 'way into bed,

'N' put my feet on the brick, 'n' covered up my head,

'N' got awful hot 'n' sweaty, 'n' want

To kick the covers off, 'n 'can't, 'n' thought
Fever's better'n that ; but I fergot
'N' went to sleep, 'n' when this mornin' came,

Cold wuz all gone, 'n' I felt ist the same

Ez before I bought boots h' went wadin'.

—Edith Shedd in Northwestern Magazine.



BOOK REVIEWS

Shelburne Essays. By Paul Elmer More. G. P. Putnam's Sons. New

York. $1.25.
In this collection of delightful essays, reprinted from the At

lantic Monthly "and other leading magazines," a modern critic

treats in a popular way literary topics of general interest. In the

opening essays on "Elizabethan Sonnets and Shakespearean Son

nets" he follows closely the scholar, Sidney Lee. He pays high

tribute to the work of Lafadio Hearn in interpreting Japan and

India in the light of modern scientific .thought. The meritorious feat

ures of the writings of Hazlitt, the critic; Lamb, the essayist;

Crabbe, the poet, and Meredith, the novelist, are clearly presented.

The leading essay is, probably, that on Kipling and Fitzgerald :

"Kipling who calls with inspiration and action," in The Seven

Seas, and Fitzgerald who "speaks in time of relaxation and repose"

in the Rubaiyat. Hawthorne is regarded historically as the center

of a great movement in American literature, and the last articles

treat of the "Delphi in Literature" and "The Nemesis, or Divine

Envy" in the writings of antiquity. With a pleasing style and keen

discernment Mr. More has presented some of the best thought of

modern criticism.
* * * *

"Talks in a Library with Lawrence Hutton." Recorded by Isabell

Moore. G. P. Putnams' Sons. New York. $2.50.

Welcomed as were Mr. Huttons' works "Literary Land

marks" by the literary world, this new volume will be even more

gladly received. Few literary men have enjoyed at once so large

and so intimate association with notable people—players, writers,

artists and men and women well known in every walk of life, as did

Mr Hutton. During the years of his busy
life he had collected many

pictures masks, letters, autograph books, rare relics and mementoes
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of prominent people: and in this volume are bound a medley of

reminiscences, anecdotes, personalities, reflections, and bits of his

toric information which are of both absorbing interest and great

value. These treasures suggest chats on Irving, Barrett, Booth,

Wallack, Mary Anderson, Thackeray, Dickens, Cavour, Tasso,

Liszt, Lincoln, Kipling, Longfellow, Twain, Reed, and many others

of the noted men and women of the century. With the leading
American men of letters Lowell, Longfellow, Whittier, Warner,

Curtis, Miller, Fisher, Harte, and a score of others, Mr. Hutton

enjoyed an extended correspondence, abounding in new thoughts
from these men here reproduced for the first time. As a whole the

volume is a rich storehouse of rare information, and unique liter

ary talks, sure to command and interest a wide circle of readers.
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DAWN

Rouse me in the dawn when the dew

Studs thickly the clover,

Should the robin not first with his song

Told tirelessly over,

Or the plaint and patter of pigeons,

Or the twitter of swallows that sweep

Through the cool half-light of dawn,

Lure me from my sleep.

When through the scant screen of the locusts

With tremulous leaves on edge

In the wind, the pink-flecked dawn pushes

And dapples my window ledge,

I leap from the life-giving slumber,

Like a leaf by the warm wind whirled,

Into the lyric dawn,

And the clean and rested world.
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NIRVANA

She arrived late one evening in July at the little greystone farm

house on the banks of the Delaware where I had hitherto been the

only boarder. She wTas accompanied by her mother, a stout,

good-natured German, the wife of a small hardware-dealer in the

metropolis. She looked about nineteen, and was rather pretty,
—

not regular of feature, but with a pretty, pink flush upon her cheeks,

and a glorious mass of red brown hair that gleamed in the sun

like a network of burnished gold, and faded away into a misty halo

where the little downy wisps, which could not be restrained, sdftened

its outlines. At breakfast, the next morning, I noticed her eyes,

which were large and blue, with a strange look of forced wisful-

ness. It was not long before she began to puzzle me. Sometimes,

when I asked her a question, she would start, gaze at me with eyes

that strove to appear soulful and mysterious, as though they had

just been recalled from regions beyond the range of the natural,

and then would ask me to repeat my query. I was still more

puzzled when I observed that, instead of seeking companionship,
she would take a book, walk or row to some secluded spot, and not

return until mealtime. One morning, noticing upon the table the

book which was her constant companion, I took the liberty of

examining it. To my surprise I found, not the frivolous summer

novel which I had expected, but Edwin Arnold's "Li^ht of Asia."

When I questioned her concerning the book, she flushed so self

consciously, and answered with such an ill-concealed contempt for

my inferior understanding that I felt quite sure that she had laid

the book upon the table for the very purpose of impressing me.

One afternoon, as her mother and I were swaying gently to and

fro in our rocking-chairs upon the narrow porch, the good Mrs.

Schlegel confided her sorrows and disappointments to me.

"I don't know what I shall do with Marian," she signed, with

a strong German accent. "I wish I had took her papa's advice. He

wanted for her to be his cashier in the business, but I was so foolish
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that I must send her to the high school, and now she reads nothings
but heathen stuff, and don't wants to go to church or read the Bible

no more. She thinks she knows more than the Bible. She went

and joined a crazy society over in New York—I forgot how you
call it—where a Indian in a red gown preaches out of such a heathen

book, Sundays. She will pray to Chinese idols yet, I am afraid.

People will think she has got a screw loose.
"

The good Mrs. Schlegel really was very much concerned.

"She won't go out by the other young peoples," she continued,
in a complaining tone. "She says they don't understands her. She

just sits and reads them crazy books all day long, and goes to them

meetings."

I tried to> console Mrs. Schlegel by telling her that Marian would

probably outgrow these notions, for I realized that the girl was actu

ated, unconsciously perhaps, by a morbid desire to appear interesting,

and that her first practical interest in life would probably drive all

thoughts of Buddha and his philosophy out of her mind at once.

A few days after this conversation, the farmer's wife informed

us that we were to have a new boarder,—a young man from Phila

delphia. Our feminine curiosity was immediately aroused ; Marian

alone showed no interest. We learned that he was a "drummer," as

the farmer's wife expressed it, for a large varnish house, and that

he had decided to spend his vacation in a quiet place where he could

fish as much as he liked. We anxiously awaited the addition to

our little company.

He arrived the following day just at supper time,
—a rather

commonplace young fellow, with a shock of red hair, good-natured

blue eyes with red lashes, and a freckled face. He could talk

fluently, though superficially, upon almost any topic, in the easy,

slangy English of the "road." His knowledge, like that of most of his

class, was derived mostly from magazine and newspaper reading,

and whenever this proved inadequate, he drew largely upon his

stock of "bluff," of which he possessed an unlimited quantity.

One very warm afternoon soon after 'has arrival, I took a
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novel, escaped from the rest of the party, and rowed myself upstream

until I reached a place where a small tributary, which the farmers

thereabouts called the Millbrook, flowed into the Delaware. The

mouth of this little stream was divided into two short branches by

a small island, or delta. I paddled gently up the left branch, lazily

brushing aside the fringing willows which strove to entangle 'their

branches in my hair. W nen I reached the upper point of the delta,

I let my boat drift slowly down the right branch, which was so

narrow that it formed, as it were, a little cove, and, unless one took

the trouble to investigate, one would never have suspected the

existence of the other branch of the stream, which was completely

hidden from view by the trees and the high bank of the delta. The

current here was a little stronger than in the main stream or in the

other branch, which, perhaps, accounted for the strange appearance

of the place. The water was extremely shallow, so that my oar

touched bottom at every stroke, and so clear that I could count the

flat pebbles at the bottom. Here and there, where a stray sunbeam

managed to pierce the thickly arched trees overhead, the flat stones

were overspread with a gleaming network of lights, that shivered and

danced with the motion of the water. The banks to the right and

left had been hollowed out from underneath and the bare, contorted

roots of the trees hung down into the water, like the writhing arms of

hideous monsters. It all reminded me of a pitcure, "The Enchanted

Wood," which I had once seen in an art museum. One could almost

imagine the queen of the elves holding her nightly revels upon that

mossy bank, under those contorted trees.

I ensconced myself upon the bank and endeavored to become

interested in my book. But the drowsy mid-summer silence, broken

only by the lazy droning of insects and the occasional plunge of a

bullfrog, like the plucking of a banjo string, seemed to' rest like a

spell upon me, so that I could not concentrate my thoughts upon

the printed page.

Suddenly it seemed to me that I heard the splash of oars coming

upstream. Peering through the leafy screen, I saw a boat containing
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two figures at the entrance of the cove. As it drew nearer, what was

my astonishment to see that its occupants were no others than

Marian and Edward Johnson. The young man tied the boat to a

projecting root just beneath the bank upon which I was sitting. The

boat was so close to me that I could have touched its stern, yet my
willow completely hid me from the two young people. Marian was

sitting in the stern of the boat with her inevitable companion, "The

Light of Asia," in her lap.

"Is there room for me back there?" asked Johnson, with easy

familiarity. Marian moved over, and the youth flopped himself

awkwardly down beside her.

"What's your book?" he asked. "Oh, poetry! Good thing,

especially for advertisements. We've got a man down at the place
writes the slickest things to advertise our varnishes," he continued

in his slangy English.

"Do you like poetry?" asked Marian, contriving to throw an

endless amount of "soul," as she would have called it, into the eves

she lifted to his.

"Do I? Bet your life," replied the youth, gazing into their

blue depths with obvious admiration. "You just try me."

Maran lowered her eyes. No one had ever looked at her like

that before, and she was a bit confused. "Perhaps you will under

stand me," she said, a little timidly. "The others all laugh at me.

They have no soul ; They don't understand the true philosophy of

life. They call me a heathen. But perhaps you will understand."

"Sure, you just try me," the youth assured her, confidently.

"Just read me some of it."

Marian began to read :

"

'The Books say well, my Brothers ! each man's life

The outcome of his former living is ;

The bygone wrongs bring forth sorrows and woes

The bygone right breeds bliss.
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If he who liveth, learning whence woe springs,

Endureth patiently, striving to pay

His utmost debt for ancient evils done,

In Love and Truth alway;

If making none to lack, he thoroughly purge

The lie and lust of self forth from his blood;

Suffering all meekly, rendering for offence

Nothing but grace and good :

Never shall yearnings torture him, nor sins

Stain him nor ache of earthly joys and woes,

Invade his safe eternal peace ; nor deaths

And lives recur. He goes

Into Nirvana. He is one with Life,

Yet lives not. He is blest, ceasng to be.'

"Don't you believe that? Isn't it beautiful?" she asked, with

exaggerated enthusiasm.

"Sure," answered the young man, with conviction. "But what

does the stuff mean, anyway?"

"Why, don't you see ?" returned the girl, glad of an opportunity
to explain her favorite theory. "We have all lived before, and

shall again. This life is but the outsome of former lives, and we

must go on living and suffering until we have purged our lives

of all selfishness ; until we have lost the desire to be individual and

to live; and then at last, we shall find rest and peace in the great
world soul,—in Nirvana. Don't you believe it? Just think, the

great world soul ; isn't that a beatuiful thought ?"

"That's just what it is," agreed Johnson, "exactly. Nir

what-you-call-it—the world soul ; exactly. Say, do you know what,

you ought to be a drummer. You can talk better than any man we

have."
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"I'm afraid I'm not ready for Nirvana yet," sighed the girl. "I

am altogether too selfish and too conscious of my own individuality.
Perhaps,—

"

with a dreamy look, "if I were to do some great work in

the world, like Prince Siddartha,—perhaps then my life would be

completed."

You're altogether too pretty to work,
"

remarked the youth, with

awkward gallantry, as he took the book out of her hand." But say,"
he repeated, slapping his knee emphatically, "you'd make an all-fired

good drummer."

Marian noticed that it was getting late, and suggested their

return. Johnson relunctantly took up the oars. When they had

gone, I came out of my involuntary hiding-place, and slowly paddled

myself downstream.

After that we noticed that Marian and young Johnson frequeni-
ly took long rambles together, to the great satisfaction of good Mrs.

Schlegel, who rejoiced to find that Marian was really forgetting her

"foolish notions," and was becoming more like other people. Once,

in an unwonted burst of confidence, Marian confessed to me that

she liked young Johnson, because he had "soul" and was the only one

who understood her. But Mrs. Schlegel noted with exultation that

the "Light of Asia" had lain neglected upon a table for more than

a week, and as for me, I observed that Marian's eyes had grown

softer, and forgot to look soulful and mysterious.

One evening, just after sundown, When the red lights upon the

water were deepening to purple, I rowed my boat upstream once

more, and entered the left branch o!f my little stream, with the in

tention of dropping down with the current upon the other side of the

delta, and perhaps anchoring for a few moments in my favorite

nook. As I rowed noiselessly up the little river it seemed to me that

I heard voices across the narrow delta that separated me from the

cove. I anchored my boat, climbed the shelving bank, and silently

crossed the delta, threading my way among the trees until I reached

mv sheltering willow. Just at my feet, in the same place where I

had seen it once before, was anchored the boat containing Marian
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and Johnson. The twilight had deepened to darkness, and the

melancholy notes of the whippoorwills were beginning to break the

stillness. A few venturesome moonbeams penetrated the leafy roof

of interlacing boughs, lighting up the faces of the two who sat in

the stern of the boat. Johnson's arm was about Marian, and her

head rested upon his shoulder in an attitude of perfect happiness
and content. Their conversation was carried on in so low a tone that

I could catch only a word or two here and there. Suddenly Marian

raised her head.

"Edward," she whispered exultantly, "I understand it all now,
—

the perfect peace, the renunciation of self, the Nirvana. We have

found it, dear ; it is Love."

I stole softly away, leaving the cove to the lovers and the moon

beams." MATHILDE C. MEYER.. .
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THE LIBRARY: WHAT IT OUGHT TO BE

A Cornell Freshman, on his return home at the end of his first

semester, was shown through the newly completed public library.
He failed to evince the expected enthusiasm over the local improve

ment, and instead, after admitting with tolerant condescension that

it was a pretty good library for a small place, expressed his opinion
that it couldn't compare with the one at Cornell. His pride was

undoubtedly justifiable, yet if he, or we fancy, the majority of

Cornell men were called upon to give their basis for such a judg
ment, they would have to confess that their acquaintance with the

library was limited to a casual glance at the treasures in the show-

presses, a sight-seeing stroll through the White Library, and perhaps
an appreciation of the fine view from the library tower.

Few would argue that these are the sole fruits to be culled

from our library during even one year's stay, and owing to certain un

fortunate circumstances, few students acquire more. Either the

library's services to students are more limited than we should sup

pose, or there is some disturbing element, some fault of system, that

renders its use less wide than it should be. We have come to feel

that the later is the case at Cornell.

Regarding the educative value of good books there has been

but one opinion down from the pronouncement of old Roger

Ascham that hangs in the White library. A library
—a "book"-ery

—

should be a disseminator of all the benefits that books can give.

Its functions are at least threefold and take their origin in three

varying points of view. The bibliophile regards the library as a

museum
—a repository of all that is rare and valuable in book-mak

ing. His interest is greatest in its first folios and Aldine editions—

its cameos and incunadula. The average Professor considers it as

the laboratory of the advanced student-a mine for historical research

and a rich source of material for the compilation of essays ranging

from the modest term report to the more pretentious thesis. If the

services of a library were restricted to these two classes, I hardly
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think its performances would be commensurate with its mission.

But there is a body of students for whom palimpsests and block-

books have slight appeal
—to whom the intensive prosecution of

some such theme as "A Study of the Republican Vote in the State

of Mississippi," presents few attractions.

I refer to the great mass of students at Cornell, the great

majority that stands mostly in need of the ministrations of a library.

The minority, the students, in the Academic department, use the

librarv as a matter of course, in preparing their routine work. The

rest of the students, under Cornell's system of specialization run

riot—find little time for securing the breath of view essential to

a well rounded education. This larger outlook can be secured by

catholicity and careful discrimination in reading. Yet in

spite of the exceptional opportunities presented at this University,
few attain to that most desirable consummation.

This is due, in large measure, to ordinances which render it im

perative for students if they read at all, to do their reading within the

librarv. Few students care to read, or can read with pleasure, in

what Professor Corson well termed the excessively "human"

atmosphere of the reading-room. Again as a result of certain

students using it as an impromptu drawing-room, a hum of con

versation is usually going on that does not make for concentration.

Perhaps the student's interest prevails over these discouragements,

only to find that the inexorable tolling of the bell at io 150 seals the

end of reading for the night. He may not get another chance to

go to the library for several days ; when he does go the book may

be in other hands. In either event, if repeated, the library is apt

to know him no more. Furthermore, we might add, there are many

of us for whom reading would be a far more pleasurable utility if we

were privileged to choose our own time and place with perhaps not

quite so studied a regard for formality as must be observed in a

mixed assembly.

Two steps have been taken in the right direction within our

own academic remembrance. One of them renders it possible for
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each Senior to draw out five books for a reasonable period. The

other was the establishment of a circulating library, of perhaps 2,000

titles, accessible to all students. This circulating labrary is generally

regarded as a sort of Limbo wdth which are thrust all those vol

umes unbaptized of popular favor. These pariahs in print appeal to

a clientage so limited that its contribution to a solution of our prob
lem hardly merits notice.

The Senior privileges have undoubtedly proved a boon to those

whose love of literature has survived the dearth of three years

deprivation. Yet even the Senior finds that his enjoyment is not

to be unalloyed. Not a few of the books he most wishes cannot be

removed from the building, either because of conditions imposed

by the donors, or because, although purchased with library funds,

they are in continual use. It would seem that the duplication of

such works might be a worthy end to be subserved by the recent

accretion to our general library fund. Our interest are so often

concentric, our minds coincident, that a book is frequently in demand

by several students at the same time. Copies of such a book might

better be multiplied than to let several really earnest students be

disappointed. It is important that the library should possess a copy

of each good book. But the basis for this conclusion rests on the

primarv conception that each student who wants that good book,

and can profit from its use, should not be without it. There are

students of literature, as well as history, who would like to read

J. A. Svmond's Renaissance in Italy," yet of the three copies

in our library, two can in no way be drawn out by an undergraduate

and even the third is frequently withheld when in use by a class.

The instance is not isolated ; it is merely cited as the one readiest for

our present purpose.

The chief fault with the Senior privileges is that they are

Senior privileges. The members of other classes rarely can find

what thev want is the circulating library. If one wishes to draw

a book from the general library, the privilege can be exercised only

after 12 M. Saturday and the book must be returned by 9 A. M.
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Monday. Added to the fact that the latter provision is not easily

fulfilled by those who have work from eight to eleven, there are

few students who are such rapt enthusiasts as to be willing to

spend the restful seventh with nose glued to any book. Such a

rara avis, sacrificing brawn for brain, would soon lay himself open

to the laconic fuit. He is not apt to get a chance at Senior Privileges.

To suggest a remedy may seem to assume the prerogatives of

the library committee. Yet four years steady use of the library, and

a concentrated, and, at times, almost morbid appreciation of its

shortcomings, ought to warrant a slight right of criticism. We

would humbly propose that the library privileges be extended, so

that it be possible for every undergraduate to draw out at least

one book at a time, to be kept any time up to at least one week. It

is a privilege that should be opened, we will not say even to Fresh

men, so much as especially to Freshmen. His taste for good reading,
and we like to believe it inherent in every man, is apt, if not sat

isfied with proper good, to be misdirected to the mischievous diet

of the Tabard Inn, or else be starved utterly. Some may feel that a

true love of reading should be sufficiently strong to overrule minor

difficulties. Enough that it is not. It does no good to cavil at the

invertebrate aesthetics of the Underclassmen unless we can stiffen

them up by so doing; and, as a matter of fact, the Freshman is

worth saving from his own weakness. Welcome any invitation that

will wean him from it.

It might be interesting to discuss, if such exist, other institu

tions where the privileges granted to students are more liberal than

at Cornell. To do so, however, would hardly induce to the point
arrived at in the present article. Cornell has her own problem to

solve and must solve it in her own way. We have here a student

population of 2,500, of whom less than one-third are in the Academ

ic department. If the large majority, the other two-thirds, practical
ly all men by the way, pass through Cornell without having been

bettered by the humanizng leaven of a great University if its

members carried from their Alma Mater nothing further than the
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technical aptitude gained in the laboratory and the shop, if their

literary acquaintance is to be limited to the fieldbook or Cambria

Steel Manual, with perhaps a technical journal as a sufficient index of

the times—people, will be justified in arraigning, by the damnation

of an epithet, Cornell as "Materialistic." By their fruits we shall

know them !

There are two sound ways of providing against such mis

fortune. The suggestion of a six years' course is opposed, in the

case of many, by the fact that we can neither lengthen lives »or

obviate financial obstructions. The readiest alternative is in judi
cious reading. Here, if at any University, we have the means for

this easy, sure and pleasant path to a sympathetic knowledge of other

men and other times. It may not prove as alluring to some as that

other primrose path, yet we should leave it open for all to follow if

they will. Let us make the library not only a show-place of the

University, not only a field for investigation, but a great University
center—universal in its privileges, universal in its patronage, uni

versal in its benefits—an institution where any student can find

instruction in any subject. W. W. R.
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THE COSMOPOLITAM CLUB: ITS CHARACTER

AND SIGNIFICANCE

The clubs of a great Unversity are the spheres thrown off, so

to speak, from the great central mass of the University proper.

With an impetus furnished by the University, they continue in their

respective courses, living out the purposes to which they are devoted.

As revealing the inner life of the students, their thoughts, and

their aspirations, a study of the clubs is most fruitful.

The Cosmopolitan Club is a new-comer, new in point of the

line of its organization and new, more especially, in the nature of

the objects sought to be furthered. It had its inception in a need

felt to be pressing. Today the civilized nations of the earth, more and

more, are sending their sons to American Universities to be edu

cated. Cornell has been drawing perhaps more than its proportional

quota, with the result that to-day there are in our University

over one hundred foreign students from no fewer than twenty-seven

countries. In these figures are not included nine students from the

Philippines, five from Hawaii and three from Porto Rico, who

technically, are not classed as foreigners. In our foreign "quarter,"
so to speak, we have nine Argentinos, eight Cubans, seven Mexicans,

six Australians, six Chinese, six Japanese, five Brazilians, five Eng

lishmen, three Peruvians, three Turks, two Russians, two Swedes,

two each from Central America, Holland and India, a

South Africa, an Ecuadorian, a Norwegian, a Bulgarian,
a Scotchman, an Austrian, a Roumanian, one from Cape

Colony, one from New Zealand, besides Canadians, Frenchmen and

Germans. Our University had become cosmopolitan : why not

organize a Cosmopolitan Club? But aside from mere sentiment,

a positive need was made of bringing the foreign students into one

common meeting place, where they could be made to "feel at home."

It was necessary that they be spared the embarassments of a mixed

University crowd where those with a precarious familiarity with

English generally gravitate to the out-of-the-way corners where
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they are regarded, if at all, as curiosities !to be looked at rather than

as men to be talked to. In a Cosmopolitan Club they could be

given the attention they had a right to expect and at the same time

be most favorably impressed with American ideas and American

ways of thinking. But another purpose could also be accomplished.
In the sun-light of appreciation and sympathy, the foreign students

could expand to the utmost and reveal the life and thought of their
various peoples. An action and interaction was bound to follow as a

result of bringing under one roof representatives from most of the

civilized countries. The Cosmopolitan Club thus would be highly
educational as wrell as social, becoming an international clearing
house of ideas.

The Club though but six months old, has already justified the

plans of the founders and realized most of their fond hopes. At

the formal meetings and the informal gatherings a spirit of good-

fellowship, of tolerance and open mindedness prevails. The sub

jects discussed are most interesting. Some of the most vexing

problems of the past or present are described and explained by

living witnesses. A native Russian makes the riots in St. Petersburg
more comprehensible with a picture at first hand of life in Russia;

a Japanese embodies the silent but grim determination of his people,

and both Jap and Russian, discuss calmly through the pacifying at

mosphere of a pipe, the merits of the controversy that to-day is red

dening the East with the blood of hundreds of thousands of men;

a Chinese pictures the quiet past of his native land and tracing the

developments of the present, pleads for patience with the laborious,

but inevitable evolution of the land of silks ; an Englishman re

views the triumphs of individual liberty in a graphic and glowing

picture of English institutions ; an Argentino fills his hearers with

admiration at the ability of his country ; South and Central America,

through their representatives, voice their attitude towards "the

big brother of the North" whose institutions they have adopted and

whose energv they would emulate. And then political questions are

forgotten and in the familiarity of the family circle the life and
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thought of the various peoples are pictured and compared. The

general result is to bring out, besides the non-vital and sometimes

amusino- differences, the broader likeness and striking similiarites

of human nature the world over. Perhaps in no other organization

can one feel himself more in touch with the world and more in

harmony with his fellow-men.

The Club to-day is in flourishing conditon. It has a paid-up

membership of over ioo which is rapidly increasing. A wrong

impression prevails, namely : that the Club is open only to foreign

students. On the contrary, we admit any student of the LTniversity

of good moral standing. Of the present membership, about one-

half consists of American citizens. It is especially desired that

more students of the University become members. The number

that can be admitted is not limited. The more who join the more

interesting and profitable the Club will be. At the present rate

of growth1, five hundred members in two or three years is a conser

vative estimate. In addition to expansion at home, expansion abroad

is made possible by a provision in the constitution for an "Associa

tion of Cosmopolian Clubs." Our society is thus called, "The

Cornell Chapter." It is aimed to start organizations at the various

Universities, calling that at Harvard, "The Harvard Chapter," and

so on, while, all would be federated into a board Association. Th^

idea thus is seen to be grand and broad. It aims at nothing short

of promoting at the great educational centers of onr country a con

sciously cosmopolitan spirit.

Naturally, the movement has begun to attract attention. The

New York newspapers have; commented favorably on it. Outsiders

of influence have also become interested. The Religious Conference,
held recently at Chicago, sent a special invitation to the Club to have

a representative read a paper on our organization. The significance
of such a movement that brings together thoughtful men of such

different points of view, is apparent to those who are awake to the

silent, social influences at work in our times. Cornellians. whether

Cosmopolitans or not, may well take a just pride in the praise and
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esteem that comes to our Alma Mater in the fact that here the

scene of Ezra Cornell's efforts to found a liberal institution of learn

ing, has the impetus been given to the most liberal tendency of the

times.

As an object of study, the Cosmopolitan Club presents many

interesting aspects. In the small space allowed this article, there

is room to mention only a few of those aspects illustrating them

with actual incidents. One incident illustrates the attitude of the

members as regards international amity and the other, the typical
state of mind of the members on the question of religion.

At one of the informal gatherings when the. discussion arose

on the state of feeling existing between nations, a Jap was twitting a

Russian on recent Russian defeat and the Russian smilinsr with a

smile that seemed to say, "Just wait!" turned rather to the English
man to twit him on some well-known South African defeat. The

Englishman turned, as if for relief, to the American at his side and

then spontaneously as the picture of past bad blood between Eng
land and the LTnited States flashed before his mind, together with

the growing friendliness manifest on both sides, he sprang to his

feet and cried, "Fellows, there is no bad blood between us ; all the

bad blood is spilled ; only good blood remains !" The sentiment

was applauded and quaffed with due appreciation. It may be said

that much has been accomplished in the way of forming interna tusnal

good-will when young men full of the deepest patriotism, each

for his own fatherland, can still respect and honor others and with

them join in expressions of good feeling.

Another incident served to bring out (shall I say the religious
state of mind ?) of the Club. It was at the recent Chinese Evening.

One of the speakers, questioned on the various religious beliefs in

China to-day, took occasion in the confidence of the moment to

reveal his religion. He said, "As for me ; well, I like a little

Confucianism, a little Buddhism, a little Christianity—in fact, a

little of all of them, you know." And the sly Chinese smile that
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accompanied the sentiment evoked a sincere outburst of applause

and left in its wake an appetizing satisfaction. The fact is, the

broadest tolerance prevails in the Club. In our numbers are men

differing as widely in religious beliefs as in facial traits. And yet

Protestant clasps the hand of Catholic, Buddhist that of Christian,

Jew that of Gentile, and all that of Agnostic, and each sees more

in the man he clasps the hand than in the religion he may profess.

Further, no one is disturbed in his belief. Those who do not sub

scribe to any one faith are not contemptuous toward those who

do and those who do are not horrified at those who do not. This

does not mean that there is indifference regarding religious ques

tions. On the contrary, at the various meetings almost invariably

questions are asked regarding the religions practiced in the different

countries, and explanations are willingly made regarding them.

There is much in our Club to make a discussion of comparative

religion fruitful and valuable to all. We have, as before stated,

representatives from each of the most important religions practiced
in the world. The atmosphere is provided for a clear and open

explanation of each. Were ever conditions more fruitful for the

grasping of principles of a religion co-extensive with humanity?
The universality of the Cosmopoltan Club is its most profitable

feature. On the stone-seat in front of Stimson Hall are inscribed

these words, "Above all nations is humanity." This is essentially
the key-note of our Club. We cordially invite men of all nation

alities "to join us, be with us, and of us. We are not sectional, but

cosmopolitan. The world is our field ; humanity, our study. And all

is done in that noble Universiiy spirit, the spirit of "good-fellow

ship.''

To those who are groping for light in the darkness and con

fusion of the present, when science asks so many questions it cannot

answer, perhaps the message of our Club will be suggestive and

inspiring. "Let us first know our fellow-men ; then and not

until then ask and try to answer the questions of all eternity."

ABRAHAM ABBEY FREEDLANDER,
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A PARADOX

When dark clouds gray the light,
And bleak winds scour the hill,
When ice has sealed tight
A prison for the rill,

Then human hearts grow warm,

And human minds love cheer.

While all without is storm,

The soul's spring-time is here.

G. G. BOGERT.

CORNELL UNIVERSITY: A HISTORY

Cornell University A History, by Waterman Thomas Hewett,
A. B., Ph. D., 4 vols., illustrated. University Publishing Society,
N. Y., 1905.

In this elaborate work Professor Hewett has given us the first

exhaustive and complete history of the University. "As it exists

to-day," he says, "it is the product of the affection, the devotion, the

sacrifice of those who have endowed it, and of those who have

taught within it," and the story of this devotion and sacrifice he

proceeds to tell.

The first volume is the most essentially historical. The events

which led to the founding of the LTniversity are reviewed at length

and its fundamental ideas outlined. Professor Hewett wrould char

acterize the administration of President White as the formal ive

period, that of President Adams as the period of organization and

development, based upon enlarged resources, and that of President

Schurman as the epoch of building and of the division into colleges.

After relating in a general way the events of each administration he

takes up the history of various institutions at Cornell and discusses
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them. He thinks the wisdom of co-education has been shown by the

character of the scholarship maintained. With regard to the

services in Sage Chapel he urges that the preachers should be well-

known and capable of appealing to young men. He seems inclined

to favor the system of preacherships in vogue at Harvard. Passing

on to the relations of the Alumni to the University and the project

of an Alumni Hall, he says that the University's greatest need is a

student clubhouse. He describes the various campus buildings and

in connection with the history of the library and its acquisitions, de

votes a chapter to the discussion of "the great suit."

The second volume might be called a historical catalogue of

the University. With the exception of the College of Agriculture, a

full history of which is given in the first volume, the work of the

various colleges and departments is discussed here at length. The

development of each is traced from the beginning. The discussion

is enlivened by sketches and appreciations of men w7ho taught here in

days gone by, as well as of men who are teaching here at the

present time
—and for his colleagues, both of the earlier and later

years, Professor Hewett has many a good word.

In this history of the University the part played by the students

has not been omitted. To all these the third volume must prove of

interest. The first chapter deals with student life in the early days

and the development of various student activities. In the chapter

devoted to secret societies Professor Hewett describes the rise of the

fraternity system at Cornell. His attitude toward the fraternities

is quite favorable. The next chapter deals with college journalism.
In view of the recent change in the policy of the Era, we may ven

ture to quote from what is said of the early days of this magazine :

"One noticeable feature was the active participation of the faculty

in the support of the Era The Era, in short, mirrored at

that time the whole life Of the University world, its interests, en-

thusiams, sports, jokes, as well as the wider educational life

around."
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The history of the other university publications is also given.
Lists of all the Editors and Editorial Boards are added.

Cornellians everywhere will prize this third volume for its ac

curate and exhaustive history of Cornell athletics. The chapter on

the navy deserves special mention. In the opening words a fine

tribute is paid to the spirit which has characterized our crews. The

history of the navy from the beginning down to last year is given
in detail. Of exceptional interest is the sketch of Mr. Courtney's
career with the appreciation of his work. This chapter contains also

the complete record of the Cornell crews. In subsequent chapters we

have the history of baseball, football, and general athletics at

Cornell, with all the records of all the Cornell teams.

The fourth and concluding volume contains a complete register
of trustees and professors, past and present, a biographical record

of the faculty, a Cornell biography and a register of both matriculat

ed and unmatriculated students, giving, so far as possible, the pres

ent addresses and occupations of the Alumni.

The history is generously illustrated by full-page engravings and

half-tones, comprising many views of the campus buildings and fra

ternity houses, scenes from college life, and numerous portraits.

The work is characterized throughout by the thoroughness and

accuracy with which it has been prepared. All must acknowledge

the debt which Cornell owes to Professor Hewett for the years of

labor he has spent in collecting and arranging the materials for this

monumental history. G. P. CONGER, 07.



BY THE IDLER-AND OTHERS

THESE PAGEANT DAYS

The Idler is no disciple of that ancient gentleman, Mr.

Hegesias, who so successfully taught suicide in the highest possible

enjoyment. The Idler finds it a pretty tolerable amusement now-a-

days to be alive. He takes pleasure in watching the hills grow

green, and the flowers brighten the green up a bit, in observing the

construction of that new pile which is squaring the Campus up so

well ; in keeping track of Cornell's victories, and even in watching

other people work—in short you might style him a sentimentalist

if he would shed a tear or two—tears, we learn, are a necessary

element in sentimentalism—but his eyes are as arid as an Arizona

sky. No ! he considers life worth the effort. He was somewhat

shocked the other day when a Senior—one who apparently has

gotten his share out of life—mournfully informed him that four

years of existence in this place rob a man of every ideal he started

in with as a Freshman. The Idler refuses to believe him.

Yes, these are pageant days
—these springs o>f Junior and Senior

years. One forgets then the dry-goods box effect of White and Mor-

riil Halls, one ceases to be pained by the faulty architecture of the

Library, certain crudities become obliterated, and the whole Campus
becomes a scene full of the beauty of love and long association, and

the faces—the friendly faces ! Some of them the Idler will soon

see no more. There will be a little splurge, a little parade of caps and

gowns, a little dancing, a little feasting, a few hand shakes and well

wishes—perhaps a tear or two—and the long trains panting up the

hills will allow just one more peep at the hill crowned with towers

. But that is part of the show. The same old pageant goes on

with new actors and when the old ones, wandered to the four ends

of the earth, hear the distant cheering and the Cornell yell, they will

sing the old songs again and make believe they are still playing their

little parts.
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THE NIGHT WATCHMAN

The Idler had an opportunity the other day for the pursuance
of his favorite occupation, and returning from a contemplation of

the mists sweeping up the lake and valley, crunched his way along
the cinder path at the south end of Morrill Hall. There he' caught
sight of a locked, iron fire-alarm box above which a bit of board

displayed the following legend:

Key-holders,

Treasurer's Office.

W. W. Rowlee, n East Ave.

L. C. Merritt, 39 East Ave.

Night Watchman.

The Treasurer's office he well knows from several reluctant

semi-annual visits, but for the life of him he couldn't find the resi

dences of the other gentlemen. The mere thought of the exertion

of looking for them even by the light of a blazing tower so wearied

him that he was obliged to sit down on the steps and rest.

As for the night watchman the Idler places him along with

those other myths of all men being born equal and the jovial St.

Nicholas. To be sure there are several legends purporting to

establish proof of the existence of that functionary. The most

famous is the proof redutio ad absurdum. A lone co-ed returning

late one evening from a dinner party on the Heights was suddenly

and rudelv seized in the very shadow of McGraw by an unknown

assailant, who forcibly impressed an unchaste kiss on the tip of her

nose. The onlv reason to believe this was the watchman, rests on

the fact that a student would never have been guilty of such an act.

The Idler confesses to being somewhat old-fashioned. He likes

the harking back to the old New England days when the night-

watchman was an honored and useful dignitary. He also confesses
-

to the love of an honest blaze. But when it comes to a choice between

the ni°htwatchman and having the library reduced to ashes, ho

prefers simply the night watchman.
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With this issue, the new board begins its arduous labors. Before

taking up our work, we wish to express to the old board our appre

ciation of the work they have done. Theirs has been a difficult task

and they have acquitted themselves well.

The old board clung very properly to the traditional idea of

making the paper largely, if not purely literary. They deserve much

credit in holding out long enough so that now, with their exper

ience, we may profit by the past and initiate a somewhat different

policy. The board feels that the Era should be reorganized as an

answer to the demand expressed by faculty and students for a Un

iversity magazine. For a number of years past tbe Era has been

struggling aloug unkown and unsupported by the college world.

The nature of the articles it contained is very apparently the cause

of this lack of interest. On the face of all this indifference, the

efforts of the board were Of no avail.

A purely literary magazine of the type at present available is not

and cannot be, the success at Cornell that we would desire. This
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condition of affairs exists in other colleges as well as Cornell.
It must be met in the most practical way.
In the opinion of the present board such a magazine should be

alive with the discussions of those University problems which are of

interest to every one. If any good can come by the full discussion

of University problems the Era proposes to discuss them.

Articles from the students will be especially desired. Ample room

for correspondence will always be available. However not all the

discussions will be from the students' point of view. The faculty
will express its views on topics of interest to the whole University
body. As Professor Jenks proposes to change certain of his courses

next year so more personal contact will be had between professor
and student, so also the Era is advised to take this step to insure that

mutual understanding so much desired by many professors and all

students. Already Deans Smith, Bailey and Huffcut, and Profess

ors Jenks, Catteral, Sill and Hull have signified their readiness to

contribute short articles.

Athletics and other college subjects in other universities will be

discussed by prominent alumni there and possibilities of different

courses open to college men wll be discussed by Cornell professors of

experience in their respective fields.

A literary department will still be retained for the publication of

such literary work as is worthy of publication. Correspondence in

this respect, as well as in tbe whole movement, is earnestly re

quested. Believing that there is a need at Cornell of such a mag

azine as has been outlined, the board has decided to inaugurate its

new policy next fall. It sincerely hopes that this plan meets with the

approval of the undergraduates and the alumni, whose support the

board respectfully solicits.

In the business management of the magazine, many marked

changes will be made which are explained in another place. We may

simply mention here that the price has been reduced one half,

from $2.00 to $1.00.

The work of the board will be divided more uniformaly than

before. It has been thought wise to have a managing editor. This
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position will be filled by F. H. Peters, '06, who will also take

charge of the literary department.
The board wishes ito express its appreciation to the Cornell

Sun for the very courteous way in which it received the Era's an

nouncement, and for the space and position given to the article in

its issue of May 20, '05. The help thus given to the Era, will be

remembered most gratefully. It trusts that the future will present

some opportunity when that appreciation may be expressed, in a

practical form.
5^ ^ ^

A word further about the Era's department of pure literature

—that is, fiction, poetry and carefully written essays which are not

primarily expository. Occasionally something unusually good does

turn up. This the Era is only too glad to publish. But the rest of

the material offered, unless it shows capability of being reworked

into more literary form, will not be considered. Of course it can

not always be expected that undergraduates can equal masters in

the art of fiction, but very many can, if they but will, write very

readable stories and poems. The Era would have it, if possible an

honor for a writer to have his work published in its pages not an

honor for the Era to receive something to publish.

* * *

BUSINESS ANNOUNCEMENT

As a sequel to the improvement to be made in the contents of the

"Era" by the editorial staff, the business department wishes to an

nounce a reduction in the subscription price. We feel that $1 rather

than $2 is the sum that will best meet the requirements of popularity
and practicability. It is our aim to make the "Era" democratic in

price, within the reach of all, and then to fill it with timely articles

and discussions.

If the paper is to subsist on this weaker diet, a correspondingly

larger amount must be fed it. Canvassing among under-graduates
this spring has met with encouraging success. We ask that this

spirit of support be continued. If all who are interested in Cornell
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and in healthy thought and discussion will lend a hand now, our liter

ary representative may well be pushed up to a place among the best

college magazines.
The names of old subscribers will be retained on the subscrip

tion list unless directions to the contrary are received.

& * * * ?k

Cornell has a few splendid songs
—the number is lamentably

few. Some one with a talent for jingles ought to hunt up some

good music and write some good words to it, or still better, compose

music which shall be distinctive of Cornell. If such a work is done

the Era will do its best, in way of publishing and exploiting, to have

them permanently accepted by undergraduates.
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OUR CONTEMPORARIES

In concluding publication for the current college year, the

"Era" acknowledges the receipt of the following periodicals. With

almost no exceptions these have been entered on our regular mail

ing list :

Acta Victorcana, Boivdoin Quill, Collegian, Columbia Monthly,

Columbia University Quarterly, Concordicnsis, Criterion, Harvard

Monthly, Haverfordian, Inlander, Kalends, Laurel, Lesbian, Herald,

Manhattan Quarterly, Minnesota Magazine, Mount Holyoke, Nas

sau Literary Magazine, North Western Magazine, University of

North Carolina Magazine, Observer Occident, Red and Blue, Smith

College Monthly, Stanford Sequoia, St. Stephens College Messen

ger, Syracuse University Herald, Touchstone, Triangle, Vassar Mis

cellany, University of Virginia Magazine, Wesleyan, Literary

Monthly, Wellesley Magazine, White and Gold, Williams Literary

Monthly, Wisconsin Literary Magazine, Yale Alumni Weekly, Yale

Literary Magazine.

It is evident that college literature need not decline for want

of the means of expression. And yet it may be said without exag

geration that the spirit of decline pervades a full fourth of our

contemporaries. Why this is true is not difficult to conjecture, after

one has perused the mournful editorials now current, in which dis

couraged chiefs bewail both lack of material and lack of financial

support. College literature, of the kind to be read and admired as

literature, is passing away step by step with the classics. But college
literature in the way of up-to-date expository articles on live ques

tions is gaining each month a wider influence.

The inference is obvious. The editor's reputation for versatil

ity is at stake. In the phraseology of the Agora, poetry is "low"—la

mentably so)
—and talk is "high." The space of the paper must

gradually be given over more and more to discussions of current

interest.
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The Era is pleased to observe that in the respective fields of

certain of our Western and Southern contemporaries as well as in

one or two of the older Eastern colleges, an appreciation of the

more imaginative efforts of contributors still persists. Meanwhile

her own editors will console themselves as they prepare to devote

greater space than heretofore to the practical questions of the college
forum with the reflection that her columns remain at the service of

aspiring disciples of Philosophy and the Muse.

VAGABOND DAYS

A whiff of smoke and a gypsy wind,

A white road climbing high;

Then off and away on the hills to-day,

Where the blue peaks touch the sky.

This is the song we vagabonds sing,

Light of heart as a swallow's wing,

Or a thistle-bird in flight ;

Taking the trail for the autumn hills,

Where gentians bloom by the laughing rills,

And the forest blazes bright.

Corn-shock tents for our resting beds,

No other covering over our heads,

Only the frosty stars;

Orchards a-plenty along the way,

And a foaming drink at the close of day

There by the pasture bars.

A whiff of smoke and a gypsy wind,

A white road climbing high;

Then on we go till falls the snow

On the blue peaks next the sky.

C. W . Nichols, Yale Literary Magazine.
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Nirvana, Mathilde C. Meyer 254

Not a Mistake After All, Thomas '06 234

Place by the Fire (A), F. H. Peters '06 I/O

Prairie Fire (A) ,
Louis W. Fehr '07 232

Rehabilitation o»f Old John, G. W. Graves '05 10

St. James Country Weather, G. F. F 53

Saturday Night in Virginia (A), C. M. M 230

Shattered Romance (A) ,
G. F. F 14

Snob (A), M 288

Student and the Stranger (The), C. H. C. '06 225

Why the Elephant Wasn't Missed, E. M. Slocombe '04 62

POETRY

Alma Matter (Adopted) 69

By the Fireside 61

The Call, C. E. MacGill '04 37

Dawn 253

Enchanted Forests (The), F. S. J. '04 136
Friend (A), A. A. F. '05 51

Heracleite Redivivus, T. J. E 227

Indian Summer, T. S. J. Jr. '04 1

Interrupted Oblivion, F. H. Peters '06 29

On the Library Seat, C. H. C. '06 157

Paradox (A) < 271
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Repentance, F. H. P 125

Sanctification, T. E. H 9

Spinner (The), T. S. J. Jr. '04 221

To William Morris, Vch '03 107

Vespers, Louis W. Fehr '07 169

Victory, A. A. F. '05 236
What's the use of Talkin ? J. A. Y 93

Where the Bluebells Grew, C. E. MacGill '04 jy



MARY ELIZABETH'S CANDIES

"THE BEST EVER"

AT THE TRIANGLE BOOKSHOP

'CDooI&Go/lepe
'

Lecture notes can be' satisfactorily made

only with a pen that never skips and never

floods. The new spoon feed makes

Foi
Ideal

JUST PUBLISHED

Absolutely Reliable, It is used and

endorsed by professors and students in most
Institutions of learnin? the world over.
Purchase through your home dealer, wri-

ting uswhen you are not served satisfactorily.
Ij. 23. Waterman Company
Main Office, 173 Broadway, N. Y.

8 School St. 138 Montgomery St.
Booton Sab Fnuoclico

Jiu - Jitsu
Complete Self-Instructor

(fully illustrated) on this most in

teresting and valuable science.

Enables the student to master

Jiu-jitsu in the shortest possible
time and is equal to any other sys

tem or course of instruction.

Sent postpaid by mail on receipt of

SO Cents
in coin or postage stamps. Address

The Jiu-jitsu Publishing Co.,

Mail & Express Bldg. 203 Broadway,
New York.

MICHELSON & WHEATON

TAILORING PARLORS

J07 N. AURORA ST. ITHACA, N. Y

THE CO-OP

is

The Students' Store



CHAUNCBY P. BIGGS, M. D.

Office, 116 East Seneca Street

Residence, 117 East Buffalo Street

Office Hours

8:30 to 10 a. m.— 4 to 6 p. m.

Both Phonfs

CHARLES P. BEAMAN, M. D.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON

Office, 224 East State Street, corner opposite
Ithaca Hotel. Residence, 506 East

Seneca Street

Office Hours—9 to 10 a. m.; 2 to 4 and 7 to 8 P. M.

Ithaca and Bell j Residence 70 and 184

Telephones f Office 184-a and 184 b

Physician to Cornell Foot Ball Team

J. W. JUDD, M. D.

Physician and Surgeon

111 East State Street

Office Hours—10 a. m. to 1 p. m.,

4 to 6 p. m., 7 to 8 p. m.

ROSCOE C. WILSON, M. D.

PHYSICIAN and surgeon
Office 414 Eddy Street. Residence, 122 East

Seneca Street

Office Hours—9 to 10 a. m., 1 to 3 p. m., 7 to 8 p. m.

Ithaca Telephones

Office, 217-x - - - Residence, 342-a

DR. G. W. HOYSRADT'S

dental rooms

Office in residence opp. Clinton House, Ithaca

PRESERVE YOUR NATURAL TEETH

The largest and most complete dental estab
lishment in the country, containing every facil

ity for the prompt and perfect execution of all
First Class Operations. The utmost care and
skill given to Filling, Cleansing and Preserving
the natural teeth. Artificial teeth made and in

serted, from one tooth to a full set. Only first
class materials used, and the best of work guar
anteed at as reasonable prices as by any re

sponsible parties .

DR. A. M. Mac GACHEN

dentist

218 East State Street

Opposite Ithaca Hotel - Bell 'Phone

Hours—9 a. m. to 5 p. m.

DELICIOUS CANDIES, HOT AND COLD DRINKS

IS IT SO?

That you don't know that you

should go to Mr. ROE for Pil

lows, Pillow Covers, Draperies,
Rugs—everything that goes to

make up an Ideal Cozy Corner

ROE'S - 1 34 East State Street

THE HILL DRUG STORE

320 HUESTIS STREET

DRUGS AND STUDENT SUPPLIES

Phone

BRING YOUR DRUG WANTS

To the

RED CROSS PHARMACY

Soda, Hot and Cold* Cigarettes

2*4 State Street

R. A. HEGGIE & BRO,

JEWELERS
136 East State Street

Make things in Gold and Silver ; also sell

DIAMONDS AND WATCHES

NORWOOD

Cleaning, Pressing, Repair

ing. Kid Gloves, New Lin

ings. Suits $15.00 up

411 East State Street, Ithaca, New York

NORWOOD



OFFICIAL CLASS PHOTOGRAPHER ajJ^M^S

There would be no tramps in

the parks if success came easy.

The Empire State man keeps

hammering away at you to come

and buy his Housefurnishings

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN

VAN ORDER'S TAILOR SHOP
AND OTHERS IS THE PRICE

123 East State Street Near Post Office

CLINTON HOUSE
Leading Tourist and Com
mercial House in the city.
Cor. Seneca and Cayuga Streets

GRANT McDONALD, Prop.

C. B. BROWN

Jeweler
Repairing a specialty

200 East State St.

Arlington Hotel
BINGHAMTON, N. Y.

EUROPEAN PLAN
Rooms from $1.00 and upward. High class

a la carte service from 6:30 A. M. to 1 A. M.

Catering to private parties a specialty.

KENNEDY-TIERNEY CO.

BAXTER & SHEPARD

ONE PRICE CLOTHIERS AND

FURNISHERS

We also make Suits and Overcoats to

Measure

126 East State Street

THE TOGGERY SHOPS
DOWN TOWN

13S EAST STATE STREET

HATS
L. C. BEMENT

ON THE HILL

404 EDDY STREET

ITHACA, N. Y.

WHITE & BURDICK

Have INSTRUMENT CASES, STUDENTS' SUPPUES and

all Remedies Students Need



The Cornell Era

JUNE, 1905

1868-THIRTY-SEVENTH YEAR-1904

■!■■ ■!■■ ■ » »' II J.. L ■» I ■ '. ■ '« "I ■ ■ ■'■■ 1 =

CONTENTS

Dawn

Nirvana Mathilde C. Meyer

The Library: What it Ought to Be IV. IV. R.

The Cosmopolitan Club: Its Character and Significance

Abraham Abbey Freedlander '05

A Paradox G. G. Bogert, '06

Cornell University: A History G. P. Conger, '07

The Idler

Editorials

Our Contemporaries

ESTABLISHED 1818

Brooks Brothers
Broadway, corner 22nd Street

NEW YORK

Summer Weight Suits made

from fine English and Scotch

Fabrics including :—

GLEN URQUHART <

SHEPHERD PLAIDS

GUN CLUB CHECKS

LOVAT MIXTURES

GAMEFEATHER

AND YARN-PROOF

TWEEDS

??r

Sport^jig

and

General

Outing

New patterns in Flannel and Trop
ical Worsteds for midsummer
wear
......

Cataloguewith Illustrations and
prices, mailed on request

'

'A gentleman is a man who takes a

bath once a day."

—H. Lee Meader, Cornell, .'97.

For so much service, this suggests
the "Rubdry" Bath Towel, which is

known as "The Only Towel Worth a

Name.'' It is essentially A MAN'S
TOWEL ; looks, feels and wears better
than any other and costs no more for
like quality. These Towels are woven

in clear, sun-lit, up-to-date, weave-sheds
and are taken fresh from bleaching and

finishing amid healthy surroundings;
eacl put up in a sealed package, where
by , idoes not come in contact with
other merchandise, has not been handled-
and comes to >*su fresh and sweet as

from your own laundry "Rubdry"
Towels are the only towel* sold that are
fit to use before first washing.

SOLD BY-

SHERWOOD

{Less his usual cash discounts)



CAMPUS TAVERN OFFERS
Table Board at S3.50; S5.00; or A La Carte

Social Advantages Not Possible in the Small Din

ning Rooms on the Hill.

TRY THE TAVERN NOW L. L. ZIMMER

GENTLEMEN
WHO DRESS FOR STYLE

NEATNESS, AND COMFORT

WEAR THE IMPROVED
/

BOSTON

GARTER
THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD

The Name is

stamped on every

loop—

LIES FLAT TO THE LEO— NEVER

SLIPS, TEARS NOR UNFASTENS

Sample pair, Silk 50c, Cotton 25c

Mailed on receipt of price.

GEO. FROST CO., Msksrs,
Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

ALWAYS EASY ^

Used Round the World

Walter BaRei &Cos

Chocolate
AND

Cocoa
The leader for

124 Years

LOOK FOR THIS

TRADE-MARK

n,L~«jnri„JWorld 'sFair
GrandPrize^ Louis

Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.
Established 1780 Dorchester, Mass.

45
HIGHEST AWARDS IN

EUROPE and AMBRICA

If you get it from us, it's right

Butterick & Frawley
One Price Clothiers and Furnishers

Everything for Hen and at as Low Prices as

Good merchandise Can Be Sold

Why Not Try the Best One

Modern Method Laundry
John Reamer, Prop,

Inter-collegiate Bureau

Cottrell & Leonard

Albany, N. Y.

Wholesale Makers ef

CAPS AND GOWNS

To the American Uni

versities and Colleges

To Cornell, Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Columbia,

Lehigh, University of Chicago, University of

California, Bryn Mawer.Wellesley.Radcliffe and

the others.

Illustrated Bulletin, Samples, etc.

upon Application



Robinson Photographer
FOR CLASSES OF 1904 AND 1905

High Grade Work Only. Special Rates to Seniors

Bell Phone 165-B 205 North Aurora Street

McGILLIVRAY,
THE MAN WHO MAKES FACES

THE CORNER BOOKSTORES
ESTABLISHED 1868

TAYLOR & CARPENTER
General Booksellers, Stationers and Engravers

ITHACA, NEW YORK



TWO PERFECT PRODUCTS
COMPARISONS ARE NOT ODIOUS TO US

Evans' Ale and Evans' Stout
Will satisfy you that in brewing, as in other arts, America leads the world

The proof is in the drinking.
You will find EVANS' ALE in the best Clubs and Restaurants, and in homes

where its purity and healthfulness insure it a hearty welcome.

EVANS' STOUT builds flesh and strength after the exhausting ordeal of

Grippe. It is used in the United States Hospital Service.
The principal foreign breweries do not bottle their products. We Bottle Ours,

and this is the difference in price:

Foreign Ale, $2.00 to $1.80 Doz. EVANS' ALE - - $1.50 Doz.

Foreign Stout, $1.90 to $1.75 Doz. EVANS' STOUT - $1.50 Doz.

All the leading places sell Kvans' Ai,e and Evans' Stout.

Brewed and Bottled for 118 Years by C. H. Evans & Son, Hudson, N. T.

SOflE BARGAINS IN HAHMONDS

Ideal Hammond at - $40.00

Remodeled Universal at $53.50

Remodeled Universalwith

back spacer
- - - $55.00

(Anew $50 "Blick") for $43.00

420 Eddy Street
a mm—

— -

Thesis Work a Specialty

W. W GAIL Beix Phone 345 -B

MOGULif^ LQYPT1AN
* CIQARLTTLS

Qroivn in Turkey,

Perfected in Egypt.

Enjoyed in America.

•MOGUL SMOKE. MAKLSLCYTTIAN SMOKtRS

10 lor 1$ cents.

Cork Tips or Plain.

Save the Coupons.



ISTEW PHO0X)GRAPHIC FIRM

STANLEY PHOTOGRAPH CO-

PROPRIETORS OF

THE UNIVERSITY ART GALLERY

Latest styles and novelties in photographs at moderate prices

Developing and finishing for amateurs. Photo

Engraving in all branches

212-214 East State Street Ithaca, N. Y.

OPPOSITE ITHACA HOTEL

BLICKENSDERFER TYPEWRITERS

We challenge comparison with all others for Quality of work, Capacity and Dur

ability. Over 30,000 sold in the last two years. Portable, easy to learn, visible

writing, changeable type, permanent alignment, excellent manifolder, Low Price.

Students can save more than the cost of a machine by writing their own notes and

theses and still have a good typewriter for future service. Many in use at Cornell.

A machine sent to any one for ten days' trial on request.
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Schinasi Brothers Egyptian Cigar
Are made of the Very Finest Turkish Tobacco Grown. Schinasi

Naturals, 15c. Schinasi Cork

I urku

Tifis, 20c. Schinasi Pretties*, 1

T H E SMO K E S H0PS ^
ITHACA eHOTEL SHELOON PQUlRt

o

■O ';•;'

'o"

111 North Aurora Street

o

•L
*

/o

-■■ • '■-,••
•

.

p. r.

GREAT

SOLD AT

J. A. & J. H. Causer

Proprietors ./.-'

*

OF

CUT l!Up¥feRi
FkQRAlo

JARDlfllEKis

i-:

yv'--

Immense Stock

Quality tjyM^

■'■oVv&

■•■'£

Floml Coi
21§ East State; Street

The Bailey, Banks & Biddle Company
.; PHlLADELiRH IA ;:.;,

'

,-'. y ■■:,;
Designers andManufacturers of ClaSs Pins, Badges, Stick Pins; Class

Rings and Class Stationery; Designs and Estimates biCost -
-z Mailed on Request.; No Obligation is IncurM V ^ l

'•■
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Base Pall Suits
V To Measure-^Jerseys Padded .

Qy M. lieimiroth
"\ 211 East Seneca Street

GO TO

NORWOO^D
And Get Fat

407 Eddy Street

THERE'S A TRICK
of fit, a knack of elegance about the pictures we frame

The mechanics to do the work, none better;

The result—perfect fitting, long lasting, pretty l^ojdng pictures* at

0001^ iiou^efuraislier^
Opposite Tompkins County Bank

JzM S»ULLiyAN & co.

^me Clothing and

i Merchant Tailoring"
flats a^ Specialty

', ili4 E^State St.vQppo, Postbffice.

Naughton Bros.

Pine Groceries

V 120 North Aiitpra- Street :
'

Makes tiie Best \

On Sale at B&ok^S tores,

Wander & Howell
The Grocers

103 North Aurora Street

* and 304 East State Street

?©R1$T ^TY SIMM■%AUNPRY
;"■■'■ ^^^./\';^9>N0rti^ Aurora ^reet ■

JP^H FSO N:EJBo M E N P I N O F RBE

tf
9 ,, andKNew gating: Song. Jlead^ ..

^ ^

>|lf quarters for Washburn Mad^oHns MnCIfArflrP
"l

■>^i^t^i; Strings andfSupgHes W'
™

"■

PnriiJill for all iistrumenl" . .OpenEvenihgs !^2 No^th

VUflttal /o;-;.;;: ;.,;-;_
-'

o- \ Aurora Street



m

Cornell Pins, Cornell Souvenir Shorts* ..*;

Cornell Fobs, Cornell Hat Pin^o -i;

and a complete line of Colle^Jei^y in ^ew ^(J AHisfe

152fiast State Street - ^\- ItWea^K^ /A

#.■
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■", . o;
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Schinasi Brothers Egyptian Cigarettes
Are made of the Very Finest Turkish Tobacco Grown. Schinasi

Naturals, 15c. Schinasi Cork Tips, 20c. Schinasi Prettiest, 10c.

THE SMO KE S HOP S

ITHACA HOTEL SHELDON COURT

Scheltz, The Tailor
111 North Aurora Street

GREAT

WESTERN

*

SOLD AT

Ithaca Hotel
J, A.& J. H. Causer

Proprietors

FINEST OF

ican Wines

eUTKL0\¥BR5

FLORAL
DESIGNS

PALflS

JARDINIERES
■■

gTC. :

Immense Stock ,

Quality the Best

The Bool

Floral Co.
215 East State Street

The Bailey, Banks & Biddle Company
PHILADELPHIA

Designers and Manufacturers of Class Pins, Badges, Stick Pins, Class
Rings and Glass Stationery. Designs and Estimates ofCost

Mailed on Request No Obligation is Incurred.



Base Ball Suits
To Measure—Jerseys Padded

G. ft. Heimroth
■:211 Kast Seneca Street

GO TO

NORWOOD'S
And Get Fat

407 Eddy Street

THERE'S A TRICK
of fit, a knack of elegance about the pictures we frame

We have tiiematerial, the best; o AA

The mechanics to do the worls, none better;

The result—perfect fitting, long lasting, pretty looking pictures, at

BOOL'S, Housefurriishers
Opposite Tompkins County Bank

J A. SULLIVAN & CO.

Fine Clothing and

Merchant Tailoring
Hats a Sp e c i a Ity

11#E State Sty, Oppo. Postoffice

SHELDON
Makes the Best

CAMPUS VIEWS

On Sale at Book Stores

Naughton Bros.

^r Fine Groceries

120 North Aurora Street

Wanzer & Howell
The Grocers"

103 North Aurora Street

and 304Bast State Street

FOREST CITY STEAM LAUNDRY

209 NortH Aurora Street v

BOTH PHONES MENDING FRBB

Containing New Smoking Song |)# f, LCDl 8
and New Boating Song. Bead- --

# p(

quarters for Washburn Mandolins ^jftfi OlOFC
and Guitars. Strings and Supplies 7 ■

_ . __

-

.

for all Instruments. Open Eyenings
122 N art h

■

Aurora Street



CELAS. H. BROOKS
JEWELER

Cornell Pins, Cornell Souvenir Spoons,
Cornell Fobs, Cornell Hat Pins

and a complete line of College Jewelry in New and Artistic Designs
152 East State Street - - - Ithaca, N. Y.c

GiantStwdes,
Jill T(ecant$jfyaml$rc&ens\

CHAMPAGNE

HEADS THE LIST

of Importations into
the UnitedStates
VUKtfie

HIGHEST

FIGU*&S

REACHED
#

iizim

102,148 ALWAYS MAINTAINED
*

-...!_
MMUTS THE

,%4&

9|^J7 DiscnfmNATim
% DISTINCTIONan)

imam* y**>en to ^

7&i» WHITEOEAL
CH^PAGNE

QEO.A.KESSLER £?C? SolzImpoatw A

CAS&ft

CC

ROtelSaE33IJL) BROS.
SPEC^t CORNELL STEINS"

with all the Viewsof the Campos andverses ofCornell'sSpirit
ed Songs. Fine Souvenirs for Alumni as well as mantle pieces

TWO SIZES, $2.50 and $4.00 "SEE THEM."
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Schinasi Brothers Egyptian Cigarettes
Are made of the Very Finest Turkish Tobacco Grown. Schinasi

Naturals, 15c. Schinasi Cork Tips, 20c. Schinasi Prettiest, 10c.

T HE SMOKE SHO PS
ITHACA HOTEL SHELDON COURT

I

Scheltz, The Tailor
111 North Aurora Street

G H Eft!

SOLD AT

J. A. & J. H. Causer
Proprietors

FINEST OF

American lues
-

CUT FLOWERS

FLORAL

DESIGNS

PALflS

JARDINIERES
ETC.

Immense Stock

Quality theBest

The Bool

Floral Co.
215 East State Street

The Bailey, Banks & Biddle Company
PHILADELPHIA

Desi^rs
aad IVTanufacturers of Class Ejus, Badges, Stick Pins, Class

Rings and Class Stationery. Designs and Estimates ofCost
Mailed on Request. No Obligation is Incurred



Base Ball Suits
To Measure—Jerseys Padded

G. 11. Heiitiroth
211 Kast Setteca Street

GO TO

NORWOODS
And Get Fat

407 Eddy Street

THERE'S A TRICK
of fit, a knack of elegance about the pictures we frame

; We tave tHe material/^riie best;
The mechanics to do the work, none better;
The result—perfect fitting, long lasting, pretty looking pictures, at

BOOL'S; Housefurnishers
Opposite Tompkins County Bank

sr ;;*&.

j. A. SULLIVAN & CO.

,
■ : Fine Clothing and

■.* ^*L Merchant Tailoring
■f^"':. Hats a Specialty
114 E, State St.vOppo. Postoffice

SHELDON
Makes the.Best

CAMPUS VIEWS

On Sale at Book Stores

Naughton Bros.

Fine Groceries

120 North Aurora Street

Wanzer & Howell
The Grocers

103 North Aurora,Street
and 304 EastState Street

FOREST CITY STEAM LAUNDRY

209 North Aurora Street ■•"'§$?

BOTH PHONES MENDING FREE

Songs
of

Cornell

Gpntainidg New Smoking Song |J# |V JLCDl S
and New Boating Song. Head-

M #

'

quarters for Washburn Mandolins M|K|P MOFC
and Guitars, Strings and Supplies
for all Irifetrunients. Open Evenings * 2 2 Nor t h

Aurora Street

HOB



CHAS. H. BROOKS
JEWELER ;

Cornell Pins, Cornell Souvenir Spoons,
Cornell Fobs, Cornell Hat Pins

and a complete line of College Jewelry in New arid Artistic Designs
i52 East State Street - - - Ithaca, N. Y.

Jill TjecordsJLyaiitlirokens^

Moet&Chandon
CHAMPAGNE

HEADS THE LIST

of Importations into
the United States

Viihihe

HIQHEST

FIGURES
EVER.

REACHED
#

12Z763
| CASES ,

^PERFECTION

mQj^Lny
^102,148 A1^^5 MAINTAINED

CASES MERJT5 THE

!%k&-:

f%£27 jzisayMiNATW^
tfo DISTINCTION an?
V. —

v P&FEI&NCE
-^mm

_. .-.«-■. Gilbert to .- W--

*W WhiteSeal
'0,14*0 casks CHAMPAGiNE

CfEO.A.KESSLER € C? SoleJmpohtixs
— • * j- -^

ROTHBCHILI) BROa
"SPECIAL CORNELL -JSTEESTS^i

with all the Views of the Campus and verses ofCorneU'sSpirit-
ed Songs. Fine Souvenirs for Alumni as well as mantle pieces

TWO SIZES, $2.50 and $4.00 "SEE THEM."
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Schinasi Brothers Egyptian Cigarettes
Are made of the Very Finest Turkish Tobacco Grown. Schinasi

Naturals, 15c. Schinasi Cork Tins, 20c. Schinasi Prettiest, 10©.

THE SMOKE SHOPS
ITHACA HOTEL SHELDON COURT

T-*--

Scheltz, The Tailor
111 North Aurora Street

f:J.

G^HfiT

SOLD AT

Ithaca Hotel
J. A. & J. H. Causer

Proprietors

FINEST OF

American Wines

CUTFLOV^ERl
FLORAL

DESIGNS

PALJ1S r-VVV-^W
JARDINIERES

:'m&zf::.y\ffr Jy

Immense Stock

Quality the Best

The Bool

Floral Co.
215 Bast State Street

The Bailey, Banks & Biddle Company
PHILADELPHIA

Designers and Manufacturers of Class Pins, Badges, Stick Pins,Class
Rings and Class Stationery. Designs and Estimates ofCost

Mailed on Request. No Obligation is Incurred.
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■;'l\'iiJVi Base BaU Suits
l^o Measure—Jerseys Padded

0. fl. neimroth
211 East Seneca Street

GO TO

NORWOOD'S
And Get Pat

407 Eddy Street

THERE'S A TRICK
of fit, a knack of elegance about the pictures we frame

-We have the material, the best;

Themechanics to do the work, none better;
* The result—perfect fitting, long lasting, pretty looking pictures, at

BOOL'S,
Opposite Tompkins County Batik

.(- ;-• O

J. A. SULLIVAN &. CO.

; Firi6 ^Clothing and

Merchant Tailoiring
H a t s a Spec ialty

•lltfE. State St.rX)ppo. Postoffice

SHELDON
Makes the Best

CAMPUS VIEWS

On Sale at Book Stores

Naughton Bros.

Fine Groceries

120 North Aurora Street ,

Wanzer & Howell
Th^ Grocers

103 North Aurora Street

and 304 East State Street

FOREST CITY STEAM IAUNDRY
I o 209 North Aurora Street

BOT H PH ON E S MENDING FRE £

y Special Sale of Sheet Music at 5 Cents Per Copy
Late Vocal and Instrumental, Mandolin, Banjo and Violin ordinarily
retailing at from Twenty-five Cents to One Dollar, all going at 5
Cetits per copy for the next twenty days. Open. Evenings.

LENT'S MUSIC STOREv 122 N. Aurora St.
3>:



CHAS. H. BROOKS
JEWELER

Cornell Pins, Cornell Souvenir Spoons,
Cornell Fobs, Cornell Hat Pins

and a complete line of College Jeyvelry in New and Artistic Designs
152 East State Street .',- V- - Ithaca, NY. , :

GiantStrides
Jill TlecordsJItfaiiiJBroIceiUA

MoWaCHAKlMW
CHAMPAGNB

HEADS THE LIST

of Importations mio
the UNITEI> STATES

VUfiifie v^

HIQHEST

FIGUHJ&S

REACHED

mm
>

-

CASES -

PERFECTION

,
- ~J*QiAUff

'102,148 ALVAYS MAINTAINED

CASES MfcR)TS THt

W*-

92S27
CASES jDlSCniMINATION

DtSlTNCTfONm&

«&* Gi**io
I^I&I&N&

^fcfete^u CHAMPACXNE
QEOA.KESSLER CC9 ScnjstePwywQj

xVrz ;it»>;-i.:

e
ROTHBCHIIJD BROS.

SPECIAL CORNELL Sl^IlSrS?'
With all the Views of the Campus and verses ofCornell'sSpirited Songs. Fine Souvenirs for Alumni as well as mantle pieces

I TWO SIZES, $2.50 and $4.00 "SEE THEM."





Schinasi Brothers Egyptian Cigarettes
Are made of the Very Finest Turkish Tobacco Grown. Schinasi

Naturals, 15b. Schinasi Cork Tips, 20c. Schinasi Prettiest, 10c.

THE SMOKE SHOPS
ITHACA HOTEL SHELDON COURT

Scheltz,The Tailor
111 North Aurora Street

O.^EflT;

SOLD AT

Ithaca Hotel
J. A. & J. H. Causer

Proprietors

FINEST OF

American Wines

CUTr|LG\gER5
FLORAL
DESIGNS

"- pal/is

JARDINIERES

■-.'■ aWTC, f r f: a- Tff '■

immense Stock

Quality tiie Best

TheBool

Floral Co.
215 East State Street

The Bailey, Banks & Biddle Company
PHILADELPHIA

Designers and Manufacturers of Class Pins, Badges, Stick Pins; Clas^v
Rmgs and Class Stationery. Designs and Estimates ofCost

Mailed on Request. No Obligation is Incurred ^



Base Ball Suits
To li&easure-—Jerseys Padded

Q. Ft. Heimroth
■'.i-'y..t 211 East Seneca Street

GO TO

NORWOODS
And Get Fat

. 407 Eddy Street

THERE'S A TRICK
of fit, a knack of elegancy about the pictures we frame

,
We have the iriaterial, the best;

The mechanics to do ^he work, none better;

! The result-^-perfect fitting, long lasting, pretty looking pictures, at

BOOL'S, Housefurnishers
Opposite Tompkins County Bank

J, A. SULLIVAN & CO.

Fine, Clothing and

Merchant Tailoring
, Hats;a Specialty

114 E. State St., Oppo/Poistbffice

SHELDON
V Makes the Best

CAMPUS VIEWS

On Sale at Book St ores

Naughton Bros.

Fine Groceries

120 North Aurora Street

Wanzer & Howell
The Grocers

103 NorthAurora Street

', and 304 East State Street

FOREST CITY STEAM LAUNDRY
;§:. f- z

.

'

■' ■

'L.;

209 North Aurora Street

BOTH PHONES MENDING FREE

LENT'S MUSIC STORE, 122 N. Aurora St,

Washburn Mandolins and Guitars

1905 Model (The Best aiid the Cheapest)

Songs of Cornell (latest edition) and Everything in the Musical Line.



CHAS. H. BROOKS
JEWELER

Cornell Pins, Cornell Souvenir Spoons*
Cornell Fobs, Cornell Hat Pins

and a complete line of College Jewelry in New and Artistic Designs
152 East State Street - - - Ithaca, H, Y .

RcniE^crEo;rj3 biios.

"SPECIAL OOKJSTBLL STEI^S^
with all the Viewsof the Campus an<i versesofGoradl^Spjrit*
ed Songs. Fine Souyenirs for Aluitti as weH as mantis pjfeces

TWO SIZES, f2.50 and $4.00 /'SEE THEM."





Schinasi Brothers Egyptian Cigarettes
Are made ef the Very Finest Turkish Tobacco Gfpwn. Schinasi

ISaturals, 15d. Schinasi Cork Tips, 20c. Schinasi Prettiest, ,10c.

THE SMOKE SWOPS
ITHACA HOTEL SHELDON GOyRT

Scheltz, The T
'

"', :.
'

-■..
'

■■■'--. ''O ■
' '"

''•■. Z* ;'-.'■' ;

111 North Aurora Street
^

G R EflT

WESTERN

SOLD AT !

Ithaca Hotel
J. A. & J. H. Caiisef

Proprietors .'■;'.>'

FLORAL
O ■

■ L^DESIGNS \o* ■

:

'

^lPALHSov .'..;■*■

JARDINIERES

:o Immense Stock f'f

Quality the Best

FINEST OF

American Wines

The Bool

Floral Co.
215 East State -Strict

The Bailey, Banks & Biddle Company
PHILADELPHIA

Designers and Manufacturers of Class Pins, Badges, Stick Pins, Class
Rings and Class Stationery. Designs and Estimates ofCost

Mailed on Request. No Obligation is Incurred.
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Base Ball Suits
To Measure—Jerseys Padded

Q. H. Heimroth
211 Bast Seneca Street

.-*■■•■ GO TO j

NORWOODVS
And Get Fat

407 Eddy Street

THERE'S A TRICK
of fit, a knack of elegance about the pictures we frame

We have the material, the best;
The mechanics to do the work,"none better;
The result—perfect fittings long lasting, pretty looking pictures, at ;

BOOL'S, Housefurnishers
Opposite Tompkins County Bank

J. A. SULLIVAN & CO.

Fine Clothing aud

Merchant Tailoring
Hats a Specialty

114 E. State St., Oppo. Postoffice

Naughton Bros.

Fine Groceries

120 North Aurora Street

S HELD 0 N
Makes the Best

CAMPUS VIEWS

Oil Sale at Book Stores

Wanzer & Howell
The Grocers j

103 North Aurora Street
and 304 East State Street

FOREST CITY STEAM LAXJNDKY

209 North Aurora Street

BO TE P HO N SS M EN D ING FRE E

LINT'S MUSIC STORE, 122 =N: Aurora St.

Washburn Mandolins and Guitars

1905 Model (TheBest and the Cheapest^

Songs of Cornell (latest edition) and Everything in theMusical Line,
-

' '
'

■ ^ L >■■'■■ L >

'
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CHAS. EL BROOKS
JEWELER

Cornell Pins, Cornell Souvenir Spoons,
Cornell Fobs, Cornell Hat Pins

and a complete line of College Jewelry in New and Artistic Designs
152 East State Street t- - - Ithaca, N. Y.

40,148 CAsts

__>tFi CASES

MWECTION

iNQjgkLnY
102.14ft ALWAYS MAINTAINED
* '

MENTS THE

JDlSCUfMINATION
IWTINCTTPN#r&

PREFEF&NCE

CHAMPACrNE

C^EOA.KESSLER # C? SoleJmpokte^s

iiothlbc^

"SPECIAL TOR STEINS^;':
with all the Views of the Campus and verses ofCornell'sSpirit
ed Songs. Fine Souvenirs for Alumni as well as mantle pieces

TWO SIZES, $2.50 and $4.00 "SEE THEM."
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